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Course Doscription:
1 .e

n ,

This course covers the areas concerned with the structural maintenance and
repair of aircraft. It is divided into the five-areas mentioned before.

The first pamphlet providet basic and gerieral safety requirements for airs-
craft ground handling operations.and for work performed on the line, in ships, and

in the hangar. . .

The primary purpose of the second pamphlet is to provide basic,-and general
informatioff on the types, uses, and installation and kemoval practices involved with
the common types of hardware- The two sections covered are: Bolts, Nuts, and ,

Washers; and Miscellaneous,Hardware, Safetying,and TUrnlóck Fasteners.
Outlining the types and characteristics of metals used in'aircraft construction

. - and identifying the comnon types of aircraft hardware ate the topits'covered in the
third pamphlet. Thz two, major topics'covered are aircraft metals and aircraft structural
hardware.. The two types of aircraft metals (ferrous and non-ferrous), their

.

characteristics, identification and uses in aviation are covered.- Also discussed
are-the factors to bd considered when substituting and interdhanging metals in air-
craft construction: Provides information on the common types of structural hardware,
identification of various types oehardware, their uses, proper installation and re-
moval procedures, and the special tools required for each tyPe. .

Presenting a geheral overview of the harmful effects caused by corrosion is
part of te primary purpose of the fotirth pamphlet. Familiarizing' s:he student,with

the theo,y of corrosion, corrospn detection and identification,corrosion removal,
and metal surface preserfalion is included, also. ,

The last pamphlet goes into more detail about the Subjects in pamphletsfour:
4, -

-%
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NOTICE TO STUDENT,'
.

',
The ,primary purpose of thiS self-pacJd, nonresident training pamphlet is to present a general overview of avia-
tion safety practices and av ation inaintenan&Aministration procedures. The training is designed for aviation

.

second class petty officers. .
.,

.. 1. .
. . S

The pamphlet provides, basiC and general safety requiremehts fOr aircraft ground handling operations and for
work performed on the line, in:ships, and in the hangar. The administration portion of the paniphlet briefly
decribes the Coast Guard ,Aircraft Maintenance Management System and the Coast Guard,, Air -Force, and
Navy directives systems and, pUblications. Also, various aircraft maintenanceforms 'and reports are described
and illustrated4 and the aviati n supply system js, briefly outlined. The pamphlet content is based on the Coast
Guard Enlisted-Qualification ManuairrCG-311). b

IMPORTANT NOTE: This text has been ,ompiled for TRAINING ONLY. It should NOT be used in place of
official directives or publicaiions. The text information is current according to the references listedijou
should, howeve4 reMember that it is your responsibility to keep up with the latesrprofessional inforrOition
available for your rating. Current information is available in 'the Coast Guard Enlisted QualificationS'
(CG-311)..

, -this pamphlet is divided into six sections:

(IrGeneral Aviation Safety'
(2) Coast Guard Aircraft MaintenanceMar_iagement System
(3) C6ast-Guard Directives, Publications, Forins,c-and Reports
.(4) Air Force Technical Order System
(5) Navy Publications
(6) Aviation Sup ystem

Each reading assignment is dilrided into three parts:

Reading assignment and objectives
Reading material
Self-quiz with answers and references. The answers are located on the page(s) immediately following the

quizzes.

In addition to the self-quiz after each.assignment, a pamphlet review quiz is pnwided at the end of the pamphlet.

The objectives for eackassignment should lead you in the right direction for study purposes. The self-quizze
test your mastery of the objectives. When you complete all the assignments for the course and master e.
objective, you should have a thorough understanding of the material and should be ready to pass your E. -of-
Coutie Test.

-

REMEMBERYou twist receive a score of BO%) or better to pass the End-of-Course Test. You should use your
spare time to REVIEW the material before you take the EOCT.

SWE STUDY SUGGESTION: Servicewide exam questions for your rate and pay grade are based on the Pro-
fessional and Military Requirements section's of the Enlisted Qualifications Manual (CG-311). If you use the

: references from this text and consult the Enlisted Qualifications Manual, you should have good information for
review when von prepare for your servicewide exam.

This coarse is only one park of the total Coast Guard training program. By its very nature, it can take you onlv
)art of the way to a training goal. Practical experience, schools, selected readings, and the desire to accomplish

are also necessary to round out a successful training program.

1 3
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HOW TO STUDY THIS COURSE

You can rernenber more of what'you read if you

<

.t."Look over" the reiding assignment first. Read the jectives and
section headings, and'look at the pictures. This gives ou an idea of,
what to expect in the reading assignment and helps you twderstand

Eithe objectives.' -

Questioo the reaoing material. Ask yourself questionS about a
heading or-a picture to help you remember what you read.

V.) Note points to review later. Don't' just run your eyes over a page.
n Underline ;important facts and make notes in the margin.

CloSe your pamphlet and repeat important points out loud. Discuss
the reading assignment with someone if possible. This helps you
recall information for a quiior end-of-course test. A

Review your underlined material, notes, quizzes, and objectives.
This also helps you rethember -what you read.

If you just read and do NOT
underline, question, or review,
this is how much you are likely
to remember.

This is how much
you will probably

FORGET!

vii
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,GENERAL AVIATION SAFETY,

Reading Assigmuent:
Pages 1-1 through 1-17.

OBJECTIVES.

After finishing this assignment, you should be able to:

1. State the smoking restrictions von should observe when working,:around aircraft an& engine-

powered equipment.

State the safety precautions you shoukl observe in the following situatiOns:

a. Starting and operating tow tractors and other engine-powered equipment.

b. Operating electrically powered equipment. Nr.

c. Psing maintenance stands and other hangar equipment.

0

:3. Explain the proper protection against the foltowing hazards when you are working on or near

aircraft:

a. High2Mtensity sound
b. ,,Radar
c. Radioactivity

4. List steps you should take to avOid injury when working on or near:

-
a. Aircraft control surfaces
b. 'Vent and drain lines
c. The cockpit
d. Aircraft electrical systems

5. List and define aviation safety color Odes.

6. Describe the safety precautions for the following:

'a. Fuel, oxygen, and hj(draulic servicing
b. Aircraft towing ,
c. Aircraft parking and mooring

7. State the major cause of injuries and equipment damage in shops.

8. State the safety practiCes you should observe wIien using shop facilities, electronic equipment,

and handtools.
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INTRODUCTION,

II The purpose Uf this section is to emphasize the
importance of a good aviation safety program. Be-
cause of the new, and complex eqiiipment used
*today, maintenance personnel imistbe- aware of the
hazards encountered in using tliis eqUipment. This
section outlines some of these hazards and points out
proper safety precautions.

Proper safety measures, rigidly enforced, result in
tremendous savings in man-hours and equipthent. In
tiviation, your safety and the protection-of the equip-
-went vuTi maintain are of prime importance.. Jet-
engine-powered aircraft represent a still coMpar-
tively new field_ and maiw new haZards have devel-
oped Whic (lid not exist for reciprocating engine
aircraft. ' w and different types of equipment are
behig Ned, and more special tools are being devel-
oped. Also, the Coast Guard is now training f1ore
and more specialists, with the- result that more er-
sonnel are constantly working around aircraft. The
increase in per'sonnel, the use of new-and more com-
plex tdols and equipment, and the added dangers at
both ends of the aircraft justify the need .for a good-
safety program.

This section will help you to understand the need
for and theirnportance Of a safety program- Ihrough-
out the Coast Guard. You will alsb become familiar
with some of the hazards that you may encounter
around jet engine aircraft. HoweY_err, noliazard is so
great that it cannot be overcome with a little knowl-
edge and common sense. In the following pages we
will present a few of the major hazards and hope
that an awareness of them will aid you in your work
in aviation.

HANDLING tROUND EQUIPMENT .

A knowledge of the proper way to handle ground
equipment is very important to you as an aviation
petty officer. Improper handling of such equipment
is as dangerous as improper use of it. There are three
ways of handling equipment: the ideal way, the
accepted way'idue to conditions and location), and
the wrong Way. Because. of the different working
conditions, encountered in the vast area covered bv
the Coast Guard, the ideal way may often differ
somewhat from the accepted wav. However, the
accepted way is as safe aS the ideal way.

In the Coast Guard today we have a greater
variety ,of equipmrnt than ever Wore. We will
divide this equipment into various categories and
give you a few points on the DO's and DON'Ts of
putting the 6quipment to practical use. ror discus-
sion purposes,- we will classify- this equipment a's en-
gine-powered, electrically powered, and hangar
equipment.

ENGINE-PQWERED EQUIPMENT
This equipment includes everything from the

inules: and tnicks used on the flight-line to the auxil-
iarv power unit used to-start the aircraft engine. Orie
of the Most important things to remember about en=
gine-driven equipmept is that it uses combustible
fuel for its operation"! Where% er combustible fuel is
used, a potential fire hazard always exists. As an
emergency measure, fire extinguishers (called fire
bottles) are positioned near all enOne-driven 410-
i-1-lent. To avert the possibility of fire; certain restric-
tions are placed on maintenance personnel.

Smoking, for example, is restricted within 100
feet of all hangar's and aircraft. In some places.
smoking is not 'permitted on the flight line or within
100 feet of any building on the line. This restriction
seems a little harsh at times, but suitable. smoking
areas are provided. To illustrate the dangers of
smoking on the flight line, consider the following in-
cident. One clay when the ramp was 'cleared sof all
aircraft, seveial of the personnel were talking while'
standing 'along the edge of the ramp. f rom all ap-
pearances, no danger was imminent. One of the per-
sons lit a cigarette, and after finishing it, flipped it

-into one of the ramp drains. Immediately an explo-
sion occurred that tore up the ramp about 30 feet in
all directions. Upon investigation it was determined
that someone had carelessly poured some contamin-
ated fuel in the drain and created a potentially ex-
plosive mixture, which needed only a spark to ignite
it. In this instance, two people were guilty of viol4-
ing safety regulations, but had thAmoker observed
the nile regarding smoking, the explosion would not
have occurred.

Smoking is not. the Only hazard around engine-
powered equipment. Thus, let us investigate some of
the other potential ,hazards where mobile units are
used.

'1--2

.The mule is a towing unit often used bv mainte-
nance personnel. For this reason we will discuss the

1



safety measures that apply in the use of mules and
similar towing vehicles. We know, of course, that the
main purpose of a mule is to tow aircraft and to
transport equipment to and from the hangar. Many
people erroneously believe that a mule is-to be used
for personal transportation -- a notion that has re-
sulted fn- many accidents. Since the mule is geared
low for power, it may jerk or lurch suddenly while
being started. Occasionally, persons seated or.stanct:
ing on it have been thrown off, with resulting inju-
ries to them. Some mules have one single seat, and

others have a contintious three-person seat; these
seats indicate the maximum number of personnel
authorized to ride. If no seat is available, never at-
tempt to ride on the fenders or other parts of the ve-
hide. If you are riding and want to get off, wait until
the mule comes to a, complete stop. Never get off

any vehicle while it is moving. , -

While towing.equipment, alWays be on the look-

out for trouble. Usually speed is the main cause of

accidents; 'remeniber that a safe speed is not always
governed by the speed limit, but usually by the load
you are pulling and the weather conditions. Making

a sudden turn with topheavy equipment could cause

an upset which would damage the equipment and

endanger nearby personnel. When pulling equip-
ment with a mule, hitch the unit to the mule. Since
trouble often occurs at the hitch, always be sure
your hitch is secure and occasionally doublecheck it
to make sure it has not worked loose. When towing a
load through a congested area, have someone walk
on each side to help you guide the load. If there is

ever any doubt about your getting past or between

some object's, move them or go around. "I thought I

could make it- is never an acceptable excuse; there
is no excuse for this type of accident. When you are
towing an aircraft in a congested area, a minimum
of four people should be used: a towing vechicle
operator (usually supervisor), two wing walkers, and

someone in the cockpit to operate the brakes. When
sharp turns are anticipated or when backing the air-
craft, assign a tail walker. Two persons can perform
the towing operation satisfactorily in an area where.
no contact with hazardous objects is possible. If you

must tow the aircraft across an active runway or taxi

strip, be sure you get clearance from the control
towei- first. Don't trust your own vision. Your life
and that of others may be at stake. Precautions for
aircraft towing are discussed in detail later in this
section.

Mobile _units are not our only engine-driven ha-
zards. As we staed before, wherever there- is power

1-3
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there is a potential hacard. and tire is still our great-
est hazard. 'Heat and fuel combined and controlled
can be put to many constructive uses, but combined
and uncontrolled, they can be very destructive. -Fuel .

confined in' a tank is controlled, but fuel on the
ground or on a unit is uncontrolled. Neveroseryice a
unit while it is operating. Always stow flamniables. in

the area designated for their storage. When oper-
ating engine-driveit equipment, always be sure that
the exhaust gases are not coming in contact with any
flammable material that may have spilled.' Be sure

that the equipmer4 is electrically grounded, and kept

a safe distance from all aircraft: When'n$ng engine-

driven equipment in an enclociire, b<sure to vent
the exhaiist gases out of the enclosure, or make-cer-
tain that there is sufficient ventilation to nullify the

effects of the fumes, because fumes, visible or invisi-

ble, are always dangerous.

Although there are many types of engine-driven
equipment,' ther are only two ways of starting
them- by automatic cranking (starter) or,by man-

ual cranking. The 'automatic starter presents no
hazards, but the handcrank presents several. How

many peoPle today know the proper way to hand-
crank an engine? How many people stip to consider
the injuries that can result from one kickback if they

do nothold the crank properly?,consider what hap-
pened to one person while trying to crank a portable
air compressor. After making a visual check of the
machine to be sure that it was in operating condi-
tion, the person took the crank in both hands, locked

the wrists, and tried to turn the crank by -pushing
downward. During this cranking operation, a kick-
back occurred. Because iof the tight two-handed
grip, the person waS unable to release the handle

and, as a result, suffered a broken wrist and fra6-
tured arm. A similar accident happened when a
portable hydraulic test stand was being cranked. ,
The person cranking the engine had the proper grip

on the crank and was pulling up on the crank with

one hand. Midway in the cranking cycle the (sank
slipped off the shaft and spun around. Another per-

-son standing too close was struck on the head and
received a slight fracture. Neither accident would
have oceurred if the person cranking the machine
had been thoroughly indoctrinated.

The important thing to remember when cranking,
an engine is to hold the handle firmly with. onehand
and crank by pulling up on the handle. Thus.. ShoUld
the engine kick back, the handle will be pulled froth

your hand instead of being driven-Into it.
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ELECTRICALLY POWERED EQUIPMENT

Nq %). that you are aware of the dangers present
when you use engine-driven equipment, let us turn
our attention to electrically driven equipment, Of
course, the danger of fire is decreased because no
fuel is used in the actual operation of the-equipment.
This advantage, however, is offset bv the presence,
of electrical power.

Before 'using any piece of electrical equipment,
vou should first know what voltage is required to
operate the- e(1uipmene The most cOmmonly used
voltages are the 110 and 220-volt alternatingcy3Tent----
,
AC) voltage sources. Wheripreparing to irce a piece

of equipment with whicgI'vou are not familiar, first
look at its data plate and determine the vultage re-
quired for its operation; then be certain that you use
the correct power outlet. When more than one volt-,

age is ayailable, the receptaclet are usually labeledto
lessen the possibility of making mistakes. Be sure of
t,he rating of any electrical source before you at-
tempt to use it.

Electrical Hazards
The wide use of electrical facilities and equip-

ment in almost every Coast gtiarcloground operation
exposes personnel to Jnany accompanying haiards.
Equipment damaged through improper use is costly
and can seriously affect your mission.

Static electricity is an electrical hazard you must
constantly guard against. It .is necessary to make an
effective connection between aircraft, equipment,

;and ground during servicing and maintenance oper-
ation and also when aircraft are hangared, moored,
or parked. Static ground cOnnections must meet pre-
scribed requirements for low, resistance grounds. Ap-
plicable aircraft maintenance manuals contain spe-
cific grounding instructions which must be obser-
'ved. This grounding may seem unimportant, but
static electricity can cause sparks and fires which
could destroy equipment.

HANGAR EQUIPMENT
Hangar equipment is very important to the me-

chanic. For most aircraft maintenance, major or
minor, hangar equipment of some kind must be
used. To ensure the safety of the operator as well as
the care of the equipment during ie, certain pre-
cautions must be taken.

%irking On different types of aircraft necessit-
ates the use Ai maintenance stands. These stands are
designed to enable a person to reach high places on
the aircraft. where different types of work are to be

ac,complished. In using these stands, 'we have
t6 abide by a few rules of common sense. Thee first
ride is to make sure that the stand is in first-class
condition (noloose or missing nuts or bblts, no stnicl
tural defects, no loose or missing stePs) The second
rule is to make sure that the stand is clean (no grease
or oil spots which might make v u slip or fall). The
third rule is to keep track of v ols. Do not leave
tools lying close to the edge of the platform where
they can be easily knoc and possibly injure.

, someone working iilow you. Here is the fourth rule:
Before- you put the stand back in its proper area,
make sure that it is clean, free from structural
defects, and therefore ready for use the 'next time
you need it. When you move the stand to and from
the storage area, be,sure vou have another person
help you (one on the front and ohe on the back). In
that way you will not bump into or damage other.
equipment.

Sometimes during your work, you will need to
use jacks. Always check the fluid level before using a
jack. When putting jacks under aircraft, make sure
they are properly stabilized. After jacking has been
completed; adjust and set safet\ locknuts or safety
pins. If the aircraft is,to remain on jacks for any
length of time, it should be supported by cribs. Be-
fore releasing jacks, make sure. the area is clear of all
personnel and objec4. After use, the jack plunger
should be coMpletely depressed, and a protective
cover should be placed over th'e jack:

Another item of hangar equipment that you will
use is the hoist. A hoist is a lifting device that em-
proys slings, ropes, chainS, or cables. Potential ha-
zards__ attending the use of lifting devices include
swinging or falling loads, exposed moving machin-
ei*, or the failure of structural members. From the
nature of these hazards, you cad see the necessity
for keeping all nonworking personnel away from the
work area during operation of the hoist. You can also
see the need for rigging the slings correctly and for
inspecting the equipment thoroughly beiore it is

used,

AIRCRAFT SAFETY AND POTENTIAL,
' AIRCRAFT DANGERS

Now we will turn our attention to a few of the
more serious potential hazards that confront aviation
.personnel.
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Figure 1-1. - Noise. Intensity Chart, B-52G -ikireraft,
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GENERAL, AIRCRAFT SAFETY PRECAUTIaNS

High Intensity Sound
sPersonnel who work near or on aircraft are ex-.

posed to 'extremely hazardous noise potentials. par-
'ticuladv when jet aircraft are being operated. Not,
onlv is noise dangerous to a person's hearing, and in-
terferes with speech communications, but noise leads
to fatigue'. This, in turn, leads.to faUlty maintenance
work and increase the number of accidents attributed
to -maintenance error,- as well as a general ificrease
in the number of preventable ground accidents.

Noiselevels of 110 to 120 decibles (db) and above
are comMon in the vicinity of jet aircraftengines,in
operation as well As over a wide surrounding area.
Multiengine jets (Figure 1-1) frequently exceed 130'
db, and personnel may suffer physical injues at
these higher levels of exposure unless they are suit-
ably protected.

Protection against noise hazards can be obtained
4 through the use of .ear protectors, selected aircraft

nmup areas, noise-suppression devices; and ther
precautions. The noise intensify Of jet aircraf is gre-
atest to the rear of the engineat an angle of 5° on
either ide. Do not work or stand in these high-intenz
sity hoise areas unless absolutely necessary. Ear pro-
tectors alone will not provide enough protection at
levels of 130 to 140 ay. If -you must work in these
areas of high-intensivy' noise, be sure to wear a pro-
tective helmet or head set in addition to earplugs
and keep the' period of exposure as short.as possible.
Noise levels of 85 db and below ure considered rela-
tively safe.

A person who has, received an "overdose.' of
sound will show several symptoms of sickness or in-
jury. The person may have,pain, a feeling of fullness,
and/or ringing or burning of the ears; sometimes
dizziness; impairment of mental'concentration; and
occasionally nausea, vomiting, or weakness of the
knees. Emotional irritability is often a sign of noise
fatigue. When any of these symptoms are noted, the
affected person should be taken from the noise area
immediately.and examined by a medical officer.

.Radar
You can be burned while working around air-

craft. Radar can, burn you as quickly as if you had
touched a match to your arm. The appearance of a
hot spot on a bare LAtion -o'f your skin would be a
very good indication that you are standing too close
to, an operating unit. Of all hurnan tissue, you will
find that the eve tissue is the most sensitive to radar.

1-6

Radioactivity
Along this same line.of unseenor anheard dangers

is RADIOACTIVITY. At some time or 'other you
may conie into contavt with aircraft contaminated
bv radioactivitv :". consequently, there are 'a, few
things you should know ._about radioactivity. Al-
though you cannot see or hear radioactivity, it Tan

'make you sick, burn You, or even kill vou if you
should be subjected to a large enough dose at one
time.

If there are signs (Figure 1-2) to the, effect that an
aircraft is contaminated, stay out of that area unless
you are as-signed to a decontamination crew. If yon
'are assigned to one of these crews, the base medical
center will inform you.of what "equipment to use and
the hygienic factors, that affect you. A couple of the
more important pieees of equipment you would use
are the film badge and a dosimeter, for this equip-
ment tells the bass medical center how much ra-
,dioactivity you.have received. In turn, the informa-
tion will be placed in your medical files for future
reference.'

DANGER
RApIATION

A

Figure 1-2. - Radiation.

Control Surfaces
,There are many other Sections of the aircraft

which present definite hazards to maintenance per-
sonnel. For example, all control surfaces are ex-
tremely dangerous. Be moving the cOntrol stick, left
or right in the cOckpit, we raise one alleon and lower
the other; by moving the control stick forward Or
rearward, we raise and lower the elevators: and bv
manaully moving either ..the ailerons or 'elevators
from the outside, we also move the control stick in

0 .1)



the cockpit. Thus, always 'Make sure that personnel
are clear of the aircraft before moving any control
surface. Let us consider an accident that occurred
because someone didn't look before moving. the
stick.. A person working under the wing of an 'air-
craft was changing an 'aileron eyebolt. To change
flits bolt, the person had to place several fingers be-
tWeen the stationary skin of the aircraft and the
movable surface of the aileron. While removing the
bolt-, Someone .in the coapit, without,' ldgicing,
moved the aileron: The- person's fthgers were .

mashed between the fixed and movable surfaces,As
a result of someone else's caielessness, the individual
suffered thr loss of several fingers. To prevent this
from *happening to you, always have someone hold- (.
the moveable surface ih the position you"desire it;'.

,preferably from Nithin the cockpit.

When working on the wing flaps or on any sur-
. face which is. electricalry or hydraulically operated,

be sure yon have rendered the system inoperative
before you begin to work on it: Almost all cdhtrol
surfaces have sharp edges. You thust\always be alert
to kecp' from bumping into these edges: As a safety
measure (Figure 1-3), place a red streamer, piece of
red tapes,or coruer cover over the edges to attract at-
tention to these dangers. In some instances the, fixed
control surfaces are low enough to come into ccintact
with the body.,The ()lily safety precaution to prevent
your bumping these surfaup is alertnes,s. Keep your
mind on,wha4ou are dbipg and don't let, anyone
*distract you while you- are moIng ,around the
aircraft.

4.

S's
Vent and Drain Lines
Underneath most aircraft there are numerbus

vent and ',drain lines. The ends of these lines are
usually ctit at an angle to prevent any siphon-
ing action \that otherWise might take place during
'flight. Becapse of the angle at which these lines, are
cut,- they have sharp edges which can -tear your
clothes. and Cut your skin. If you cut yourSelf on a
fuel. v*ent,wou nin the risk of getting lead poisoning.
Since vent lnies are left nncovered, it is important
that Jon protect yOurself while working ,under the
aircraft.

cotkpit
You may have cause, from time to time, to work

in the.cOckpit, you should familiarize yourself with
the location of all,the switches you will need to_use.
While you are iq the cockpits 'do not movt any
switches other than the ones that concern youf job.
Don't be a sho*offor a hangar pilot.

..

'Airc.raft Electrical *stems
,.., IL pdssible, use n 'auxiliary poWer unit when

checkiug a unit for operation!' Be sure to keep the
aircraft electrically grbunded at all times while it is
in the hangar" or being *orking on. Never connect
electrical power to an aircraft before checking with

- other persons working on the aircraft; someone
might 1* working with electrical leads or have
switches set to actuate some electrically ,operted
mechanism. .

Figure 1-3. - Red Warning Flag.
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Fuel and Oxygen Servicing
You may at sometime be -required. to service an

aircraft with fuel and oxygen..1}ien you are refuel-
ing an'7"aircraft, make sure that the fuel,truck and air-
craft are gromided, to the earth and to eaCh other as
%yell as the fuel nozzle to the aircraft. If you accident
talli spill any fuel, be sure you clean it up. Alsb be
careful not to get any fuel on your cloth'es or body;
fuel-saturated clothing will irritate your skin, and
fuel on your skin can penetrate sufficiently to cause
lead poisoning.

Do not refuel an aircraft near any operating radio
or radar equipment.. While operating, this equip-
ment builds up charges of static electricity that can
be transmitied to objects 100 feet away; on certain
types of radar scts the distance will vary. from 100
feet to.,1,000 feet, depending on the frequency out-

.put of the set. As you know, there ate two categories
of radar equipment, airborne radar and ground
raVar. The safety ranges for, airborne radar vary
from 100 feet to approximately 300 feet. On the
ground, radar can be dangerous up to 1.,000 feet.
One of the best ways to eliminate the 'danger of re-
fueling an aircraft in an operating radar danger area
is to consult the base communications officer. This
officer knOw,s the areas in whiCh these sets are lo-
cated and.also the danger range of these sets.;

To prevent n explosion when you service an air-
craft with oxygen, never allow any grease or oil to
come in contact with oxygen or oxygen fittings.
Whesi servicing any oxygen system, always service it
slowly to prevent excessive heating and to ensure
proper system pressure. When you have finished
sevicing anaircraft, alwayveturn The equipment to
its designated area. Aircraft. servicing precautions
are discussed in detail later in this section.

Safety Color Coding
All designated areas will' be marked either by°

painted surfaces or by informational signs. Since
each color of paint has a definite meaning, we are
going to discuss a few df the colors commonly used.
Redindivtes such dangers as 'an open hole, a red
stop light, and petroleum, oil, and lubricant (POL)
areas (where gasoline, oil, etc., "are stored). Fire ex-
tinguishers, fire trucks, and some of the other safety
equipment for these danger areas are painted red.

Yellow indicates caution: For instance, at an
overhead hoist:the area below the hoist will be pain-
ted ii. yellow stripes. This warning could prevent
you from bumping your head on the chain hook

4

hanging from the ho-ist. Green is the color used to in-
'dicate safety, first-aid equipment, location of gas
masks, and other safety equipment.

Black, white, or a combination of these two" colors
is the basic color marking used for traffit, direction-
al, housekeeping, and informational signs and sig-
nals: Solid colors, alternate black or white stripes, or
black and white checksinay.be used.

ENGINE SAFETY-
It may sometimes be necessary for you to help

remove an engine from an aircraft. When removing
the engine, you must be sure that the engine sling is
securely fastened. After the engine is removed,
cover the ends of all open lines and electhcal circuits
to prevent foreign materials froni entering the dis-
connected lines and to prevent exposed electrical
circuits7from shorting. As an example of what can
happen when lines and circuits are left exposed, let
us consider the following inbident.

At an air station it was discovered that after a
high winck a large abdunt of sand and dirt had been
blown info the open lines of an HH-52A. Fortu-
nately, the sand and dirt were discovered befofe a
new engine was installed. If the engine had been ins-
talled, the sand and dirt would undoubtedly have
caused the failure of one or more of the systems in
flight; and the loss of the aircraft and.possibly the
pilot and crew would have resulted. From this ex-

yoti can see why it is essential that open lines
or circuits be taped or covered when an engine is re-
moved.

After removing the engine from the aircraft, you
will find it necessary to place the engine in a stand
before working on it. When you place an engine in a
stand, be sure that the engine is properly secured. If
the engine is not properly secured, it may slip or
shift and cause injury to personnel and damage to
the engine.

The safety precautions we previottsly covered re:-
garding equipment also apply to engines. There are,
however, additional safety practices that pertain to
the care of the engine. Summed up,these methods
consist of good maintenance habits. To break them
down and give you an idea of what we Mean, let us
consider safetying devices. Because of engine vibra-
tion, it is necessary that we ensure positive security
of screws, bolts, and other fastening devices. Safety-
ing devices include safety wire, cotterpins, and. self-
locking nuts. For safe operation' of the engine, you

,

riiust properly replace safety devices on all Units on

i-8
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which 4 safety is required. Sometimes some of 'These

devices may seein loulecessary t you but always
remember that the manufacturer of the engine,
through experience, has established the need for
them.

At one time or another while working en an air-
craft, you will probably drop a nut or something into
some inaccessible place. No matfer.how small the
dropped article may be, take time to remove it. Be
sure that there are no pieces of safety wire or
other material lett lying in the engine compartment.
The.. smallest particle sucked into and through_ the
engine can damage it enough to reqriire major repair
or overhaul.

JET AIRCRAFT DANGER AREAS
General safety standards telative to conventional

type aircraft alsoapply to jets; however, giound han-
dling Of jet aircraft involves some additional hazards.
For example, when a jet engine is In operation, the
exhaust blast behind the engine, the suction effect in'
front of Ttbe engine, and the turbine wheel danger,
area require particular attention of all personnel
working in the immediate area. Other hazards in-
clude high-intensity sound, radio-frequency iadia-
tion, and powerActuated equipment. (Figure 1-4
shows jet and radar antenna danger areas.)

oercserokar
ATASLAGLIC,CLAAll ARSA UMW
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ALL ZpCIPZI ,

POTZe AtILATION
DANorit AWL*.

Figure 1-4. - Jet and Radar Antenna
.Danger Areas.

Turbine Wrieel Danger Areas
bo not stand near the red stripe painted on the

fuselage or engine nacelles of jet aircraftduring en-
gine etinup. This stripe and danger area mark the
plane of turbine wheel rotation, which is a poten-
tially dangerous area if the turbine fails.

Engine Exhaust Danger Areas
The high-velocity high-temperature exhaust blast

of a turbine engine is particularly hazardours to pee-
sonnel and is to be carefully avoided. Do not pass

,cloSe behind a jet aircraft' with its engine operating.
Before starting any jet engine,- remoye .tools, spare

' parts, and other objects from the Mt 'areas. Too
often a, person forgets or dors not realize how dan-
ger:Otis these areas can be. (See figure 1-4.)

Engine Intake Danger Areas
TI)e suctIon effect of a jet engine is sufficient to

cause fatal injury to personnel arid extensive damage
to equipment. Do not wear loose clothing or, carry
objects which might be drawn into the ducts when
working on or near jet aircraft: In addition,ternove
all objects from in front of or in the intake ducts be-
fore starting engines.

, -

There have been instances where people have
,. been sucked into the' intake of jet aircraft, and, of

course, they lost their lives. If you see a iign like that
in figure 1-5, observe the warning.- .

1-9
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Figure 1-5. - Jet Engine WarningSign.
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HELICOPTER DANCER AREAS: L'

EleliCopter danger *areas that VQ1I should be avare
of include the main rotor bladeS, tail rotor blades,
.and engine areas. Keep clear of rotary wing aircraft'
for at least a distence equal to the length of the craft
to prevent injury and damage in 'Case of a quick ex-

' cessive throttle start which might 'swing th tail
rapidly. During engine 'operation, keep clear q the
plane of rotation of the jet .turbine section, ain
rotor blades, and tail lotor. Use cauhon when p-
proaching th; plane of rotation of the main rotor
blades, since they tend to'droop at decreased speeds.

.PROPELLER AIRCRAFT DANGER AREA
Danger areas for propeller type !aircraft arq simi-

lar to other aircraft and also require that you be alert
and careful. The most hazardous conditions exist
when die engines are operating. There have been
cases where men, preoccupiedWith something other
than the propeller danger area, have walked right
into a .turning propeller and out of this world. Your
best insurance against this danger is to keep alertf
and aware of the danger areas. (See figure 1-6.) The
plane of rotation of a turning propeller is also a dan-
ger urea. If the engine is a turbdprop type, addi-
tional danger areas include the plane of rotation of
the exhaust turbine wheel, jet intake ducts, and jet
exhaust blast.

'AIRCRAFT SERVICNG PRECAUTIONS.

Aircraft servicing precautions have been inluded
in this course for safety Ourposes. Some procedures

TURBINE
DISINTE-

GRATION
Z ONE

4:11.

that will be performed by other, maintenance
personnel are included; however, it is important that
you know all precautions mit only concerning your
own work but for work being performed near you.

FUELING PRECAUTIONS
Fueling air.Craft from either trucks or hydnMts

requires the utmost caution on the, part of all per-
sonneL Modern fuels used 'in higl7perforrnance-
aircraft are extremely flaininablezand easily ignited.
Fuel vapors can be ignited by static, or-friction
sparks, hot exhaust pipes, lIghte'd cigarettes, electri-.
cal devices, and' similar ignitidn sources. In the case.
of aviation gas, a temperature of only 540° P. will
cause ignition.andsfire. Early jet fuels were Consider-
ably less hazardous than honnal aviation gasoline.
.However, the fuels used in mod,ern jet aircraft are
potentially more dangerous than gasoInie. jet fuel,.

J
grade JP-4, is a low vapor pressure fuel atid has to
be handled with the same respect and care as high
octane aviation gasoline.Because of its relatively low
vapor pressure range, JP-4 requires Added precau-
tions in handling. Jet fuel contains 'more toxic
aromatics than 'aviation gasoline and, must be hand-
led with the "game health pretautions'that apply to
leaded gasolines. Petroleum vapors, regardless of
their toxicity, will displace the oxygen in an area
because of heavier weight and may canse asphyxia-
tion.. All safety 'standards detailed in appropriate
technical orders. must be observed during any fuel-
ing operation.

PROPELLER
DANGER AREAS

G TCbcHAU3T
AREk

Figure 1-6. - Danger Areas, HC-130B Aircraft,
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Namath only personneRctually engaged- in the
fueling operation will be allowed in the area, but
they must not carry matches, lighters, or other
sparking or flame-producing devices on their per-
sons. Aircraft -pneumatic, oil, and water alcohol svs-
temS ma y. be serviced concurrently with fueling
operatitms when it is essential to meet established
operational requirements: t all safety . precautions
must b observed, and no electrical ci;:.-aitry other
than that required for fneling operations must be ac-
tivated. Smoking is not permitted within 100 feet of
aircraft. Personnel must use utmost caution and
*strictly adffere to safety precautions ;during these
operations.

,
All operating servicing equipment ground power-

plants, gronnd beaters, air compressors, and similar
.equipment must be shut down before the start of

e fueling or defueling operations. If the equipment is
not needed dnring the fueling or defneling opera-
tions, it must be moved to a.point not less than 50
feet away from the aircraft. If the equipMent is ne-
eded 'immediately before or after fueling or defuel-,

-ing operations, it may be left connected to the air-
craft during the operations: Make sure the equip-,
ment is shut down before starting the operations
The connected equipment must be positioned at a
maximum distance from fueling points and vents
and must not be restarted until fuel vapors have
dissipated._

All personnel must be particularly careful not to
come in contact with fuels, inhale fuel vapors, or
swallow aviation gas or jet fuels. When aircraft fuels
come in contact with the skin, a solvent' action oc-

.
curs, removing natural fatsAruels act as direct irrit-
ants to the skin and quite frequently cause contact
dermatitis. Extensive vapor inhalation may Cause se-

rions illness, and accidental swallowinS of fuels will
result in _internal injury and possible death. Person-
nel subjected to splashed or sprayed fuel, whose
clothing become more than slightly damp, should
immediately depart the area and remove their cloth-
ing. A shower should be taken a quickly as possible
to prevent irritation of the skin. Clothing contamin-
ated with fuel must not be reitioved.near any source

--rof*possible ignition. Such clothing should be exposed

r .
to free air drying (out of 'buildings) as soon as re-
moved and should be washed in soap and water be-

, fore being worn again. .

The 'aeplicable aircraft maintenance manuals
contain instnictions concerning specific aircraft.

Oxygen Servicing Precautions
The use of oxygen in Coast Guard operations

presents many serious safety problems. There is the
possibility of personnel injuiv, of course, but there is
the even more serious possibility of fire- and explo-
sion. Although oxygen itself is not flaimnable, -it will
support combustion in other flammable material. If
oxygen is permitted to. mix with flammable gases,
the result can be highly explosive. Another source of
danger occurs if oxygen is subjected to pressures.
These pressures cause excessive stress and strain -on
lines and tanks, an effect which could result in nip-
ture and explosion. Because of the hazards involved
in handling oxygen, particularly in aircraft servicing .
operations, only qualified personnel are permitted to
handle this potentially hazardous substance. All per-
sonnel engaged in oxygen handling and servicing'
opertions must stricitly observe the safety standards
in pertinent publications.

Ignition Sources
Before beginning oxygen servicing operations,

make sure that all sources of power are turned off
and any other source Of flame or sparks is removed
from the area. No flames or spark-producing devices
are permitted within 50 feet of oxygen-servicing
operations. Aircraft oxygen systems must not be ser-
viced or drained within 50 feet of hangars, struc-
tures, and/or fuel spills. Make sure that aircraft and
oxygen servicing trailers are adequately grounded
before beginning oxygen transfer and are not left
unattended after hookup to the aircraft. Pressure ox-
ygen must not be used to inflate landing-gear shock
struts, pressure accumulators, tires, etc. -

Gre'ase and Oil
High-presst gen reacts violently with grease

or oil. To re uce the fire hazard, personnel must be

Sure their h nds, clothing, tools, and equipment are
free of grease r oil before servicing With oxygen.

Handling Cylinders
Handle:oxygen cylinders carefully to avoid daM-

age. If a cylinder is dropped or allowed to fall over, a
valve may be damaged or broken off, resulting in the
cylinder being propelled through the air like a rock-
et, Store oxygen containers in cool areas ont of the
direct rays of the sun and -aWav..froin other com-

pressed gases. ,

HYDRAULIC SERVICING PRECAUTIONS
Although. servicing aircraft hydraulic systems is

not as hazardous as fuel or oxygen servicing, hydrau-
lic fluitE under high pressures dd involve Certain
dapgers and require maintenance personnel to take

i



DO
precautions. For example, when adding fluid to a
pressurized hydraulic reservoir, slowly depressurize
the reservoir before removing the filler cap, and
dump hydraulic pressure (reduce it to zero) before
servicing with fluid or accumulator pressure. -.Since
different aircraft have different hydraulic -systems,
the Servicing.' procedures and precautions will also
differ. Detailed servicing instnictions and .precau-
tions are contained in the applicable aircraft inainte-
,nance manual for the hidraulic'_component. being
serviced. The hydraulic systems of some aircraft are
serviced with a hydraulic test Stand attached and op-
erating; this invOlved observing precantions for the
stand as well as the aircraft. Servicing`vith clean
hydraulic fluid of the correct type is extremely im-
portant to prevent failure of the Sytenr: It is neces-
sary to service accuniulators.with drkfilterectair or
nitrogen. (as prescribed), to the corr'Oct presSures
under specified conditions! A hydraulic accumulator
should never be serviced with high-pressure oxygen.
Alw hydraulic fluid spilled in or on the aircraft must
be reMoved and the area wiped clean. Be careful not
to spill hydraulic fluid on other components such as

...,_electrical or electronic units.

AIRCRAFT 'GROUND HANDLING
PRECAUTIONS

Aircraft maintenance involves certain 'precau-
tioiis and procedures necessary for proper and safe
care of the aircraft on the ground. This includes
precautionary measures for prevention of injury to
personnel as well as damage to equipment and pro-
perty. Gtound handling operations discussed here
include towing and parking, plus the related hazards

.concerning aircraft walkways and nostep areas:

AIRCRAFT TOWING
Aircraft ground handling personnel shall be thor-,

oughly familiar with all prOcedures pertaining to the
types of aircraft being towed and the local operating
procedures regarding_ the ground movement of air-
daft..Newly assigned personnel will complete an ad-
equately supervised on-the-job 'training program be-
fore 'a,s.signmenno_groimcLhandling-of-aireraf t: OnlY
coriiiielent personnel, properly checked out will
head-the aircraft towing. team. The following pro-
cedures shall be observed:

1. When' possible, a minimum ofJour people
shall be emplOyed when towing aircraft iri a eNnges-
ted area. A trained team member shall operate the

' tow vechicle and "4111 normally be in charge of the

1
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operation. The towing team member in charge shall
ensure that members 'of the towing crew are quali-
fied for theiesassignments. When the aircralt is being

\ towed in an area where no contact with hazardous
\objects is possible, the wing and tail personnel may

be dispensed with. The MINIMUM aircraft towing
crew shall be two towing team members.

2. The towing vehicle driver shall be re-
sponsible for operating the vehicle in a safe manner
and shall obey emergency-stop-instructions-given by
any team member. The operator shall be a qualifteT-
driver and have a current U.S. Government Motor
Vehicle 0-p-erator's Identification Card.

3. The person in charge shall assign team
personnel as wing walkers, A wing walker shall. be
stationed at eachwing tip in such a position that will
ensure. adequate clearance of any obstniction in the
path of the aircraft. A tail walker shall be assigned
wig* sharp turns are to -be made or when the air-
craft is to be backed into position.

4. A qualified team member shall be in the
pilot's seat of the toWed aircraft to -observe and.oper7.
ate the aircraft brakes as required by towing team
signals. When necessary, another qualified team.'
member shall be stationed to watch and maintain
hydraulic pressureif the man in the pilot's seat is un
able to do so.

a. The team member in charge of the towing
operation shall verify that the locking scissors or nid-
der lock (on some aircraft) are disconnected on air-
craft with steerable nose wheel(s) prior to towing the
aircraft. The locking device(s) shall be reset after the
tow bar has been removed from the aircrah:

6. Under no circurnstances shall personnel
waeor ride between the nose wheel of an aircraft
and the towing vechiclé, nor will they ride on the
outside of a moving aircraft. In the interest of per-
sonnel safety, .no person (except ill an emergency sit-
uation) shall attempt to board or leave a moving air-
craft or towing vechicle.

7. The towihg speed of the aircraft shall not
exceed that of the walking team Members. The air-
craft's engines shall not be operated at any time the
aircraft is being towed into position.

S. The aircraft brake system shall be charged,
before each towing operation. Aircraft with faulty
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brakes shall only be towed into position for repair
of brake systems, and then only with. personnel
standing by ready with chocks for emergency use.
Chocks shall be readily available in case Of any
ei4rgency during any towing Operation.

9. To avoid passible personnel injury and air-
craft damage during towing operations, entrance,
doors shall be "closed, ladders retracted, and gear
lockS installed.

10. Prior to towing any aircraft, towing team
members shall check all tires and landing gear struts
for proper inflation.

11. When towing aircraft, the vechicle opera-
tor shall not jerk the aircraft or start and stop
suddenly. Cockpit personnel shall not apply aircraft
brakes during towing operations unless an emer-
gency exists, and then only on command from one of
the tow team members.

12. Aircraft shall be parked in specific -areas
only. Generally, the distance left between rpws of
parked aircraft shall be enough to allow immediate
acoess of emergency vehicles in case of fire and also

, permit free movement of equipment and materials.

13. Prior to any movement of aircraft across
rultiways or taxiways, -contact shall be made with 'air-

., port control tower for clearance to proceed.
b.

AIRCRAFT PARKING AND MDORING
Personnel engaged in aircraft parking operations

must comply with all pertinent regulations and exist-
ing directives. If aircraft are to remain parked for an
extended period or. if high wind conditions are ex-
pected, aircraft should be tied down. Strict adher-
ence to applicable directives will ensure the safety of
parked aircraft.

Wheel Chocking
Wheel chocks, fabricated.according to Coast

Guard specifications, are placed fore and aft of the
main landing gear. Wood chocks rmot be con-
strUcted so that no metal parts which would create
sparks are exposed. Metal chocks may be used when
parking areas are covered by ice and snow.

Guidelines'
Guidelines painted on ramps and parking areas

aid ip the safe movement of aircraft. Additional gui-
des for_ positive control of vehicle traffic are painted
on ramp surfaces.

Mooring
The applicable -2 aircraft technical manuals con-

tain mooting instnictions. Ropes must be tied with
apRroved knots to designated mooring ,fittings on the
aircraft. If any stress occurS from tire and strut de-
flation or rope shrinkage,' these knots will allow
enough Slack to prevent the stress from damaging

. wing surfaces, fittings, and even the rope itself.

Grounding
Parked aircraft ist be securely and effectively

grounded to redu the fire hazard. Applicable -2
aircraft technical manuals contain ground instruc-
tions to be observed at all times.

Safeguarding Aiieraft in High Windi
Serious structural damage to aireraft can be

caused by high-velocity surface winds. Therefore,
when at all possible, aircraft are evacuated to safe

, weather areas when tornadoes, hurricanes, or unu-
sually high winds are predicted. When wind velocity
exceeds 30 knots (sustained or gusts), light aircraft in -
temporary docks, or extended outside hangars, are
.towed clear and parked in complianCe with perti-
nent -2 aircraft technical manuals. When wind ve-
locity etceeds 50 knots (sustained or gusts), medium
or heavy" aircraft in temporary docks, or extended
outside hangars, are towed clear and then parked in
compliance with pertinent -2 aircraft technical
'manuals.

Tiedowns
All installed exterior control locks, chocks, moor-

ing ropes, rods and eyes, iljiding those on aircraft
Used intermittently, mustW inspected before Use
and after being used during high wind conditions.

Personnel Precautions
Personnel must not stand under aircraft during

electrical storms or high winds.

AIRCRAFT WALKWAYS AND NO-STEP AREAS
The aerodynamic efficiency of aircraft can be

materially affected 1.)y damage resulting from main-
tenance personnel walking on aircraft surfaces.
When repair work makes it necéssary to whlk or step
on the aircraft, use the designated walkways and
under no circumstances walk or step on areas de-
signated as no-step areas. (See figure 1-7.)
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All external surfaces of the aircraft, exc pt those
shown as nonskid areas, have a smooth fini h which
should not be marred. Surface smoothness of high-
speed aircraft cannot be overemphasized; for this
reason. use extra care when climbing onto or Walk-
ing on external surfaces other than nonskid areas.
Wear either suitable soft-soled shoes or protective
pads. Take-care not to walk on honeycomb surfaces

. or no-step areas.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS FOR USINC SHOP
FACILITIES AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Electrieally operated equipment and machinery
are used widely in various maintenance shops, and
electronic equipment is ,used in the avionics shop.
Using this equipment exposes peisonnel to-many ac-
companying hazards. Poor judgment in the use of
electrical and electronic equipment is a major .causer
of injuries ,and .equipment damage. Yon are con-
stantly exposed to the dangers of severe electrical
shocks, burns reSulting from contact with "hot" cir-
cuits, and injuries received in fires caused by im-
proper use. of electrical facilities and equipmeut.
Short circuits, overloading, accidental grounding,
poOr electrical contacts. and misuse are all responsi-
ble for major accidents involving electricity.

Adequtite training in equipment use and repair
and proper instruction in safety requirements will
help ilitmea,surably in reducing accidentS- caused by
electrical and electronic equipmentf'However, there
is is still the possibility of human error. Often, .we

"I
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are so thoroughlz familikir with our jobs we become'
negligent. This negligence results in preYentable ac-
cidents. The safety standards discussed in. ,the fol-
lowing paragraphs are intended to, offset this human
error.

SHOP FACILITIES
You should never operate power equipment' un-

less you are thoroughly familiar with the equip-
ment's' controls and operating procedures. WIten in r
doubt, consnit the appropriate operating instruction
or ask someone who knows.

You must realize;too,.ffiat exposed moving parts,
on electrical equipment constitute a source of dan-
ger. Manypeopleiare injured every day because they
fail to follow directions. Let us consider an emery
wheel, for example. yearly all emery wheels have a
shield and bear -a sign stating: "For use <by.
authorized personnel only. Do not operate this ma-
chine without safety glasses." Yet, not long ago a
person went to the machine shop to get a. knife shar-
pened. Because everyone was busy, the individual
asked permission to use the emery wheel. After
being told to go ahead, the individual proceeded to
do K, withciut putting on the safety glasses or putting
the safety shield down. The individual had no sooner
touched the knife blade to the wheel than a piece of
material from the wheel flew into the .person's eye.
Fortunately, the individual did not completely lose
the sight of the eye. You might not be so lucky.
Therefore, never ignore a warning.sign: it is there to
protect you. Certainly it is better to rprofit from
someone else's bitter experience than to have some-
one profit from yours:
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Safety Procedures
Do not distract or in any way distrub "another

person while they are operating a power tool.

Never try to clear jammed machinery before
removing the source of power.

Electrical equipment is expensive, so don't over-
load it. Too often a small electric drill is operated too
long under excessive loads. As a result, the drill will
overheat and ultithately fail. This premature failure
can be prevented by intermittent use, which alows
time for the drill to cool. Overheating may also cause
some electrical element to "short out" and give the
user a ''shock or severe burn. Under certain condi-
tions such a shock could prove fatal, Also, a "short"
will usually result in damage to valuable equipment.

After using a power tool, turn off the. power,
remove the power source, wait for all rotation of the
tool to stop, and then clean the tool. Remove all

waste and scraps from the work area and stow the
tool in the assigned location.

SAFE USE OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
High-voltage electronics equipment carries cer-

tain hazards to which all operators and' repairmen
are exposed. One of the most treacherous features of
electricity, and particularly 'a high-voltage circuit, is
that the electricity's presence cannot be detected by
any, of the human.senses until it is too late. Electric-
ity cannot be seen, heard, tasted, or smelled. Treat
all electronics and electrical devices with respect
and caution. ,

Equipment Adjustments
Do not attempt to adjust any part of electronics

equipment when there is a p ssibility of receiving
injuries from unprotected hi -voltage components.
In special cases where equi ent must be adjusted
in the presence of high-voltage potentials, the work
[mist be done only when iuthorized.

, -.

,Safety Observers
In special cases, repairs to equipment carrying

high voltages are authorized. The repair work must
not be started until a qualified safety observer is pre-
sent to disconnect the- power immediately in the
event of an accident. The observer's primary respon:
sibilities are to:

Enforce safety procedures.

Know and be capable of using emergency first-
aid treatment, including artificial respiration.

.D3
Permit no one tb approach the equipment without

first giving positive warning of the potential dangeh. .

Stand where all personnel who are working on
the eqnipment can be plainly seen and where the
main power switch can be easily reached in an emer-..
gency.

Immediately disconnect the power source at the
first sign of an emergency or accident.

Technical Orders
You must comply with all the instructions in the

appropriate equipment technical orders, mannals,
handbooks, and/or other applicable directives.

Personal Jewelry
Do,not wear any-metal objects, such as rings, dog

tags, medals, wrist watches, or metal rim glases,
when working on high-voltage circuits and equip-
ment. Repair personnel must= not use metal rules
or ninsulated tools near circuits carrying high
voltages. ,

Making Adjustments
Make adjustments to energize circuits only when

a power-on-condition is essential, because standard
practice is to work with the power off. When work-
ing on circuits that are "hot, use extreme caution.
Operators and technicians.must be familiar with the
location of power switches and.danger areas on the
equipment before starting any repairs.

Accidental Grounds
Adjustments must not be made to any high-volt-

age potential when it is possible to accidentally
touch a ground connection, equipment frame, or ex-
posed circuit component. When working on ener-
gized equipment, be particularly careful if your
clothing is wet from perspiration or other mositure.

Workbenches
Workbenches must be kept clean at all times.

When voltage is applied to equipment being
repaired and tested, other equipment and tools snot

essential to the test should be removed from
the bench.

Grounding
Electrical circuits must be grounded at the exact

point of intended repair or adjustment before you
actually make contact with that particular area of
the energized equipmeht. Use grounding clips or
shorting sticks on potentially hot circuits, and do not
remove them until repairs are completed.
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Safety Devices
Do not depend on equipment safety devices,

such as interlock switches, disconnect relays, or
automatic circuit grounders, as protection from elec-
trical shock. Since these devices are subject tn fail
tire, always take necessary precautions when° work-
ing .on hot equiment. Do not make safety inierlocks
inoperative or bypass them when making equipment
repairs or adjustments. When any safety device is
tOund to be defective, it must be tagged with an ap-
propriate warning sign; for example, "Safety Inter-
lock Disabled."

Unplugging Components
The various components of electronics and elec-

trical equipment carrying high voltages must not be
unplugged with the power on.

Equipment Cleaning v

Use only approved fire-resistant solvents for
cleaning electronics and electrical equipment. Pro-
vide adequate ventilation whenever solvents are
used in equipment cleaning, and be careful not.,to
breathe the solvent fumes or allow too much of the
liquid to contact your skin. 'Protect your eyes from
spatter when using cleaning solVents; do not rub
your eyes when cleaning solvent i§ on your hands.

HANDTOOL SAFETY PRACTICES

Every day numerous accidents are caused by the
use of hand equipment. Usually the accidents are
not as severe as those that occur with power equip-
ment: however, they are painful and cause a large
number of lost man-hours. There are very few main=
tenance personnel who have not at one time or an-
other had a skinned hand or a mashed finger. If you
happen to be around when a person knock's the skin
off a knucl9 or mashes a finger, that individual will
probably blame the accident on some particular tool
or. the part upon which that person is working. Yon
will seldom, if ever;get people to admit that they
use tools incorrectly. Yet, this is invariably the rea-
son for many accidents. Almost all maintenance per-i
sonnel who have worked any length of time around
' aircraft and engines have developed their own
methods for doing different jobs. Although these
methods may differ considerably, the final result will
be the same. Actually there are very few strict rules
governing the use. of hand tools, but the following
four precepts are important:

(1) Always use the tool in the proper way.

(2) Do not substitute one tool for another.

(3) Always keep your working area and your
tools' clean.

(4) Wipe tools off and put them back in their *
particulai places when you are finished with them.

-

Keep your tools clean and put them back where
they belong. Let us see what could happen if you
failed to keep your tools and work area clean and or-
derly. Suppose you are working under the wing, of a
large aircraft where there is a sirnall pool of oil On the
floor; your tools are scattered over a considerable
area. While working, you forget about the oil on the
floor and walk through it several times. Now you
have oil on your shoes, and they are slippery. The
next time you reach for a tool your foot slips, and
you fall. If you're lucky, you will have no more than
a jarring fall, but since your tool; are spread around,
you are more likely to fall on one of them and injure
yourself more severely. As another example, person-
nel working around an engine quite often get their

-hands greasy: However, if they Use, Say, a wrench
while their hands are greasy, they are asking for
trouble, because when the wrench slips, the results
are apt to be anything from skinned knuckles to bra
ken bones. Thus, when you finish with a tool, clean
it and put it back where it belongs.

'All good mechanics and technicians have special
places for their tools. When they want a certain tool,
they can reach it without.even looking. This system
.not only increases the working efficiency of mecha-
nics or technicians, but also serves as a safety factor
for these people and those working with them. You
have probably, heard, the old saying that you can al-f
ways judge people :Jy, the way they Reep a house.
The same saying also applies to maintenance person-
nel. If you were going to have your car worked on,
would you take it to a garage -where you could see
tools and parts lying around a dirty, greasy floor?
Wouldn't you rather.take it to a garage where every-
thing was,placed on shelVes or racks and where the
floor was .kept Compartively clean? Put yourself in
the pilot's shoes. If you came out to fly an aircraft
and saw spare parts and tools lying all around the
area, would, you be very eager to fly that aircraft?

Tools are safe only when they are. 'maintained
properly. Tools with cracked -- handles or blades,or
mushroomed -heads, are the ones .that cause trouble.'
Don't throw cutting tools into a box where the cut-
ting edge will get dulled or where you wilLcut your-
self when searching for them again.

1-16 3 2
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HAMMERS
Keep the heads of your hammers in' good condi-

tion so that chips from the hammer head can't fly
off in your face. The hammer head should be se-
mired to the handle by a metal wedge. If the wedge
starts Coining out, it should be driven back into the
end of the handle; if the wedgeis missing, a new one
can be made from a flat piece of steel.. Neglecting to
-inspect hammer heads may some day put a bump on
someone's head. Use the right hammer for the right
job.

It

SCREWDRIVERS
LoOk around and you'll see screwdrivers being

used as a subsitute for hammers, ice picks, or chisels.
When used this way, screwdrivers are rendered use-
less when needed for their primary function. Screw-
drivers used by electricians should have an insulated
handle. One further point: avoid Using'a screwdriver
with one hand and, holding the work in the other
hand, lest you someday have the screwdriver stick-

,,ing through your hand.

PLIERS
Grasp pliers at the handle end and not next to the

hinge point. When clipping wire ends, hold the work
so that the cut ends will be flipped toward the floor
and not across the hangar or shop. Always keep your
face well above the level of the wo4.

WRECHES
Th re are many kinds and sizes of wrenches,

each for a particular kind of work. Make sure that
the wrench is the right one for the job and that it is
in good condition. Use a wrench correctly. Always
pull on a wrench. When you have to pull hard on the
wrench, as in lossening a tight nut, make sure the

wrench is seated squarely on the flats of the nut'. If
the position of the.work is such that the wrench can- .

not be pulled, -open your hand and use ,the base of
youir palm to push the wrench.

In closing, if an accident, no mater ,how small,
does happen to you, report it at once. It is far better
to be a live human figure than one more cold statisti-
cal figure!

,

SUMMARY

Accidents are so cOstly, in both dollars and
manpower, that we should contribute all we can to-
ward safety. Join this all-out effort and work toward
an accident-free career for yourself and for your
buddies. ly

,

Since horseplay 'and practit jokes account for a
large percentge of accidents, they should not be tol-
erated. Also, overconfidence and lack of attention to
details can causmishaps.

Accidents involving handtools and accidents
caused by inattentiveness rank high on the list, and
much can be done to reduce such accidents. Each
tool is designed for a particular purpose and should
be used for that purpose alone. If you don't know
how to use a particular tool or piece of equipment,
don't be ashamed tO ask questions about it. In this
way you protect yoUrself, the equipment, and the
other persyrnel who trust their lives to your work.
While at work, keep your mind and eyes on what
you are doing. Finally, observe all the safety precau-
tions that have been laid down for your protection.

(



SELF-QUIZ # 1

PLEASE NOTE: Many students study ONLY the s
will be enough, to pass the En4-of-Course Test. THIS
stated objectives. To pass the EOCT, you must study

elf-qUizies and pamphlet review quiz, thinking that this
IS NOT TRUE. The End-of-Course Test is based on the

1. Smoking Is prohibited within a MAXIMUM
'of. . feet from all hangars and aircraft.

2. What determines the number of people
authorized to ride on a mule?

3. When you tow an aircraft in a .ccingested
area, what is the MINIMUM number --of people
required?

4. Why should you properly ground electrical
equipment being used around aircraft?

. 5. Before you return a maintenance stand to the
proper area, the stand must be cleau and

6. If you do not have proper ear protection, the
MAXIMUM safe noise level is decibels.

7. Which human tissue is MOST sensitive to
radar?

8. Before moving the cackpit controls for an
aircraft's control surfaces, you- should ensure that

9. What is the BEST way to eliminate the
dangar of refueling an aircraft in an operating radar
danger area?

10. A yellow safety color code indicates

all the course material.
A

11.. The red stripe on the fuselage or nacelles of
jet aircraft indicates

12. If ground servicing equipment is NOT
needed during aircraft fueling operations, you
should mOve the equipment AT LEAS:I"
feet from the aircraft.

13. Frequent skin contact with aircraft fuel can
cause'

14. Before towing an aircraft with faulty brakes,
you must ensure that

15. Before you tow an aircraft, entrance doors

should be

16. What is the '&TAJOR 'cause Of injuries and
equipment damage in shops?

17. efore attempting to clear jammed 'machin-
ery, ou should -

. 18. At the first sign of an emergency during
repairs to energized high-voltage equipment, the,
safety observer must immediately .

19. When used to clean electrical or electronic
equipment, solvent must be an approVed
type.

20. If the position of the work prevents you from
pulling a wrench, how should you move the wrench?

d
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ kl

Following are the torrect answeit and references to the text pages which cover each question and correct
answer. Te be sure you understand the answers to those questions you missed, you should restudy the refer-
enced portions of the text.

QUESTION AN$WER REF.

1 100 feet 1-2
2 number of seats available 1-3
3 four . 1-3 '

4 Grounding may seem unimportant, but
static electricity can cause sparks and
fires Vihich can destroy equipment. 1-4

. 5 free from structural defects 1-4
6 c 85 decibels 1-6
7 eye tissue 1-6
8 all personnel are clear 1-7
9 Consult the base

communication officer. 1-8
10 caution 1-8
11 a danger area marking the plane

. of turbine wheel rotation 1-9
12 50 feet 1-11
13 dermatitis 1-11
14 personnel are standing by

with chocks 1-12 & 1-13
15 closed 1-13
16 poor judgment 1-14 '
17 remove the power source 1-15
18 disconnect the power source 1-15 ,

19 fire-resistant 1-16
20 Open your hand and use the base

of your palm to push the wrench. 1-17

MODIFICATIONS

The remaining pages of ehis publication has been deleted in adapting this material

for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a Model System to Provide Military

Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and Technical Education." Deleted

material involves extensive use of military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and

was not considered" appropriata for use in vocational and technical education.

1-20
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TECHNICAL ORDERS

C.

REPERENCE.5

* Aircraft Structural Hardware Technical Manual, T.O. l-1A-8

NAVY PUBLICATIONS

* Aviation Structural Mechanic AMS 3 & 2, NAVTRA 10308-C

r

* Excerpted material from these sources is contained in this pamphlet.
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3)
NOTICE TO STUDENT

The primary purpose of. this sell-paced, nonresident training pamphlet is to" present a
general overview of the various types of common aviation hirdware. The 'training is desigt*d
for aviation second class petty officers.

This pamphlet provides basic and general inforration on-the types, uses, and installation

and removal practices involved with the common types of hardware. The pamphlet content is
based on the Coast Guard Enlisted Qyalifications Manual (CG=311),

IMPORTANT NOTE: This text has been compiled for TRAINING ONLY. Ijeshould NOT be used

in place of official directives or publications. The text information is current according to the
references listed. You should, however, remember that it is. YOUR responsibility to keep up

-with the latest professional inforthation available for your rating. Current information is
available in the Coast Guard Enlisted Qualifications Manual (CG-311)..

This pamphlet is divided into two sections:

(1) Bolts, Ntits, and Washers
(2) Miscellaneous Hardware, Safetying, and Turnlock Fasteners

Each section has three'parts:

(0 Reading assignment and Objectives.
(2) Reading material. ,

(3) Self-quiz with answers and references. The answers are located on the pages
immediately following the quizzes.

In addition to the self-quiz after each assignment, a pamphlet review quiz is provided at the end

of the pamphlet.

Study the objectives for each section at they will aid you in determining the important points in

each section:The self-quizzes te.st your mastery of the objectives. When you complete, all the
assignments for the course and master each objective, you should have a thorough understanding
of the material and should be ready to pass your End-of-Course Test.

REMEMBERYou must receive a score of 80% or bkter to pass the End-of-Course Test. You

'should use your spare time to REVIEW the materjal before you take the EOCT.
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SWE STUDY SUGGESTION: Servicewide exam questions for your rating and pay grade'are based
on 'the Professional and Military Requirements sections of the Enlisted Qualifications Manual
(CG-311).%If you use the references irom this text and consult the Enlisted Quali1ication9
Manual, you shoukd have good ipformation for review when you prepare for yOur servicewide
eXam. However, this course covers only a few of the qualificatiOns tested on the SWE.

This course is only one part 'of the total Coast Guard training program and can take you only
part of the way to your training goal. Practical experience, schools, selected reading, and'the.
desire for accomplishment are also necessary to rbund out a 'successful training program.
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HOW TO STUDY THI4COURSE

You can remember glore of what you read if you

"Look over" the reading assignment first. Read the objectives-4nd
section headings, and look at theTictures. This gives you an idea .of
what to expect in the reading assignment and helps you understand
the objectives.

a

2 Question the reaoing material. Ask yourself questions about a
heading or a picture to help you remember what you read.

S Note points to review later. Don't. just- run your eyes over a, page.
Underline important facts and make notes in the m#rgin.

Close your pamphlet and repeat importpt points out loud. Discuss
the reading assignment With someone if possible. This helps you
recall inforrnation for a quiz or end-et-course test.

Review your underlined material, notes, quizzes, and objectives.
This also helps you remember what you read.

If you just read and do NOT
underline, question, or review,
this is how much you are likely
to remember.

This is how much
you will probably

FORGET!



BOLTS, NUTS and WASHERS

Reading Assignment:
Pages 1-1 through 1-13

OBJECTIVES

After finishing'this assignment, you should be able to:

I. Explain how, to determine proper bolt dimensions.

. Describe the different types of boltheads.

3. State how" bolt material is identified.

4

- 4. Explain what information a bolt part number provides. -

5. Explain how nut material i§ identified.

6. Name the two groups of nuts.
#

7. List the three classes and different uses of washers.

8. -State the formula for calculating torque when using a torque wrench
with an extension attached at an angle.

Aircraft hardware is a term used in refer-
ence to a grdot many items used in aircraft
contruction. Includeet are such things as

electrical and powerplant hardware, rivets, turn-
lock fasteners, bolts, screws, nuts, washers, wire
and cables, and,related hardware.

Because of the small size of most hardware
items, their importance is often overlooked; how-
ever, the safe and efficient operation of any
aircraft is greatly dependent upon correct selec-
tion and use of aircraft hardware. This pamphlet
discusses some of the common items, and provides
information which will aid in ft:4 selection and
correct use of aircraft hardware.

BOLTS

Many typeS of 'bolts are used on aircraft,
and each type is used to fasten something in
place. However, before we discuss some of these
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types, it might be helpful at this point to list and
,explain some commonly used bolt terms. You
should know the names of bolt parts. You should
also be aware of the bolt dimensions that must be
considered in selecting ' a bolt. Figure 1-1

illustrates both types of information.

The three principal parts of a bolt are the
HEAD, THREAD, and GRIP. Twd of these parts
may be well, known, but perhaps the "grip" is an
unfamiliar termi-If so, notice that the grip is the
unthreaded part of the bolt shaft and that this
part extends from the threads to the bOlthead.
The head is tlie larger diameter of, the bolt and
may be one of many shapes or designs. The head
retains the bolt in plaCe in ope direction, and the
nut used on the threads fetains the bolt in the
other direction.

To choose the correct replacement for an
unserviceable bolt, you must consider several

14



Figure 1-1. - Bolts terms and dimensions.

bolt dimensions. One dimension is the length of
the bolt. As shown in figure 1-1, the bolt length is
the distance from the tip of the thiTaded end to
the head of the' bolt. The bolt length is correct
when the chosen bolt extends through the nut at
least two complete threads (figure 1-1). If the
bolt is too short, it may not extend out of the
,bolthole far enough for the nut -to be securely1
fastened. It the bolt is too long, it may extend so
far that it interferes with the movement of
nearby aircraft parts. Unnecessarily long bolts,
especially in numbers, can affect, weight and
balance and reduce the aircraft payload capacity.

In additjon; if a bolt is too long or too short,
its grip will usually be ;the wrong length. As shown
in figure 1-2ariplength should be approximately
the same as the thickness of the material to be
fastened. If the grip is too short, the threads of
the bolt will extend into the bolthole and may act
like a reamer when the material is vibrating. To
prevent this condition, make certain that no more
than two threads extend il)to the bolthole. Also
make certain that any threads that enter the
bolthole extend only into the thicker member that
is being fastened. If the grip is too long, the nut
will run out of threads before it can be tightened.
In this event a bolt with a shorter grip should be
used. If the bolt grip extends only a short distance
through the hole, a washer may'be used.

A second bolt dimension that must be
con'sidered is. diameter. As shown in figure 1-1,
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BOLT GRIP LENGTH CORRECT

BOLT GRIP LENGTH TOO SHORT

BOLT GRIP LENGTH TOO LONG

Figure 1-2. - Cor.rect and incorrect grip lengths.

the diameter of the bolt' is the thickness of its
shaft. If this thickness is 1/4 inch or more, the

'bolt diameter is usually given in such fractions of
an inch as 1/4, 5/16, 7/16, 1/2, and the like.



However, if the bolt is less than 1/4 inch thick,
the diameter is usually expressed as a whole
number. For instance, a bolt that is 0.190 inch
in diameter is called a No. 10 bolt; a bolt
that is 0.164 inch in diameter is called a No r8

The results of using a wrOng-diameter bolt
should be obvious. If the bolt* is 'too big, it
cannot, of course, enter the bolthole. If the
diameter is too small; the bolt has too much
play in the tolthole, and the chance are that the
bolt is not as strong as .the correct size of bolt.

The third, and fourth 'bolt dimensions thai
should be considered are head thickness and width.
If the head is too thin or tOo narrow, it may not
be strong' enough to bear the pad imposed on it.
If the head is too thick or too wide, it may extend
so far that it interferes with the movement of
adjacent aircraft parts.

BOLTHEADS

The most common type of head is the hex
head, shown in figure 1-1. This type of head may
he thick for greater strength or relatively thin to
fit in places having limited clearances: In
addition, the head may 'be common or drilled. A
hex head bolt may have a single hole dallied
through it between two of the sides of the hex-
agon and still be classed as a common head. The
drilled head hex- holt_has three holes drilled in the
head, connecting opposite sides of the hex.

Four additional types of boltheads are shown
in figure 1-3. Notice that panel A in that illus-
tration shows an eyebolt, often used, in flight
control systems. Pdnel B shows a countersunk
head, close tolerance bolt. Panel C shows an
internal wrenching bolt. Both the countersunk
head bolt and the internal wrenching bolt have
hexagonal recesses (sik-sided holes) in their heads.
The bolts are tightened and loosened by using
appropriate size Allen wrenches. Panel D shows a
Clevis bolt with its characteristic round head. This
head may be slotted, as shown, to receive a
common screwdriver oil recessed to receive a
Reed and Prince or a Phillips screwdriver.

BOLT THREADS

Another structural feature in which bolts May
differ is threads. Threads usually come in one of

4
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the two types coarse or fine,.and the two are
not interchangeable. For any given size of bolt,
there are a different number of coarse and fine
threads per inch: Fdr- instance, consider the
1/4-inch bolts. Some are' called 1/4-28 bolts,
because they have 28 fine threads per inch.
Others have only 20 coarse thread:it per inch and
are called 1/4-20 bolts. To force one size of
threads into another size, even though both are
1/4 inch, will strip the finer threads or softer
metal. The same thing is true concerning the
other sizes of bolts; therefore, make certain that
bolts selected have the correct type of threadi.

BOLT MATERIAL

The type of metal used in an aircraft bolt'
helps to determine its strength and its resistance

(A)

(B)

(C)

EYE BOLT

CLOSE TOLERANCE BOLT

INTERNAL WRENCHINB BOLT

(D)

CLEVIS BOLT

Figure 1-3. - Boltheads.
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to corrosion. Therefore, make certain that
material is considered in the selection of °replace-
ment bolts. Bolts +have distinctive head markings
that help to identify the material from which the
bolts are manufactured. In certain cases, aircraft
manufacturers are compelled to make bolts of
different dimensions or greater strength than the
standard types. Lich bolts are made foi a particu-
lar application, and it is extremely important that
like bolts are used in replacement. Such sPecial
bolts are usually identified by the letter 'S
stamped on the head. Figure. 1-4 shows the Jops
of several hex-bolt heads, each marked to indi-
cate the type of bolt material.

BOLT IDENTIFICATION

Unless current directives.-specify otherwise,
every unserviceable bolt should be mplaced with
a bolt of ,the seine type. Of course, substitute
and interchangeable items are sometimes avail-
able, big the ideaj, fix is .a bolt-for-bolt re-
placement. The part number of a needed bolt
may 'be obtained by referring to the Illustrated
Parts Breakdown (IPB) for the aircraft con-
cerned.. Exactly what this part number means,
depends upon whether the bolt is AN (Air Force-
Navy), NAS (National Aircraft Standard), or
MS. (Military Standard ).

AN Part Number.

There are several classes of AN bolts, and
in some instances the liolt part nuMbers reveal
slightly different types of infoimation. However,
most AN numbers contain the same type of
information.

AIR FORCE BOLT SAFETYING
MATERIAL PROVISIONSNAVY DOLT

AN 4 ri" 20AL

SERIES
NUMBER
(CLASS AND
DIAMETER)

L .

DASH NUMBER
(SOLT GRIP
AND LENGTH)

Figure 1-5. - AN bolt part number breakdown:

Figure 1-5 shows a breakdown of a typical
AN bolt part number. The number starts with the
letters AN discussed earlier. Next, notice that a
series number jollows the letters AN. This number
consists of one or more digits representing the
class of bolt and the bolt diameter in sixteenths
of an inch. General-purpose hex-head bolts in-
clude all part numbers beginning with AN3, AN4,
and so qn through Afs120. Other series numbers and
the classes of bolts that the numbers represent
are as follows:

AN21 through AN36 clevis bolts.
AN42 through AN49 eyebolts.

In figure 1-5 the last digit bf the series
number is 4, so this bolt is 4/16 Inch (1/4 inch) in
diameter. In the case of a series number ending
in 0, for instance AN30, the 0 stands for 10, and
the bolt has a diameter of 10/16 inch (5/8 inch).

HEAD MARKINGS

STEEL ALUMINUM
CLOSE ALLOY

TOLERANCE (62,000
(125,000 TO
145,000A.S.I)

CORROSION
RESISTANT

STEEL
(125,000

STEEL
(125,000

. Figure 1-4. - Bolthead markings.

1-4

STEEL
(160,000 TO
180,000

PS.I.,)



Refer again to Figure 1-5 and notice that a
dash follows the series number. When Used in the
part numbers for general-purpose AN bol s, clevis
bolts, and eyebolts, this tlash indicates
bolt is made of carbon steel. With these types of
bolts, the letter C, used in place of the dash,
means corrosion-resistant steel; the letter D
means 2017 aluminum alloy.; and the letters DD
stand for 2024 aluminum alloy. For some bolts of
this type, a letter H is used with theie lettersor_
with the dash. If used,.the H shows that the bolt
has been drilled for safetying..

Next, notice tile nuMber 20 that follows the
dash. This is called the dash number, and it
represents the bolt's grip (as taken from special
tables), In this instance the number 20 stands
for a .1;3lt that is I1/32 inches long.

The last character in the AN number illus-
trated in figure 1-5 is the letter A. This letter
signifies that the bolt is not drilled for cottei piri
safetying. If no letter were used after the dash-
number, the bolt shank would be drilled for safe-
ty ing.

NAS Part Number

Another series of bolts used in aircraft
construction is the National Aircraft Standard
(NAS). (See figure 1-6.) In considering one of the -
NAS bolts, NA5144 (special internal wrenching
type), notice that the bolt identification code
starts with the letters NAS, which show, of
course, that the code represents a National Air-
craft Standard piece of hardware. Next, notice

HAS 14 4 - 25'T T
1 Dash nu-tr (bolt,grip in

sixteSnOw).

Dian.Aer -in sixteenths..

Series cuseoer.

r.atfolal Aircraft Standard .

bolt.

Figure 1-6. - NAS bolt part number breakdown.

that the series has a three-digit number, 144. The
first two digits (14) show the class of the bolt.
The next number (4) indicates the bolt diameter in
sixteenths, of an inch. The dashnumber (25) indi-
cates bolt, grip in sixteenths of an inch.

1-5
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MS Part Number

Military Standard (MS) is another :. series of.
bolts used in aircraft construction. In the part
number shown in figure 1-7, the MS indicates that
the bolt is a Military Standard bolt. The series
number (20004) indicates the bolt class and dia-
meter in sixteenths of an inch (internal
wrenching, 1/4-inch diameter). The letter H be-
fore the dash number indicates that the bolt has a
drilled head for safetying. The dash number (9)
indicates the bolt grip in sixteenths of an inch.

20004 - II 9

['bash number (bolt grip in
sixteenths):

Safetying provisions.

Series number (class and diareter
in sixteenths).

Military Standard bolt.

Figure 1-7. - MS bolt part number breakdown.

,NLJTS

Aircraft nuts differ in design and material
just as bolts do, because nuts are designed to do a
specific job with the bolts. For instance, some of
the nuts are Made of cadmium-plated . carbon
steel, stainless steel, briss,, or aluminum alloy.
The type of metal used is sometimes identified by
markings on the nuts themselves; on others, the
tyPe of material .must be recognized from the
metallic luster of the metal. The anodized coating
on aluminum nuts can be' dyed in a number of
colers, and these_nuts are usually eiiceptionally
light in weight. Cadmium plated steel nuts have a
Whitish colec and bright luster when new. Corro-
sion resistant or stainless steel nuts may be
coated with silver flashing which,sives them a
yellowish color and dull luster. In the case of the
silver coated 1200 degree fahrenheit nut, it can
only be identified by the number 12 stamped on
one hex.

Nuti also differ greatly in size and shape. In
spite of these many and varied differences, all
nuts fall under one Of two general groups - self-
locking or nonself-locking. Nuts are also
available in many various styles such as plain
nuts, castle nuts, checknuts, plate nuts, channel
huts, barrel nuts, internal wrenching nuts, ex-
ternal wrenching nuts, shear nuts,. sheet spring
nuts, ancf wingnuts. These styles are discussed in
subsequent paragraphs and sections.
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NONSEL.*-LOCKING NUTS

Nonself-locking nuts require the use of a
separate locking device for security of installa-
tion. Several types of these locking devices are
mentioned in the following paragraphs in connec-
tion with the nuts on which the devices are used.
Since no single locking device can be used with all
types of nonself-locking nuts, you must select one
suitable for the type of nut being used. Figure 1-8
illustrates four common styles of nonself-locking
nuts.

CASTLE NUT PLAIN NUT

CASTELLATED
SHEAR NUT WING NUT

. Figure 1-8-- Nonself-locking nuts.

SELF-LOCK1NG NUTS

Self-locking nuts provide tight connections
which wili not loosen under vibration. Self-locking
nuts approved for use on aircraft, meet critical
specifications for strength, corrosion resistance,
and. temperatures. The two major types of self-
locking nuts are the prevailing torque and the
free-spinning types. The free-spinning type turns
freely until seated where further tightening
results in a locking action. The more widely used
prevailing torque type requires wrenching
throughout the entire cycle 'after the bolt or
screvAha's engaged the frictional part of the nut.

You should remember, unless otherwise di-
iected by applicable publications, that new self-
locking nuts must be used each time components
are installed in critical areas throughout the air-
craft, including all flight, engine, and fuel
control linkage and attachments.

1-6

Prevailing Torque.Nuts
1

Prevailing torque nuts have either a non-
metalliC or all metal locking element. The non-
metallic nuts have a nylon insert . of smaller
diameter than *the bolt major diameter, which,
exerts a compressive locking force 'against the
bolt. If these nuts are reused, they shall be
checked to See if the locking insert has 'lost its
locking friction or become brittle. All metal self-
locking nuts have either a squeezed-in portion of'
the nut metal, or deformed or interrupted metal
threads which provide a frictional force that locks
the nut threads against the bolt threads. The
Boots and the Flexloc are examples of the all-
metal type; the Elastic Stop it an example Qf the
non-metallic insert type. Figure 1-9 shows several
types of self-locking nuts.

STYLES OF NONSELF-LOCKING AND PRE-
VAILING TORQUE SELF-LOCKING NUTS

Plain Nut-

This nut is of rugged construction. This
[naked the nut suitable fo carrying large ten-
sional loads. Plain hex nuts are available as self-
locking or non-self-locking nuts; however, since
the plain hex non-self-locking nuts require in
auxiliary safetying device, such as a checknut or
lockwasher, the nut's use on aircraft structures is
somewhat limited,

Castle Nut

The castle nut is used in conjunction with
drilled-shank bolts, hex-head bolts, clevis bolts,
eyebolts, and drilled head studs. The nut is fairly
rugged and can withstand large tensional loads.
Slots (called castellations) in the nut are designed
to eccomodate a cotter pin or lock wire for
safetying purposes.

Castellated Shear Nut

The castellated shear nut is designed for use
with devices such as drilled clevis bolts and
threaded taper pins which are normally subjected
to shearing stress only: Like the the castle nut,
the castellated shear nut is castellated for safe-
tying, but- is not as deep nor as strong as the
castle nut.

Checknut

The checknut is used as a locking device for
plain nuts, setscrews, threaded rod ends, and
other devices.

.P"\.



BOOTS AIRCRAFT NUT

NON-METALLIC
INSERT

LOCK NUT

" 'ELASTIC
STOP NUT

ELASTIC TWO-LUG
ANCHOR NUT °

BOOTS AIRCRAFT. CHANNEL ASSEMBLY

ELASTIC STOP NUT CHANNEL ASSEMBLY

Figure 1-9. - Self-locking nuts.

0
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Plate Nut

This nut is used for blind mounting in in-
accessible locations and for `easier maintenance.
The nut is available jn a wide range of sizes and
shapes. One lug, two lug, and right-angle.shapes
are available to accomodate the physical require-
ments of the 4pdividua1 nut location. Floating
type nuts provide a controlled amount of nut
movement to compeniate for sub-assembly mis-
alignment. They can be either self-locking or
plain.

Channel Nuts

These nuts are used in applications requiring
anchored .nuts equally spaced ,aroUnd openings
such as access and inspection doors and removable
leading edges. Straight or curved channel nut
stl'ips offer a wide range of nut spacings and
provide a multiple nut unit that has all the
advantages Of float-type nuts. They are usually
self-locking.

Barrel Nut

This nut is installed in a regular, drilled
hole. The round portion the nut fits in the
drilled hole providing a self-wrenching effect. The
nut is usually self-locking.

Internal Wrenching Nut

This nut is generally used where a nut with a
high tensile strength 'is required or where space is
limited and the use of\ external wrenching nuts
woUld not facilitate the use of conventional
wrenches for installation ,and removal. That is
where a bearing surface is counterbored. This nut
has a non-metallic insert which provides a locking
action.

Point Wrenching Nut

This nut is usually self-locking and is
generally used where a nut with a high tensile
strength is required. This tiut is installed' with a
smaller socket wrench than would normally be
used for a hexagon nut.

Sheet Spring Nut (Figure 1-10)

This nut is used with standard and sheet
metal selk;tapping screws to support line clamps,
conduit clamps, eledtrical equipment, -access.
door's, etc. The most common types are the flat,
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A

.

B
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,

SIDE VIEW

.

TOP VIEW

-_,--------
..6-.--: ...

-..,.....-_.--......---
,,%,

z A.--2_-_-5../ z

C INWARD 0
THREAD LOCK

A _--,
...--...1.

,e, ./.=:I'f:,
VIM,

STARTING POSITION

Wir
ARCHED

SPRING LOCK

As.
DOUBLE-LOCKED

POSITION

Figwe 1-10. - Sheet spring raLit.

the two-lug anchor, and the one-lug anchor type.
The nut has an arched spring lock which prevents
the screw from working loose. It should be used
only where originally used in the fabrication of
the aircraft.. r

Klincher Locknut

This locknut is used to ensui'e a permanent
and vibration-proof, bolted connection that holds
solidly and resists thread wear. It will withstand
extremely high or low temperatures and exposure
to lubridants, weather, and compounds without
impairing the effectiveness of the locking ele-
ment. The nut is installed with the end that looks
like a double washer toward the metal being
fastened. The end that looks like a double hexagon
nut, is positioned away from the metal being
fastened.

Wingnut

Wingniits are intended for places where the
desired tightness can be obtained by use of the
fingers and where the assembly is frequently
removed, such as battery terminal connections.
Usually one of the wings has a tole, Jor safetying
the nut with wire.



FREE-SPINNING
ON-OFF TYPE

it

FREE-SPINNING ON
RESIDUAL TORQUE
OFF TYPE,

Fiiure 1-11. - Free-Spinning Nuts.

Free-Spinning Nuts (Figure 1-11)

The free-spinning nuts are available in tf;ree
types: free-spinning on-off, free-spinning on
residual torque off, and stressed nut. These nuts
spin freely on and off as long as the nut is not in
contact with the bearing surface. The locking
action is provided by an internal core in the nut
except for the strelSed nut which use s. a ground
washer for its lodking action.

Free-spinning nuts are designed for exhaust
flange . attachments and shall be used only as
specified in the applicable technical orders of the
equipment affected. These nuts are not con-
sidered suitable for general aircraft use. Any
free-spinning nut which ,requires less than 10 ,inch-
pounds of torque to break away when in the
locked position shall be disposed of.

WASHERS

Washers used in aircraft structures may be

grouped into, three general classes - PLAIN

STRESSED NUTS

washers, LOCKWASHERS, and'SPEC1AL washers.
Figure 1-12 shows some, of the most commonly
used types.

Plain washers are widely used'under nuts to
provide a smooth bearing surface, to act as a shim
in ,obtaining the correct relationship between the
threads of the bolt and the nut, and to adjust the
position of castellated nuts with respect to drilled
cotter pin holes in bolts. Plain washers are also
used under lockwashers to prevent damage to
surfaces of soft materials.

Lockwashers are used with plain nuts when
self-locking or castellated type nuts are not ap-
plicable. Sufficient friction is provided by the
spring action of the washer to prevent loosening
of the nut from vibration. Lockwashers are not to
be used on primary strudtures, secondary siruc-
tures, or accessories where failure might result in
damage or danger to aircraft or personnel

1-9
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Special washers, sugt1 as ball-socket and
seat, taper pin, and Ashers for internal-



wrenching nuts and bolts, are designed for special,applications.

eall-socket and seat washers..are used where
the bolt is installed at an angle to the surface, or
where perfect alignment with the surface is re-
quired. These washers aye used together.

c2f5--3;za NILEW
LOCK WASHERS

.

. it==1,21i 1.,=.%.m1
WIN PIN

SPECIAL WASHERS

Figure 1-12. - Various types of washers.

Taper pin washers are used in tonjunction
with threaded taper pins and are installed under
the nut to effect adjustment where a plain washer
would distort.

.1

Washers for internal-wrenching nuts and
bolts are used in conjunction with NAS internal-

. wrenching bolts. Thewasher used undei the head
is countersunk to seat the bolthead/shank radius. A
plain washer is useduncier the nut.

INSTALLATION OF NUTS,
BOLTS, AND WASHERS

4. Be ceilain that each bolt is the correct
material. Examine the marking on the head to
determine whether a bolt is steel or aluminum
alloy.

It is extremely important to use like bolts in
replacement. In every case, refer to the appli-
cable Maintenance Instructions Manual and
Illustrated Parts Breakdown.-

There are certain precautions which must be
observed with all self-locking nuts. Bolts, studs,
and screws with damaged threads and rough ends
must not be used. Bolts, studs, and screws of 1/4
inch* less with cotter pin holes must not be used
with self-locking nuts. Bolts, studs,," and screws
over 1/4 inch in diameter may be used with self-
locking nuts, provided the cotter pin holes are'
free from burrs.

Nonmetallic-insert, self-locking nuts shall
never be tapped nor subjected to temperatures in
excess of 250 degrees fahrenheit. Cadmium plated
nuts are limited to 450 degrees fahrenheit and
corrosion resistant or stainless steel nuts are
limited to 800 degrees fahrenheit.

Used self-locking nuts are gen,erally suitable
for reuse in noncritical applications if the threads
have not been damaged and are in a serviceable
condition and if the locking material is not
damaged or permanently distorted.

NOTE: If any doubt, exists about trie condi-
tion of the nut, replace it with a new one.

suce that washers are used under both
the heads of bolts and nuts unless the omission of
washers is specified. A washer guards against
mechanical damage to the material being bolted
and prevents corrosion of the components. An
aluminum alloy washer should be used under the
head and nut of a steel bolt securing aluminum
alloy or magnesium parts. Use steel washers when
joining.steel parts with steel bolts.

Whenever possible the bolt should be placed
with the head on top or in the forward position.
This position tends to prevent the bolt from
slipping out if the nut is accidentally lost.

In all installations, bolts or screws will pro-
trude no less than two complete threads past the
nut. This applies to both self-locking .and plain
nuts, and includes any chamfer at the bolt end.
The nut should be properly tightened against the
bearing surface. Fatigue failures account for. over.
75 percent of all fastener problems. Fatigue

, breaks are. caused by ninsufficient 'tightening and
lack of,proper preload or clamping force. This
results in movernent 'between the parts of the
assembly in use, and eventual failure. To avoid
insufficient tightening and overstressing of bolts,
the nuts should be properly torqued.

1-10
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Ea + LaiMI IS INCHES

Eels 4 INCHES Lei. 12 INCHES

Typical-torque wrench with extension
attached in line

EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF ASSEMSLY (L, +

L

Typical torque wrench with extension
, attached at an angle

Figure 1-13. - Torque wrench With extension.



APPLICATION OF TORQUE

Standard torque chatis have been esTab-
fished for average dry unplatarconditions, but
stieface variations such as thread roughness, scale,
paint, lubrication (oil, grease, etc.), hardening,and
plating may alter these values considerably. Also
nuts that are reused will require higher torque
readings. Torque values will also vary with manu-
facturers.

To obtain the correct recommended torque
value on self-locking nuts, the nut must be run
down ihuil it is one turn from the beginning of
seating. A\this point, the prevailing torque should
be noted. If "tne prevailing torque is less than one-
third of the recommended torque, it should be
disregarded anetne nut tightened to the recom-
mended torque value. If the prevailing torque is
one-third or more than one-third of the recom-
mended torque, it should be added to the
retommended torque. Example: the recom-
mended torque is 50 to 70 inch-pounds. The
prevailing torque at one turn from the beginning
of seating is 30 inch-pounds. The correct torque
wrench reading would be 80 to 100 inch-pounds.

When adapters or extensions are used on
torque wrenches, the difference in mechanical
value must be considered in determining the dial
setting to provide the specified torque at the nut
being tightened. The following formula is used to
determine' dial reading or torque setting to
achieve the desired torque: (See Figure 1-13.)

equals Hande Setting

T equals Torque Applied at End of Adap-
ter

La equals Length of Handle in Inches

Ea equals Length of Extension in Inches

For example, if it is desired to exert 100 inch-
pounds at the end of the wrench ancrextension,
when La equals 12 inches and E equals 6 inches,
it is possible to determine the Ilandle setting by
making the following calculation:

T X L

S

S

S

100 X 12
(12 . 6)

1200
18

66:6 inch-pounds

Whenever possible, attach the extension in line
with the torque wrench. When necessary to attach
the extension at an angle to the torque wrench as
shown in Figure 1-13, the effective .length of the
assembly will be 1. + Eh as shown. In this
instance, length Eb s shovM. In this instance,
length Eb must be substituted for length Ea jri the
for mula.

NOTE

An extension shall not be used on the grip
end of a torque handle.

Torque tools shall not be used to break loose
previously.tightened bolts.

A torque tool shall not be used to apply a
greater amount of torque than the rated
capacity of the tool.

Do not attempt to change' setting When
handle is in a locked position.

Do pot attempt to use an extension on the
end of a torque wrench at an angle less than
90 degrees.

SAFETYINt OF NUTS

It is very important that all nuts, except the
self-locking type, be- kafetied after inseallation.
Safetying prevents nuts frci'm loosening in flight
due to vibration. Figure 1-14 illustrates the
proper way to secure a nut using a cotter pin..

OPTIONAL - PRERRItED

Figure 1-14.. Cotten pin installation.



SELF-QUIZ #1

PLEASE NOTE: Many students study ONLY the self-quizzes and pamphlet review quiz, thinking
that this will be enough to pass the End-of-Course Test. THIS IS NOT TRUE. The End-of-Course
Test is based on the stated course objectives. To pass the EOCT, you must study all the course
material.

1. The unthreaded portion of a bolt shaft is the

2. A bolt should extend through the nut a MINIMUM of threads.

3. If a bolt is less than 1/4 inch thick, the diameter of the bolt is expressed as a
number.

(14. A bolt designed 4or use with a screWdriver is a bolt.

5. A single-dash bolthea'd marking indicates that the bolt is made of

6. In the part numbe "for an AN bolt, the letter C follokng the series number means

7. Which nut is castellated for safetying, but is not as deep as a castle nut?

8. Elastic stop nuts must NOT be used in areas subjected to temperatures above

9. Washers used with internal wrenching bolts are washers.

10. When in doubt about a replacement bolt for ah aircraft, you should refer to the applicable
Maintenance Instructions Manual or

11. When installing a self-lotking nut on a bolt, at what point should you note the prevailing
torque?

(See page 1-14 for ANSWERS to Self Quiz questions)
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ANSiERS TO SELF-QUIZ #1
4

Following are the correct answers and references to the text pages which cover each question
and correct answer. To be sure you.understand the answers to those questions you missed, you
should restudy the referenced portions of the text.

1. grip (Page 1-1)

2. two (Page 1-2)

3. whole (Page 1-3)

4.1 clevis (Page 1-3)

5., corrosion-resistant steel (Page 1-4)

6. corrosion-resistant steel (Page 1-5)

7. Castellated shear nut (Page 1-6)

8. 2500 F. (Page 1-10)

9. special (Page 1-9)

10. Illustrated Parts Breakdown (Page 1-10)

11. One turn before the nut seats (Page 1-12)

e



Rea ing Assignment:
Pages 2-1 thrbugh 2-18
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MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE, SAFETYING,
AND TURNLOCK FASTENERS

OBJECTIVES

After finishing this assignment, you should be able to:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

State the four main groups of screws.

Describe situations ruiring the use of taper or flathead,pins.

Describe the different methodi of safetying.

Explain the use of ttirnlock fasteners.

State the difference between heavy-duty and light-duty Dzus fastener
installations.

SCREWS

Screws are the most common type of
threaded fasteners used on aircraft. They are
similar to othe types of threaded fasteners such
as bolts, but screws differ mainly in that they
usually have a lower material strength, a looser
thread fit, and shanks threaded along their entire
length. However, several types of structural
screws are available which differ from structural
bolts only in the ,type of head. Their material is
equivalent, and they have a definite grip. Screws
may be divided into four main groups - structural,
machine, self-tapping,,and setscrews.

STRUCTURAL. SCREWS

Structural screws are used for assembly of
structural parts, as are structural bolts. The
screws are made of alloy steel and are properly
heat treated. Structural screws have a definite
grip length (figure- 2-0' and the same shear and
tensile strengths as the equivalent size bolt.
Structural screws differ from structural bolts only
in the type of head. These screws are available in
round-head, countersunk-head, and brazier-head
types, either slotted or recessed for the various
types of screwdrivers.

MACHINE SCREWS

The commonly used machine screws are the
round-head,, flat-head, fillister-head, pan-head,
truss-head, and soc et-head types (figure 2-2).

. 2- 1

Flat-head Machine Screws

Flat-head. machine screws are used in
counter-sunk holes where e flush finish is desired.
These screws are available in 82 and 100 degrees
of head angle and have various types of recesses
and slots for driving.

Round-head Machine Screws
Round-head machine screws are frequently

used to assemble highly stressed aircraft com-
ponents.

Fillister-head Machine Screws ,

Fillister-head machine screws are' used as
general-purpose screws and also may be used as
cap-screws in light applications such as the at-
tachment of cast aluminum gearbox cover plates.

Socket-head Machine Screws

Socket-head machine screws are designed to
be screwed into tapped holes by internal
wrenching. The screws are used in applications
which require high strength precision products,
compactness of the assembled parts, or sinking of
heads below surfaces into holes.

Pan-head and Truss-head Machine Screws
Pan-head and truss-head screws are general-

purpose screws used where head height is unim-
portant. These screws are available with cross-
recessed heads only.
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Figure 2-1. - Structural screws.
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FLATI:IEAD, MACHI E SCREW

I II I I

ROUN,DHEAD, MACHINE SCREW

111 11'

FILLISTER HEAD, MACHINE SCREW

PAN HEAD, MACHINE SCREW

57
SELF-TAPPING SCREWS

A self-tapping screw is one .that cuts its own
internal threads as it is turned into the hole.in
which it is inserted. Self-tapping screws can be

used only in comparatively soft metals and
Materials. Self-tapping screws may be further
divided into two classes or groups = machine
self-tapping screws and sheet-metal self-tapping
screws.

Machine self-tapping screws are usually
used tp attach removable parts, such as name-
plates to castings. The threads of the screw cut
mating threads in the casting after the hole -has
been predriiled undersize. Sheet-metal pelf-
tapping screws are used for temporarily attaching
sheet metal in place for riveting and for perma-
nent assembly of nonstructural assemblies, where
screws must be inserted in blind applications.

CAUTION: Self-tapping screws should never
be used to replace standard screws, nuts, or
rivets in the original structure.

SETSCREWS 4o.

Setscrews are used to position and hold in
place components such as gears on a shaft. Set-
screws are available with many different point
styles. These screws are classified as hexagon-
socket aria fluted-socket headless setscrews.

TRUSS HEAD, MACHINE SCREW PINS

SELF-TAPPIPIG, SCREWS

Figure 2-2. - Machine screws.

L.%
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TAPER PINS

Taper pins are used in joints that carry
shear loads and in areas where some clearance is
required. (See figure 2-3 (A) and (B).) The
threaded taper pin'is used with a taper-pin washer
and a shear nut if the taper pin is drilled, or with
a self-locking nut if undrilled. When a shear nut
is used with the threaded taper pin and washer,
the nut is secured with a cotter pin.

FLATHEAD PINS

The flathead pin is used with tie rod terminals
Or secondary controls, which do not operate



STATIONARY
MEMEIER

-4"PLAIN
TAPER
PIN

MOVABLE
MEMBER

PLAIN TAPER-PIN INSTALLED

STATIONARY
MEMBER

THREADED
TAPER

PIN

COTTER PIN

CASTELLATED
NUT

TAPER PIN
MOVABLE WASHER
MEMBE

THREA DED TAPER "PIN INSTALLED

FLATHEAD P.
SUIF

;

mann I um,

COTTER PIN WASHER

FL AT HEA D PIN I NSTAL,LED

Figure 2-3. - Types of aircraft pins.

LIENGTH

DIAMETER

UNEVEN PRONGS OPTIONAL

Figure 2-5. - Types, of cotter pins.

continuously. This pin is used where little
clearance is provided. -The flathead pin should be
secured with a cotterpin. The pin is norynally
installed with the head up (figure 2-3 (C)). This
precaution is taken to maintain the flathead pin in
the installed position in case of cotter pin failure.

HELI-COIL INSERTS

Heli-Coil thread inserts are primarily de-
signed to be used in materials which are not
suitable for threading because of their softness.
The inserts are made of a diamond cross-
sectioned stainless steel wire which is helically
coiled. In its finished form, the wire is similar to
a small spring which has been fully compressed.
There are two types of Heli-Coil inserts. (See
figure 2-4.) One is the ,plain insert, made with a
tang that forms a portion of the bottom coil
offset and is used to cirlye the insert. This tang is

Tang Opposite
End

PLAIN
HELI-COIL

Grip
Coil

M1D-GRIP
HEL1-COIL

External Threads

Intern:I
Threads

CROSS SECTtod

Figure 2-4. - Heli-Coil inserts.
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left on the insert after installation, except when
removal is necessary to provide clearance for
the end of the bolt. The tang is notched to
provide for the breakoff from the body of the
insert, providing MI, penetration for the fastener.

The second type of insert is the self-locking
mIcl-grip insert which has a specially formed grip
coil midway of the insert, The grip coil produces a
gripping effect on the engaging screw,: For quick
identification, the self-locking mid-grip inserts
are dyed red.

SAFETYING MATERIAL

Maintenance personnel will come in contact
with many different types of safetying materials.
These materials are used to stop rotation and
other movement of fasteners and to secure other
equipment likely to come loose due to aircraft
vibration during flight.

COTTER PINS

Cotter pins are used to secure bolts, screws,
nuts, and pins. Some cotter pins are made of low-
carbon steel; others consist of stainless steel and
thus are more resistant to corrosion. In addition,
stainless steel cotter pins may be used in
locations where nonmagnetic material is required.
Regardless of shape or material, all cotter pins
are used for the same general purpose-safetying.
Figure 2-5 shows three types of cotter pins and
the method for determining their size.

NOTE: The length of uneven prong cotter
pins is measured to the end,of the shortest prong.

SAFETY WIRE.

Safety wire comes in many types and sizes.
You must first select the correct type and size of
wire for the job. Annealed corrosion-resisting
wire is used in high-temperature, electrical-
equipment, and aircraft-instrumeot applications.
All nuts except -the self-locking. types must be
safetied; the, method used depends upon the par-
ticular installation. Figure 2-6 illustrates the
correct methods of installing safety wire. The
following general rules apply to safety wiring:

2-5
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CASTLE NUT

SAFETY METHODS SHOWN ARE FOR
RIGHT HAND THREADS. LEFT HAND OPPOSITE.

SAFETY WIRE OVER HEAD

SAFETY WIRE AROUND HEAD

Figure 2-6. - Safety wire installation.

1. All safety wires must be tight after in-
stallation, but not under so-much tension that
normal handling or vibration will break the wire.

2. The wire must be applied so that all pull
exerted by the wire tends to tighten the nut.,

3. Twists should be tight and even and the
wire between nuts as tailt as possible without
overtwisting. Wire between nuts should be twisted
with the hands. The use of pliers will damage
the wire. Pliers may be used only for final
end twist prior to cutting off excess wire.

Annealed coPper safety wire is used for
sealing firs t aid kits, portable fire extinguishers,
oxygen regulator emergency valves, and other
valves and levers used for emergency operation
of aircraft equipment. This wire can be broken
by hand in case of an emergency.
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There are two methods of lockwiring, the

doubletwist method that is most commonlytsed,
and the singlewire method used on screws,
bolts, and/or nuts in a closely spaced or closed
geometrical pattern such as a 'triangle, square,
rectangle, or circle. The single wire method
may also be used on parts in electrical systems
and in places that are difficult to reach.

Note

Safetywire shall not be used, to secure
nor shall it be dependent upon fracture
as the basis for operation of emergency
devices such as handles, switches, guards
covering handles, etc., that operate emer-
gency exits, fire extinguishers, emergency
cabin pressure releases, emergency bomb
releases, emergency landing gear door re-
leases, and thelike. HoweveT, where existing
structural equipment or safety of flight
emergency devices require copper safetywire
(0.020-inch diameter only), or as identified
in specific ,technical orders to secure
equipment while not in use, but which are
dependent upon shearing or breaking of
the safetywire for successful emergency
operation of equipment, particular care shall
be exercised to assure that safetying under
these circumstances shall not prevent emer-
gency operation of these devices.

There are many combinations of lockwiring
with certain basic rules common to all applica-
tions. These rules are as follows:

a. When drilled head bolts, screws, or other
parts are closely grouped it Is more convenient
to safetywire them in series or to each other.'
The number of bolts, nuts, screws, etc., that
may be wired together depends on the applica-
tion. When securing Widely spaced bolts by the
double-twist method, the maximum nurnbei of
bolts that can be wired in a series is three.
When securing closely spaced bolts the number
that can be secured by a 24-inch length of
wire is the maximum number in a series.
Widely spaced multiple groups shall not be
safetied together when the fasteners are from
4 to 6 inches apart. Lockwiring shall not be
used to secure fastenings or fittings which
are spaced more than 6 inches apart, unless
tie points are provided on adjacent parts to
shorten the span of the lockwire to less than
six inches.
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b. _Drilled head bolts and screws need
not be safetywired if installed with self-locIdng
nuts or lockwashers in accordance with appli-
cable T.O.'s. a.

c: Lockwire must be tight when installed.

(1) To prevent failure due to rubbing
or vibration, lockwire must be tight after instal-
lation.

d. Lockwire must tend to tighten.

(1) By installing lockwire in a manner
that tends to tighten and keep a part locked
in place, the natural tendency of the part to
loosen ie counteracted.

e. Lockwire must never be overstressed.

(1) Lockwire will break 'under vibra-
tions if twisted too tightly. Lockwire shall be
pulled taut when being twisted, but shall have
a minimum of tension, if any, when secured.

f. Lockwire ends shall be bent into the
part to avoid sharp or projecting ends which might
present a safety hazard.

g. Internal wiring must not cross over
or obstruct a flow passage when an alternate
method can be used.

(1) Check the units to be lockwired
to make sure that they have been corxectly
torqued and that the wiring holes are properly
positioned in relation to each other. When there
are two or more units, 'it is desirable that
the holes in the units be in the same relation-
ship to each other. Never overtorque or loosen
units to obtain proper alignment of the holes.
It should be possible to align the wiring holes
when the units are torqued within the specified
limits. However, if it is impossible to obtain
a proper alignment of the holes without either
over or under torquing, select another unit
which' will permit proper alignment within the
specified torque limits.

(2) To prevent mutilations on the twisted
section of the wire when using pliers, grasp
the wire at the ends or at a point that will not be
twisted. Lockwire must not be nicked, kinked

C;.-2



or mutilated. Never twist the wire ends off
with pliers and, when cutting off ends, leave
at least three to six complete turns (1/4 to
1/2 inch) after the loop. The Orength of the
lockwire holes is ,marginal. When removing
a lockwire, never twist the wire off with pliers.
Cut the lockwire close to the hole, exercising
extreme care.

(3) Figure 2-7 illustrates typical
lockwiring procedures. Although there are

numerous lockwiring operations performed on air-
craft hardware, practically all are derived from
the basic examples shown in figure 2-7.

h. Lockwire should, where practicable be
installed with the wire positioned around the head
of the bolt, screw, or nut and twisted in such a
manner that the loop of the wire fits closely to
the contour of the unit being lockwired.

SMALL SCREWS IN CLOSELY
SPACED CLOSED GEOMETRICAL
PATTON
SINGLE- WIRE METHOD

SCREW HEADS
DOUBLE- TWIST METHOD

BOLT HEADS,

NOTE

SINGLE- FASTENER APPLICATION
DOUBLE-TWIST METHOD

EXTERNAL SNAP RING
SINGLE -WIRE METHOD .

CASTLE NUTS

THE SAF ETYWIRE IS SHOWN INSTALLED FOR RIGHT -HAND THREADS. THE SAFE TY WIRE
iS ROUTED IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION FOR LEFT-HAND THREADS.

Figure 2-7. - Securing screws, nuts, bolts, and snap rings.
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CONNECTORS AND COUPLNGS

A variety of clamping devices are used to
connect ducting sections to each other or to
various components. Whenever ducting, lines or
components are disconnected or removed for
any reason, install suitable plugs, caps or cover-
ings on the openings to prevent the entry of
foreign materials. Tag the various parts to
ensure correct reinstallation. Take care during
handling and installation to ensure that flanges
are not scratched, distorted, ordeformed. Flange

surfaces should be free of dirt, grease, and
corrosion. The p`rotective flange caps should
be left on the ends of the ducting until the in-
stallation progresses to the point where removal
is necessary to continue with the installation.

In most cases, seals and gaskets must be
discarded and replaced. Ensure that seals and
gaskets are properly seated and that flanges
are mated and aligned so that excessive torque

; i.s 'not required to clof,e the joint Excessive
torque may impose structural loads on the clamp-
ing device. Adjacent support clamps and brackets

MARMAN BAND CLAMP
MARMAN BAND CLAMPS TO

BE USED IN TIGHT AREAS

AN737 BAND CLAMP
AN737 BAND CLAMP FOR

STANDARD INSTALLATIONS

I/8-INCH MAXIMUM MISALI1GNMENT

1/8 INCH MINIMUM
3/4 INCH MAXIMUM

1/4 INCH MINIMUM'

Figure 2-.8. - Flexible line connectors.
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should remain loose until installation of the
coupling has been completed.

FLEXIBLE CONNECTORS/COUPLING

Some of the most commonly used plain band
couplings are illustrated in- figure 2-8. When a
hose is installed between two duct sections, as
shown in figure 2-8, the gap between the duct
ends should be 1/8 inch minimum to, 3/4 inch
maximum. When the clamps are installed on the
connection, each clamp should be 1/4 inch mini-
mum from each end of the connector.
Misalignment between the ducting ends should not
exceed 1/8 inch maximum.

Merman type clamps commonly used induct-
ing systems should be tightened to the torque
value indicated on the coupling. Tighten all
couplings in the manner and to the torque value
specified on the clamp or in the applicable
Maintenance Instructions Manual.'

When flexible couplings are installed such as
the one illustrated in figure 2-9 theNlrollowing
steps are recommended to assure proper security:

1, Fold back half of the sleeve seal and slip
it onto the sleeve.

2. Slide the sleeve (with the sleeve seal
partially installed ) onto the line.

3,
beads.

-
Position the split sleeves over the line

4. SI ide the sleeve ove r the split sleeves and
fold over the sleeve seal sp that it covers the
entire sleeve.

5. Install the coupling over the sleeve seal
and torque to correct value.

NOTE: To find torque values for the various
sizes and types of couplings , refer tothe applicable
Maintenance Instructions Manual. Some couplings
will have the correct torque value marked on
the outside of the band.

RIGID COUPLINGS

The rigid line coupling illustrated in figure
2-1O is referred to as- a V-band coupling. When
this coupling is_installed in restricted areas, some

of the stiffness of the coupling can be overcome
by tightening the coupling over .a spare set of

SPLIT SLEEVE

COUPLING SLEEVE SLEiVE
SEAL

LINE BEADS

SPLI
SLEEVE

I SLIEVE

s'7

SLEEVE SEAL
FOLDED BACK

Figure 2-9.-- Installation of flexible line couplings.
_

flanges and a gasket to the recommended torque
value of the joint. Tap the coupling a few times
with a plastic mallet before removing it.

When installing rigid couplings, follow the
steps listed below and illustrated in figure 2-10.

1. Slip the V-band coupling over the flanged
tube.

2. Place a gasket into one flange. One quick
rotary motion assures positive seating of the

.1, gasket.

2-9

3. Hold the gasket In place with one hand
while the mating flanged tube is assembled into
the gasket with a series of vertical and horizontal
motions to assure the seating of the mating
flange to the gasket.

NOTE: View B of figure 2-10 illustrates the
proper fitting and connecting of a rigid coupling,
using a metal gasket between the ducting flanges.

4. While holding the joint firmly with one
hand, install the V-band coupling over the two
flanges.

,i("5 Press the coupling tightly around the
'flanges with one hand while engaging the latch.

/32
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a

a

LATCH

HIGH-STRENGTH "T" SOLT \

NUT

ENO VIEW
COUPLING

FLANGE GASKET

Figure 2-10. - Installation

6. Tighten the coupling firmly with a ratchet
wrench. Tap the outer periphery of the coupling
with a plastic mallet to assure proper alignment
of the flanges in the coupling. This action will
seat the sealing edges of the flanges in the
gasket. Tighten again, making sure the recom-
mended torque is not exceeded.

FLANGE

of rigid line couplings.

7. Check the torque of 'the coupling with a
torque wrench and tighten until the specified
torque is obtained.

8. Safety wire the V-band coupling as.
illustrated in figure 2-11 as an extra measure of
security in the event of T-bolt failure. If the nut
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LOCKWIRE WITH\
PAS2093S -NC 40 ,

2 STRANDS
-

MIN 3 TURNS
IN THIS ABEA

V BAND COUPLER

Figure 2:11. - Safetying a V-band coupling.

on the T-bolt is drilled for safetymc'extend the
safety wire to the nut so tilat the wire will pull
on the nut in a clockwise (tightening) direction.
Most V-band connectors use,a T-bolt with some
type of seif-locking nut.

TURNLOCK FASTENERS

Turnlock fasteners are used to secure inspec-
tion plates, doors, and other removable panels
on aircraft. Turnlock fasteners are also referred
to by such terms as quick-opening, quick-action,
and stressed-panel fasteners. The most desirable
feature of these fasteners is that they permit
quick and easy rerhoval of access panels for
inspection, and servicing purposes. Although re-
moval and replacement of damaged turnlock
fasteners is usually one of the responsibilities
of the AM,' all maintenance personnel Should be
familiar with the different types of fasteners,
their uses, and component parts. The removal
and installation of fasteners is relatively simple,
and ang maintenance person may, at some time,
have to replace one of them.

CA MLOC FASTENERS V

The 4002 series Camloc fasteners consist of
four principal parts the receptacle, the grom-
met, the retaiqing ring, and the stud assembly.

5-1
(See figure- 2-12.) The 'receptable consists of an
aluminum alloy forging ,mounted in a stamped
sheet-metal base. The receptable assembly is
riveted to the access door frame, which is at-
tached to the structure of the aircraft. The
grommet is a sheet-metal ring held in the access
panel with the retaining ring. Grommets are fur-
nished in two types, the flush type and the
protruding type. In addition to serving as a
grommet for the hole in the access panel, the
grommet holds the stud assembly. The stud
assembly consists of a stud, a cross pin, spring,
and a spring cup. The assembly is so designed that
it can be-quickly inserted into the grommet by
compressing---the spring. Once installed in the
grommet, the stud assembly cannot "be removed
unless the spring is again compressed.

Camloc Installation Tools

The following list of Camloc tools,should be
available to assure satisfactory Camloc

,The list does not represent the minimum
tools required for any particular installation.

Pliers, No. 4P3.
Snapring tool, No. T26.
Cutters, Nos. 4-G2C and 4-GC. .

Hole saws, Nos. HS-471D and HS-500.
Flaring tools, Nos. T-5E-1 and T-50-1.
Dimpling tools, Nos. 4-G200M, 4-G200F,

2-S200M, and 2-5200F.

Camloc Fastener Repair

:Repair of Camloc fasteners includes removal
of the damaged stud, grommet, or receptacle,
and installation of the replacement part. In all
cases, alignment of the stud, grommet, and re-
ceptacle must be'maintained.

Grommet selection is determined as follows:

1. In the 4002 series, the grOmmet is used
in combination with the stud assembly, but is
dependent upon the type of hole required, the
total thickness of the material, and the specified
counterbore of the snapring,

2. In the 2700 series, the spring cup of the
stud assembly eliminates the use of a grommet.

3. In the 40551 series, the grommet is a
nonremovable part of the stud assembly.
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STUD ASSEMBLY

FLUSH OR.
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Figure 2-12. - Camloc,4002 series fastener,

NOTE: Lateral 'movement of the grommet
must be held to a minimum, Vertical movement
of the grommet, when the fastener is unlocked,
should be held to a minimum to prevent possible
loss or fillout of the grommet.

The following repair methods apply to the
4002 series Cámloc fastener.

Stud Damage

Stud assemblies. 4002-1 through -15 are
removed by compressirig the spring with Camloc
pliers and lifting out the stud. To install a new
stud, compress the spring and insert the stud into
the grommet. (See figure 2-13.) When the spring is
released, the stud assembly cannot fall out.

Stud assemblies -16 and longer are retained in
the grommet by a split washer. No pliers are
required for removal or installatiori, of these
studs. The stud ie inserted in the grommet, and
the split washer is placed on the stud shalik
between the cross pin and the spring cup. The,
stud cross pin should not be removed under any
aircumstanoes.

Giommet Damage

Remove the grommet by first prying off the
snapring and slip the grommet out of the hole.
Check for pobsible damage to the hole size,.the
dimple, or countersink. Remove all burrs and in-
stall a new grommet identical to the original.
Install a new snapring, using snapring tool T26,
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Figure 2-13. - Installing Can-dc...c stud.

as shown :in figyre 2-14. The snapring must be
fully seated behind the shoulder of the grommet.

-

Receptacle Damage

The AM will reniove the attaching rivets,
using standard removal procedures, when re-
placing the damaged receptacle. The new re-
ceptacle, which should be identical to the origi-
nal, is then riveted into place.

Camloc Me-stress Panel Fasteners

The Cam loc high-stress panel fastener
shown in figure 2-15 is a high-;strength, quick
release, rotary _type fastener and may be used on
flat or curved, inside o outside paneli. The
'fastener may have either a flush or protruding
stud. The studs ,are held in the panel with flat or

Co I

cone-shape, washers. Cone-shaped washers are
used with flush fasteners in dimpled holes. This
fastener may be distinguished from screws by the
deep No. 2 Phillips recess in the stud head and by
the bushing in which the stud is installed.

A threaded insert in.the receptacle provides
an adjustable locking device. As the stud is
inserted and turned counterclockwise 1/2 turn
or more, it screws out the insert Sufficiently to
Permit the stud key to engage the insert cam
when the stud is turned clockwise. Rotating the
stud clockwise 1/4 turn engages the insert, and
'eontinued rotation screws the insert in, tighten
ing the fastener. Turning the stud 1/4 turn
counterclockwise will release the stud, but will
not screw the insert out far enough to permit
reengagement on installation. The stud should
be turned at least 1/2 turn counterclockwise to

reset the insert.



Figure 2-14. - Installing snapring behind shoulder
of grommet

AIRLOC FASTENERS

Figure 2-16 illustrates the parts that make
up an Airloc fastener. As with the Camloc
fastener, the Airloc fastener also consists of a
receptacle, a stud, and a cross pin. The stud is
attached to the access panel and is held in place
by the cross pin. The receptacle is riveted to the
access panel franie.

Two types of Airloc receptacles are avail-
able the fixed type (insert A) and the floating
type (insert B). The floating type makes for easier
alignment of the stud in the receptacle. Several
types of studs are also available, but in each
instance the stud and cross pin come as separate
units so that the stud may be easily installed in
the access panel.

The Airloc receptacle iê fastened to the inner
surface of the access panel frame by two rivets.
Rivet heads must be flush with the outer surface
of the panel frame. When replacing receptacles;
the AM will drill out the two old rivets and attach
the new receptacle by flush riveting, being care-
ful not to mar the sheet. When inserting the Stud
and 'cross pin, insert the stud through the access
panel and, by using a special handtool, insert the
cross pin in the stud. Cross pins can be removed
by means of special ejector pliers.

Airloc Fastener Repair

The Airloc assembly consists of the recep-
tacle, stud, and cross pin as seen figure 2-16. The
repair of this fastener is normally made by com-
plete replacement of the damaged parts. The stud
and cross pin should never be reused due to the
press fit, which is necessary for cross pin reten-
tion.

Installation Procedures

The stud ,nor'rnally comes in two head types,
the countersunk and round head. (See figure 2717).
The head of the stud is stamped to indicate the
total grip length. Studs are available in lengths
that vary in increments of ten-thousandths of an
inch.

After determining the correct length of
stud, insert the new stud into the panel or sheet.
Using the special Airloc tool, press the cross pin

into the stud hole, as shown in figure 2-18.

When Airloc fasteners do not fasten properly
and the studs are known to be the correct
length, excess misalignment is normally the
cause. This condition can often be corrected by
removing the panel and fastening the studs in a
different sequence. Fastening the difficult studs
first or starting in the middle of the panel
and working toward each end usually corrects
this condition.

Removal

To remove damaged receptacles, remove
the rivets, using standard removal procedures.
The stud is removed by pressing out or clipping
off the cross pin. Remove the cross pins for 1-
inch and 1 3/8-inch studs by pressing out the pins,
using special hand pliers. (See figure 2-19). The
cross pin for 3/4-inch studs may be removed
either by using the hand pliers or by clipping off
the cross pin.
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1. Tension spring.
2. Stud assembly.
3. Bushing.
4. Retaining ring.
5. Receptacle assembly.
6. Receptacle attaching rivets.
7. Outer skin.
8. Inner skin.
9. Insert.

10. Cover.

Figure 2-15. - Camloc high-stress panel fastener.
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Figure 2-16. - Airloc fastener.
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Figure 2-17. - Airloc stud head shapes,
countersunk and round.

Figure 2-18. -'Inserting cross pin, using special
Airloc handtool.

Figure 2-19. - Hand pliers for rtmoving cross pins.

DZUS FASTENERS

Dzus fasteners are available in two types. One
is the light-duty type, used on box covers, access
hore covers, and lightweight fWing. The second is
the heavy-duty type, used on cowling and heavy
fairing. The main difference between the two
types of Dzus fasteners is 'a grommet, used
by heavy-duty but not by light-duty fasteners.
Otherwise, the construction features are about
the same.

Figure 2-20 shows the parts that make up a
light-duty Dzus fastener. Notice that the parts
include a spring and a stud. The-spring is made of
cadmium-plated steel music wire and is usually
riveted to an aircraft structural member. The
stud comes in a number of designs (as shown in
insets A, B, and C) and mounts in a dimpled hole
in the cover assembly.

When the panel or plate is beingpositioned on
the aircraft preparatory to being secured in place,
the spring riveted to the structural member
enters the hollow center of the stud, which is
retained in the plate or panel. Then, when the
stud is turned about 1/4 tutn, the curved jaws of
the stud slip over the spring .and compress it.
The resulting tension locks the stud in place,
securing the panel or plate.

Dzus Fastener Repair

The main difference in repairing the two
types of Dzus fasteners is that the heavy-duty
type requires an additional operation. The re-
taining grommet must also be removed and
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Figure 2-20. - Dzus fastener.

replaced. The S-shaped spring is replaced if
damaged or broken.

Installation

the light-duty Dzus fastener is installed in
three steps. (See (A) figure 2-21.) Using a special
set of dies, dimple the hole. Then insert the
correct size of stud in the dimpled hole. Using
another set of dies, force the dimpled material,
into the undercut of the stud to lock the stud in
place.

The heavy-duty Dzus fastener is installed in
four steps. (See (B) figure 2-21.) Drill a hole to
the proper size arid insert the grommet. Then set
the grommet (partially flared). Insert the correct
size of fastener through the grommet. Using a set .
of dies, flare the grommet material, forcing the
grommet to clinch the undercut part of the stud
and the panel. This clinching action locks the stud
in position.

Removal

DIMPLED
HOLE

The light-duty Dzus fastener may be removed
by placing the .stud over a hole in an anvil and
striking the stud with a hammer and drift punch.
After ,the broken stud is driven out, the hole will
be too large and will be dimpled on the wrong side.
Tbis may be remedied by flattening the hole
area with a hammer and redimpling with the
proper size dimpling tool. Removal of the heavy-
duty Dzus fastener requires a different pro-
cedure. A grommet is used in the hole and
must be cut away before the damaged stud can
be removed. A new grommet must be inserted
before a new stud is installed.

The heavy-duty Dzus fastener may be re-,
moved by cutting away the grommet, using
diagonal cutter type pliers. The old fastener is
then free to fall out of the hole. Inpsect the hole
area for damage, and repair as necessary.
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STEP I

Om. S D1NPLE.
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INSERT FASTENER

(A) 1.161411DUTY FASTENER
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omILL * INSERT GROMMET
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STEP 3

CLINCH

CLINCHING DIES

-
Figure 2-21. - Dzus fastener installation.

Then reinstall the new fastener and grommet in
the original hole, as described earlier.

Repair of the Hole

When the hole is too badly worn to permit
reinstallation of the same size heavy-duty
fastener, it is-- recommended that a lap patch be
installed over the old hole and a new hole cut in

STEP 4
CLINCH

the lap patch. Then install the new fastener in
the lap patch.

itepait of a Spring

When a spring is broken or damaged, replace
with an identical spring. Different spring heights
are available for each fastener. Special springs
are used for installation in box corners and
panels which would be subjected to either hori-
zontal or vertical movements.

2- 19
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e. SELF-QUIZ #2

PLEASE NOTE: Many students study ONLY the self-quizzes and pamphlet review quiz, thinking

that this will be enough to pass the End-of-Course Test. THIS IS NOT TRUE. The End-of-Course

Test is based on the stated course objectives. To pass the EOCT, you must study, all the course

material.

I. Which screw has a definite grip and is Made of equivalent bolt material?

2. Which nut should be used with a drilled taper pin?

3. Which component secures a flathead pin in position?

4. For quick identification, self-locking Heli-Coli inserts are dyed

5. What type of cotter pin is used in an area where nonmagnetic material is required?

6. During the safety wiring process, you should use pliers ONLY for

7. Why must a V=band coupling be safetywired?

8. Installed Camloc stud assemblies are held in position by either a split washer or a

9. Which turnlock fastener requires the removal of the cross pin before the stud can be

removed?

10. To remove a heavy-duty Dzus fastener, you must cut away the

(See page 2-22 for ANSWERS to Self-Quiz questions)
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ in

Following are the correct answers and references to the text pages which cover each question
and correct answer. To be sure you understand the answers to thOse questions you missed, you
should restudy the referenced portiohs of the text.

1. Structural screw (Page 2-1)

2. Castellated shear (Page 2-3)

3.. Cotter pin (Page 2-4)

4. red (Page 2-5)

5. Staihless steel (Page 2-5)

6. the final end twist (Page 2-5)

7. To provide an extra measure of security in the event of T-bolt failure. (Page 2-10)

8. grommet ( age 2-11 )

9. Airlbc (P 2-14)

10. grommst (Page 2-18)
(



PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

PLEASE_NOTE: Many students study ONLY the self-quizzes and pamphlet review quiz, thinking that this

will be enough to pass the End-of-Course Test. THIS IS NOT TRUE. The Ehd-of-Course Test is based on

the stated course objectives. To pass the EOCT, you must study all the course material.

I. What is the grip length of a bolt? 7. A dash following an AN bolt series number
indicates that the bolt is

A.
B.
C.
D.

Threaded portion of the bolt shaft
Unthreaded portion of the bolt shaft
Entire length of the bolt
Entire length of the shaft

2. When determining bolt grip, how many
threads, if any, may extend into the bolthole?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Two
Three
Four
None

3. If the bolt thickness is 1/4 inch or
how is the bolt diameter expressed?

A.

C.
D.

Alphabetically
Alphanumerically
In fractions of an inch
In wholenumbers

more,

4. You should use the appropriate size Allen
wrench to tighter and loosen the countersunk
head bolt and the bolt.

A.
B.
C.
D.

clevis
eye
external wrenching
internal wrenching

5. Two dashes on the head of a' bolt
that the bolt material is

indicate

A. steel
B. corrosion-resistant steel
C. aluminum alloy
D. tungsten

6. Special bolts usually have a/an

A.
B.
C.
D.

made of carbon-steel
made of corrosion-resistant steel
close tolerance
drilled for safetying

8. You can identify the type of material of an
aircraft nut by the

A.
B.
C.
D.

type of self-locking feature
number of threads per inch
diameter of the inside hole
metallic luster of the metal

9. The two general groups of nuts are

A.
B.
C.
D.

steel and aluminum
plain and castellated
self-locking and nonself-locking
regular and aircraft

10. Which ndt is designed for shear stress and is

safetied with a cotter pin or safety wire?/
A.'" Castle

;',B. Castellated shear
C. Check
D. Plain

11. How many times, if any, should you reuse
self-locking nuts installed in critical areas on an

aircraft unless technical publicatiOns specify

stamped on their heads. otherwise?

A. X A. One time only

B. B. Two times only

C. triangle C. As long as the locking device is good

D. single dash D. Cannot be reused

A-1
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12. During installation, how can you prevent a 18. Which machine screw ise usually used to
lockwasher from damaging the surface of a soft
material?

A. Use a plain wather under the lock-

attach removable parts, such- as nameplates, tO
castings?

A. Self-tapping screw
washer B. Setscrew

B. Decrease the fastener torque . C. Truss-head screw
C. Lubricate the washer and ihe soft

material surface
D. Flat-head sd'rew

D. Use checknuts with the lock-washer

13. Which washer should be used under the head
of an internal wrenching bolt?

A. Flat
B. Countersunk
C. Lock
D. Ball-soc\ket

14. When securing aluminum or magnesium
parts with a steel bolt, you should use a/an

washer.

A. . 'steel
B. copper
C. magnesium
D. aluminum

15. Why must all bolts in a particular instal-
lation be tightened (torqued) an equal amount?

A. Prevent stripping the threads
B. Prevent shearing the bolts while tor-

quing
C. Permit each bolt to carry its share of

the load
D. Ensure that all the washers are pro-

perly seated

16. How do structural screws differ from struc-
tural bolts?

19. The portion of a Heli-coil used to drive the
insert is%the

A.
B.
C.
D.

keyway
prong
grip coil
tang

2C. Safety wire which can be broken -by hand in
case of an emergency is made of

A.
B.
C.
D.

stainless steel
carbon steel
aluminum alloy
annealed copper

21. To find torque values for the various sizes
and types of couplings, you should look in the
applicable Maintenance Instructions Manual or

A.
B.
C.
D.

in the Accessory Manual
in the Structural Repair Manual
on the outside of the band
on the ducting

A. Heat treatment
B. Type of head
C. Major alloy
D. Thread fit

17. Which machine screw is frequently used 'to

22. When
tube flanges,
the flanges

A.

installing a V-band coupling ove'r two
you can assure proper alignment of

by

applying and releasing the torque
several times

assemble highly stressed aircraft components? B. tapping the coupling with a plastic
mallet

A. Pan-head C. holding the flanges in alignment as
B. Truss-head torque is applied
C. Round-head D. applying a series of vertical and hori-
D. Flat-head zontal motions

A-2



23. The MOST desirable feature of turn-lock
fasteners is that they

A. perniit quick and easy removal of ac-
cess panels

B. provide a greater measure of security
than threaded fasteners

C. are maintenance free
D. are not affected by high operating

temperatures

24. In addition to serving as a grommet for a
hole, a Camloc grommet holds the

A.
B.
C.
D.

receptacle
spring cup
stud retaining ring"
stud assembly

a3

a

25. To remove a damaged heavy-duty Dzus
fastener stud, you must

A.
B.
C.
D.

cut away the grommet
tap the stud out with a drift punch
cut the head from the stud
remove the snap ring
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PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ
ANSWER KEY

Following are the correct answers and references to the text pages which cover each question ,
and correct answer. To be-sure your understand the answers to those questions .you missed, you
should restudy, the referenced portions of the text.

QOES-. ANS. REF. QUES. ANS. REF.

1 B 1-1 14 D 1-10

2* A 1-2 15 C 1-10

3 C 1-2 16 B 2-1

4 D 1-3 17 C 2-1

5 C 1-4 18 A 2-3

6 B 1-4 19 D 2-4

7 A 1-5 20 D 2-5

8 D 1-5 21 C 2-9

9 C 1-5 22 B 2-10

10 B 1-6 23 A 2-11

11 D , 1-6 24 D 2-11

12 At 1-9 25 A 2-18
4
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This pamphlet contains original.material developed at the
I Coast Guard Institute aid also, excerpts from:

HC-130B and HC-130H Structural
Repair Manual T.O. 1C-130A-3.

Aviation Structural Mechanic S 3 & 2 N A NiftRA 10308-C

IMPORTANT NO7E: In January, 1981, the information
contained in this pamphlet was current according to the latest updates
of those Directives/Publications listed. This pamphlet was compiled for
training ONLY. It should NOT be used in lieu of official Directives or
publications. It is always YOUR responsibility to keep abreast of the
latest professional information available for your rate.

The personnel respbnsible Jor the latest :review and
update of the material in this component during January 1981 are:

AMCM S. R. Carter (Subject Matter Specialist)

Linda McCoy (Education Specialist)

Ytil K. M. Baker (Typographerl

,YN2 D. J. Laase ,(Typist)

Questions about the text should be addressed to your Subject Matter Specialist.
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NOTICE TO STUDENT

This pamphlet contains lesson quizzes and
a pamphlet review quiz. Correct answers and
text references are printed in the right-hand
column of each quiz page. A 3 1/4 X 9-inch
Answer Key Mask is provided with each course.
Lay the mask over the answers in the sight-
hand column. After you answer the questions,
remove the mask to check your answer with
the printed answer. Try to answer the questions
in each quiz before looking back at the text.
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INTRODUCTION

This pamphlet outlines the types and characteristics of metals used in
aircraft construction and identifies the common types of aircraft hardware.
To ensure the continued structural integrity of Coast Guard aircraft, all
structural mechanics, must -be thoroughly familiar with the information that
will be presented here.

Two major topics will be discussed in this pamphlet:

(1) A i re raft metals

(2) Aircraft sturctural hardware

First, we will discuss the two types of aircraft metals (ferrous and non-
ferrous), their characteristics, identification, and uses in,aviation. We will
also discuss the factors to 1:e considered when substituting and interchanging
metals in aircraft construction.

The s'econd major topic provides information on the common types of
tructural hardware used on Coast Guard aircraft. The discussion will include

the identification of various types of hardware, their uses, proper installation
and removal procedures, and the special tools required for each type. You
should refer to the specific T. a's for more details on the types of aircraft
hardware, including the types not covered in this pamphlet.

This pamphlet is divided into two sections and a pamphlet review quiz.
Each of the two sections has a list of objectives, text material, and a self-quiz
with answers and reference page numbers. The multiple-choice review quiz at
the end of the pamphlet also includes answers and reference page numbers.
The quiz items are designed to test your mastery of the objectives, which
emphasize the most important points of the text.

To get the most from this pamphlet, you should use the study tips provided
in the INSTRUCTIONS stheet for this course.

iv
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AIRCRAFT METALS

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be ableto:

1. Define ferrous and nonferrous metals.

Describe the various methods of identifying the types of ferrous metals,

3. State the different metals aluminum is commonly alloyed with.

4. Explain the numbering system for designating/ the various aluminum alloys.

5. State the different temper designations for aluminum alloys.

6. Describe the advantages of, using titanium, copper, nickel, and magnesium
alloys in aircraft _construction.

Explain the prerequisites to be considered for substituting materials in the
repair of aircraft.

Metallurgists have been working for more
than a half centtry improving metals for aircraft
construction. E ch metal has certain properties
and characteristics which make it desirable for a
partimlar application, but it may have other qual-
ities that are undesirable. For example, some
metals are hard, others co paratively soft; some
are brittle, some tough; s e can be formed and
shaped without fracture; nd lime are so heavy
that weight alone make t em unfeasible for air-
craft use. The rnetallurgi 's objectives are to im-
prove' the desirable qu ities and tone down or
elimina.e the undesiral$e ones. This is done by
alloying (combining) m als and by. various heat-
treating processes.

One does not need to 'be a metallurgist to
be a good repairman or meclAnic, but he shoufd
possess a knowledge and understanding of the
uses, strengths, limitations, and other charac-
teristics of aircraft structural metais. Such
knowledge and understanding is vital to properly
construct and maintain any.equipment, especially
airframes. In aircraft maintenance and r,epair,
even a slight deviation from design specifica-
tions or the substitution of inferior materials
may result in the loss of both lives and equip-
ment. The use of unsuitable materials can lead-
ily erase the finest craftsmanship. The selection
of the specific material for a specific repair
ji:b demands familiarity with the most common
proPerties of various metals.

7

FERROUS AIRCRAFT METALS

A Vvide variety of materials is required in the
repair of aircraft. This-is a iesult of the varying
needs with respect/to strength, weight, dura-
bility, and resispince to deterioration of specific
structures of P-arts. In addition, the particular
shape or form of the material plays an important
role. in selecting materials for aircraft repair,
you should consider these factors, plus many
others, in relation to their mechanical and
physical properties. Among the common mat-
erirtls used are ferrous metals. The term
FERROUS applies 4Øthe group of metals having

1 constituent.iron as their princi

Identification of F rous Metals

If carbon is added to iron, in percentages
ranging up to approximately 1.00 percent, the
product will be vastly superior to iron alone,and,
is claSsified as carbon steel. Carbon steerforms
the base of those alloy steeLs produced by com-
bining carbon with other elements known to im-
prove the properties of steel. A base metal such as
i ron, to which small quantities of other metals have
been added, is called an ALLOY. The addition of
other metals is to change or improve the chemical
or physical properties of the base metal.

I



SAE NUME RIC A L INDEX. - The steel class i -
ficatio n of the Society of Automotivb Engineers
(SAE) is used in specifications for all high-grade
steels used in automotive and aircraft construc-
tion. A numerical index system identifies the com-
position of SAE steels.

f:
Each SAE number consists of a group of

digits. The first digit represents the type of
'steel; the second, the percentage of the principal

' alloying element; and usually the last two orthree
digits the percentage, in hundredths of 1 percent,
of carbon in the alloy. For example, the SAE
number 4150 indicates a molybdenum steel con-
taining 1 percent moly.bdenum and 50 hundredths
of 1 percent of carbon. Refer to the SAE numeri-
cal index shown in figure 1-1. to see how the
various types of steel are classified into four-
digit classification numbers.

Type of steel Classification

Carbon
Nickel
Nickel-chromium
Molybdenum
Chromium
Chromium-vanadium
Tungsten
Silicon-manganese

Figure 11 - SAE numerical index

HARDNESS TESTING METHODS: - Hardness
testing is a factor in determining the results of
heat treatment as well as the condition of the
metal before heat treatment. There are two com-
monly used methods of hardness testing, the.
BRINELL and the ROCKWELL tests. These tests
require the use of specific machines. An addi-
tional somewhat indirect method (SPARK TEST-
ING) is used in identifying ferrous metals. This
method gives some indication of the hardness of
the metal.

*ark testing is a common means of identify-
ing ferrous metals which have become mixed.
In this test the piece of iron or steel is held against
a revolving stone and the metal is identified by
the sparks thrown off. Each ferrous metal has
its own peculiar spark characteristics. The

ispark streanis vary from a few tiny shafts to a
hower of sparks several feet in length. Few

nonferrous metals give off sparks when touched
to a grinding stone. Therefore, these metals
cannot be successfully identified by the spark test.

1-2

Wrought iron produces long shafts that are
dull red as they leave the stone and end up a
white color. Cast iron sparks are red as they
leave the stone and turn to a straw color. Low-
carbon steels give off long straight shafts having,
a few white sprigs. As the carbon content of the
steel increases, the number of sprigs along each
shaft increases and the stream becomes whiter. -
Nickel steel causes the spark stream to contain
small white blocks of light within the main burst.

Types, Characteristics, and
Uses of Alloyed Steels

While the plain carbon steel type remains
the principal product of the steel mills, so-called
alloy or special steels are being turned out in
ever increasing tonnage. Let us now consider
those alloyed steels and their uses in aircraft.

CARBON STEELS. - Steel containing carbon
in percentages ranging from 0.10 to 0.30 percent
are classed as LOW-CARBON STEEL. The equiva-
lent.SAE numbers range from 1010 to 1030. Steels
of this grade are used for making such items as
safety wire, certain nuts, cable bushings, and
threaded rod ends. Low-carbon steel in sheet form
is used for secondary structural pares and clamps,
and in tubular form for moderately stressed struc-
tural parts.

Steels containing carbon in percentages rang-
ing from 0.30 to p.50 percent are classed as
MEDIUM-CARBON STEEL. This steel is espe-
ially adaptable for machining or forging and where
surface hardness is desirable. Certain rod ends
and light forgings are made from SAE 1035
steel.

Steel containing carbon in percentages rang-
ing from 0.50 to 1.05 percent are classed as
HIGH-CARBON STEEL. The addition of other
elements- in varyingquantities adds to the hardness
of this steel. In the fully heat-treated condition,
this steel is very hard and .will withstand high
shear and wear and have little deformation. It
has limited use in airckaft. SAE 1095 in sheet
form is used for making flat springs, and in wire
form for making coil springs.



NICKEL STEELS. - The various nickel steels
are produced by combining nickel with carbon
steel. Steels containing from 3 to 3.75 percent
nickel are commonly used. Nickel increases the
hardness, tensile strength, and elastic limit of
steel without appreciably decreasingthe ductility.
It also intensifies the hardening effect of heat-
treatment. SAE 2330 steel is used extensively for
aircraft parts such as bolts, terminals, keys,
clevises and pins.

CHROMIUM STEELS. - Chromium Steels are
high in hardness, strength, and corrosion- resis-
tant properties. SAE 51335 is particularly
adaptable for heat-treated forgings which require
greater toughness and strength than may be
obtained in plain carbon steel. It is used for such
articles as the balls and rollers of antifriction
bearings.

CHROME -NICKE L OR STAINLE SS STE E L S. -
These are corrosion-resisting metals. The-anti-
corrosive degree is determined by the surface
condition of the metal as well as by the composi-
tion, temperature, and concentration of the cor-
rosive agent.

The principal part of stainless steel is
chromium, to which nickel may or may not be
added. The corrosion-resisting steel most often
used in aircraft consturction is know as 18-8
steel because of its content of 18 percent chro-
mium and 8 percent nickel. One of the distinctive
features of 18-8 steel is that its strength may be
increased by cold-working.

Stainless steel may be rolled, drawn, bent, or
formed to any shape. Because these steels ex-
pand about 50 percent more than mild steel and
conduct heat only about 40 percent as rapidly,
they are more difficult to weld. Stainless steel,
with but a slight variation in its chemical com-
position, can be used for almost any part of an
aircraft. Some of its more common applications
are in the fabrication of exhaust collectors,
stacks and manifolds, structural and machined
parts, springs, castings, and tie rods and cables.

CHROME-VANADIUM STEELS. - These are
made of approximately 0.18 percent vanadium
and about 1.00 percent chromium. When heat
treated, they have strength, toughness, and resis-
tance to wear and fatigue. A special grade of
this steel- in sheet form can be cold-formed
into intricate shapes. It can be folded and flattened
without signs of breaking or failure. SAE 6150
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is used for makingsprings, and chrome-vanadium
with high-carbon content, SAE 6195, is used for
hall and roller bearings.

CHROME-MOLYBDENUM STEELS. -Molyb-
denum in small percentages is used in combina-
tion with chromium to form chrome-molybdenum
steel which has various uSes in aircraft. Molyb-
denum is a strong alloying element, since only
0.15 to 0.25 percent is used in the chrome-molyb-
denum steels; the chromium content varies from
0.80 to 1.10 percent. Molybdenum raises the
ultimate strength of steel without affecting duc-
tility or workability. Molybdenum steels are
tough, wear-resistant, and harden throughout from
heat treatment. They are especially adaptable
for welding, and for'this reason are used princi-
pally for welded structural parts and assemblies.
SAE 4130 is used for parts such as engine mounts,
nuts, bolts, gear structures, support brackets for

cessories and other structural parts.

The progress of jet propulsion in the field of
na al aviation has been aided by the continuous
res arch in high-temperature metallurgy. This
res arch has made alloys to withstand the high
te peratures and velocities encountered in jet
po er units. These alloys are chemically similar
to the previously mentioned steels, bit may also
contain cobalt, copper, and columbium in varied
amounts as alloying elements.

NONFERROUS AIRCRAFT METALS

The term NONFERROUS refers to all metals
which have- elements other than iron as their
principal constituent. This group includes alumi-
num, titanium, copper, and magnesium and their
alloys; and in addition, such alloy metals as
monel and babbitt.

Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys

Commercially pure aluminum is a white,
lustrous metal, light in weight and corrosion
resistant. Aluminum combined with various per-
centages of other metals (generally copper,
manganese, magnesium, and chromium) form the
alloys which are used in aircraft construction.
Aluminum alloys in which the principial alloying
ingredients are either manganese, magnesium,
or chromium, or magnesium and silicon show
little attack in corrosive environments. On the
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other hand, those alloys in whictr substantial
percentages of copper are used are more sus-
ceptible to corrosive action. The total:percent-
age of alloying elements is seldom more than
6 or 7 percent in the wrought aluminum alloys.

TYPES, CHARACTERISTICS, AND USES. -
Aluminum is one of the most widely used metalsa
in modern aircraft construction. It is vital to
the aviation industry because of its high strength/
'weight ratio, its corrosion-resisting qualities,
and its comparative ease of fabrication. The
outstanding characteristic of aluminum is its
light weight. In color, aluminum resembles
silver although it possess a characteristic bluish
tinge of its own. Commercially pure aluminum
melts at the comparatively tow temperature
of 1,220°F. It is nonmagnetic and is an excellent
conductor of electricity.

Commercially pure aluminum has a tensile
strength of about 13,000 psi, but by rolling or
other cold-working processes, its strength may
be approximately doubled. By alloying with
other metals, together with the use of heat-
treating processes, the tensile strength of alumi-
num may be raised to as high as 96,000 psi, or
to well within the strength range of structural
steel.

Aluminum alloy material, although strong,
is easily worked, for it is very malleable and
ductile. It may be rolled into sheets as thin as
0.0017 inch or drawn into wire 0.004 inch in
diameter. Most aluminum alloy sheet stock
used in aircraft construction ranges from 0,016
to 0.096 inch in thickness; however, some of
the larger aircraft use sheet stock which may
be as thick as 0.356 inch.

One disadvantage of aluminum alloy is the
thiliculty of making reliable soldered joints.
Oxidation of the surface of the heated metal
prevents soft solder from adhering to the mat-
erial; therefore, to produce good joints of alumi-
num alloy, a riveting process is used. Some
aluminum alloys are also successfully welded.

The various types of aluminum may be
divided into two classes - CASTING ALLOYS
(those suitable for casting in sand, permanent
mold, and die castings) and the WROUGHT
ALLOYS .(those which may be shaped by rolling,
drawing, or forging). Of the two, the wrought
alloys are the most widely used in aircraft
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constuction, since they are used for stringers,
bulkheads, skin, rivets, and extruded sections.
Casting alloys are not so extensively used ,in
aircraft.

WROUGHT ALLOYS. - Wrought alloys are
divided into two classes: nonheat treatable and
heat treatable. In the nonheat-treatable class,
strain hardening (cold-working) is the only means
of increasing the tensile strength. Heat-treated
alloys may be hardened by heat treatment, by
cold-working, or by the application of both
processes.

Aluminum products are identified by a
universally used designation system. Under
this arrangement, wrought aluminum and wrought
aluminum alloys are designated by a four-digit
index system.

The first digit of the designation indicates
the major alloying element or alloy group,
as shown in figure 1-2. Thus lxxx indicates
aluminum of 99.00 percent or greater, 2xxx
indicates an aluminum alloy in which copper
is the major alloying element. etc. Although
most aluminum alloys contain several elements,
only one group (6xxx) designates more _than
one alloying element.

Aluminum-99.00 percent minimum
and greater lxxx

Aluminum alloys, grouped by major
alloying element:
Copper 2xxx
-Manganese 3xxx
Silicon 4xxx
Magnesium 5xxx
Magnesium and silicon 6xioc
Zinc , . 'boot
Other, elements 8xxx

Figure 1-2 - Designations for aluminum
alloy groups

In the lxxx group, the second digit in the
designation indicates modific*tions in impurity
limits. If the second digit is zero. it indicates that
there is no special control on individual impuri-
ties. The last two of the four digits indicate ,the
minimum aluminum percentage. Thus, alloy 1030
indicates 99.30 percent aluminum without special
control on impurities. Alloys 1130, 1230, 1330,



Alloys 1130, 1230, 13,30, etc., indicate the same
aluminum purity with special control on one
or more impurities. Likewise, 1075, 1175,
1275, etc.,. indicate 99.75 percent aluminum.

In the 2xxx through &cc< groups, the second
digit indicates alloy modifications. If the second
digit in the designation is zero, it indicates
the original alloy, while numbers 1 through
9, assigned consecutively, indicate alloy mod-
ifications. The last two of the four digits have
no special significance, but serve only to iden-
tify the different alloys in the group.

The temper designation follows the alloy
designation and shows the actual condition of
the metal. It is.always separated from the alloy
designation by a dash, as shown in figure 1-3.

The letter "F" following the alloy designation
indicates the "as fabricated" condition, in which
no effort has been made to control the mech-
anical properties of the metal.

The letter "0" indicates dead soft, or
annealed, condition.

The 'letter "W" indicates solution heat
treated. Solution heat treatment consists of
heating the metal to a high temperature followed
by a rapid quench in cold water. This is an
unstable temper, applicable only to those alloys
which spontaneously age at room temperature.
Alloy 7075 may be oriered in the "W" condition.

The letter "H" indicates' strain hardened;
that is, cold-worked, hand-drawn, or rolled.
Additional digits are added to the "H" to indicate
the degree of strain hardening. (See figure
1-3.) Alloys in this group cannot be strength-
ened by heat treatment; hence, the term "non-
heat treatable."

The letter "T" indicates fully heat treated.
Digits are added to the "T" to indicate certain
variations in treatment.

Greater strength is obtainable in the heat-
treatable alloys. Therefore, they are used for
structural 'purposes in aircraft in preference
to the nonheat-treatable alloys. Heat-treatable
alloys commonly used in aircraft construction
(in order of increasing strength) are 6061,
6062, 6063., 2017, 2024, 7075, and 7178.
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Alloys 6061, 6062, and 6063 are sometimesS
3

used for oxygen and hydraulic lines and in
some application as extrusions and sheet metal.

Alloy 2017 is used for rrvets, stressed-
skin covering, and other structural members.

Alloy 2024 is used for airfoil covering and
fittings. It may be used wherever 2017 is
specified, since it is stronger.

Alloy 2014 is used for extruded shapes and
forgings. This alloy is similar to 2017 and
2024 in that it contains a high percentage of
copper. It is used where more strength is
required than that obtainable from 2017 or
2024.

Alloy .7178 is used where highest strength
is necessary. Alloy 7178 contains a small
amount of chromium as a stabilizing agent as
does alloy 7075.

Nonheat-treatable alloys used in aircraft
construction are 1100, 3003, and 5052. These
alloys do not respond to any 'heat treatment
other than a softening, annealing effect. They
may be hardened only by cold-working.

Alloy 1100 is used where strength is not
an important factor but where weight:economy,
and corrosion resistance are desirable. This
alloy is used for fuel tanks, fairings, oil tanks,
and for the repair of wingtips and tanks.

Alloy 3003 is similar to 1100 and is generally
used for the same purposes. It contains a
small percentage of manganese and is stronger
and harder than 1100, but retains enough work
ability that it is usually preferred over 1100
in most applications.

Alloy 5052 is used for fuel lines, hydraulic
lines,' fuel tanks, Ind wingtips. Substantially
higher strengths without too much sacrifice of
workability can be obtained in 5052. It is
therefore preferred over 1100 and 3003 in many
applications. Figure 1-4 shows the nominal
chemical compositions for the wrought alloys.

Alclad is 'the name given to standard alumi-
num alloys which have been coated on both
sides with a thin layer of pure aluminum. Alclad
has very good corrosion-resisting qualities and
is used exclusively for exterior surfaces of



De s ignat I on Condition indicated Example

- -F As fabricated 3003-F

-0 Fully annealed 6061-0

-W Unstable following solution heat
treatment. _

70'75-W

-H Strain hardened (cold worked)

-HI,
plus one or more digits.

Strain hardened only 3003-H12

-H2,
phis one or more digits.

Strain hardened and then partially annealed. 3003-H29

-H3,
plus one or more digits.

Strain hardened and then stabilized 5052-H36

-T Heat treated

-T3 Solution heat treated and then cold worked. 2029-T3

-T9
*/

_

Solution heat treated 2029-T4

-T5 Artificially aged only 6063- T5

-T6 Solution heat treated and then artificially
aged. ,

7075-T6

-T7 Solution heat treated and then stabilized to
control growth and distortion.

7075-T7

-T8
.

Solution heat treated, cold worked, and then
artificially aged.

2029-T86

-T9 Solution heat treated, artificiaWagred, and
then cold worked.

6061- T91

-TIQ Artificially aged and then cold worked. 2019-TIO

NOTE: The -T designations above may have one or more digits added to denote certain variations of
the basic heat treatments described.

Figure 1-3 - Temper designations for aluminum alloys
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Alloying elements in percent. Aluminum and normal
impurities constitute remainder.

Silicon CoPper , Manganese Magnesium Chromium Zinc

3003 0.6 0.2 1.2 0.1

2014 0.8 4.5 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.25

2017 0.8 4.0 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.25

2117 2.5 0.3 -

2024 0.5 4.5 0.6 1.5 0.1 0.25

5052 0.45 0.1 0.1 2.5 0.25 0.1

5056 - ' - 0.1 5.2 0.1 --

6061 0.6 0.25 0.15 1.0 0.25 0.25

6062 0.6 0.25 0.15 1.0 0.06 0.25

6063 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.25

7075 0.5 r 1.6 0.3 2.5 0.3 5.6

7178 - 2.0 0.3 2.7 0.3 6.8 .

/igure 1-4 - Chemical composition of aluminum alloys

aircraft. .AlcIad sheet is available in all tempers
of 2014, 2017, 7075, and 7178.

CASTING ALLOYS. - Aluminum casting
alloys, like wrought alloys, are divided into two
groups. In one, the- physical properties of
the alloys are determined by the elementa added
and cannot be changed after the metal is cast.
In the other, the elements added make it possible
to heat treat the casting to p^oduce desired

. physical properties.
The casting alloys are identified by a letter

preced)ng the alloy number. This is exactly
opposite from the case of wrought alloys in
which the letters follow the number. When
a letter precedes a nuniber, the letter indicates
a sligat variation in the composition of the
original alloy. This variation in composition
is made simply to impart some desirable quality.
In casting alloy 214, for example, the addition
of zinc, to increase its pouring qualities, is
designated by the letter "A" in front of the
nimiber,, thus creating the designation A214.

When castings have been heat treated, the
heat treatment and thescortposition of the_casting
are indicated by the letter "T" and an alloying
number. An example of this is the sand casting
alloy 355, which has several different com-
positions and tempers and is- designated by
355-T6, 355-T51, and A35-5-T51.
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Aluminum alloy castings are produced by
one of three basic methods - sand mold, per-
manent mold, and die cast. In casting aluminum,
you must remember that in most cases different
types of alloys must be used for different typa
of_castings. Sand castings and diet castings
require different types than' thole -used in per-
manent molds.

SHOP CHARACTERIST:CS OF ALUMINUM
ALLOYS. - Aluminum is one of the most readily
workable of all the common commercial metals.
It can be fabricated readily into a variety of
shapes by any conventional method; however,
formability varies a great deal with the alloy
and temper.

In general, the aircraft manufacturers form
the heat-treatable alloys in the -0 or -T4 condi-
tion before they have reached their full strength.
They are subsequently heat treated or aged to
the maximum strength (-T6) condition before
installation in aircraft. By this combination
of processes, the advantage of forming in a
soft condition is obtained without sacrificing
the maximuni obtainable strength/weight ratio.

Aluminum is one of the most readilyweldable
of all metals. The nonheat-treatable alloys
can be welded by all methods, and the heat-
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treatable alloys_can be successfully spot welded.
The melting point for pure aluminum is 1,220°F,
while various aluminum alloys melt at slightly
lower temperatures. Aluminum products do not
show any color changes on being heated, even
up to the melting point. Riveting is the most
reliable method of joining stress-carrying parts
of heat treated aluminum alloy structures.

Titanium and Titanium Alloys

Titanium and titanium alloys are used chiefly
for parts which require good corrosion resist-
ance, moderate strength up to 600F, and light
weight.

TYPES, CHARACTERISTICS, AND .USES. -
Titanium alloys are being used in quantity for
jet engine compressor wheels, compressor
blades, spacer rings, housing compartments, and
airframe parts such as engine pads, ducting,
wing surfaces, firewalls, fuselage skin adjacent
to the engine outlet, and armor plate.

In view of titanium's high melting tempera-
ture, approximately 3,300F, its high-tempera-
ture properties are disappointing. The ultimate
and yield strengths of titanium drop 'fast above
800*F. In applications where the declines might
be tolerated, the absorption of oxygen and nitro-
gen from the air at temperatures alme-100*-F,
makes the metal so brittle on long exposure
that it soon becomes worthless. Titanium has
some merit for short-time exposure up to
2,000F where strength is not important, as
in aircraft firewalls.

Sharp tools are essential in machining tech-
niques as titanium has a tendencfr. to resist or
back away from the cutting ed of tools. It
is readily welded, but the tendency of the metal
to absorb oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen must
never be ignored. Machine welding with an inert
gas atmosphere hp proven most successful.

Both commercially pure and alloy titanium
can absbrb lane amounts of cold-work without
cracking. Practically anything that can be
deep drawn in lbw-carbon steel can be duplicated
in commercially pure titanium, although the
titanium may require more intermediate anneals.

IDENTIFICATION OF TITANIUM. - Titanium
metal, pure or alloyed, is easily identified.
When touched with a grinding wheel, titanium
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makes white 4park traces which end in brilliant ,
white bursts. When rubbed with a piece of,;
glass, moistened titanium will leave a 'dark
line similar in appearance to a pencil mark.

Copper and Copper Alloys
-

Most commercial copper is refined tb a
purity of 99.9 percent minimum 'bopper plus
silver. It is the only reddish cblored metal
and is second only to silver in electrical con-
ductivity. Its use as a structural material is
limited because of its great weight. However,
some of its outstanding characteriatics, 'Such
as its high electrical and heat conductivity, in
many cases overbalance the weight factor.

Because it is very malleable and chtctile,
copper is ideal for making wire. In aircraft,
copper is used primarily for the electrical
system and for inStraMent tubing and bonding.
It is corroded by salt water but is not affegted
by fresh water. The ultimate tensile strength
of copper varies greatly. For cast copper,
the tensile strength is about 25,000 psi. When
cold-rolled or cold-drawn, copper's tensile
strength increases, ranging from 40,0(10 to
67,000 psi.

BRASS. Bra,ss-is_a copper alloy containing
zinc and small Amounts of aluminum, iron,
lead, manganese , magnesium, nickel, phosphorous ,
and tin. BrasS with a zinc content of 30 to
35 percent is very ductile while that containing
45 percent has relatively high strength. MUNTZ
METAL is a brass compcsed of 60 percent
.:lopper and 40 percent *zinc. It has excellent
corrosion-resistant qualities when in contact
with salt water. Its strength can be increased
by heat treatment. As cast,' this metal has an
ultimate tensile strength of 50,000 psi and can
be elongated 18 percent. It is used in making
bolts and nuts, as well as parts that come in
contact with salt water. RED BRASS, some-
times termed bronze becau* of its tin content,
is used in fuel, and .Oil line fittings. This metal
has good casting amti finishing properties and
machines freely,

BRONZES. - Bronzes are copper alloys
containing tin. The true bronzes have up to
25 percent tin, but those below 11 percent are
most useful, especially for such items as tube
fjttings in aircraft.



Among the copper alloys are the copper
aluminum alloys, of which the aluminum bronzes
rank very 'high in aircraft usage. They would
find greater usefulness in structures if it were
not for their 'strength/weight ratio as compared,
with alloy steels. Wrought aluminum bronzes
are almost as strong and ductile ai medium-
carbon steel and possess a high degree of
lesistance to corrosion by air, salt water, and
chemicals. They are readily forged, hot- or
cold-rolled, and many react to heat treatment.

These copper-bise alloys contain up to
16 percent of aluminum (usually 5 to ll'percent)
to which other metals such aS----i-ronl'nickel,
or manganese may be added. Aluminum bronzes
have good tearing qualities, great strength, hard-
ness, and resistance to both shock and fatigue.
Because of these properties, they are used
for diaphragms and gears, air pumps, condenser
bolts, and slide liners. Aluminum .bronzes
are available in rods, bars, plates, sheets,
strips, and forgings.

Cast aluminum bronzes, using about 89
percent copper, 9 percent aluminum, and 2
percent of other elements, have- high strength
combined with' ductility, and are resistant to
corrosion, shock, and fatigue. Because of these
properties, cist aluminum bronze is used in
gun mounts, bearings, and pump parts. These
alloys are useful in areas exposed to salt water
and -corrosive_gase s.

Manganese bronze is an exceptionally high-
strength, tough, corrosion-resistant copper zinc
alloy containing aluminum, mangnese, iron,
and occasionally nickel or. tin. This metal
can be formed, extruded, drawn, or rolled to
any desired shape. In rod form, it is generally
used for machined parts. Otherwise, it is used
in catapults, landing gears, and brackets.

Silicon bronze is composed of about 95
percent copper, 3 percent silicon, and 2 percent
manganese, 'nc, iron, tin, and aluminum. Al-
though not a bronze in the true sense of the
word because of jts small tin content, silicon
bronze has high s ngth and great corrosion
resistance and is used ariably.

BERYLLIUM COPPE Beryllium copper
is one of the most successfUl of all the copper-
base alloys. It is a recently\developed alloy
containing about 97 percent copper, 2 percent

beryllium, and sufficient nickel to increase the
percentage of elongation. The most valuable
feature of this metal is that the physical pro-
perties can be greatly stepped up by heat treat-
ment-the tensile strength rising from 70,000
psi in the annealed state to 200,000 psi in the
heat-treated state. The resistance of beryllium
copper to fatigue and wear makes it suitable
for diaphrams, precision bearings and bushings,
ball cages , springwashers , and nonsparking tools.

Monel

Monel, the leading high-nickel alloy, com-
bines the properties of high strength and ex-
cellent corrosion resistance. This metal con-
sists of 67 percent nickel, 30 percent copper,
1.4 percent iron, 1 percent manganese, and
0.15 percent carbon. It cannot be hardened by
heat treatment-responding only to cold-working.

Monel, adaptable to castings and hot- or.
cold-working, can be succeisfully welded and
has working properties similar to those of
steel. It has a tensile strength of 65,000 psi
which, by means of cold-working, may be in-
creased to 160,000 psi, thus entitling this metal'
to classification among the tough alloys. Monel
has been successfully used for gears and chains,
for operating retractable landing gears, and
for strucblral parts subject to corrosion. In
aircraft, monel has long been used for parts
demanding both strength and high resistaitce
to corrosion, as exhaust manifolds and
carburetor needle valves and sleeves.

K-Monel

K-miinel is a nonferrous atloy containing
mainly nickel, copper, and aluminum. It is
produced by adding a small amount of aluminum
to the monel formula. It is corrosion re3istant
and capable of hardening by heat treatment.
K-monel has been successfully used for gears,
chains, and structural niembers in aircraft which
are subjected to corrosive attacks. This alloy
is nonmagnetic at all temperatures. K-monel
can be successfully welded.
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Magnesium and Magnesium Alloys

Magnesium, the world's lightest structural
metal, is a silvery-white material weigking
only two-thirds as much as aluminum. Mag-
nesium does not possess sufficient strength in

7
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US pure state for structural uses; but when
alloyed with zinc, aluminum; and manganeSe,
magnesium produces an alloy having the highest
strength/weight ratio.

TYPES, CHARACTERISTICS, AND USES. -
Magnesium is probably. . more widely distributed
in nature than any other metal. It can be
obtained from such ores as dolomite and mag-
nesite, from underground brines, from waste
liquors 'of potash, and from sea water. With
about .10 million pounds of magnesium in 1

cubic mile of sea water, there is no danger
of a dwindling supply.

The machining characteristics of magnesium
alloys are excellent. Usually the maximum
speeds of maOhine tools can be used with heavy
cuts and high feed rates. . Power requirements

- for magnesium alloys are' about one-sixth of
those for. mild steel. .An excellent Surface
finish can be produced, and in moat cases
grinding is not essential. Standard machine
operations can be performed to tolerances of a
few 'ten-thousanciehs of an inch. There is no
tendency of the metal to tear or drag:

Magnesium alloy sheets can be worked in
mueh the same manner as other sheet metal
with one exception-the metal must be worked
while hot. The structure 6f magnesium is such
that the alloys work-harden rapidly al room
temperatures. The wprk is usually done at
tempetratures ranging from, 450 to 650*F, which
is a cdsadvantage. However, in the ranges used,
magnesium is more easily formed than other
materials. Sheets can be sheared in much the
same way as other metals, except that a rough
flaky fracture is produced on, sheets thicker
than about 0.064 inch. A better edge will 'result
on a sheet over 0.064 inch 'thick if it is sheared
hot.

Magnesium embodies fire hazards of an
unpredictable nature. When in large sections,
its high thermal conductivity makes it difficult
Co ignite, and prevents its burning. It will
not burn until the melting point is reached,
which is approximately 1,200*F. HOwever, mag-
nesium dust and fine chips are ignited eastly.
Precautions must be taken to avoid this if
possible and to extingush them immediately. An
extinguishing powder, such as powdered soap-
stone, clean, dry, unrusted cast iron chips, or
graphite powder, should be used.

CAUTION: Water or any standard liquid
or foam extinguisher Wises magnesium to burn
more .rapidly and max, cause small explosions.

SpBSTITUTION'AND .

INTERCHANGEABILITY
OF AIRCRA,FT METALS

,In selecting interchangeable or sUbstitute
materials for the repair and maintenance of
Coast Guard aircraft, it is of the utmost impor-
tance to check the appropriate 'aeronautic tech-
nical publications when specified materials are

.not in stock nor obtainable from another source.
It is impossible to determine .that another mat-
erial is as strong as the origiikal 'by mere.
observation. :There are four requirements that
.you must keep' clearly in mind in this selection.
The first and 'thostimportant of these is-main-
taining the original strength of the structure.
The other three re maintaining contour or
aerodynamic smoothness, maintaining original
weight if 'possible or keeping added- weight to
a minimum, apd maintaining the original cor-
rosive-resistance properties of the metal.

You can appreciate the importance of checking
the specific technical publication by understanding
that different manufacturers design structural
members to meet various load requiraments
for specific aitcraft. Structural_repair of these
members, apparently' similar in construction,
will thus ' vary in beir load carrying design
with different aircraft.

The contractor normally prepares structural
repair instructions, including tables- of inter-
changeability and, substitution for ferrous and
nonferrous metals 'and thei specifications fort
all types of aircrait used y the Coast Guard.
Such instructions are usually promulgated in
the -3 manual -covering structUral repair in-
structions -for specific model of aircraft, Simi;-
lar information is also contained in T.O. 1-1A=1,
General Manual for StruChtral Repair.

t :
T.O. 1-.1A-1, section' III, table IV, presents

the substitution and conversion information for
aluminum alloy sheet metal. In section IV,
table VT, steel specifications are given; table V,
in section IV, covers aluminum specifications.

T. O. 1-1A-9, AerospaceMetals -Gene ral Data
and Usage Factors, provides precise data on
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specific metals to assist in selection, usage, concerning maintenance and repair involving
and processing for fabrication and repair. -* substitution and interchangeability of aircraft

structural metals. BE SURE, YOU HAVE THE
Always consult these publications and the AERONAUTIC TECHNICAL PUBLICATION OF

-3 aircraft manual for the specific-type air- THE MOST RECENT ISSUE.
c.raft when you are confronted with a problem

. ,
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LESSON QUIZ

Directions: Covers theApswers to the questiqns with the. enclosed
Answer ey Mask. Carefully answer the questibns;
then remove the mask .to check with the printed answer.
If you answered any questions incorrectly, refer to
the text material. 0

Questions Answers

1. In a ferrous metal, whit is the principal
alloying element? 1. Iron (Page 1-1),

2. How much carbon does SAE No. 4150 steel 2. 0.50 percenE (iage 1-2)
contain?

3. In a meta/ spark test, long straight spark
shafts having a few white sprigs identify the
metal as

4. Steel_ containing 0.50-to 105 percent carbon
is classed as carbon steel.

5. A steel especially adaptable for welding and
for use as engine mounts is steel.

6. Aluminum alloys are more susceptible to
corrosion when alloyed with substantial per-
centages of

7. The letter "H" following an aluminum alloy
designation number indicates the alloy has been

B. Aluminum alloys which can be hardened
ONLY by cold-working are:

9. For short-time exposures up to 2,000 degrees
F. -where strength is* NOT required, firewalls
may be made of

10. K-monel is produced by adding
to the monel formula.

11. You shouldVislOT use water or standard
liquid or foam fire extinguishers on magnesium
fires because .

12. When you arp conce'ined with substituting .
or interchanging materials for .an aircraft re-
pair, you can find precise data on specific metals
in

3. low-carbon steel .

jP.age 1-2)
.

high (Page 1-2)

5. chrome-molybdenum
(Page 1-3)

.6.

7.

copper (Page 1-4)

strain hnrdened (Page 1-5).

1100,3.003, 5052 (Page 1-5)

9. titanium (Page 1-8)

,

10. aluminum (Page -

11.

a

they caUse magnesium to burn
more rapidly and may cause

, small exprosions (Page 1-10)

12. T .0.1-1A-9 .,(Page 1-11)

1-13
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AIRCRAFT STRUCTUR,AL HARDWARE

OBJECTIVES

When you Complete this section, you will be able to;

1. .Explain.the meaning of the vs.rious components of a rivet identification

code.

2 Stre the- types of rivet materials and 'how the materials are identified.

03. Describe solid rivet instal ins and removal procedures.

4. State tilè iypes of blind ivets and explain the installation and removal

procedures for the various types.

5. State the tools necessary fOr the installation of Rivnuts.

6. Describe the varjous Ispecial fasteners avtilable for aircraft structural

work.

An aircraft, even though made of the best
materials and strongest parts, would be useless
unless those parts were firmly held together.
Several methqds are used to;hold metal parts
together; ther include' riveting, bolting, and

welding. The process that is used must produce
a union that will be as strong as, or stronger
than, the parts that are joined. In this pun=
phlet we will discuss rivets and special fasteners.
Welding will be discussed in another pamphlet.

RIVETS

Every AM should be a killed riveter. The
..fact that there are hundre s of thousands of
rivets in the airframe of same of our late model
aircraft is an indidittion of how important riv-
eting. is in the work of the AM. A glance Sit
any aircraft will disclose the thousands of
rivets in the outer , skin alone. In addition

to the riveted skin, rivets are also used ifor
joining spar sections', for holding rib sections '1'
in place, for securing fittings to various parts
of the aircraft, and for fastening innumerable
bracing members and other parts together. Riv-
ets that ape satisfactory for one ...part of .the
aircraft are often unsatisfactory for another
part. It is therefore important that the AM

know the strength and driving properties of the
various types of rivets and how to identify them
as well as how to drive or otherwise install them.

2-1
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SOLID RIVETS

Solid rivets are classified by their head

shape, iv the material from whiCh they are
manufactured, ant, by their size. Rivet head
shapes and 'their identifying code numbers are
shown in figure 2=1. The prefix "MS", identifies
hardware under' 'the cognizance of the Depart-
ment of Defense, and the item conforms to
written, military standards. The prefix "AN"
identifies specifications which are developed and,..
issued under joint authority of the Air Force-
Navy.

Countersunk-head Rivets

Countersunk-head riyets, often referred to
as FLUSH RIVETS, are used whei4 stream-
lining is imporant. On modern high speed
aircraft, practically all external surfaces are
flush riveted. Countersunk-head rivets are
obtainable with heads, having an included angle
of 78 and 100 degrees. The. 100-degree is the
most commonly used type.

Universal-head Rivets

Universal-head rivets offer only slight rek
sistance to airflow and art, therefore, frequently
used on external surfacA, especially on heli-
copters, transPorts, and other low-speed air-.
craft where aerodynamic smoothness is not of
prime impo'rtance.
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Rivet Identfication Code

The rivet codes shown in. fig`ure 2-1 are
sufficient tp identify rivets only as to head.
shape. To be meaningful and precisely identify
a rivet, certain other information is encoded
and added to the basic code.

.> A letter or letters following the head-
shape code identify the material or alloy from
which the rivet was made. "(Figure 2-3 includes
a listing of the, most common of these codes.)
The alloy code is followed by two numbers
separated by a dash. The first number is the
numerator of a ,fraction which specifies the

sitenk diameter in thirty-seconds of' an inch.
second number is the numerator of a

fraction in sixteenths of an inch and identifies
.the length of the rivet. The rivet code is
illustrated in figure 2-2.
Rivet Composition

Most of the rivets used in aircraft con-
struction 'are made of aluminum alloy. 'A few
types, used for sp3cial purposes, Ire mdde of
mild steel, monel, titanium, and copper. Of
the aiuniinum alloy rivets, those made of 1100,
2117, 2017, 2024, and 5056 are considered stan-
dard.

A

Alloy ma Rivets
Alloy 1100 rivets are supplied in the "as fab-

ricated" (F) tempeT and are driven in this

AN 470
MS20470

UNIVERSAL
- t

,
Figure 2-1-Rivet

?AS 20

AN 426
MS20426

COUNTERSUNK

head shapes and letide numbers

£26 AD - I

T
Length in sixteenths ($/loths
of an Own).

Dtameter in thirty-seconds (5/32nds
of an iftch). .

Materitl Or alloy (2117-71).

Head shape (countersink).

Specification (Military
Standard).

Figur; 2-2 - Rivet coding example

A

cOndition. No further treatment iS ,required
and the rivet properties do not change wi
prolonged periods of storage. . They are re
tively soft and easy to drive. The cold woi..
resulting from driving increases their strength
slightly. The 1100-F rivets arb used only for
riveting nonstructural parts. These rivets are
identified by their plain head. (See figure 2-3.)

Alloy 2117 Rivets

Like the 1100-F rivets, alloy 2117 rivets
need no further tr9atment when received from
the manufacturer, and can be stored indefinitely.
They are furnished in the solution-heat-treated
(T4) temper, but will change to the solution-
heat-treated-and-cold-wOrked (T3) temper after
driving. The 2117...T4 rivet is in general use
throughout aircraft structures and is by far
the most widely used rivet, especially in repair
ifork. In most cases the 2117-T4 rivet may be
substittited. for 201.7-T4 and 2024-T4 rivets for
repair woKk by using the next larger diameter
of rivet. This is desirable sipce both the
2017-T4 and 2024-T4 rivets must be heat treated
prior to using, or kept In coid storage. 'The
2117-T4 rivets are identified by a dimple in
the head.

Alloy 2017 and 2024 Rivets

As mentioded in the preceding paragrat
both alloy 2017 and 2024 rivets are supplied u,
the T4 temper and must be heat treated. These
rivets must be driven within '20 minutes after
quenching or refrigerated at 32°F or lower,
*hich will delay 'the aging time 24 hours. If
either time is exceeded, reheat treatment _is
required. These rivets may be reheated as
many times as desirable provided the proper
solution heat-treatment temperature is not ex-
ceeded. The 2024-T4 rivets are stronger than
the 2017-T4 and are therefore harder to drive.

' The 2017-T4 rivet is- identified by the raised
teat on the head, while the 2024-T4 has two
raised dashes on the head.

Alloy 5056 Rivets

Alloy 5056 rivets are used primarily for..
Joining magnesium alloy structures because of
their corrosion resistant qualities when used with
magnesium. They are supplied in the R32 temper
(strain-hardened and then stablized). These
rivets are identified by a raised cross on the

'"k
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Material or
alloy

Code letters Head narking
on rivet

.....

1200-F

2117-T4

2017-T4

. - - - -.

2024-T4

....
5036-532

- ...

-

- ...

HI- ......

A

AD

D.....
DD

8
.

7

- ..

,

.- Plain

Indented
dimple

Raised
teat- - 7 - OM

;Raised
double.
dash- - -------

, Raised
Cross

,

.0
(D

CI

e
lo

at

OEM.

Figure 2-3 - Rivet material identification

head. 5056-H32 rivets may be stored iddefinitely
with no change in driving characteristics',

a
RIVET.DRIVING PROCEDURE'

Before drikring any rivets, make sure all
holes line upi perfectly, all shakrings and burrs
have ,beett removed, and the parts to be riveted
are -fastened tecurely together. It is important
that you hold the slieets firmly together itf*the
immediate area of the rivet being driven.

To adjust the speed of the, gun, place it
against ,a blodk of wopd. Never operate a rivet
gun without resistance against The set, as the
vibrating action may cause the retaining spring
to break, allowing the set to 9y out.

CAUTION: A rivet set citii be a deadly
weapon. . If a rivet set is placed in a rivet gun
without a set 'retainer and the throttle of the
gun is-openedthe rivet set may be projected-
like a bullet. This may cause either seyere
injury to a person or the destructipn of equip-
ment. 4.

The !pin stiould be adjusted so that the rivet
may be driven in the shortest possible time,

jt tEeriveter must take care not to drive the
rivet/eo hard or in 'such a manner as to dimple
the metal. Practice will enable one to properly
adjust a gun for any type of work.

2-3
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When 'the rivet has been pushed into proper
positioki..aug held there firmly.with the set of
the riyet gin resting squarely against the .rivet
hiad, the bucking barls held firmly and squarely
against the protruding rival shank. (In most-
instances, the bucking bar must be manipulated
by another Man, called the bucker.) The gunner'
then exerts pressure on the trigger and starts
driying. The gun must be held tightly against
tlie rivet head and must ucit be removgd until
the triggerhas been released.

The bucker removes the bucking bar and
checks the upset head after the gunner has
stopped driving. A signal ,system fs usually
employed' to develop the pecessary teamwork
and consists of tapping ligritly against the work.
One tap may mean "not fully driven, hit it
again"; twli taps may mean "good .rivet";
three taps inay mean "bad rivet, remove and
drive another"; and so on.

\\, ,
W/I/MI/IIM// WW//////////////////, /1/////////1////////11/ 600

I.:Liao 7 it

Figure 2-4 - Rivet dimensions before and after
bucking

The upset head, often referred to as the
bucktail, should be 1 1/2 times the original
diameter of the original shank in widthAnd 1/2

_

3
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times the original diameter in heigbt as shown in
figure 2-4. If the head thus formed is narrower-
and higher than the dimensions given, 'more
driving is necessary. If the, head is wider _and
shallower, the rivet must be removed and
replaced. . .

. /RIVET REMOV,AL

Rivets must be removed and replaced if\
they show even the slightest deformity or lack \
of alignment. Among the reasons for replacing
rivets are the following:

1. Rivet marred by bucking bar or rtvet
set.

2. Rivet driven at slant-, or shank ''bent
over.

3. Rivet too short, causing head to be
shalloW.

4. flivet pancaked too flat from overdriving.
5. Sheets spread apart and rivet flashed

between sheets.
6. Rivet driven too lightly, causing sheets

to buckle.
7. Two. rivet heads not in alignment.
8. Head of countersunk ri.vet not flush

with outside surface or driven below
surface.

Examples' of these incorrectiy driven rivets are
shown in figure 2-5.

OW,

r_ 11
OvII ONIVIN ORIVIN T LINOIN

OIVtN

17-

OFF CINIIII

Nall 70'0 NIAO
NICK10

HIAO NOT D011y OFF
FLUSH NOI.1 CINII,
140 SMAt

SNIIrs NOi- NANO //Iv!, //MT CHI NOLIS IN SOW
Nt,C) toOgININ IN SOFT Noc.to' T tIGNIO

FLSNIO MtTAt SNIIT

Figure 2-5 - Incorrectly driven rivets.

When removing rivets, you should take care
not to enlarge the rivet hole, as this would
necessitate the use of a lirger size rivet for
replacerrient. To remove a rivet, file a flat sur-
face on the manufactpred head if accessible. It is
always preferable to work on the manufactured
head rather than on the one that 'is bucked, since
the former wilt alwAtys in more symmetrical
about the shank. In'derit° the center of the filed
surface with a center punch ancl 'use a driLL of
slightfy less than shank diameter to drill through
'the rivet head.. Remove the drill and, with the
other rivet end supported, shear the head off with
a sharp chisel. Always cut along the 'direction.of
the plate edge. If the shank is unduly tight after
the removal of the head, the shank shoula be
drilled. out. However, if the sheet is firinly
supported from the opppsite side,- the shank may
be punched out with a drift punch. (See figure 2- 6).

The removil of flush rivets requires slightly
more skill. If the formed' head on the Interior /
is accessible and has bben formed over heavy
material such as an eictruded member,the forMed
head can be drilled through and sheared pff,
as mentioned -above. If the material' is thin,
it may be necepeary to drill completely through
the shank of the rivet and then cia the formed

. helgi with diagonal cutting pliers. The remain-
der of the rivet may then be drifted out froni$
the inside.

BLIND' RIVNTS

There are many places on an aircraftwhere
access to both sides of a' riveted structural
part is imposbible, or where limited space
does not Permit the use of a bucking bar.
'Furthermore, in the attachment of many non-
structural parts, such as aircraft interior fur-
nishings, flooring, deicing boOts, flotation equip-
ment, and the like, the full strength of solid
shank rivets is not necessary and theirapplica-
tion whould add extra weight to 'the aircraft.
The extra weight would reduce the payload.

For use in such places,, rivets have been
designed which can be formed froni the out-
side. Theyjare lighter than solid shank rivets, .

yet amply strong. These rivets ate manu-
c facture d by various corporations and have charac-
teristic peculiarities. One of the c ef dif-
ferences is they require special inst ation

2-4 9
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MIMI\

,;1111117 ,
Ns.:&

MIMI
FILE A FLAT ON MANUFACTURED

t HEAD.

1

111111:
EMI

V,v
11111 4

ENO
CENTERPUNCH., TFIE. FLAT.

--411101.°4

REMOVE WEAKENED HEAD WITH

SHARP CHISEL.

DRILL THROUGH THE HEAD.

USE DRILL ONE SIZE
SMALLER THAN RIVET

SHANK . .

PUiv CH OltT

RIV6T

Figure 2-6 - Removal of rivets
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Gtools. RiVets in this category are commonly
referred i% as BLIND RIVETS because oi the
self-heaffing feature.

Self-Plugging Rivet (frictiOdlock)

The self-plugging rivet (friction lock) re-
tains the stem in position by friction. The stem
is drawn up into the rivet shank and the man-
drel portion of the stem upsets the shank on
the blind side, ftsrming.a plug in the hdllfcrCenter
of the rivet. The excess portion o the stem
breaks off at a groove due to" the continued
pulling action of the rivet gun or tool.. The
twc styles of riVet heads are the universal and
the 100-degree. countersunk.. These corresporid
to the MS20470 and MS20426 solid rivets, re-
spectively. Materials used are 2117-T4 and

c 5056-F aluminum alloys, and monel for specter
application. The- shank, diameter ancligrip lengths
are designated by dash numbers aftr the basia

.e* number. - The first dash number indicates the
shank diameter in thirty-seconds of an inch
and the second number indichtes the grip lengtb
in sixteenths of tin inch. The material code
is the same as for solid rivets.

0

Purl-Through Rivets

to. the head, Wa been driven into the head aftd
, has . assumed a wedge or cone -shape around
the groove in the pin. This holds the shank
firmly in place from the head side.

r

The self-plugging rivet isimade of 5056-1114
aluminum alloy and idcludes the conical-recess
and locking collar in the rivet head. The stem
is made of 2024-T36 alumidum alloy. Pull
grooves which fit into the Jaws- of the rivet gun
are provided on the stem end that protrUdes
above the rivet head. The blind end portion of
'the stem incorporates a 'head and a land with
an extruding angle which expands the rivet
shank.

fk -
Applied loads rerMissible for self-plugging

rivets are4omparable to those" for solid shank
rivets of the same, shear strfulgth, regardless
of sheet thickness. The composite ultimate
shear ,strength of the 5056-}13.4 shaq and .the
2024-T36 pin exCeeds 38,000 psi od standard

Pull-througn rivets are essentially the same
as the self-plugging rivets, except that when the
mandrel pulls on the stem, the stem forms the
head ,on the rivet shank, then pulls all the way ''//
through the xshank, .leaving a hole in the rivet.

The same instillation toolp are kused for
the self-plugging (friction lock) and ptill-through
rivets. Figure 2-8 showsthe self-plugging
and pull-through rivet types with basic numbers.
Figure ,2-7 illustrates the installation of both
types of rivets.

Self-Plugging Rivets (mechanicar lock)

Figure 2-7 illustrates- a blind rivet that
operates on 'the same principle ap the friction
lock riVets. Both types employ a mandrel stem
and a. hollow shank. The main difference be-
tween the friction lock and mechanical lock
rivets is in the method of pin- retention; the
friction lock relies on friction alone for pin
retention, While the Mechanical lock rivet em-
ploys a mechanical lock between the head of

' the rivet Ind the pull stem. Note in view B
that the collar, shown clearly in view A attached Figure 2-8 Rivet.types with basic numbers

L OC K I NG

COLLAR

NOTE' SHEIT
GAP

LOCKING COLLAR

211,

.(A) INSERTED (8) INSTALLED

Figure 2-7 - Self-plugging rivet (mechanical loCk)
(

WEI ' CONFIGURATION
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toeininoTtos &we MOIR

SE 1/ ELLICCING

.

irP;r0g WO DECREE
COUNTERSUNK

.. H:120401
.

UNIMISA L
READ

1

NU 0600

LARGE FIAT
MAD

CR 19111C
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PULL 1;Kri

0

Ci=2):=1
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COMM= NV INIOS
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SUP PLUGGING-
MET

4

SIti PLUGGING

INSTAlaitON
TOOL

PULL THIN

.4Figure 2-9 - SelfiprUgging (friction lock) and pull-through rivet installation

1

G-11 HAND GUN

6-15 (SERIES) POWER GUN

G-6H UNIVERSAL HEAD RIVETS

A.

G-6H DRAW BOLT

G-6H COUNTERSUNK SLEEvE
N._ .

Figure 2-10 - Self-plugging iivetNfriction lock) installation tools

to
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S
rivet hole diameter; their tensile strength is
in excess of 28,000. pii. Pin-retention charac- --
teristicd Eire excellent in.-these .rivets and the
possibility of the pin working out is minimized
by the lock formed in the rivet !lead.

BLIND RIVET INSTALLATIOIsi AND. REMOVAL

The special tools, installation procedures,
and removal itiethods for blind riveis are covered
in the follo*g. paragraPhs. Selection of the
proper equipment depends on a numter of var-
iables; Space available for equipment, type of
rivets to be driven, availability of air pressure,
etc.

Installittion Tools fo.r
F 'ction Lock Rivets

Tne guns used for installing the friction
lock type of self-plugging rivet are the G-11

'hand gun and the .G-15 (series) and G-40 (series)
power guns. The G-15 power gun uses,G-6H
pulling heads as dOes the G-11 hand gun. The
G-40 power gun 'uses the H-40 pulling heads
primarily; however, through the use of a 226
adapter, G-6H heads ,may be used: ExtenSions
sre availahle fox all guns using G-68 heads.
Figure 2-10 shows the G-11 and G-15 rivet guns
with the G-6H pulltng heads.

4

The heads aie manufactured in three different
sizes to accommodate the different rivet dia-
meters. For ease of selection, the sizes are
stamped cal, the parts of the pulling head.

Installation Procedures (Friction Lock) ,

It is important that the proper drawbolt
and Veeve be used for the rivet being installed.
The drawbolt should correspond to the diameter
of the' rivet, and the sleeve should correspond
to:the rivet diameter and head 'style. Speed of
installation may be inereased by inserting a
number of rivets in %the work and then applying
the gun. In other instances, such as overhead
work,..it is apparent that this method would be

`x impractical and the rivet should be loaded into,':
the slot in the drawbolt, because improper
seating of the rivet may permit the head to
break off before the rivet is properly set.
(See figute 2-11,) When using a hand guh, hold
the 'rigid -handle of the gun parallel to the rivet

c

111-.09.-.111
/

,%.,/////
INCE olowill

;.7 ///////////
\\,\ sz,\

\

1111 Illoom, -7111/ , '.7///////\. \

RIVET INSERTED
IN MATERIAL

GUN HEAD

INSTALLE6

OVER STEM

DIRECTION OF PULL I
BY GUN BOLT

7

STEM PULLED
AND BROKEN,

GUN FREED,
*RIVET UPSET

STEM TRIMMED
' INSTALLATION

COMPLETE

Figure 2-11 - Self-plugging rivet/(friction lock)
installatin

axis. Open the movable handle as far Eis it will'
go, then partially close. Repeat this operation
until the rivet stem breaks, then release the gun
by completely closing the movable handle: When
using the power gun, hOld the head Of 'the gun
parallel to.the axis of the rivet. Push the gun
against the work with enough force to seat
the head of the river firmly, and to /insure
'contact between the parts being riveted. Pull
the 'trigger until the stem breaks. The item
will be ejected through the rubber tube at the
back of the gun head. It is irhportanfthat this
tube be in place in order to prevent stnms
from getting into the gun mechanisms. ,

2-8

Inspection (Friction Lock)

The rivet i$ satisfactory if the pin is firm
andi, the head is seated tighbly on the face of
the material.' Occasionally, the head will rise
slightly in the area whith Tas under the slot
of the pulling head. This condition is acceptable
if the head is not too badly deformed and the
tension characteristics of the joint are not made
critical by the deformation of the head. Figure
2-12 illustrates satisfactory and unsatisfactory
self-plugging rivets.



Removal (Frict19n'lock)

these, rivets arc removed in much the
same mafiber as the common, solid shank rivets,
except for the preliminary step of driving out
the rivet stem. (See figure 2-13.)

1. Punch out the ) rivet stent with a pin
punch.

."2 'Drill out the rivet head, using a drill
slightly smaller than the rivet shank.

3: Pry off ,theweakened rivet head with
a pin punch.

4. Push out the remainder 'of the rivet
shill% with a pin punch. If the shank will not
punch out, drill the -shank, taking care not to
enlarge the hole in the material. If the hole
should 'be enlarged, finish-drill for an oversize
rivet.

Installation Tools for
Mechanical Lock Rivets.

One of the tools used for driving these
rivets is the CP360 blind rivet pull tool. (See

figure 2-14.) The nose of the toot includes a
set of chuck jaws which fit the pull grooves in

the ,rivet p_in and pull it through-the rivet shank
to drive the rivet; an outer anvil which bears
against the outer part of the manufactured head

4

SATISFACTORr

1,4

during the driving operation; and, an inner anvil
which advances automatically to drive tbe locking
collar home after the blind head is formed.
A short nose assembly, interchanges* with
the standard assembly, is available for use in
areas wbere there is not sufficient clearance
for the standard nose.

4
A change in rivet diameter requires achange

4 in chuck Jaws, outer anvil, ir.ner anvil, inner
anvil thrust bearing, and an adjustment of
,the,shift valve operating pressUre as described
"below. A 'change in. the rivet head type from
universal head to countersunk head, or vice
versa, requires a change of the outer anvil only,
if there is no dhange in the rivet diameter.

.A special chuck 'jaws assenibly tool is
furnished with the ;tool. To ease insertion of
the chuck jaws into the chuck sleeve,, mount
the thipe jaws on this assembly to form a cone,

. and lower the inverted cbuck sleeve over the

jaws. '
Always be sure that the pull tool is equipped

with the correct size chuck jaws, outer and
inner anvils to fit the rivets being driven, and
that the relief valve operation pressure is pro-
perly adjusted for the size rivets being driven.
Also make sure that the rivets are the liroper

UNSATISFACTORY

GRIP LENGTH TOO SHORT
FOR MATERIAL THICKNESS

UNDERSI2E
HOLE

OVERSIZE
HOLE

Figure 2-12 - Inspection of self-plugging rivets (friction lock)
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length. The tool/has only one operating adjust-
ment. This adjustment is used to qontrol the
pull on the pirvit which the inner anvil advances.
The desired amount Of the pull depends on the
diameter of the rivets to be installed. You
May vary the pull by changing the pressure at
which the adjustable shift valve operates; To
adjust, proceed as follows:

1. 'Remove pipe plug from tool cylinder
and connect a pressure gage to the tool.

2. Press trigger and release it the instant
a puff of exhaust indicates that the shift /rave
controlling the inner aniril -has shifted: The
'gage will then indicate the shift presstire. See

'., figure 2-15 for the approximate pressures.

NOTE: The trigger must be released im-
mediately as the valve shifts. Otherwise the,
gage will record the- higher pressure, Which
builds up as soon as the valve has Shifted.

Figure 2-13 - Removal of self-plugging rivets
(friction lock)

3. To adjust the pressure, loosed the valve-
adjusting screw locknut and tun the valve-
adjusting screw clockwise to increase pressure,
or counterclockwise to decrease pressure, until
you obtain the desired pressure. Check the,
pressure after tightening the valve-adjusting
screw locknut. When rivets of extrediely long

grip length are to be drives, you should
an adjustment to tile high pressure limit.
efficient operation of the, tool, the MIN
desired ,line preisure should be not less
90 psi and the MAXIMUM 'not more thst
proximately 110 psi. When you are us
CP350 A or B rivet pull tool, it may be nece
to increase the inside diameter of the air
bushing, .pail number 81479, from -
0.065 inch ,when driving 3/16:-inch dir
rivets if the line pressure irbelow 90 psi.
you are driving 1/8-inch. diameter Yive
may be necessary to use air 4nlet bushing,
number 82642, having a 0.0407inch inside
meter.' If the tool "flutters", cut down'th
pressure to 60 Psi with an air regulator,
number .900-102, attached to the air inlet 1
ing. When using a ,CP350C rivet pull tt
drive 1/16- and 5/32-inch diameter rivets
air inlet bushing, part number .8147e, and
valve stop? part number 837,31. When dr
1/8-inch diametel riveti, use air inlet hue
number 83642, -and cut down the line prem
to 60 psi with air regulatoirpart number 900
attached to the air inlet bushing.

'Installetion Procedurer (Mechanical Lock)
. .

Proper driving procedures are vital ts
lain a firm joint. The recommended proced
are ai follows:

1. Hold the head of the gun steady
at rightfangles io the Work.

2. Press on the head of the gun haid ep
to hcild the rivet firmly against the Work.
not use a great amount of pressure ur
necessary to bring the part being riveted
contact.

I
3. Squeeze the gun trigger and nold

the rivet pin breaks; then release the trig
Do not drive the next rivet until *the re
action has caused the gun to latCh. You
hear a distinct click, indicatIng, that the
is ready for the next installation cycle.

Figure 2-16 shows the complete installs
of a self7plugging (mechanical -lack) rivet:

The rivet. is actually cold-squeezed by
action of the pin head drawing against the ho

'shank end. Shank expansion through the an
of the extruding angle, blind head format
and seiting of the mechanical lock in utile r

2-10



CHUCK'
JAWS

INNER
TRIGGER ANVIL

.,
, CP 350
BLIND RIVET
PULL OOL

OUTER
ANVIL

PIPE PLUG .

LOCKNUT

VALVE ADJUSTING SCREW

AIR INLET BUSHING

LONG NOSE ASSEMBLY

SHORT NOSE ASSEMBLY

Figure 2-14 - Self-plugging rivet (mechanical lock) pull tool

Rivet
diameter

Shift valve operating
pressure

1/8 . 30 to 31 psi

5/32 46 to 47 psi

3/16 66 to 67 psi

Figure 2-15 - Adjustments for CP350 blind
rivet pull tool

head all follow in automatic sequence and require
but a fraction of a second. In some places
uch as near the .trailing edge of a control

surface, there may riOt be sufficient space be-
-4' tween the two surfaces to insert the rivet.

In such cases, you may force the, pin into
the hollow shank until the head of the .pin just
touches the end of the shank. Since no further
shank expansion will tbsult, the drill hole should
not be enlarged to, Provide a free fit of the
already expanded rivet. To inse4 the rivet,
use a hollow drift pih which will accommodate the
rivet pin and locking collar. (See figure 2-17.)

1

/0 /

---- This hollow drift pih allows a driving force
to-Them e erted on the head of the rit. Drive
the heid i firm contact with the sheet and
then apply the

ve

ull tool in the usual man-
ner' to upset the rivet.

Due to the mechanical lock feature of the
pin and sleeve, the driven rivet is subStantially
the mechanical equivalent of a one-piece 4o-1id

rivet. The mechanical lock feature increases
the load-carrying capacity in a single shear
from about 10.3 percent in the case of thick
sheets where joint strength is considered cri-
tical, in rivet shear, to as much as 63.3 per-
cent in thin sheets where sheet bearing is con-
sidered critical.

Inspection (Mechanical Lock)

Visual 'inspection of the seating of the phi
in the manufactured head is the most reliable
and simple means of inspection. If the proper
grip length has been used and the locking collar
and broken end of the pin4are approximately
flush with the manufactured head, the rivet
has been properly upset and the lock formed.
InsuTficient grip length would be indicated by
the pin breaking below the surface of the

2-11
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Ron SHEET GAP

SHEET GAP
CLAMPED TOGETHER,

Oechanical-lock rivet htfore installation.
) Note shorter stem on bah(' side providing
Marked improvement for limited blind
clearance ipplications.

Ai 'the stem is pulled into the rrvet sleeve,

(2) rinechrileialltyckf:lw:yetiblorms Onlind head
blind d. The

firmly against the blind sheet.

(3)

Continud movement of the stem pushes the ,

blind sheet ahead of the blind head until
the shets are firmly clamped together and
the rivet is firiely seatd.

The plUgging portion of the stem expands
the rivt sleeve to fill the hole end re-

(4) duces in diammter,as it p hrough,the
rivet sleeve, providing xcellent hole fil
--even in oversiz holes._ -

(5)

(6)

The movement of the stem is itopped by
the pulling head at a point where the
groov in the stem and the chamfer in
the rivet ltne up tb make,a receptacle
for the locking ring.

0
T4e pulling head shifts automatically,
inoerts the positive mechinical locking
ring, and fractures the stem flush with
the rivet head.

Figure 2-16 - Self:plugging rivet (mechanical lock)

2-12
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manufactured head, and excessive grip lengtft
would be indicated by the pin breaking off well
above the manufacture&head. In either case, the
locking collar might not be properly seated, thus
forming an unsatisfactory lock. Figure 248 gives
limits for proper pin seating.

RIVET PIN PRESSED INTO
SLEEVE BEFORE INSERT ION

\
HOLLOW DRIFT PIN

Figure 2-17 - Inserting self-plugging rivet
(mechanical lock)

Rivet
diameter A

r

B C

1/8 inch
5/32 inch
3/16 inch

0.012
.015
.018

0.016
.020
.024

0.008 .

.010
.012

A. Maximum allowable distance of locking col-
lar above or below rivet head.

B. Maximum allowable distance of top of land
on pin above rivet -head. .

C. Maximum allowable distance of top of land
on pin below rivet head.

F igure 2-18 - Inspection criteria for self-plugging
rivets (mechanical lock)

Removal (Menhanical Lock)

Removal of this rivet is accomplished easily
without damage to the work by use of the following
procedure: (See also figure 2-19.)

1. Shear the lock by driving out the pin,
using a tapered steel drift pin not ever 3/32-
inch diameter at the small end. If working
on thin material, baft up the material while
driving out the pin. If inaccessibility prohibits
this, partially remove the rivet head by filing,
or with a rivet shaver. An alternative would
be to file the pin flat, center punch the flat,
and carefully drill out the tapered part of the
pin forming the lock.

/03
2. Pry/the remainder of the locking collar

out with a drift pin.

3. Ilse the proper size drill to drill nearly
through the rivet head. Forr.s.i/8-inch dia-
meter rivet, use a number 31 drill; for a
_5/32, use a nuMber 24; and, for a 3/16, use
a number 15.

4. Beak ff the drilled head, using a drift
pin as a pry..

5. Drive out the remainder of the rivet
with a pin having a diameter equal to,' or
slightly less than, the riyst diameter.

RIVNUTS

the Rivnut is a hollow rivet made of 6063
aluminum alloy, counterbored, and threaded on
the inside. Installation is done with the aid
of a special tool, which beads the rivet on the
blind side of the wosk, Rivnuts are primarily
used as a nut plate, as in the attachment of
deicer boots; however,, they may be used as
rivets in secondary structures, br for the
attachment of accesaories such as instruments,
brackets, and soundproofing materials. After
a suitable group of Rivnuts has been installed,
accessories can be fastened in place with screws.

Rivnuts are manufac.tured in two head styles,
flat and. counteriunk, and in two shank designs,
open and closed ends, as shown in Figure 2-20.
Each 'of these rivets is available in three sizes-
Nos. 6-32, 8-32, and 10-32. These numbers
indicate the nominil diameter and the actual
number of threads per inch of the machine
screw that fits into the Rivnut. Rivnuts are
available with or without small projections,
called keys, attached to the underside of the
head to keep the Rivnut from turning. Keyed
.Rivnuts are used when the Rivnut serves as
a nut plate, while Rivnuts without keys are
used for straight blind rtveting jobs where no,
torque loads are imposed.

Open-end Rivnuts are the Most widely used
and are recommended in preference to the
closed-end type, except in sealed flotation or
pressurized compartments, in which the closed-
end Rivnut must be used.
Installation Tools for Rivnuts

Tools used for installing Rivnuts include
the heading tool and -the keyway cutter. The
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or

FILE A SMALlsmELAT
ON RIVET HEAD

CENTERPUNCH FLAT

DRILL OFF TAPERED PORTION
OF PIN WHICH FORMS THE LOCK

ACCOMPLISH STE4PS 1,2,AND 3
ONLY IF RIVET IS IN A THIN
OR RESILIENT MATERIAL

_to
SHEAR LOCK
BY DRIVING
OUT PIN

Inintrmaik
DRILL ALMOST THROUGH.
RIVET HEADN/

PRY OUT REMAINDER
LOCKING COLLAR

!,

PRY OFF RIVET HEAD

TAP SHANK\ OUT WITH

Figure 2-19 - Removing self-plugging rivets (meChaMea.19,c1c)

COUNTERSUNK FLAT HEAD

OPEN END OPE

CLOSED END CLOSED END

Figure 2-20 - Sectional view of Rivnut showing-head and And designs
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heading tool, as shown i figure 2-21, has a
threaded maridrel ofi wtich e Ri ut is threaded
until the head of the Rifnut t kgai t the anvil of
the heading toole This tool normally comes in
three different sizes. They are identical, except
for the size of their threaded mandrel. The head-
ing tool comes in sizes 6-32, 8-32, and 10-32;
which corresponCi with the thread sizes of the
standard Rinnuts. The keyway cutter is used for
cutting a notch in the ittvnut hole kir the Rivnut
keyway. In some instances the keyway cutter can-
not be used tecause the material is too thick. In
this case, use a small round 'ale to form the
keyway.

11,
Installation Procedures (Rivnuts)

The drilling of holei for Rivnuts requires
the same precision- as that required for solid
shank rivets. The, shank of the Rivnut must
fit snugly in the hole. 'To obtain the bestlesults
for a flathead installation, first drill' a pilot
hole smaller than the shank dianieter of the
Rivnut, then ream to the correct size. Pilot
and ream drill sizes for Rivnuts are given
inligure 2-22.

\
, This application of /flush Rivnuts is subject

to ertain limitations. For metal which has a
thickness greater than the minimum grip length
of the, first Rivnut .in a series, use the machine
countersink; and for metal thinner than the
minimum grip leagth of the first Rivnut.in a
series, use .,the dimpling process. The counter-
sunk Rivnut,should not be used unless the metal
is thick enough for machine courktersinking,
or unless the underside is accessible for the
dimpling .operation. Aside from the 'counter-
sinkingcperation, the procedure for installing
a flush Rivnut isOhe same as that for the
flathead Rivnut.

When installing Rivnuts, always check the
threaded mandrel of the heading tool to see
that it ia,five,rffom burrs and chips from the
previous' installation. Then screw the Rivnut
onto the mandrel until the head touches the
anvil. Insert the Rivnut in the hole (witiffhe
key positioned in the keyway, if a key in, used)
and hold the heading tool at right angles to the
work. Press the head of , the Rivnut tightly
against the sheet while slowly squeezing the
handles of the heading tool together, until the
Rivnut starts to head over. Then -release the
handle and screw the stud farther into the
Rivnut. This prevents stripping the threads

I 05"..
of the Rivnut before/ it is properly headed.
Agai eze the handles together until the

ut heading is complete. Now remove the
stud of the heading tool froin the Rivnut by
turning the crank counterclockwise.

The action of the heading tool drw, the
Rivnut against the anvil, causing a bilge to form
in the counterbrired portion of the Rivnut On

the inaccessible side of the work. This bulge
is qomparable to,the upset head on an ordinary
solid 'ehank rivet. Practice is the best Way to
determine the arnbmLpf squeeze required to
head the Rivnut properly

:When ,keyed.Riirnuts are used, cut the key-
way after the hole has, been reamed. Operate
the keyway cutter by inserting it in the hole
and squeezing the handles. Always cut the 141,

\.,keyway on the side of the hole away from the .
Jedge of the sheet.

Inspection (Rivnuts)
After the installation of Rivnuts, as well

as other fasteners, the AM mtist inspect the
completed installation. He will check the Rivnufs
for the following:

1. Inspect the manufactured head for cor-
rect installation of the Rivnut, keyway in its
keyway.5slot, insuring it is flush with the sur-
face in which) is installed.

2. Inspect the threaded portion of the
Rivnut shank for cracks, stripped threads, and
-general -condition. Stripped threads may have,_
an improperly upsef head. The gripped threads
would also prevent the installation of screws.

3. When possible, iii open skin areas,
inspect the shank for a properly upset head.

NOTE: Rivnuts which are not to be 'used
at the time of installation, or not used for
any -other reason, should be 'plugged with a
screw designed specifically for that purpose.
This will eliminate pickets, which, could hold
moisture and cause corrosion if left open.

__Atk

Removal (Rivnute)
-

Defective Rivnuts ishould be replaced with
the same size Rivnuts whenever possible. When
the hole has been enlarged by removal, suhgti-
tution of the next larger size can be made.

2-15
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HEADING
;TOOL

NOTCHED .

HOLES

KEYWAY COTTER

Figure 2-21 /-:Hand-operated Rivnut beading and keyway cutter tools

Rivnut size 1-32 8-32 10-32

Pilot drill
size 19 (0.166) 8 (0.199) 1 ( .228)

Ream drill
size 12 (0.189) 2 (0.221)

,

1/4" (0.250)
N

Figure 2-22 - Dri1l sizes vfor Rivnuts

GROOVE

"`, SHEARING
EDGE

-FLUSH HEAD
RIVET

Figure 2-23 7 Hi7Shear rivet installation

To remove a Rivnut, select a drill the same
size as the original hole. Drill out the Rivnut
head, using light pressure and the hollow Rivnut
shank as a guide. The Rivnut shank should
fall out of the hole behind the sheet, or it may
be drifted out, using a pin punch:

HI-SHEAR RIVETS,

Hi-shear (pin) rivets are essentially thread-
less bolts. The pin is headed at one end and
is grooved about the circumference at the other.

FLAT HEAD
RIVET

2-16
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A metal collar is swaged onto the grooved end,
effecting a firm tight fit. They are a4ilablé
in two head stiles, the flat protruding head and
the flush 100-degree4ountersunk head. Hi-Shear
rivets are made in a variety of materials and
are used only in shear application. Due to
the shear strength being greater than either
the shear Or bearing strength of aluminum
alloys, they are used to greater advantage only
in the thicker gage sheets. T he y are never
used where the grip length is less than -the
shank diameter. Hi-Shear rftets are illustrated
in figure 2-23.

Rivet Identification (Hi-Shear)

Hi-Shear rivets are identified by cOde
numbers similar to ,the solid rivets. The size
of the rivet is measured in increments of thirty-
seconds of an inch for 'the 'dixameter and six-
teenths of an inch for, the rivet grip length.
Thus an NAS10554-7 rivet would be a Hi-Shear
rivet with a Countersunk .head, its diameter
would be 5/32-inch, and its maximum grip
length would te 7/16-inch.

The collars are identifjled by a basic code
number and a dash nurnber which ccrrresponds
to the dash number for the diameter of the
rivet. An "A" before the dash number indicates
an aluminum "alloy collar. An NAS528-A5 collar
would be used on a 5/32-inch diameter rivet
pin. Repair procedures ia'bolving the installa-
tion' or replacement of Hi-Shear rivets generally
specify the collar to be used.

Installation Tools for
Hi-Shear Rivets

' The'. special tools required for use with
Hi-Shear rivets differ from conventional sets
only in the design, of the collar swaging and
trimmiag features and the'discharge port through
which excess .collar material is ejected. "(See

figure 2-24.) Various tools and combinations
of tools are available for installing rivets in
limithd access areas.

Installation Procedures (Bi-Shear)

Figure 2-24, illustrates four steps in the
installation of the pin and collar to form the
rivet. In step 1, the pin is inserted info the
work. A bucking bar is placed against the head
ol ti* pin. In step 2, the collar is slipped over

114

the grooved end Of the pin. A .gurOr squeezer
set is placed over . the collar. As driving
pressure' is applied -in step 3, the collar begins
to form into the., grooved end of the pin. Step
4 shows the collar formed or-swaged completely
into the grooved end of the pin. Excess material
is Irimmed off thet collar automatically by*the
tool durtg driving., - ..

t
Removal (Hi-Shear)

i Hi-Shear rivets maybe removed by various
metkods. However., only some of these methods
are recommended 'as the others may inçrease
the possibility of damaging the parts. cutting
the: collar o f with chisek,or other sharp
tool shOuld J,e done only where othee methode
are not p ctical and the structure is fairly
rigid. (tee (A) figure 2-25.) You must take
special c re to prevent damage to the part or
-to the hole. The use of a drill guide is recom-
mended in drilling out a Hi-Shear rivst. (See'
(B) figure 2-25.) The base of the guide has
a conical surface which fits over the' driven
collar. Use a drill with a diameter approxir
matery ..equal to the rivet diameter to drill the
shank end of the trivet down to the locking
groove. The rivet is then driven ouk with a
small punch. When allsolutely necessaiy, the
head oi the rivet may be drilled out, but you
should use a guide on p-rotruding held, rivets.

A collar reinoval tool, consisting of a
hollow end mill, may also be used to' remove
the collar. (See (C) figure 21-25.) The rotating
cutter is applied to the collar ttntil a' sufficient.?
amount of collar material has been . removed'
to permit a harp tap of a hammer to drive
out the pin. IA stop prevents the cutter teeth
from contactink and damaging the work surface.

/ 0 7

LOCKBOLT FASTENERS
p.

Locktelt fasteners are designed to meet
high-strength requirements. Used in many
structural applications, their shear and tensile,
strengths equal or exceed the requirements of
AN and NAS bolts.

Lockbolt Pins. (tension pull type)

The lockbolt shown in figure 2-26 (A) -..on-
sists of a pin and collar: They are available

2-17
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Figure 2-24 - Hi-Shear rivet installation

(STEP 4)
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..11101.

USE CHISEL THAT HAS CUTTING EDGE
NARROWER THAN COLLAR HEIGHT

BUCKING GAR TO
SUPPORT RIVET

STEP I.
ORILL SHANK DOWN
TO LOCKING GROOVE

STEP.2.
DRIVE RIVET PIN
OUT WITH PUNCH

_7)

f/// 4V, '/////

STEP 1
SPLIT RIVET COLLARf WO PLACES

(A) CHISEL METKO

DRILL BUSHING

DRILL APPROXIMATE
SIZE OF RIVET

HOLLOW END MILL

STEP I.
MILL COLLAR DOWN TO EDGE OF PIN GROOVE DRIVE RIV

(C) HOLLOW END MILL

PUNCH

STEP
DRILL TH UGH
RIVET HE

STEP 2.
DRIVE RIVE
OUT WITH P

PIN
NCH

DRILL GUIDE ME HOD

PUNCH

/// ///./ /
N,N, \\ \\\\\\

StEP 2.
DRIVE RIVET PIN OUT WITH PUNCH

9RIL L BUSHING

DRILL SAME SIZE
AS RIVET

G

STEP 2.
PIN OUT WITH PUNCH

METHOD

Figure 2-25 - Hi-Shear rivet removal

whyj
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in two head styles, protruding and countsrsunk.
Pin retention is accomplished by swaging the
collar into the lacking grooves on the pin.

LOCKSOLT PIN

I 1

COLLAR

(A) (3)

Figure 2-26 - Lockbblts

4

Blind Lockbolt

The-blind lockbolt shoiyn in figure 2-26-(B) is
similar to the self-plugging rivet shown in figure
2-7. It features a positive mechanical lock for pin
retention.

Installation Prdcedures for
Lockbolt Fasteners

Figure 2-27 illustrates four steps in the
installation of the lockbolt fastener. This fast-
ener is installed using the CP352 pneumatic
driving tool ( similar to the CP350 blind rivet
pull tool Alustrated in figure 2-14).

Removel (Lockbolt).
,

Lockbolt collers =Cy lie removed by various
methodi.. In general the procedure is the same
as for removing Hi-Shear- rivets. (See figure
2-25.) Cuttizig the collar dff with a chisel-
should be done .only where the structure is
fairly. rigid.

/
/

0,!!")10041IIIktoas=4:...--4,r,r,,4
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Step 1. Pin is inserted from
one side of work through pre-
pared hole. Metal collar
then placed over the pintaNI'
When tool nose to applied,
chuck jews.grip pull grooves.

Step 2. Tool pulls on'itin
and starts drawing sheets
together.

Step 3. A. the pull on the
pin increases, tool anvil
swages collar into locking
grooves and permanent
lock le formed.

Step 4. Tool continues te
pull until pin breaks at the
breakneck groove and is ejected.
Tool anvil disengages from
swaged

Figure 2-27 - Lockbólt installation

You must*take special care to prevent damage
to the structure or to -the hole. The most
acceptable method of removal is to cut the
collar off, using a hollow end mill in a drill
motor. After removal of the collar, the pin
may be driven out with a punch.
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AI-LOR FASTENER

ON

041.L01( IN
PAOTRUOING
NEAO 'TYC

sttiotc Pope..
100
HEAD TYE

Figure 2-28 - HinLok fastener

HI-LOK FASTENERS
,

c

The 7:rook fastenei, shoWn in figure 2-28,
combines the eatures of a. rivet and a bolt
and is used for high-strength,. interference /it, .
of primary structures. , The fastener
consists .of a threaded pin and threlded lockink

%collat. The pins are made of cadmium-plated
alloy steel with protruding or 100-degree flush
heads. Collars for the pins are made t5f anodized
2024-T6 alUminum or stainless steel. The
threaded end of the pin. is recessed "with a
hexagon socket- to allow installation from:One
side.. The major diameter Of the, threaded part
of the pin has Seen truncated (cut undersize)
to accomodde a 0.004-4ich maximum interference
fit. -one end of the-collar is internally recessed
with a 1/16-Inch, built-in Arariaiion WhiCh auto-
matically piovides for variable material thick-
hess without the use of waikers ahd ,without
preload changes. The other end of the collar
has a trque-off wrenching device which con-
trols a predetermined residual tension of pre-
load (* 10%) in the fastener.

Installation Procedures for
Hi-Lok Fasteners

Hi-Lokt,fhsteners :nay be installed by one
person working from one, side of the work,
using standard power or hand tools and Hi-Lok
adapter tools. Hi-Lok adapter tools can be
fitted to high-speed power drivers in straight,
90rdegree, offset,. and apciension configurations.
View tA) figure 2-29 illustrates saps in the

..thstallation of' Hi-Lok fasteners using power
tools.

NI-LOK COI-LA\

fastners may be installed using thlit
following hand tooIs: Allen hex key (Allen wrench)
and open:end 'or retchet=type wrenches. (See ,.(B)
figure 2-29.) To install the fastener, insert the pin
into the.prepared* tole 60 manually screw the
Cojlár unto.the pin a \rni:oenytim of two turns. Insert

*the proper size Alle ench into the hex recess
of, the pin and, us ng a ratchet or open-end
wrench, r6tate the collar clockwise until the
wrenching demice of the collar, has been torqued
off. The fastener is- installed with the Correct
torque valtie as the collars are designed to break
off (torque off) at pre-established torque levels. ,

Removal (Hi-Lok)

Hi-Lok fasteners are ei1y removed with
standard hand tools in a manner siripar to
removing a nut from a bolt. To remove a
Hi-Lok fastener, insert,. an Allen wrench in
the 4hex recess of the- pin. Hold the Allen
wrench firm and, usinrailair:Of channel-lock
or vise-grip pliers, rotate the collar cOunter-
clockwise until remoyed. (See (C) figure 2-29.)
Hi-Lok pins are reusable if no threadIdamage
is incurred during remolial.. AN or NAS. nuts
may, be substituted for Hi-Lok collars:

TAPER-LOK FASTENERS

The Taper-Lok fastener is a headed /pin
with a slightly tapered .,shank. The taper (0.021

2-21
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I I
I. Insert the pin Into

the prepared hole.

COLLAR

.PIN
,

2. Manually screw the collar
onto the pin a minimum
of two turns. -

COLLAR POWER DRIVER

COU.AR WRENCHING
GEVICE

4. Firmly, presi.the driver against the
collar, opera% the power driver until
the coiloria:wrenching device hos

. keen tarqued off.

Allen
Wrench

Ratchet

3. Insert Hte hex wrench tip of the
power.ariver into the pin's hen moss.

INSTALLED FASTENER

(14"4-117arriNSTALP_ATION
Power Tools l

COLLAR WRENCHING
DEVICE

7:6 HI-Lok fastener is
km ailed with the correct
tor lug valüs.

t

Allen
Wrench

Same
. .

HI-LOK FASTENER
INSTALLATION

(HantToote

Water.Pump Pliers

(C) REMOVAL'OF INSTALLED HI-LOK
FASTENER
(Hand Tools')

Figure 2-29 - Hi-Lok fastener installation and removal
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inch per inch) of the shank rand mating hole
provpes the interfeeence feature of the fastener.
The fastener is secured by a washernut as-
sembly. Tbe washernut consists of a self-
locking nut and captive washer. The counter-
bore design.of the nut will absorb a 1/16-inch
pin grip protruding through the material to
be attached.

Installation Procedures for Taper-Lok Fasteners
(Figure 2-30)

Press' the Taper-Lok into its hole, using
finger pressure. Seat the fastener with 10
to 30 pounds of finger pressure. , Under no
circumstances should ,heavy pounding of fast-
enera be -used to drive the fastener to anearly
or fully seated position. If a sealant-coated
fastener will not sufficiently engage the hole
taper with finger preasure and the hut,does not
engage the threads; it 4 permissible to lightly
tap the fastener head with a plastic-tipped mal-
let weighing no more than 12 ounces. Install
the nut on the fastener, and apply the prpper
amount of torque to the nut. Refer 'to the
'applicable torque table. Torques are different
for low-interference and high interference fits.

air

DRILL HOLE WITH SIZE PILZ)T HOLE WITH

PILOT DRILL DRILL-REAMER TOOL

03
You must also check the heds of fltish

Taper-Loks. .installed on interpf surfaces of
the airplane. Any gap between, the head and
its countersink snouW not exceed '0.063 inch
and this 0.003-inch gap must not exceed one-
third of the fastener's periphery.

Check the eads for signs of distortion.
The appearance of a distinct ring on the head
of the fastener is evidenZeof-dtstortion. .

Next, check the gaps under the beads of
piotruding heade'd Taper-Loks. The gap should not
exceed 0.004 inch. This gap is permissibre for only
one-half of the fastener's periphery. Furtiermore,
nO Iwo adjacent fasteners and ,no more than 10
percent of the total pattern of fasteners can have
the maximum allowable gap.

Firtally; check the amount the threaded.end
of the Taper-Lok Shank protrudes above the

- fastened surfaces. Thread protrusion must
not exceed prescribed, values.

/ INSERT TAPER-LOK IN SIZED HOLE-WITH 10
TO 30 POUNDS FINGER PRESSURE. CHECK
PIN PROTRUSION P AGAINST V4LUE 119
THE INSTALLATION DATA TABLE.

INSTALL NUT
TORQUE NUT TO
VALUE SPECIFIED IN
NUT TORQUE TABLE

A

Figure 2-30 - Taper-Lok" fastener installation

InSpec.tion (Taper-Lok)

Check the heads of flush-headed Taper-Loks
installed on the exterior surfaces of the -air-
plane. The heads of these fasteners should
not protiude into the airstream more than that
allowed for aeordynamic smoothness. There
should be no gap between the heads and their
countersinks.

Removal (Taper-1,0c)

Remove Taper-Loks by removing the nuts
and driving the Taper-Lok shank o.gt of the
hole, using the proper removal tools as shown
in figure 2-31. .Be careful not to damage
the nut-bearing area around the hole.

2-23
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Figure 2-31 Taper-Lok fastener

WRENCH ADAPTER

NOSE ADAPTER

e'

30-BOLT FASTENERS,

The Jo-Bolt shown in figure 2-33 is a
. high-strength, blind, structural fastener that

is used on difficult riveting jobsovhen access
to one side of the work is impossible. The
Jo-Bolt .consiits of three factory preaskembled
parts: an aluminum 'alloy or, alloy hteel nut,.
a threaded alloy steel bolt, and a corrosion:
resistant steel collar. The head styles available
for Jo-Bolts are the 100-"degree* flush head,
hexagon protruding head, %nth the 100-degree

. flush rhillable head.

Iqstallation Tobls for
Jo-Bolt Faiteners

Special tools are required for the installation
of Jo-Bolts. In no case shall Power screw-
drivers or drill motors be converted to Jo:I-Bolt
driving tools. The hand tool illustrated in
-figure 2-32 consists of a tool body, nose adapter,
and wrench adapter and can be used for in-
stalling all sizes and types of Jo-Bolt fast-
eners. The nose adapter is secured in the

HANDLE

Figure 2-32 - Jo-Bolt installation tool-

A
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tool .body and prevents the nut portion of the
JO-Bolt -from turning during installation. The
wrenchiadapte rides free inside the nose adap-
ter and gets its turning action from the ratchet
wrench.

,Installatfon procedures (Jo-Bolt)
f_

When you are installing Jo-Bolts, it is
important that the faltener holes and counter-
sink diametprs 'be the correct size for different ,

. types of Jo-Bolts. , It is recommended that
the holes be drilled undersize and then be
brought up to final siie by reaming. Mter
bringing the holes up to correct size and prior
to installing the Jo-BoltS, you must secure the
part to be joined firmly in position. Cleco

INSTALLED PROTUDING HEAD

/

INSTALLED FLUSH HEAD

Figure 2-33 7:Jo-Bolts

NORMAL INSTALLATION

BOLT

/

NUT

COLLAR

z

Step 1

Select proper irip length
then insrt fastener in
hols.

WRENCH
ADAPTER

fasteners, C-clamps, or any of several varieties
of temporary fasteners may be used for this
purpose.

Figure ,2-34 illustrates the installation of
Jo-Bolts. Insert the correct grip length,Jo-
Bolt in the hole. You can pugh the fastener
easily into a properly prepared hole and in
no case shall you drive it forcibly into the
hole. A very light tap fit is permisSible in
alumiraM alloy parts but not in steel. Select
the correct nose and wrench adapter for the
fastener and secure them in the hand tool body.
Place the nose adapter of the driving tool over
the slabbed portion of the bolt shank so that
it engages the head of the Jo-Bolt. On flush
head Jo-Bolts the dogs on the nose adapter
shall fit into the slots of the fastener head.
On the protruding head, including the millable
head fasteners, the nose adapter will fit over
the fastener head. Hold the tool tightly against
the Jo-Bolt head and perpendicular to the sur-
face of the work. 'Failure to hold the tool
perpendicular may result in the stem breakoff
before the Jo-Bolt is tight. Holding the handle
of the tool stationary, turn the ratchet handle.
As you apply power, the bolt is turned while
the nut is., held. The sleeve, compressed be-
tween the bolt head and, tapered end of the nut,

DRIVING TOOLr.,,,tr
Step 2

Engage nos adapter o
cool with nut and sl
portion of bolt.

INSTALLED PROTRUDING HEAD
THREADED BLIND FASTENER

WRENCHING END
OF BOLT

OSE
DAPTER

bed

\ 1 1 \\\\\\\\\

MEM

BoLf
aREAK-OFF

IMP=

Step 3

When power to applied,'
the collar lorcompressed
over the tapered.ond of
the nut. The belt is
notched to bmak off at
a ptedetermined tension
force.

INSTAL ED FLUSH HEAD
THREA ED BLIND FASTENER

Figure 2-34 - Jo-Bolt installation
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,
Will Sol Hon Chem

Jo-Golt Ciumn I Column II

Nominol DImnotor -. WI \Stasi D411 Slso

5/32. No. 42
(0.

No. 23 (0.154)
3/32 (0.1562)

No. 33 (011 0 Incb) No. 12 (0.10 inch)

J. 1/4 No. 24 (0.152 Inch) I) (0.246 Inch)

5/16
1

No. :7 (0.173) M (0.295)

3/8 No. 5 (0.2055) 23/64 (0.3594)

STEP I
SELECT COIRECT PILOT MILL FROM COLUWN I 47.),F ME DRILL

SELECTION CHART, THEN'ORILL SELOVP\TtIE HEAO
SHANK JUNCTION OF THE NUT.

'STEP I
PREVENT NUT FROM TURIN'S IT ENIAGINS
DRIVING TOOL NOSE ADAPTER; HOLDING THE
NOSE ADAPTER WITH VISE-ZIRIP PLIERS.

STEP II

SELECT CORRECT FOLLOW UP 0111U. FROM COLUMN II OF
THE OG1LL SELECTION CHART, THEN HILL TO THE
PILOT HOLE DEPTH.

Not

STEP III
USE A HAMMER ANO NOMINAL SIZE PUNCH TO ONIVE OUT

THE SHANK AND BLIND HEAO.

(A) TIGHT FASTENER

STEP II
SELECT ORILL, IN ACCORDANCE WITH COLUMN 1 OF THE STEP III
DRILL SELECTION CHART, THEN DRILL THROUGH THE
SHANK, SEVERINS TNE IOLTHEAO. PICK THE NUT FROM THE HOLE WMI A PUNCH.

Figure 2-35 J -Bojit removal

1



is drawn oVer the end of the nut. The sleeve
is expanded, forming the blind head against
the inner surface of the part. When the sleeve
is drawn up tight, the slabbed portion of. the

\bolt is snapped on, completing the driving
operation. After driving, you should touch up
the end of the bolt, at the breakoff point with
zinc chromate primer.

Removal (Jo-Bolt)

The procedure to be used for the removal
of a Jo-Bolt will depend on whether the fastener
is clamped up tight or whether it is looSe.
If the Jo-Bolt is clamped up tight in the.hole.

Il7
you can remove the Jo-Bolt by drilling just
through the fastener head and' then driving out
the shank portion with a hammer and punch.
(See (A) figure 2-35.) If the Jo-Bolt is loose
in the hole, you must prevent it from turning
by using a drill bushing which has dogs to
'engage the head :Slots and a handle or other
device, to hold it. (See (B) figure 2-354 While
holding the Jo-Bolt to prevent it from turning,
drill the bolt portion of the fastener completely
out, removing 'the bolt head and fastener sleeve.
After the bolt head and sleeve have been re-
moved, pick out the nut portion of the fastener.
.For all drilling operations on Jo-Bolts, select
a drill motor that does not turn over 500 RPM.



QUESTIONS

LESSON QUIZ

13. A letter or letters' following a solid rivet
head-shape code identify the rivet
14. Solid rivet diameter is expressed in

of an inch.

15. After heat treating alloy 2017 rivets, you
can delay the rivet's aging time by
16. Because of their corrosion resistant quali-
ties, what alloy rivets should you use,for joining
magnesium structures?
17. What is the °width of the upset head of a
properly driven rivet?

18: After a mechanical lock self-plugging
rivet is driven, the pih is retained in place by
a

19. When you are installing mechanical lock
self-Plugging rivets, a change in rivet diameter
requires a change in which pneumatic pulling
tool parts?
20. To drill through the head of a 5/32 self-.
plugging rivet, you should use a number

twist drill.
21. What- are the two Rivnut shank designs?

22. When a Rivnut is to be used as a nutplate,
you should install a Rivnut.

_

23. What is the grp length of a NAS 1055-5-7
Hi-Shear rivet?

24, The MOST. aCcepted method for removal.
,. of Lockbolts 1s to

25. When a Hi-Lok fastener is installed with
the correct torque, the collar will

26. When a Taper-Lok fastener is being initalled
the fastener is secured with :a' ,

27. U finger pressure does not fully seat a,
sealant-coated Xaper-Lok fastener, you may seat
the fastener by tapping with a

28. For removing a Jo-Bolt that is loose in the
hole, you should use a drill bushing with dogs
to preirent the , from turning.

' ANSWERS

13. material or alloy (Page 2-2)

14. thirty-seconds (Page 2-2)

15. refrigeration (Page /-2)

16. 5056 (Page 2-2)

17. One and one-half times -Elie ori-
ginal shank diameter (Page 273)

18. collar (Page '2-6)

19. Chuck Aws, outer'anvil,Anner
anvil, and inner anvil thruqt
bearing (Page 2-9)

,

20. 24 (Page 2-13)

21. Open end and closed end (Page 2-13)

22. keyed (Page 2-13) ,

23. 77-1-inc-h--(Page 2747)

24.. cut the collar off, using a holldi.z.
end mill, and drive the ,pin out
with a.punch (Page,2-20)

25. break off (Page 2,21)

26. washernut assembly (Page 2-23)

27. 12-bunce, or less, plastic mallet
(Page. 2-23)

28. nut (Page 2-27)
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PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

Directions: Cover the answers to 'the questions with the enclosnO Answer Key Mask.
Carefully answer the questions; then remove the mask to check with the printed
anewer. If. you answered any question incorrectly, referlo the text material.

QUESTIONS

II1. nthe SAE nuMber for steel, the second
digit represents the .

A. type of steel
B. percentage of carbon
C. 'percentage of the principal alloying

element
D. number of alloy modifications

2. When you are spark testing a metal, long, dull
red spark shafts turn white. This color identifies
the metal as

A. nickel steel
B. low-carbon steel,.
CI wrought iron
D. cait iron

3. Medium-carbon
percent tarbon.

A. 0.50 to 1.05
B. 0.30 to 0.50
C. 0.10 to 0.30
D. 0.05 to 0.10

steel contains

4. The principal alloy of 18-8 steel is

A. chromium
B. nickel
9. vanadium
D. molybdenum

5. What -steel is used principally for we;ded
a craft structur4 parts and assemblies?

A. .Chrome-vanadium
B. Nickel
C. High carbon
D. Chrome-Molybdenum

3-.2

ANSWERS

1. C - Each SAE number consists
of a group of digits, the first
digit represents the type of steel;
the second, the percentage of the
principal alloying element; and
usually they last two or three
digits the percentage; in huddredths
of 1 perce,nt, of carbon in the

alloy. '(Page 1-2)

4

2. C - Wrought iron produces
long shafts that are dull red
colored as they leave the stone
and end up a white color. (Rage 1-2)

3. B - Steels containing carbon
in percentasagin g from 0.30
to 0.50 percent ar classed as

MEDIUM-CABB STE (Page 1-2)

4. A - The corrosion-resisting
steel most often used in aircraft
construction is known as 18-8
steel because of its content of,
18 percent chromium, and 8 percent

nicke,l. (Page 1-3) ,

5. D - Molybdenum' steels are
especially adaptable for welding
and are used prikcipally for
welded structural parts and
assemblies. (Page 1-3)



6. The ONLY means of increAsing the. tensile
strength in. nonheat-treatable wrought aluminum
alloys is by

A. annealing
B. normalizing
C. casehardening
D. strain hardening

}'

7. To indicate a solution lwat-treated aluminum
alloy, what letter follows the alloy designation
number?

A. 6
B. T
C. W
D. H

8. Titanium parts provide good corrosion re-
- sistance and moderate strength up to

F.

A. 600
B. 800
C. 1,000
D. 1,200

9. What copper alloy provides fatigue and wear
resistance high enough to be used for precisioq
bearings and nonsparking tools?

A. Aluminum
B. Beryllium
C. Manganese

. D. Silicon

It). The.. tensile strength of monel can be in-
creased from 65,000 psi to 160,000 psi by
means of

A. annealing
B. casehardening
C. cold'-working
D. normalizing

11. When you are selecting a sutetitute material
for the repair of an aircraft, the MOST important
requirement is maintaining the original .

A. strength
B. contour
C. weight
D. corrosion-resistance

,

/c) / )

6. D in the nonheat-treatable
class, strain hardening (cold-working)

is the only Means of increasing the

tensile strength. (Page 1-4)

'7., C- The letter W indiCates solution

heat treated. (Page 1-5)

3-3

8. A - Titanium and titanium alloys

are uSed chiefly for parts which re-

quire good corrosiqn resistance, moder-

ate strength up to 600°F, and light

weight. (Page-1-8)

9. B Thearesistance of beryllium
copper to fatigue and wear makes it

suitable for diapheams, precision
bearings and bushings, ball cages,
spring washers, and nonsparking tools.
(Page 1-9)4'

10. C - monel has a tensile strength
of 65,00190 psi which, by means of cola-

working, may be increased to 160,000.
psi. This allows this metal to
classification with the toug1Lalloys...

(Page 1-9)

11. A - There are four requirements

that you must keep clearly in mind in

this selection. The first and most
important of these is maintaining the
original, strength of the structure.

(Page 1-10)
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,
Use the rivet code ntrrir MS20470AD5-4'

to answer questions 12 through 14.

12. Whit is the head shape code?

A. MS20
B. 470
C. AD
D. 5

13. What is the alloy code?

A. MS20
B. 470.
C. AD
D. 5

1,4. The length of ithe
an inch.

A. 1/8
B. 5/32
C. 1/4
D. 5/16

rivet is of

r
15. A 2117-T4 aluminum alloy rivet is identi-.
fied by a/an on the head.

A.

C.

D.

indented dimple
raised teat
raised double dash
raised cross

16. After heat treating and quenching, 2017 and
2024 aluminum alloy rivets must be driven within
a MAXIMUM of minutes, unless
refrigerated.

A. 10
B. 15
C. 20
D. 25

17. What it the height of the upset head of a
properly driven rivet?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Equal to the original 'diameter
One-half the original diameter
One-half the original`length
One-fourth the original length

12. - Figure 2-2 .(Page 2-2)

15. 6 - A letter or letters following'
the head-shape code identify the
material or alloy from whidh the rivet
was made. (Page 2-2)

0

14.* C - The allny4code is followed
by two numbers sepgrated by a dash..
The second number is the.numerator.of
a ftnction 'in sixteenths ofTan inch-
and identifies the length of the
rivet... (Page 2-2)

15. A - Figure 2,73 Page 2-3)

.11).

C - 2017 and 2024 rivets Musi be
driven(withing 20 miniltes after quench-
ing, et they must,be refrigerated at
32 F. or lower, which wifl'4elay the
agingtime 24 hours. (Page.2-2)

17. B - The upset head should be
one-half the original diameter in

1 height: (Page 2-4)

3-4
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18. What is the MAIN difference between the
friction lock and mechanical lock self-plugging
rivets?

A. Rivet material
B. Pin length
C. Shear strength
D. Pin retention method

V4

19. You are using a pneumatic pulling tool on
a 'specific size mechanical-lock blind rivet.
When should you check the tool gage for proper
air pressure?

A. After pressing and releasing the trigger
as the valve shifts

B. After holding the trigger fully depressed
until the -valve has shifted

C. Before the air comPressor cuts out
D. While driving a saniple rivet

20. To install a mechanical lock self-plugging
rivet in a hole Avhere tfiere is insufficient space
behind the hole, you should

A. force the pin into the shank until the .
head touches the e*.pf the shank

B. drill the hOle oversize and partially
swell the rivet

C. use a'rivel one length shorter
D;; cut off part of the stem head and par-

tially swell the rivet

21. The' FIRST step in the removal of a mechan-
ical lock self-plugging rivet is to"

A. center punch the pin and 6111_khrough
the head

B. file a flat on the pin and head
C. remove the locking collar with a sharp

chisel
D. shear the lock by driving out the pin

22. Rivnuts are primarily used as
A. primary structure rivets
B. secondary structure rivets
C. a nut plate
D. attaching points for accessories

23. If the material is too thick to use a Rivnut
keyway cutter to form the keyway, you shoulduse
a

/4)3
18. D - The main difference between
the friction lock and mechanical lock
rivet is in the method of pin reten-

tion. .(Page 2-6)

19. A - Press the trigger and release
It the instant a puff of exhaust indi-
cates that the shift valve controlling
the iftner anvil has shifted. The gage
will then indicate the.shift pressure.
(page'2-10)

20. A - If
between two
the pin may
shank until
touches the
2-11)

there is insufficient space
surfaces to insert the rivet,
be forced into the hollow
the head of the pin just
end of the shank. (Page

21. D - Shear the lock by driving out
the pin, using a taper9d-latZerarift pin
not over 3/32-inch diameter at the small
end. (Page 2-13)

- Rivnuts are primarily used
late, as in the attathmerit

ots. (Page 2-13)

A. small twist drill
B. small round file
C. rod saw
D. nibbler

-a

3-5

,ometimes the keyway cutter
cannot be used because the material is

too thitk. In this case, use a small
xound file to fftm the keyway.

(Page 2-15).
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24. In a Hi-Shear rivet coflar code dumber,
an "A" before the dash number indicates

A. 11 t of the collar
B. thickness of the _collar
C. an aluminum alloy collar
D. .size of the rivet the collar fits

26. Retention of a lockbolt pip is !:_tccomplished
by

A.
B.
C.

creating an upset head with a bucking bar
torquing a locknut on the threads
torquing a collar on the threads with
a wrench

D. swaging a collar into the locking grooves
on the pin

26. When installing ii.t---ii-Lolc-fastener, you
should keep the pin from turning with I"

A.

C.
D.

an Allen wrench"
a socket wrench
channel-locks
vise-grips

27. To seat a Taper-Lok fastener, you should

A.

B.

C.
D.

tap the fastener head with 16-oubce
plastic mallet
pull the fastener into place with nut
torque
use the- proper size pulling tool
use 10 to 30 pounds of finger pressure

24. C - An "A" before the dash ntimber
indicates an aluminum alloy collar.
(Page 2-17)

e.

25. D - Lockbolt pin retention is
'accomplished by swaging the collar in-
to the locking grooves on the pin.
(Page 2-20)

28. What are the head styles available for '
Jo-Bolts?

A.

B.

C.

D.

78-degree flush head and hexagon pro-
truding head
83-degree flush head, hexagonprotruding
bead, and 100-degree flush minable head
100-degree flush head, hexagon pro-
truding head, and 100-degree flush min-
able head
100-degree flush head and brazier head

26. A -.Insert.the proper size Allen
wrench into the hex eedess of the pin
and, using a ratchet or Dpen-end w'rench,
rotate the collar clóckwise-until the
wrenching device of the collar has
been torqued off. (Page 2-21)

27. D - Seat the fastener with 10 to
30 pounds of finger pressure. If a
seplant-coated fastener will not
sufficiently engage the hole taper with
'finger prepsure and the nut does not
engage pie 'threads, it is permissible
to lightly tap the fastener head.with
a plastic-tipPed mallet of not more than,
12 ounces. (page 2-23)

28. _C ^The head styles available for-

Jo-Bolts are the 100-degree flusb head,
hexagon_ protruding head, and ihe 100-
degree flush millable head. (Page 2-24)

:!)
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1 07
NOTICE TO STUDENT

The primary purpose of ihis self-paced, non-resident training pamphlet is to present a.
general overview of the harmful effects caused by corrosion and to familiarize all aviation
rates with the theory of Corrosion, corrosion detection and identification, corrosion removal,

and metal surface preservation. The pamphlet contentLis based on the Enlisted Qualifications
Manual (CG-311).

IMPORTANT NOTE: This text has been compiled for TRAINING ONLY. It should NOT be used

in place of official directives or publications. The text information .is current according to the
references listed. You should, however, remember that it is YOUR responnbility to keep up
with .the latest professional information available for your rating. Current information is
available, in the Coast Guard Enlisted Qualifications Manual (CG311).

This text provides information on:

Corrosion

Introduction
Theory of Corrosion
Forms of Corrosion

Inspecting for Corrosion
Preventive Maintenance
Light Corrosn Removal and Preservation

111
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las
Each assignment is divided into three parts:

Reading.assignment and objectives
Reading material
Self-quiz with'answers anCI references. The answers are located on the page(s)

immediately following the quizzes.

In addition to the self-quiz after each assignment, a pamphlet review quiz, is provided at the.end
of the-pamphlet. (In most courses).

The objectives for each assignment should lead you in the iight direction for study purposes.
The self-quizzes test your rRastery of the objectives. The quizzes allow you to score yourself. If
properly used, the. quizzes will help you in preparing for your End-of-Course TesIkand your
Servicewide Exam:You must Understand all the material to pass the EOCT. Your success in a
course depends entirely on YOU and YOUR deterrnination to achieve.

When you have completed all the assignments for, this course and'mastered each objective, you
should have a thorough understapdirt of the material and should be ready to pass your EOCT.
You will not find any of the quiz items or review items,on the EOCT.

REMEMBER You must receive a score of 80% or bettep,to pass the End-of,Course Test. You
should use your spare time.to REVIEW the material before yoy take the EOCT.

SWE STUDY SUGGESTION: Servicewfde exam_ questions for your rate dnd pay grade are based
on the Professional and. Military Requirements sections of the Enlisted Qualifications Manual,
(CG-311). If you use the references from this text and consult the Enlisted Qualifications
Manual, you should have good information for review when you prepare for your serVicewide
exam.

This course is 'only one part of the total Coast.. Guard training program. By its very nature, it
can take you only part of the way to a training goal. Practical experience, schools, selected
reading, and the desire to accomplish are also necessary to round out a successful training
program.
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HOW TO STUDY THIS COURSE'

You can remember More of what you read if you

a

41.
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"Look over" the reading assignment first. Read the objectives and
section headings, and look at the pictures. This gives.you an idea of
what to expect in the reading assignment and helps you understand
the objectives.

-

Question the reaoing materials Ask yourself questions about a
heading or.a bicture t.o help' you remember what you read.

Note points to review later. Don't just run your eyes over a page.
the margin.Underline irnporpnt facts and make notes

Close your pamphlet and ,re t important oints out loud. Discuss
the reading assignment v,k oMeone if possible. This helps you
recall information for a cr r end-of-course test.-

Review your underlined material, notes, quizzes, and objectives.
This also helps you remember what you read.

If you just read and do NOT
<1=iunderline, question, 'or review,

this is how m6ch you are likely
to remember'.

vii
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CORROSION

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be able to:

1. Describe the devastating effects corrosion can have on aircraft, aircraft
components and systems, and, ultimately, flight safety.

2. Explain the theory of corrosion.

3. State the forms of corrosion and describe the appearante of each.,

INTRODL7TAION

Modern high-speed aircraft depend upon the
structural soundness of the metals used to make
moat of the aircraft parts. The-greatest threat
to structural., integrity of Coast Guard aircraft
is metals corrosion. Airc,raft ingtals must meet
demands for greater strength and closer tol-
erances of flight safety. Because of these demands ,
aircraft would rapidly become inoperative without
regular anticorrosion attention.

EFFECTS OF CORROSION

*Corrosion endangers the aircraft by reducing
the strength and changing the mechanical char-
acteristics of the materials used in the aircraft's
construction. Materials are designed to carry
certain loads and withstand given stresses as
well_ as provide an extra margin of 'strength
for safetir.-Ccirrosion can weaken the structure
and reduce or eliminate this safety factor. Re-
placement or reinforcement operations are costly,
time-consuming, and reduce usage of the air-
craft. SeveJe.orrosion can cause failure of parts
or syste . Thia)failure is an obvious danger.
Corros n in vital systems can cause malfunc-
tions t. at endanger the safety of flight, and such
dangers reemphasize the importance of cor-
rosion control.

The microscopic debris given off as a bY-
product of corrosion can cause INTERMITTENT
circuit operation. This problem can involve many
nonproductive hours of troubleshooting.

Many technicians may recegnize the dpecific
malfunctioning component, but may not be able
to determine all the factors contributing to the
malfunction. Age or overloading can cause phys-
ical and internal breakdown of discrete com-
ponents (both aative and inactive). However, some
problems can be a direct result of contamina-
tion and/or corrosion.

We, rate of corrosion is determined by the
equipment's operating environment, construction
materials, and protectiow Avionips equipment,
whether unused or opertited, may be. subjeeted
to long periods of temperature and humidity
changes. This equipment frequently deteriorates
and fails from the effects of moisture and fun-
gus growth. When fungus appears, the adverse
condition produced by moisture is intensified.
Ekposure of components to continuously warm,
damp air causes condensation of atmospheric
moisture. This moisture forms electrical leakage
paths which promote corrosion.

MOst structural parts can withstand more
severe ittacks ,of corrosion than internal com-
ponents can. However, corrosion of structural
avioniés components can cause possible failure
or destruction of what would otherwise be a
serviceable piece of equiphient. For example,
a transmitter is just so much exceds weight
if the transmitter antenna is destroyed by cor-
rosion.

Some malfunctions, such as those by com-
ponents attacked by visible corrosion, are obvious
and usually eaty to locate. Other circuit mai-,
functions, such as reduced signal strength, may
require sensitive test equipment to detect and
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isolate the fault affecting the circuit. Much
more difficult to isolate, however, are inter-
mittent signals and current leakages to un-
desired locations or components. Contaminants,
the causes of corrosion, are often the unknown
and unseen reasons for early system malfunc-
tions. Contaminants ,,and moisture 'can combine
to create acids or electrolytes that have corrosive
effects on components. Cleanliniss of avionics
components is the key to preventing this condi-'
tion. To have a relevant avionics borrosion con-
trol program, maintenance personnel at all levels
must emphasize cleanliness.. °

'CORROSION PROCESS

Metals corrosion is thedeterioration of
metals as they combine with tcygèn to form
metallic oxides. This combining is a chemical
process whieh Di essentially, the reverse _of
the process of smelting the metals from their
ores. Very few metals occur in nature in the pure
state. For the most part, metals occur naturally
as metallic oxides. These oxides may also be
mixed with other undesirable impurities in the
ores. The refining processes generally involve
the.extractiop of relatively pure metal from tts
ore and the addition of other elements (either
metallic or nonmetallic) to form alloys. Alloying
constituents are added to base metals to develop
a variety of useful properties. For example, in
aircraft structural applications, high strength-
to-weight ratios are the most desirable pro-
perties in all alloys.

After refining, regardless of whether or not
alloyed, base metals possess a potential or
tendency to return to their natural state. How-
ever, potential in not sufficient in itself to
initiate and promote this reversion. There must
also exist a corrosive environment, in which the
significant element is oxygen.,The process of
oxidation-combining with oxygen-causes wood to
rot or burn and metals to corrode.

CORROSION CONTROL

Control of corrosion depends upon maintain-
ing a separation between susceptible alloys and'
the corrosive environment. The metals are pro-
tected in various ways. A good intact coat
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Figure 1. Simplified corrosion cell.

of paint provides almost all of the corrosion
protection on Coast Guard aircraft. Sealants are
used at seams and joints to prevent entry of
moisture into the aircraft; preservatives are
used on unpainted areas of working parts; and
shrouds, covers, caps, and other mechanical
equipment provide varying degrees of protection
from corrosive media. None, of these, however,
provide 100 percent protection in the long run--
paint is subject to oxidation and decay through
weathering; sealants may work out by vibration
or else be eroded by 'rain and windblast Pre-
servatives at best offer only temporary pro-
tection when used on operating aircraft, and.
the mechanical coverings are subject to improper
installation ancineglect. Control of corrosion pro-
perly begins with an understanding of the causes
and nature of this phenomenon.

THEORY OF CORROSION

Engineers have established that corrosion
of metals is accompanied by both a chemical
change and the production of electrical energy.
This information bas led to the general acceptance
of the electrochemical theory of corrosion. Ac-
cording to this theory, corrosion is caused by
electrochemical or direct chemical reaction of
a metal with other elementh. In the direct
chemical attack,. the reaction is similar to that
which, occurs when acid iNtistp to bare metal.
Corrosion in its most liar form is a



reaction between metal and water and is electro-
chemical in nature.

In the electrochemical attack, metals of
different electrical potential are involved; and
they need not be in direct contact. For example,
let's consider two metals. One 'metal contains
positively charged tons, and the other cOntains
negatively charged-ions. When an electrical con-
ductor is bridged. between the two metals, cur-
rent will flow as in the- discharge of a dry cell
battery. In electrochemical corrosion, the con-
ductor bridge may be any foreign material such
as water, dirt, grease, or any debris that is
capable of acting as an electrolyte: The pre-
sence of salt in any of the fdregoing mediums
tends to accelerate the current flow and hence
speed the Ate of corrosive attack.

Once the electrical couple is made, the elec-
- tron flow is established in the direction of the

neptively charged metal (cathode). The positively
charged metal (anode) is eventually destroyed.
All preventive measures for corrosion control
are designed primarily to prevent the establish-
ment of the electrical circuit. However, if the
circuit is established, it should be removed
as soon as possible before serious darnagb can
result. Figure 1 shows the electron flow in a
corrosive environment; the anodic area is being
destroyed. Note that the surface of a metal,
especially alloys of the metal, may contain
anodic and cathodic areas. These areas ire due
to impurities or alloying constituents which have
different potentials, than the base metal.

The evidence of electrochemical attack is in,
several forms. The form depends upon the metal
involved, its size and shape, its specific function,
atmospheric conditions, and the type of cor-
rosion-producing agent (electrolyte) present. A
great deal is known about many forms of metals
deterioration resulting from electrochemical at-
tack., But despite extensive research and ex-
perimentation, there is still much to be learned
about other, more complex and subtle forms.
Later in this section, we will discuss the common
forms of corrosion found on airframe structures
and components.

Many factors contribute -to corrosion. When
selecting materials, the aircraft manufacturer's
primary consideration must be weight versus
strength. Corrosion properties of the materials
should be a secondary -consideration. In the
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interest of aerodynamic efficiency, even ,tbe
number of drain boles is limited until accumu-
lated operational data shows a greater drain
requirement. During aircraft design and pro-
duction, close attention is also given to heat
treatini and annealing procedures, protective
coatings, choice and application of moisture
barrier materials, dissimilar metals contact,
and access doors and plates. In other words,
ai raft manufacturers take every logical pre-
cau on to. inhibit the onset and spread of cor-
rosive attack.

There are many faCtors that affect the type,
speee-4 cause, and seriousness of metal corro-
sion. \Some of these corrosion factors can be
controlled; others cannot. Preventive maintenance
'factors such as inspection, cleaning, painting,
and preservation are within the control of the
operating unit. These factors offer tbe most
positive means of corrosion deterrence.

The electrochemical reaction which causes
metal to corrode is a much more serious factor
under wet, humid conditions. The salt in sea
water and in tile air is the greatest single cause
of .aircraft corrosion. Hot 'climates speed the
corrosion process because 'the electrochemical
reaction, develops fastest in a warm solution.
Warm moisture in the air is usually sufficient
to start corrosion if the metals are uncoated.
As would be expected, hot dry climates usually
provide relief from -constant corrosion problems.
Extremely cold climates produce corrosion pro-
blems if a salt atmosphere is present. Melting
snow or ice provides the' necessary water to
begin the electrochemical reaction.

Thick structural sections of material ares
subject tO corrosive attack because of possible
variations in their composition, 'particularly if
the sections were heat treated during fabrica-
tion. Similarly, when large sections are machined
or cut out after heat treatment, thinner sections
have different physical characteristics than the
thicker areas. In., moot cases, a difference in
physical characteristics provides enough dif-
ference in electrical potential to render the piece
highly susceptible to corrosion. Another corrosion
factor regarding size of materials lies in 'the
area relationship between dissimilar metals. For
example, assume that two dissimilar metals
are used where possible contact may develop.
If the more active metal is small, compared
to the less active one, corrosive attack will
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MONEL RIVET
(SMALL CATHODE )

RELATIVELY LITTLE
CORROSIVE ATTACK

ALUMINUM SHEET
(LARGE ANODE )

HEAVY

CORROSIVE
ATTACK

ALUMINUM RIVET
(SMALL ANODE )

MONEL SHEET
(LARGE CATHODE

Figure 2. Effects of area relationships
in dissimilar metal contacts..

be severe and extensive if the insulation fails.
If the area of the less active metal is small
compared to the other, anodic `attack is relatively
slight. 'Figure 2 illustratee this factor.

One of the biggest problems in corrosion
control is in knowing what materials to use,
where to find them, and what their limitations
are. Materials used should be covered and con-
trolled by military specifications; the preferred
materials are those authorized specifically for
use on aircraft. Materials, methods, and techni-
ques used/ in corrosion control are discussed
in zits* 'directives; and instructions. This in-
formation is congtantly being revised as better
chemicals and protective methods are developed.
The following sources of information should
be readily available in every unit's technical
library or in the various maintenance' shops.
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1. Aircraft Cleaning and Corrosion Con-
trol for Organizational and Intermediitb Main-
tenance Levels, NAVAIR 0171A-509.

2. Cleaning of Aerospace Equipment, T.O.
1-1-1.

3. Corrosion Prevention and Control for
Aerospace Equipment, T.O. 1-1-2.

4. Preservation of Naval Aircraft, NAVAIR
15-01-500.

5. Cleaning of Gas Turbine Engines and
Parts, T.O. 2J-1-18.

6. Corrosion Control of Gas Turbine
Engines, T.O. 2J-1-18.

7. Preservation of Aircraft Engines, NAV-
AIR 15-02-500.

8. Manual for Prevention and Control of
Corrosion and Fungus in Communications,4Elec-
tronic, and Meteorological Equipment, T.O. 1-
1-689.

9. Aviation Life §upport Systems Manual,
CG-429.

10. Chart-cleaning Materials for Naval Air
Systems - Maintenance and Overhaul Operations,
NAVAIR 07-1-503.

11. C hart-C orros i on Preventive Compounds
Used by Naval Air Systems Command, NAVAIR
01-1A-518..

12. Corrosion Control, Cleaning, 15i:tinting,
and Decontamination. (One volume of the Main-
'tenance Instructions Manuals for all late-model
aircraft discusses.these subjects.)

13. Periodic Maintenance Reqtiirements
Cards and CMS Maintenance Procedure Cards
(as applicable).

FORMS OF CORROSION

Corrosion is visible in many forms and is
typed in various ways. FO-r descriptive purposes,
the forms are discussed under their commonly
accepted titles: uniform etch, pitting, inter-
granular, exfoliation, galvanic, concentration cell,
stress, and fatigue.



UNIFORM ETCH

Uniforin eteb corrosion is a result of a
direct chemical attack on a metal surface.
These chemical attacks may be from salts
deposited from coastal operations, urine spray;
battery acid spillage, or gases absorbed from the
environment. Three factors that can result in
a, cyclical action of this type of corrosion are:
/1) chemical, (2) water, and (3) oxygen.

Let's use carbon dioxide and iron in our
example of a possible uniform etch reaction.
The carbon dioxide reacts with water, to form
carbonic acid. The carbonic acid reacts with the
iron to form ferrous ions. The oxygen in the
solutiqn oxidized the ferrous ions to ferric ions.
This action sets the carbon dioxide free. The
hydrogen, has also been oxidized to form water,
Now the 'carbon dioxide and water can recombine
and repeat their corrosivecycle.

On a polished surface, 'uniform etch is
first seen as a general dulling of the surface.
If such corrosion is allowed to continue, the
surface becomes rough and possibly frosted in
appearance.

'1343
PITTING

Some factors influence the uniform destruc-
tion of metal surfaces, whereas other factors
influence the localized attack commonly called_
pitting corrosion. This localized attack can be
attributed to any of the factors, previously dis-
cussed, 'which alter the size of the anodic or
cathodic areas on a metal surface. Small, evenly
distributed anodic and cathodic areas result in uni-
form corrosion, whereas large areas of either
produce pitting corrosion.

Pitting corrosion :of. aluminim or magne-
sium is first noticed as white or grey powdery
deposits that blotch- the metal surface. The pitting
of iron will produce red and brown deposits.
When these deposits are cleaned away, tiny pits
or holes may be found.

INTERGRANULAR

Intergranular corrosion is a selective attack
along the grain boundaries of a metal. A highly
magnified cross-section of an alloyed metal
shows the granular structure of that metal..

ELECTROLYTE ENTERS
THROUGH CRACKS IN
*AINT FILM

PAINT FILM

(CATHODE)
IANODE)

INTERCRANULAR
CORROSION STEEL

FASTENER ALUMINUM-1

CLADDING7,

Figure 3. Intergranular corrosion of alumintim adjacent
to a steel fastener.
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This structure consists of quantities of indi-
vidual grains, each grain having a definite grain
bouhdary.

Intergranular corrosion, as shown in figure
3, is caused by the alloyingelements precipitating
out of the grain into or near the grain boundary.
The grain, losing its alloying elements, be-

_comes anodic. to the surrounding grains. In the
presence of an electrolyte, current flows and
rapid intergranular corrosion occurs.

. EXFOLIATION

Exfoliaticin corrosion is a visible form of
intergranular corrosion. The expanding cor-
rosion products, Just below the metal surface,
cause. a blister tto form. Exfoliation corrosion
is usually found on extruded metals. The blisters
generally appear where the extruding dies have
forced the metal crystal structure to change
direction.

GALVANIC

The theory of galvanic corrosion is fully
explained by the electrochemical theory of cor-
rosion. When two dissimilar metals are coupled
together in the presence of an electrolyte,

galvanic corrosion occurs. Galvanic corrosion
is usually recognized by the presence of the
corrosion depusits at the place where the metals
are joined together. A prime example is a brass
bolt attached to an aluminum panel, as shown
in figure 4.

All commonly used metals cause magne-
stun to corrode. Therefore, metals or fasteners
that are to be in contact with magnesium should
be close to magnesium in electrical potential.

The groups of metals and, alloys shown in
' table 1 are considered to be similar in potential

in each group. The combining of metals within
a group usually reduces the rate of galvanic
corrosion, whereas the combining of metals from
different groups increases the rate of corrosion.

When practical, use rivets, bolts, and nuts
that are of the same material as the main
stfucture. When it is not -possible to use the
same material, use sacrificial washers, insulating
tape or . sealant to isolate the galvanic couple.

CATHODE BRASS BOLT ALUMINUM

Figure 4. Galvanic corrosion.

TABLE 1
Grouping of Metals, and AllOys

Group I Magnesium and its alloys.

Group II Cadmium, Zinc, ancl Aluminum and their alloys
(including the aluminum alloys in Group I).

Group III Iron, Lead, and Tin and their alloys (excePt stain-
less steel).

Group IV Copper, Chromium, Nickel, Silver, Gold, Platinum,
Titanium, Cobalt, and Rhodium and their alloys;
Stainless.Steel,and Graphite.

Metals classifjed in the same group are considered similar to one anotger.

2. Metals classified in different'groups are considered dissimilar to one another.

4
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Galvanic corrosion is not limited to easily
recognizable dissimilarities. It can also occur
in tbe following examples:

1. New metal is anodic old metal.

2. Cut surfaces are anodic, to normal sur-
faces.

3. Stressed surfaces are anodic to non-
stressed surfaced.

4. Surface imperfections and irnpurities are
anodic to normal surfaces.

"CONCENTRATION CE LL

Just as two dissimilar metals joined to--
gether will cause corrosion, so will dissimilar
conditions within the electrolyte cause cor-
rosion. This may be .due to different s
in the solution or 'to varying concêntrationa
of these substances. Generally, nietals mo
concentrated solutions will be anodic te metals
in-contact with the diluted part of the solution.
Concentration cells axe formed whenever the die-
solved oxygen is not uniform throughout the
entire solution.

STRE SS C OR ROSION

Stress corrosion is produced by the simul-
taneous effects of tensile stress and a cor-
rosive environment. When a part in a stressed
condition is in contact with an electrolyte, severe
corrosion can occur. This happens because the
stressed area of a part is anodic to an unstressed
area.

Internal stresses may be produced by non-.
uniform deformationAuring cold working, such
as bending a piece of metal, driving riveis,
bolting, or by press fitting. Any metal- that has
been cold-worked should be stress relieved
(annealed) before being subjected to a corrosive
environment.

Generally,. stresses 'in the neighbdrhood of
the yield strength of the metal are. necessary
to cause stress corrosion cracking. When a
crack appears, . it usually runs parallel to the
granular structure of the metal.

a
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FATIGUE CORROSION

Fatigue corrosion is a special form of
stress corrosion. It is produced by 'the effects
of an alternating cycle stress and ai corro-
sive environment.. Fatigue corroston failurergen-
erally occurs in two...stages. DZ.-ring the first
stage, ,the combined action of corrosion and
the cyclic stresses damages the metal by form-
ing pits. Any further cyclic action causes the
stressed to concentrate in the vicinity of these
pits.

In the second itage, the coneintration of
stresses causes dracks to develop in the base
of the pits. The cracks deielop rapidly and
gradually penetrate the section until fracture
occurs, as shown in figure 5. Fatigue corrosion
cracks are different m stress corroeion cracks
in that fatigue crac nerally run across the
granular structure of metal. ,

eGenerally, fatigue corrosion cracking oc-
curs far Below the normal design fatigue limits
of the metals. This happens even though there
is little evidence of actual corrosion. For this
reason, metals subjected to alternating cyclic
stresses, must be protected, even in mildly
corrosive environments.

We !ill discuss the fdiins of corrosion in
greater detail in another section of this pamphlet.

6

Figure 5, Fatigue corrosion.



SELF-QUIZ #1

PLEASE NOtE: Many students study ONLY the self-quizzes and pamphlet review quiz, thinking

that this will be enough to pass the End-of-Course Test. THIS IS NOT TRUE. The End-of-Course Test

is based on the objectives of this reading assignment, the text, and the points of knowledge tested

in this self-quiz. To pass the EOCT, you must study all the course material.

1. What iS the key to preventing contami-
nant corrosion that causes intermittent
signals and current leakages ih electronic
systems?

2. Metals corrosion is the deteriorition of
metals aS they combine with

3. All corrosion control measures are de-
signed to prevent 'the establishment of an

between metals.

4.. At an Aerating unit, the MOST positive
means of corrosion deterrence is inspection,
cleaning, painting, and

5: The electrochemical reactiOn which
causes metal corrosion is greatly increased
under conditions.

6. Tuio dissimilar metals are in contact.
If the smaller metal is more active than the
larger metal, the corrosive attack will be

7. The result of a direct chemical attack
on a metal surface is corrosion.

a

8. What. type of corrosive attack first ap-
pears as a white or grey powdery deposit that
blotches the- metal surface of alumirm or
magnesium?-

9. A corrosive attack along. the grain
boundaries of d metal is corrosion.

10. Exfoliation corrosion, which is a blister'
on the metal surface, is a visible form of

corrosion.

11. What type of .corrosion forms _around
the head of a brass' screw in an aluminum
'panel?

12. Concentration cell corrosion is 'caused

by differing conditions within an

13. When a metal part ins a stressed con-
dition is in contact with an electrolyte, what
form of corrosion results?

14. A metal part undergoing alternating
cyclic stresses in a corrosive environment, is
affected by corrosion.



a ANSWEliS TO SELF-QU1Z #1
,e

Following are the correct answers and references to the text pages which cover each
question and correct answer. To be sure you understand the answers to those questions
Vou missed; you should restudy the referenced portions of the text.

1. Cleanlin;ss,(Page 2)

2. oxygen (Page 2)

3. electrical circuit (Page 3)

4. preservation (Page 3)

5. wet, humicV(Page 3)

6. severe (Page 3)

7. uniforhv etch (Page 5)

8.

9.

10. intergr ular (Page 6)

11. Galvanic Page 6)

12. electrolyte (Page 7)

13. Stress (Page 7)

14. fatigue (Page 7)

Pitting corrosion (Page 5)

intergranular (Page 5)



INSPECTING FOR CORROSION
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OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be able to:

1. Describe tIm_a_s
faces. -

e forMs of ccfrrosion on unpainted and painted sup-

2 Explain how to use a dial indicator to determine the extent of cor-
rosion.

3. Identify the aircraft areas which are highly susceptible to corrosion.

INTRODUCTION

No matter how we stress the effects of cor-
rosion on various metals, equipment still comes
into our shops for major repairs because of cor-
rosion damage. This problem can be prevented
if corrosion is detected in its early stages.

Minor corrosion in undetected areas may soon
create 'safety hazards or cauSe equipment to
function improperly. If corrosion is uncontrolled,
it may, develop into major repairs or complete
loss of equipment: Corrosion musi be. detected
and controlled at the unit level. Fair this reason,
units must perform a definite, scheduled inspec-
tion.

Even with a scheduled inspection, our cor-
rosion problems will not be Solved unless yon
are aware of the areas that are prone to cor-
rosion and know what to look for in these areas.
Naturally, there are directives telling us to in-
spect certain areasexhaust path, urine spray,
and suchat frequent intervals. But what about
other areas that are highly prone to corrosion?
They are often easy td overlook or forget One
of these areas is avionics equipment.

Corrosive attack on avionics materials can
have severe effects on computer, radar, elec-
trical, instrument, and COM/NAV systems.
Typical effects to avionics equipment subjected
to corrosion are as follows:

1. Connectors, plugs, jacks, cables. Cor-
roded pins, contacts, shells, wires, disintegrating
insulation, components may open/close. (Figure 6)

2. Relays, sWitches, pilot lamp/indication
systems. Contacts, mechanical action impaired.
Corroded sockets and lamp bases.

3. Motors. Intermittent operation or im-
proper positioning.

4. Antenna systems. Shorts or changes in
circuit constants, presenbe of moisture, internal
pitting of walls and joints, reduced effectiveness
of gaskets, damage or loss of finish.

One of the most corrosion-prone components
of avionics equipment is the antenna. Frequently,
it is the last component to be suspected in re-
sponse to flightcrew complaints. Yet, the antenna
haa often been the reason transmitters/receivers
are pulled, bench-tested, found operational and,
in many cases, returned and reinstalled with-
out further troubleshooting. Such discrepancies
are subsequently chalked up to crew error.
Corrosion on antennas has been known to cause
a system to malfunction during bad weather,
yet operate normally during good weather.

A'ntenna and antenna mount corrosion is es-
pecially common to pressurized aircraft, parti-
cularly in lower fuselage installations. Figttres
7 and 8 are examples of raclome separation
caused by corrosion., It is a fact of life that
fluids will collect in the lower bilges of aircraft.
Upon pressurization, liquid contaminants such as
water, oil, hydraulic fluid, etc. are forced into
every available crack, crevice, or fitting. In

some of these locations, waiting for destruction
by corrosion, are the inverted antenna bottom,
antenna mount fasteners, and associated con-
nectors and Cables.

11
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Figure 6. Corrosive pitting is readily visible on these external connectors.

Ftgure 7. Corrosion-caused radome separation.
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figure 8. Corrosion-caused radome deterioration and separation.

The lower fuselage antennas of nonpres-
surized aircraft are subjected to the same pro-
blems; .the corrosion process just takes a little
longer to become established.

5. Chassis, housing, mounting frames, or
access panels. Infected with contaminants, pitted,
loss of finish.

Chassis serve as mounting panels for most
electronic components that interconnect to form
an avionic unit. These chassis are also prime
targets for corrosion. While a faulty component
is being located and replaced, the chassis also
is being subjected to handling abrasion, solder
splashes, solder flux, etc. Each of these con-
ditions could result.. in corrosion development.
The avionic chassis, with all its crevices', nooks,
and crannies, is a prime collecting ground for
infiltrating, airborne contaminants.

ctive finishes on access panels or
covers ak particularly vulnerable to damage.
If left u reated, the damage results in cor-
rosion. n addition, salts and moisture from
perspirajion deposited on damaged covers can also

pro corrosion.
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6. Water traps. Excessive molsture form-
ing at a rate faster than can be evaporated.

During maintenance, avionic system integrity/
is broken while a defective assembly is being
replaced. In addition, seals are often left open
for extended periods, of tithe until a replace-
ment is received. Not only is the equipment
exposed to microscopic and contarninatingdebris,
but condensation is likely to form inside the equip-
ment. This condensation forms when systems cool
after sitting in a_hot/hunild area. If possible,
before equipment is removed from the air-
craft, a replacemezit should be on hand for im="

mediate installation. If a replacement is not
available, plastic caps should be used as a
temporary measure to seal off necessary open-
ings. Plastic capirwili not prevent the formation -

moisture, but they will inhibit the intru-
sioh of solid/microscopic contaminants. If ad-
hesive tape is used in the absence of plastic
caps, all residue from the tape must be re-
moved from all connecting surfaces before re-
assembly.

As you can see, corrosion can cause pro-
blems in many areas of the aircraft. To help



you learn to control corrosion in its-early stages,
we will discuss the techniques of detecting cor-
rosion in areas that are highly subject to cor-
rosion.

CORROSION DETECTION TECHNIQUES

Unfortunately, corrosion detection cannot
be automated or based upon a rigiCI system of
preconceived judgments. Therefore, we must rely
on a personal visual inspection to identify the
type of corrosion reaction and proficient use
of corrosion inspection equipnient to arrive at
a proper course of action. -

IDENTIFICATION OF THE TYPE OF CORROSION

During your corrosion Anspection, you must
be able to identify the type at corrosion that has
occurred. Being able to identify the type of reac-
tion and its location will assist you in deter-
mining the severity of the attack.

Unpainted Surfaces

Uniform Etch

A chemical directly attacking a metal sur-
face will produce uniform etch corrosion. If
'the surface of the nietal is highly polished,
or if the anodic and cathodic areas are nearly
equal, the corrosion will be evenly distributed
over the entire surface. Uniform etch corro-
sion is first noticed as a general dulling of
the surface. If the corrosion is allowed to con-
tinue, the surface will become rough arid frosted
in appearance.

Pitting

Pitting corrosion is the localized attack
caused by differences in potential on the metal
surface in the presence of an electrolyte. This
corrosion is first noticeable by the white or
grey powdery deposits that blotch the surface
of alumintun or magnesium or by red or brown
deposits on steels. When the deposits are brushed
away, tiny holes or pits may be found. These
holes may vary from deep pits of small dia-
meter to relatively shallow depressions. Al-
though pitting may occur in any metal system,

it is, particularly characteristic of magnesium
and 'aluminum alloys, steels, and stainless
steel.

Intergranular

Intergranular corrosion is the destructive
corrosive action taking place within the metal's
grain structure. This action is due to differences°
in the potentials of the metal's grains and the
presence of an electrolyte. Intergranular abr-
rosion is the most serious type of corrosion in
that it is (generally not seen until the metal has
failed. Intergranular corrosion may be found in
unusual cases by examining the edge surfaces
of metals, e.g., cut edges or fastener holes.
Exfoliation

Exfoliation corrosion is also the result
of the corrosive attack along the grain boundaries
of a metal. This corrosion is generally not as
serious as intergranular corrosion in that the
attack is just below the surface and shows it-
self by lifting of the surface. The lifted surface
is easy to detect. After the surface lifts or
bulges, it falls away or peels Off in flakes,
layers, or scales.. This action occurs when the
grains of a metal are greatly elongated in one
direction. When examined under a microscope,
the layers of intergranular attack will appeir
as a definite separation of the grain layers.
This layered structure is typical of that found
in most aluminum alloy skins, piano hinges,
wing blankets, and certain areas of .extrusions -
such as those used for spars and longerons.

Exfoliatimn is also found on extrusions, near
the radii wh re the gAin changes direction, or
near a fastener installation. This type of cor-
rosion is insidious in nature: in some cases
serious structural weakening may occur before
an appreciable amount of corrosion product ac-
cumulates on the surface metal.

GalVanic

14

Galvanic corrosion occurs when two dis-
similar metals are in contact in the presence
of an electrolyte. About 90 percent of an air-
craft is constructed by the use of the alumimum
alloys. These aluminum alloys are &Iodic to
most of the other metals that are used. One
aluminum alloy may also be anodic to another
aluminum alloy, so the tendency for galvanic cor-
rosion is always present on any aircraft surface.
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Contact of aluminum with copper or its al-
loys will cause a more severe galvanic attack
than contact with the other common metals.
Contact with steel will cause moderate corrosion
of the aluminum in most atmospheres, whereas
contact with corrosion-resistant steels will be
less harmful than common steels. Magnesium and
its alloys are anodic to the aluminum alloys.
Therefore, contaáts of this nature' will cause
severe galvanic corrosion of the magnesium.
However, such contact may also be hirmful
to the aluminum because magnesium may generate
enough current to care cathodic corrosion of
the aluminum.

You may expect to find galvanic corrosion
at any place on aircraft equipment where two
dissimilar metals are joined together. (See figure
9). Be especially alert for corrosion deposits,.
e.g.. red, grey, white, or brown around crevices,
lap joints, and fasteners.

Concentration Cell

Concentration' cell corrosion may be found
wherever different p.reas on the metal are in
contact with different concentrations of the same
solution. Metal ion or oxygen cells may be found
along a riveted lap joint. The cells will first
be noticed by a buildup of familiar corrosion
deposits. Active-passive ,cells may be found
on unpainted metal surfaces die rely on a
tightly adherent oxide film for corrosion pre-
vention; such metals are clad aluminum, titanium,
and corrosion-resistant steels. If these surfaces
are allowed to collect mud or exhaust deposits,
you may expect active-passive cells to form.
When the deposits are cleaned away, tiny pits
may be found in the metal.

Stress and Fatigue

Stress and fatigue corrosion is the result
of applied stresses in conjunction with a cor-
rosive medium. Generally the failure of parts
aubjected to either stress or fatigue cgrro-
sion starts as a simple electrochemical cell
forming a pit. Thia causes the cycle or tensile
stresses to concentrate in the area of the pit
and a small . crack to form. The .cracks may
follow grain boundaries or may go across grains.
Here are some examples Of parts susceptible
to stress corrosion cracking: aluminum alloy
bellcranks employing pressed-in taper pins, land-
ing-gear shock struts with pipe-thread-type
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grease fittings, clevis joints, shrink fits, and
exposed or Overstressed tubing B-nuts. The
corrosive medium then attacks the small crack,
and the cycle is repeated until the part fails.

Failure is so far below the yield strength
of the metal that corrosion deposits do hot have
time to form before the actual fracture occurs.
For this reason, areas subjected to repeated
Otresses must be clOsely inspected for any evi-
dence of pit formation.

Fatigue corrosion attack is characteristic
of any part under regular cyclic stressing, such
as the walls of a cylinder in an engine. The
walls are' subjected to cyclic explosions of the
fuel mixture. Once attack begins, continuous
flexing prevents the repair of protective sur-
face coatings, and additional corrosion takes
place in the area of stress. It is difficult' to
detect this type of attack except as cracking
develops. Frequently, by the time the corro-
sion is' noted, the only solution is replacement
of the part.

Painted Surfaces

Corrosion on painted aircraft or equipment
surfaces is hard to detect until the organic
coating has failed. Corrosion may attack pro-
tected metals if moisture is allowed to pene-
trate the organic coating. If corrosion has oc-
curred, the results may be shown' as a dis-
coloration of the paint. For this reason, any
painted area where the 'paint is'discolored must
be inspected for moisture entrance holes and
possible corrosion. Paint removal reveals the
full extent of corrosion as shown in figure 10.

CORROSION INSPECTION EQU MENT

-An item of equipment that you will be using
in corrosion inspections is the dial indicator.

Dial Indicators

Dial indicators are used to measure the
depth of corrosion pits. The purpose- of mea-
suring the depth of pits is to determine the ex-
tent of the corrosion that, is present. If the pits
aie within allowable tolerances, as given in a
specific aircraft publication, the area can be
cleaned up in an aceeptable manner. ' If the
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Figure 10. Paint removal reveals the full extent of corrosion.
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pits are not within allowable tolerances, the part
must be replaced.

Dial indicatord are mechanical motion am-
plifying devices. Very little movement of the
contact point results in amplified movement of
the pointer. The graduated dial behind the pointer
designates the values for a given amount of
Kanter movement. The dial indicator must be
used with one of its varied supports.

Dial indicators aretful when mounted
and positioned relative to an established surface.
The supporting block provides the reference sur-
face or master standard from which measure-
ments are taken. By using a tapered contact
point, you can set the dial indicator to measure
the depth of grooves, pits; and recesses.

Set the gage at zero before trying to measure
any pit depths.To zero the gage, loosen the
bezel lock, shown in figure 11, and rotate the
bezel until the pointer is on zero. Place the
support block over the pitted area and insert
t6e dial indicator into the block. With the tapered
contact point in a pit, apply enough pressure to
the dial indicatOr to move the pointer. Holding
the indicator in this position, tighten the support
block screw. This locks the unit to .the support
block. You are now ready to take further readings.

Place the support block over the corroded
area and take readings at points A, B, and
C, as shown in figure 12. By extending the

OIAL INDICATOR
MEASURES
.0001 INCH

BEZEL LOCK

REVOLUTION
COUNTER

'..4."" BEZEL

TAPERED
CONTACT
POINT

SUPPORT BLOCK

EDGE FINISHED FLAT
ANO SQUARE TO 0.001

Fiere 11. Dial indicator.
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Figure 12. Measuring depth of
corrosion pits.

contact point to the bottom of the pit, we obtain
a reading of 0.0140 inch. Notice the positions
and readings of the revolution counter and in-
dicating hand in figure 12. The revolution counter
indicates the number of times the indicating hand
has made one complete revolution. In this case
the indicating hand has made one complete re-
volution plus 0.0040 inch; thus our reading of
0.0140 inch. If the readings at A and B were,
respectively, 0.0190 inch and 0.0188 inch, and
using the C reading above, the depth of the pit
would be 0.0049 inch.

The maximum pit depth is obtained by
subtracting the C reading from the average of
the A and B readings. To obtain the average
A and B, add the readings and divide by 2.
The pit depth is determined ,by the formula:

(A + B)Pit depth =

Using the above readings, let's see how we
obtained 0.0049 inch for the depth of pit C.
When we substitute our readings in the equation,
we have the following problem:



0.0190" + 0,0188"
Pit depth = 2

0,0140"

0 0378"Pit depth = 0.0140"
2

'Pit depth so 0.0189" 0.0140"

Pit depth = 0.0049"

Using the formula for determinisig the pit
depth and the dial indicator readings given below,
determine the pit depth for problems 1 and 2.
Problem 1. The dial indicator readings are as
follows:

A = 0.0127"
B = O. 0135"
C = 0.0092"

Problem 2. The dial indicator readings are as
follows:

A. 0.0060"
a 0.0056"
C. 0.0050"

The answer to problem 1 is 0.0039 inch,
and the answer to problem 2 is 0.0008 inch.

As a maintenance specialist, you must be able
to detect corrosion and determine its severity.
The following guidelines may help you perform
these tasks:,

1. Check defects, especially cracks or other
sharp notches, on the surfaces of stressed parts.
,These defects are more likely to be harmful
than any defect found below the surface.

2. Check any defect that occurs at right
angles or at a considerable angle to the direction
of stress. This defect is more likely'to tie harm-
ful than a similar defect that occurs in a direc-
tion parallel to the direction of stress.

Check any defect that occurs in an area
of high stress. This defect must be more criti-
cally considered than a sirnilar defect that
occurs in an area of low stress.

4. Check a crack ordefect ending in a
sharp notch at its base. This defeI is a more
serious stresa riser than a defec that has a
rounded base.
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5. Check any defect that occurs at a fillet
or at any other highly stressed area because of
the design of the part..This defect must be more
critically considered than a similar defect,that
is remote from a highly stressed area.

The preceding general guidelines are based
k on common sense; you muSt, however, con-
sider the strength of the part and the condi-
tions it will encounter while it is in service.

You should now be able to identify the various'
types of corrosion and to use the pit depth in-
dicator to determine the severity of Corrobion.
Let's discuss the areas where corrosion can
most likely be found.

SURFACES SUSCEPTIBLE TO CORROSION

The external and internal surfaces dis-
cussed in this section include most Of the sur-
faces common to aircraft equipMent., How-
ever, this coverage is not necessarily com-
plete and should be modified as necessary to
cover .the susceptible surfaces of your parti-
cular aircraft equipments

EXTERNAL SURFACES

Some of the more common trouble areas
may be grouped under general types of external
surfaces.

Magnesium Surfaces

Any inspection for corrosion should include
the location and inspection of all magnesium
skin surfaces, with special attention given to
edges; areas around fasteners; and cracked,
chipped, or missing paint.

Aluminum Alloy Surfaces

Secticins of heat-treatable aluminum alloys
are susceptible to intergranular corrosion and
exfoliation of the metal. When inspectingeXternal
skin surfaces, look for metal exfoliation, espe-
cially around the heads of couhtersunk fasteners.
Treatment of this type of corrosive attack mubt
include the following: (1) remove all layers Of

exfoliated metal, (2) blend and polish the exposed
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Figure 13. Exhaust path comosion areas.

edges of the damaged area, (3) thoroughly soak
with a chromic acid inhibitor solution, and (4)
restore protective surface. finishes. Reworked
areas should be kept well protected with a paint
coating of standard thickness whenever possible.

ExhauSt Paths

Both jet and reciprocating engine exhaust
deposits are very corrosive. These deposits
are particularly troublesome wherever seams,
fairings, and fasteners are located in their
paths, as shown in figure 13. Exhaust deposits
may be trapped in these areas and not reached
tr normal cleaning methods. Therefore, exhaust
paths 'must be thoroughly cleaned and inspected
at frequent intervals.

JATO Blast Areas

Surfaces loCated in the path of JATO blasts
are particularly subject to attack and deteriora-
tion. In addition, to the corrosive effect of the
gases and exhaust deposits, the protective finish
is very often blistered by, heat, blasted away
by the high-velocity gases, or abraded by solid
particles from JATO exhausts. These areas should
be watched for corrosion and cleaned carefully
after firing operations. -

Engine Frontal Areas and Air Vents

These areas and vents are being constantly
abraded with airborne dirt and dust, bits of
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gravel from runways, and rain erosion. All
of these conditions tend to remove the protec-
tive finish. In addition, due toaheat dissipation
requirements, the cooler radiator cores, re-
ciprocating engine cylinder fins, etc., are not
painted. Engine accessory mounting bases usually
hive small areas of unpainted magnesium or alu-
minum on the machined mounting surfaces. The
constant flow of moist air over these surfaces
makes them priine sources' of corrosive Eittack.
When you" inspect such areas, you should in-
clude all sections in'the cooling path.

Spot-Welds

Corrosion of spot-welded materials is chiefly
the result of the entrance and entrapment of
corrosive agents between the layers of metal.
Some of the corrosion may be caused originally
by the fabrication process. However, corrosion
that progresses to the point of skin bulging
and spot-weld fracture is the direct result of
moisture working its. way in through open gaps
and seams. This condition is illustrated in
figure 14.

This type of corrosion should first be evi-
denced by corrosion products appearing at the
crevices through which the corrosive agents enter.
Corrosion may appear at other external or in-
ternal faying surfaces but is usually more pre-
valent on external areas. More advanced cor-
rosive attack Causes skin bulging and eventual
spot-weld fracture.

Skin bulging in its early stages may be
detected by sighting along a spot-weld seam or
by using a straightedge. The only way to prevent

CORROSIVE AGENTS ENTER
AT UNSEALED SKIN EDGES

SPOT WELD SPOT WELD

///////////////////h. /fpw
w maNkm1/411111mw.womv 4 wkwa%. %7-/

CORROSIVE AGENTS TRAVEL
BETWEEN SKINS, AROUND
RIVETS AND WELDS

CORROSION BUILD.UP CAUSES
BUCKLING OF OUTER SKIN

Figure 14. Corrosion of spot-welded metals.



PM STEEL HINGE PIN

AL ALLOY EXTRUSIONS

HIDDEN CORROSION OCCURS
HEW JOINT PREIZES AND
LUGS BREAK WHEN
HINGE IS UATED

Figure 15. Corrosion of piano hinges.

this condition is to keep potential moisture
entry points filled with a sealant or a suitable
preservative compound. These entry points in-
clude gaps, seams, and holes created by bioken
spot-welds.

Piano Hinges

The effect of corrosion on piano hinges
is still a problem on aircraft. These areas are
prime spots for corrosion due to the dissimilar
metal contact between the steel spin and aluminum
hiage tangs. Piano hinges are alsowatural traps
for dirt, salt, and moisture. The areas where
hidden' corrosion occurs are shown in figure
15. Wilien such hinges are used on access doors
or plates that are actuated only during periodic
checks, they tend to freeze in place between
inspections. Inspection of hinges includes thbrica-
tion and actuation through several cycles to en-
sure complete penetration of the lubricant.

Miscellaneous Trouble Areas

Trimmed edges of panels and drilled holes
should have some type of corrosion protection.
A brush treatment with 'an inhibitor solution or
the application of a sealant along the edge, or
both, is recommended. Any gaps or cavities where
water, dirt, or other foreign material can be
trapped should be filled with a sealant. The
adjacent structure should have sufficient drain
holes to prevent water accumulation. Damage
or punctures in panels should be sealed as soon
as possible to prevent the entry off, moisture
if a permanent repair has to be delayed..

INTERNAL S RFACES

Internal surfaces are just as susceptible to
corrosion as the external surfaces. Therefore,

1S1
internal surfaces siiould be inspected just as
diligently as external surfaces.
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Electronic Compartments

Electronic and electrical package compart-
ments are coolesi by ram air or compressor
bleed air. Therefore, these compartments are
subjected to the aame conditions as engine and
accessory cooling vents and lingine front4 areas.
The degree of expintire is less because a smaller
volume of air pas es through the compartments.
Also, special- desin features prevent water from
formi* or colle ting in the enclosed spaces.
Nevertheless, theae compartments are still
trouble areas' that require special attention.

Circuit, breakers , contact points , and switches
are extremely senSitive to moisture and corrosive
attack. These components should be inspected
for corrosion during routine checks as thoroughly
as design permits,/ Design features may hinder
examination of these- items while they ,are in-
stalled. In that case , maintenance personnel should
take advantage of the coznionents' removal -for
other reasons to carefully inspect the_ items.

Conventional corrosion treatment may be
detrimental to some electrical and electronic
components. Therefore, corrosion in these com-
ponents should treated only by or under the
direction of perso el familiar with the function
of the unit involve

Battery Compartments

In spite of protective paint systems and
extensive -sealing and venting provisions, battery
compartments continue to be corrosion problem
areas. Fumes from an overheated battery elec-
trolyte are difficult to contain and will spread
to all adjacent internal cavities, causing rapid
corrosive attack on unprotected surfaces. If the
openings are on the skin surfaces, these areas
should also be included as a part of the battery
compartment inspection and maintenance pro-
cedure. Frequent cleaning and neutralization of
acid deizosits with a sodium bicarbonate solution
will minimize corrosion from this cause.

Lavatories and Galleys

These areas, particularly deck areas be-
hind lavatories, sinks, and ranges where spilled
food and waste products may collect', are potential
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trouble spots if not kept clean. Even if some
contaminants are not corrosive in themselves,
they will attract and hold moisture, which in
turn will cause corrosion. Pay attention to
bilge areas located under galleys and lavatories
and to personnel relief and waste disposal vents
or openings on the -aircraft exteriors. Human
waste products are very corrosive to the com-
mon aircraft metals. Clean these areas fre-
quently and touch up the paint whenever neces-
sary. -

Wheel Wells and Landing Gear

The wheel well area probably receives more
punishment than any other area on the aircraft.
This area is exposed to the mud, water, salt
gravel, and other flying debris from runways
during flight operations. Because of the many
complicated shapes, assemblies, and fittings
in the area, complete coverage with a protec-
tive paint film is difficult to attain. During in-
spection of this area, pay partfcular attention
to the following trouble spots:

1. Magnesium wheels, especially 'around
boltheads, lugs, locking rings, and wheel web
areas, particularly for the presence of entrapped
water or its dfects.

2. Exposed position indicator switches and
other electrical equipment.
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3. Crevices between stiffeners, ribs, and
lower 'skin surfaces, which are typical water and
debris traps.

Frequent cleaning, lubrication, and paint
touchup are the maintenance needed on aircraft
wheels and wheel well areas to keep them from
corroding.

Water Entrapment Areas

With the exception of sandwich structures,
aircraft design requires drain holes in all areas
where water may. collect. However, in many
cases these drains are ineffective, either because
of improper location or because they are plugged.
These areas are natural sumps or collection points
for waste hydraulic fluids, water, dirt, loose
fasteners, drill shavings, and other odds andends
of debris. Residtial oil quite often masks small
quantities of water *hich set up hidden corro-A
sion cells. Daily inspection of possible water'
entrapment areas should be a standard require-
ment.

As you become riroficient in performing
corrosion inspections , you can detect corrosion by
looking at a piece of equipment. You can form a -IP
mental picture of tlfe 'location of corrosion de-
posits both on internal, and external surfaces. ,
Just remember that corrosion depoeits may be
found on surfaces where contaminants are allowed
to collect, and wherever stagnant water and hy-
draulic fluids are allowed to collect.
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SELF-QUIZ 12

PLEASE NOTE: Many students study ONLY the self-quizzes and pamphlet review quii, thinking
that this will be enough to pass the End-of-Course Test. THIS IS NOT TRUE. The End-of-Course
Test is based on the objectives of this reading assignment, the text, and the points of knowledge
tested in this self-quiz. To pass the EOCT, you must study all the course material.

1. Advanced uniform etch corrosion on an
aluminum surface appears and

2. The MOST seriOus type of corrosion is

3. Galvanic corrosion is MOST severe
when aluminum is in contact with

4. If a corrosion-resistant steel surface is
allowed to collect mud or exhaust deposits,
the formation of active-pdssive cells'&may
cause corrosion.

5. Corrosion beneath the paint coating on
a metal surface is FIRST indicated by

6. A dial indicator is used in corrosion
control to measure

7. A defect has occurred at right angles to
the direction of stress. This defect is likely
to be more harmful than a similar defect
occurr ing to the direction of Stress.

8. When inspecting external aluminum al-
loy surfaces, you should look around the
heads of countersunk fasteners for
corrosion.

9. Why aie Unpainted surfaces of magnes-
ium or aluminum engine accessory mountings
highly susceptible to corrosion?

10. Corrosion of spot-welded metals can be
prevented by

11. Why do piano kinges "freeze" in place
between inspections?

12. How can you minimize the corrosive
effects of battery fumes in areas around a
battery com partmen-t?

13. How often should you inspect water
entrapment areas?
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QU1Z #2

Following are the correct answers and references to the text pages which cover each question
and correct answer. To be sure you understand the answers to those questions you missed, you
should restudy the referenced portions of the text.

1. rough and frOsted (Page 14)

2. intergranular (Page 14)

3. copper (3age 16)

4. concentration cell"(Page 16)

5. discoloration of the,paint (Page 16)

6. the depth of cortosion pits (Page 16)

7. parallel"(Page 19)

8. exfoliation (Page 19)

4,4

9. Threis a constant flow of moist air
over these urfaces. (Page 20)

10. gealing all 'gaps, seams, and holes with
sealant or preservation compound (Page 21)

11. Because of corrosion caused by dissimi-
lar metal contact and entrapped dirt, salt,
and moisture. (Page 21)

12. .F-requently clean and neutralize acid
deposits. (Page 21)

13.. Daily (Page 22)



PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

I S'S

OBJECTIVE S

When you complete-this section, you will be able to:

1. Explain the importance of frequently and properly cleaning an air-
craft and its components.

2. State some of the cleaning substances approved for use on aircraft..

3. State .the various types of cleaning equipment used to clean aircraft
.and components.

4. Explain some of the methods and procedures for cleaning aircraft
and components. *

5. Describe the safety precautions you should observe when using cleaning
and paint removing substances.

"An ounce of prevention is worp a pound
oi cure." Where corrosion prevention on 'air-
craft is concerned, the foregoing cliche is a
ridiculous understatement. Compared with the
millions of dollars spent for some late model
aircraft, the cost of corrosion prevention is a
Mere pittance. Preventive maintenance is a
powerful tool which can be used to effectively
control even the most difficult corrosion pro-
blems.4

Most corrosion prevention programs are
adjusted by the operating activity to meet severe
conditions-aboard Ship. The programs are then
decreased in scope when the aircraft is re-
turned to the relatively mild conditions pre,
nailing ashore. During emergencies regular cor-
rosion preventive maintenance must sometithes
be neglected because of tactical operating re-
quireinents. When this happens, a period of in-
tensive care should follow to bring the aircraft'
back up to standard.

Corrosion prevention measures most com-
monly taken require that the aircraft be kept
as clean as possible and that all surfaces be
kept intact. Other requirements include the cor,
rect and timely use of covers and shrouds,
periodic lubrication, and the application of pre-
servatives where required. Years of experience
have proven the heed for such measures .if the
aircraft are to remain airworthy.
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When corrosiOn preventive maintenance is
neglected, aircraft soon become unsafe to fly.
Units with the best corrosion preventive pro-
grams are pkely to have the best safety records,
most aircraft use, and lowest operating costs.

SURFACE, MAINTENANCE

Surface maintenance includes regular, clean-
ing .of the aircraft as well as touch-up of pro-
tective paint coatings. Paint touch-up is done
after removal of corrosion. This does not imply
that damaged paint should not be touched up
unless corrosion is present. Touch-up of new
damage to paint finishes will prevent corro-
sion from starting.

Aircraft must' be kept clean to retain aerody-
namic efficiency and safety. Current directives
prgscribe acceptable materials, methods, and
procedures for use in aircraftmaintenance clean-
ing. The guidelines in the directives must be
followed. Lack of correct 'information about
materials and equipment can result in serious
damage to the aircraft exterior and interior.
Shipboard procedures are not necessarily the
same as procedures ashore, but the sime ma-
terials are available. Comparable results are
accomplished, although different application
methods may be necessary.



How often an aircraft should be cleaned de-
pends on the type of 'aircraft and the environ-
ment in which it has been operating. Cleaning
should be repeated as often afr necessary to
keep the aircraft clean. The "'aircraft must 'be
cleaned when the following conditions exist:
(1) an appreciable iimoun 4:"Itccuniu1ation
within exhaust track areas; (2) the pres nee-of
salt depcsits or other contaminants such as
stack gases; (3) evidence of paint surface de-
terioration, such as softening, flaking, or peel-
ing; and (4) the presence of excessive oil or
exhaust deposits or spilled electrolyte and..cle-
positS arciund battery areas. Cleaning is always
mandatory immediately after exposure to fire
extinguishing materials, adverse weather con-
ditions, snd salt spray. The aircraft must be
cleaned after being parked near sotwalls during
high wind conditions. Cleaning is also required,
after low-level flight and after repairs orser-
vice which has left stains, smudges, or Other
gross evidence of maintenance. All exposed
unpainted surfaces, such as struts and actuating
cylinder rods, require a daily cleaning or wipe-
down.

Aircraft must be thououghly cleaned before
being placed in storage and also at the time of
depreservation. Unpainted aircraft are cleaned
and polished at frequent intervals. Aboard ship,
the aircraft Must be cleaned and salt deposits
removed as soon as possible to prevent cor-
rosion.

Aircraft components which are critically
loaded, such as helicopter rotor parts, should
be cleaned as often aB possible. (Critically
loaded componerits are designed with minimum
safeiy margins to conserve size and weight.)
Components and parts exposed to corrosive en-
vironments such as engine exhaust gas, acid,
or JATO blast are cleaned often to minimize
exposure to these igents.

NOTE: Lubrication and preservation of ex-.
posed components are necessary to displace any of
.the cleaning solution entrapped during the clean-
ing operation.

The integrity of electronic systeMs should
be maintained at all times to avoid the effects
of contaminants and fluid/moisture combinations.
Components left open for extended periods of
time should be thoroughly cleaned before re-
assembly. When cleaning or purging any

assemblies, strictly adhere to the proceduseo
outlined in the current NA 01-1A-509, AircraNif
Corrosion Control Manual, T.O. 1-1-1, Cleaning

'of -Mtospace Equipment, and associated MIMs
fbr aircraft.
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CLE`ANING MATERIALS

Only approved creaning materials may be
u sed on aircraft and components. ApProved clean-
ing materials are made up and compounded
to accoroblish definite results and ,are made
available only after pomplete testing ancL actual
field acceptance. All specification materials are
inspected and tested before acceptance and de-
livery to the supply activities. Cleaning agents
commonly used by operating units ore included
in the following categories.

SOlvents .

Solvents are litds whiCh dissolve other
re asubstances. The a great number of dif-

ferent solvents, but for cleaning purposes; or-
ganic solvents are most often used. ,Some- sol-
vents are chlorinated. Solvents which contain
more than 24 percent by volume taf chlorinated
materials must be kept in spebially marked
ontainerts. Equipment in which these solvents

a used must be carefully designed and operated,
to revent the estape of solvents, such as a
liqui r vapor, into the workroom. ,

All personnel occupied with or working
near chlorinated solvents should be particularly
careful to avoid breathing the vapors. Although
the vapors from some solvents are More toxic
than others, 'prolonged breathing of the fumes
can be injurious to health.

In aliclition to the breathing hazard associated
with solvents, they also present varying degrees of
fire and explosion hazards, depending upon the
material. Solvent cleaners haVing a flashpoint
greater than 105 F. are relatively safe. Those
having flashpoints below 105' F. require explp-
sion proofing of equipment and other special
precautions when used. (The flashpoint is the
temperature at which the first flash from the
material is seen as an open flame is passed
back and forth over a sample of flaminable
liquid being heated in a cup.)

f



Another hazard associated with solvents, and
to a certain extent with all cleaning materials,
is the effect on the surface or material being
cleaned. Some solvents will deteriorate rubber,
synthetic rubber, or asphaltic coverings. This
hazard is such an important ,conaideration that

it must always be taken into account when
cleaning materials are selected. The cleaner may
do a good job in removing dirt, grease, oil,
or exhaust .gas deposits, but it may also damage
the object be.ing cleaned. The cleaner maralso
soften and ,ruin otherwise good paint coatings.

-cleaniriz Salvent

This rkaterial is a petroleum distillate com-
monly used in aircraft cleaning. The material
is furnished in two types, I and IL Type
material, commonly known as Stoddard solvent,
has a flashpoint slightly above 100*F. Type II
has a higher (safer) flashpoint and is intended
for shipboarP use.

In aviation maintenance, Stoddard solvent
(type I) is used as a general ail-purpose cleaner
for metals, 'painted surfaces, and fabrics. The
solvent may be applied py spraying, brushing,
dipping, and wiping. This material is preferable
to kerosene for all cleaning purposes because
kerosene leaves a light' oily film on the sur-
face.

Mineral Spirits

This is another, liquid petroleum distillate
used as an all-purpose cleaner for metaj and
painted surfaces. This cleaner is also used as
a diluting material for emulsion compounds, but
is not recommended for °fabrics. Like Stoddard

t' solvent, mineral spirits may be applied bY
sprayfng, brushing, dipping, and wiping,

Aliphatic Naphtha

This is an aliphatic hydrocarbon product
used as an 'alternate compound for cleaning
acrylics. It is also used for general 1...ean-
ing Purposes that require fast evaporation and
no remaining film resitlue. This cleaner may
be applied by dipping and wiping. Saturated
surfaces must not be rubbed vigorously be-
cause aliphatic naphtha is a highly volatile and
flanimabie solvent with a flashpoint below 80*F.
Avoid prolonged breathing and skin 1" contact.

Use in well-ventilated areas'only.

1 5*-7,

Aromatic Naphtha'

This is a petroleum aromatic distillate. It
is a bare-metal cleaner and is also used for
cleaning primer coats before lacquer is applied.
This naphtha will remove oil, grease, and light
soils. It is also highly flammable and reasonably
toxic. Avoid prolonged breathing and skin con-
tact. CAUTION: Do not use aromatic naphtha

"on acrylic surfaces because it wlll cause crazing
(the surface cracks).
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Safety Solvent

Methyl chlorOform is intended for use where
a high flishpoint and less toxic solvent than car-
bon tetrachloride is required. Thii solvent is
used for genera-cleaning of assembled and dis-
assembled-'engine components ,in addition to
grease removal and spot cleaning. This material t.
should not be used on painted surfaces. Safety
Solvent is not suitable for oxygen systems although,.
it may be used for other cleaning in ultra-
sonic cleaning devices. It may also be applied
by wiping, scrubbing, or booth spraying. The
term Safety Solvent is derived from the high
flashpoint. Many later psue maintenance manuals
label safety solvent as trichloroethane 1, 1, 1.

Methyl Ethyl Ketone (ME K)

This material is used as a cleaner for bare-
metal sp.rfaces. It will not mix to any great
extent v. ,'s.ter but is a diluent for"lacquers.
MEK is app.';ed withwiping cloths or soft bristle
brushes over small areas at a time.

Water Emulsion Cleaners

Emulsion cleaners tend to disperse con-
taminants into tiny droplets which are held; in
suspension in the cleaner until they are-flushed
from the surface. Water emulsion compound
conforming to MIL-C-22543 contains emulsifying
agents, coupling agents, detergents, solvents,
corrosion inhibitors, and water. This compound
is intended for use on painted and unpainted
surfaces in heavy-duty cleaning operations where
milder specification materials of lower deter-
gency would not be effective.

Water emulsion compound is used in varying
concentrations, depending on the condition of the
surface. A concentration of 1 part compound
to 4 parts water, by volume, is recommended



for heavier soiled surfaces. For mildly soiled
surfaces, the concentration is changed to 1 part
compound to 9 parts water, by volume. Starting
at the bottom of the area being cleaned, apply
the mixed solution by spraying or brushing to
avoid streaking. Loosen surface soils by a mild
brushing or mopping and follow with a thorough
fresh water rinse. The automatic shutoff type
water spray nozzle is best for rinsing. This
nozzle gives hand control from a light mist
for fogging spray to a full spray with high-pres-
sure water.

Alkaline Water-base Cleaning Compound

This compound is_ similar to the water
emulsion cleaner. The water-base compound
is a general purnOse cleaner used to remove
light to moderate soils. It is mixed in 1 part
compound to 9 parts water for light soils and
1 part compound to 3 parts water for medium
soils. This cleaner mcili be applied to the sur-
face by mopping, wiping, spray equipment, or
foam producing equipment. This cleaner is safe
for use on fabrics, leather, glass, ceramics,
and transparent plastics. Follow the Previously
described procedure for washing the aircraft
and rinse thoroughly with fresh water before
the compound dries to prevent streaking.

Solvent Emulsion Cleaners

This cleaner conforms to Specification P-
C-444 and ie intended for heavy-duty cleaning.
The cleaner should be used with caution around
painted surfaces because it Will soften paint if
in contact with the paint finish very long. Solvent
emulsion cleaner will remove corrosion pre-. ventive coatings arid should not be used on parts
thus protected unless the coatings are to be
removed. For heavy cleaning, the cleaning cOm-
pound is mixed in a concentration of 1 part
compound to 4 parts ot dry-cleaning solvent
(Stoddard solvent) or mineral Spirits. Tor lighter14
duty use, the compound can re mixed at a 1
to 9 ratio.

Waterless Cleaner

This comiiound is intended forfuse -on painted
and unpainted aircraft surfaces; It is used in
heavy-duty cleaning operations where water for
rinsing is not readily available or where freezing
temperatures do, not permit the use of water.
This cleaner is a relatively n6ntoxic, non-
corrosive, nonflowing gel or cream. Its detergent
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properties enable it to be used as an effective
agent for removing grease, tar, wax, carbon
deposits, and exhaust stains. Waterless cleaner
should not be applied to canopies or other acrylic
plastic surfaces. It is safe for use as a water-
less hand cleaner.

Mechanical Cleaning Materials

Mechanical cleaning materials such as abra-
sive papers, polishing compounds, polishing
cloths,,wools, and wadding, are availabje in the
supply system for use as needed. However,
their use must be in accordance with the clean-
ing procedures outlined .in NAVAIR 01-1A-509,
T.O. 1-1-1, the specific aircraft Maintenance
Instrifctions Manual, and directions supplied with
the material being used. These'procedures must
be followed to 'avoid damage to finishes and sur-
faces. In caseS of conflicting information, NAV-
AIR 01-1A-509 'and T.O. 1-1-1 will always
take precedence. ,
Aluminum Cocide Paper

Aluminum oxide paper (300 grit or finer)
is available in several forms and is safe to
use on most snrfaces. It does not contain sharp
or needle-like abrasives which can embed thqm-
selves in the base metal being cleaned of in
the protective coating being maintained. Do not
use carborundum (silicon carbide) papers as
a substitute for aluminum oxide paper. The grain
structure of carborundum is sharp, and the ma-
terial is so hard that individual grains can pene-
trate and bury themselves even in steel surfaces.

Powdered Pumipe

This material is a mild abrasive cleaner.
The prumice IS used as a slurry with water
and is applied I to the surface with clean rags
and bristle brushes.

Impregnated Cotton Wadding

" Aluminum metal polish is used to produce
a ,high-luster, long-lasting polish on unpainted
aluminum-clad surfaces. Do not use the polish
on anodized sorfaces because it will remove
the'oxide coat.

Aluminum Wool

.Three grades of aluminum wool--coarse,
medium, and fineare stocked for general abra-
sive cleaning of aluminum surfaces.



Lacquer flubbing Compound, Type III

Lacquer rubbing compound, Type III, may
be used to remove engine exhaust residues and
minor oxidation. Avoid heavy rubbing over rivet
heads or edges where protective coatings may be
thin. Coverings may be damaged most' easily
at these points.

CLEANING EQUIPMENT

To produce efficient and satisfactory results
when cleaning an aircraft, use correct cleaning
materials and properly maintained equipment.
Prepare and equip a specific cleaning area for
cleaning operations.

The choice of cleaning equipment depends
on several factors; for example, the amount of
cleaning that is regularly perfdrmed, the type
of aircraft being cleaned, the location of the
activity, and the availability of facilities such as
air pressure, water, and electricity.

Several specialized items of equipment are
available for cleaning aircraft. These include
pressure type tank sprayers, a variety of spray
guns and nozzles, high-pressure cleaning ma-
chines, and industrial type vacuum cleaners.

One of the latest devices for faster and
economical cleaning of aircraft is a swivel type
conformable applicator cleaning) kit developed
by the 3M Company. The kit ke officially de-
signated Scotch-Brite Conformable Applicator
Cleaning Kit No, 251. It is designed to clean
aircraft exteriors several times faster than using
cotton mops or bristle bushes.

The applicator head of the cleaning kit is
curved and flexible to conform readily to con-
vex and concave aircraft exteridrs. A swivel
joint on the back of the applicator head pro-
vides further flexibility. The 5 X 7 inch Scotch
Brite cleaning and polishing pad attaches easily
to the applicator head and provides a more ag-
gressive and efficient scrubbing medium than
bristle fibers. 'The cleaning kit can be used
without fear of scratching aluminum or painted
surfaces.

The swivel and applicator head are attached
to a standard brush handle. The excellent
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conformability of the applicator allows easier
application of a constant scrubbing pressure
on curved skin panels. This feature eliminates
the need for a maintenance stand to keep brushes
in maximum contact with the surface.

In addition to the equipment previously men-
tioned, other items such as hoses, brushes,
sponges, and wiping clothes are required for
aircraft cleaning. These items are procured
through upp1y.

itex4s of personal protection such as rubber
gloves, bter boots, goggles, kid aprons should
be worni when necessary. These items protect
clothing, skin, and eyes from fumes and splashing
of caustic materials.

Steam Cleaner

This cleaner is used to rem6e dirt, grease,
and heavy oil deposits from aircraft and support
equipment. The steam cleaner combines the four
essentials of efficient cleaning: heat, water,
detergent, and friction. After blending adetergent
with water, the cleaner pumps. the solution into 4ik`

a heating unit. At this point the solution is
partially vaporized, creating pressure. The solu-
tion is then directed to the cleaning hose and
gun and sprayed onto the surface to be cleaned.
The spray detergent, along with its impact
pressure, loosens and removes dirt and other
contaminants.

A steam cleaning unit \ may be trailer
mounted, as shown in figure 16, or stationary;

Figure 16. Steam cleaner.
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but basically all units are Similar inconstruction,
The basic -steam cleaner consists of a .cleaner
unit liEd a water storage tank. Accessories
incluW all necessary hoses and a cleaning
gun with interchangeable nozzles. Operating con-
trols, pressure gages, and inlet and outlet con-
nections are on the outside of the unit or under
hinged doors that help to form its calinet.

Ultrasonic Cleaner.

The ultrasonic cleaner is a single self-
contained unit. It cleans small aircraft parts
when they are immersed in a washing compound
through which high-friequency sound waves are
traveling. The sound waves cause the constant
formation of tiny bubbles that burst when they

contact the surface being cleaned. This results
in a powerful scrubbing action which thor-
oughly cleans immersed parts.

CLEANING METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The first step in cleaning the. aircraft is
selecting the proper cleaning agent for the method
of cleaning to be used. The cleaning agent re-
commended for each me140 is listed in NAV-
AIR 01-1A-509, T.O. 1-T-1, and the applicable
Maintenance Instructions Manual for the type of
aircraft being cleaned. These manuals also in-
clude instructions and precautions for using
the cleaning agents.

The next step is the preparation of the
aircraft for cleaning. Ground the aircraft to the
deck after spotting it in a cool place if possible.
The aircraft may have been heated while parked
in the sun or as a result of operations. Heated
aircraft should be cooled by a fresh water wash-
down before being cleaned. Many cleaning ma-
terials will clean faster at elevated temperatures,
but the risk of damage to paint, rubber, and
plastic surfaces is increased. The damage is
caused by cleaners which are concentrated by the
rapid solvent evaporation caused by high tempera-
tures. Static electricity generated by the cleaning
operation will be dissipated through the ground

-wire. After securing all the obvious openings
.such as canoWes and access panels, further
secure the aircraft against entry of water and
cleaning compounds. Mask or otherwise cover
all equipment or components that can be damaged
by moisture or the cleaning agent being used.
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Water Rinse Cleaning

The water rinse method is the most efficient
and satisfactory method of cleaning aircraft
when they are only lightly ccintaminated with
loosely aViering soils and water soluble cor-
rosion products. Prepare the aircraft as pre-
viously outlined. Make sure all materials and
equipment required during cleaning are on hand
and ready for use. The proper washingprocedure
to ensure complete coverage is illustrated and
described in figure 17. Apply water by pro-
gressing upward and outward, scrubbing briskly
with a long handled fiber cleaning brush while
the water is being applied. Do not scrub a dried
surface. After scrubbing, rinse the surface from
the top downward with ,a high-pressure stream
of water until all the water soluble residues and
loosened soils trave been completely flushed off
the aircraft.

Water Emulsion Cleaning

The emulsion cleaning method is used to
clean aircraft contaminated with oil, grease, or e
other foreign matter which cannot be easily re-
moved by other methods. The aircraft is prepared
in the same manner as it was for the water '
rinse method.

Use fresh water to wet down the surface to
be cleaned. Apply a concentrated solution of 1
part emulsion compound cleaner to 4 parfs
of water to the heavily soiled areas. These
areas include engine nacelles, landing gear as-
semblies, or other special areas that will re-
quire such a strong solution. Scrub the areas
and allow, the concentrated solution to remain
on the surface. Lirriit the size of the area being
cleaned to that size which can be easily cleaned
while keeping the surface wet.

Next mix a solution of 1 part emulsion com-
pound to 9 parts water. Apply the diluted solution
to the entire surface to be cleaned, including the
areas previously covered with the concentrated
solution. Scrub the surfaces thoroughly and allow
the solution to remain on the surfaces 3 to 5
minutes before rinsing. Rinse from the top down-
ward until all soils have been removed. If a
high-pressure stream of water is used for
rinsing, hold the nozzle at an angle Sand a
reasonable distance from the surface being
sprayed.

1 e 3



STEP Z. WASH FORWARD FUSELAGE:
WI WASH UNDER SURFACES FIRST.
PROGRESSING UPWARD. START AT WO'
FUSELAGE AND SPRAY FORWARD.
WI SCRUB IN CLEANING SOLUTIONS IN
SEQUENCE.
NOTE; ALL AREAS MUST BE KEPT WET WITH
CLEANING SOLuTIONS OR WATER AT ALL
TIMES. RINSE OFF ALL OVERSPRAY. OF
SOLUTIONS.
lo RINSE IWI TH SCRuSSINGI FROM Eft TO
SOTTOM. A

STEP I WASH WHEEL WELLS

III WASH WHEEL WELLS. CONCENTRATING
FIRsr ON THE INTERIOR WELL STRUCTURE
(N) CLEAN LANDING GEAR COMPONENTS
CI RIVSE

STEP 1 WASH MIO-FUSELAGE
NOTE THIS SHOW,I) SE OONE IN CON
JUNCTION WITH WING IF POSSIBLE

.al WASH THE UNDER SURFACE
PI ST PROGRESSING UPWARD
I:0 RINSE WITH SCRUROINGI PROM TOP
TO aorrom
NOTE KEEP REAS WET EITHER WITH
SOLUTIONS OR WA TER AT ALL TIMES

STEP A WASH AFT. FUSELAGE,
la) WASH THE uNogn SURFACES FIRST
ICARGO RAMP AND ElOORI. PROGRESSING
OPMAROIL
(NI RI NSE'IWITN SCRUSIING) FROPA TOP
TO BOTTOM.
NOTE: KEEP AREAS WET, EITHER WITH
CLEANING SOLUTION OR WATER AT ALL
TIMES.

STEP S. WASH EMPENNAGE:

Ial WASH BOTTOM OF HORIZONTAL
STABILIZER. '
WI TOP OF HORIZONTAL STABILIZER.
(41 WASH VERTICAL TAIL, ANO THAT
PORTION OF AFT FUSELAGE SUBJECT TO
FLUIO RUPPOOWN. BEGIN AT BASE ANO
WASH TO TIP
NOTE: KEEP ALL SURFACES WET WITH
SOLUTIONS OR WITH WATER AT ALL
TIMES.
WI RINSE (WITH SCRUESING) FROM TIP
TO SASE, INCLUDING AFT FUSELAGE.

STEPS WASH WINGS
WASH THE LOWER No THEN THE UPPER
SIOE OF WINGS. START AT CENTER ANO
MOvE TOWARD WING TIPS. RINSE TOWARO
CENTERLINE.
NOTE: KEEP THOBE AREAS PREVIOUSLY
CLEANED WELL FLUSHED WITH WATER
DURING WASHING LIPPER WING.

STEP 7 ON COMPLETE AIRPLANE WASH OPERATION
FLUSH DOWN ALL AIRPLANE EXTERIOR
SURFCES TO REMOVE RESIOUAL CLEANING
SOLUTION

I.



If any areas are still not clean, xepeat the
operation in those areas only. After being rinsed
thee aircraft may be dried with a clean sponge
or cloths to ensure against streaking that could
be caused by emulsion cleaning. Normally, if the
aircraft is thoroughly rinsed, streaking will be
held to a minimum.

Solvent-Emulsion Cleaning

Solvent-emulsion cleaning is intended for
cleaning heavily soiled unpainted surfaces and
parts and for removing cbrrosion preventive
coatings. Mix the cleaning compound in a con-
centration of 1 part compound to 9 parts of dry-
cleaning solvent or mineral spirits. Apply the
solution to a water-free surface; otherwise, the
water will lessen the solvent action. Since this
cleaner will remove thick preservative materials,
use it with care to prevent unwanted removal
of such coatings.

Apply the solution by brush or a high-
pressure spray, using a nozzle thaT gives a
coarse fanshaped spray. Scrub the surface with
a brush as the solution is being applied. Allow
the solution to remain on the surface long
enough to loosen the soil without drying. Re-
apply and rescrub the more difficult soiled
areas as necessary. Rinse thoroughly, using a
large volume of fresh water to remove all loose
soils .and cleaning compound.

43ot Cleaning

Light oilY soiled surfaces may be spot
cleaned by wiping these areas with a dry-cleaning
solvent. Apply the solvent with a saturated
wiping cloth. Brush or wipe the surface as
necessary; then wipe clean with a dry cloth,
removing the solvent residue and loosened soil.
The solvent wipe may leave a light residue,
which may be removed with soap and water
followed by fresh water rinsing.

WARNING: Dry-cleaning solvent' should not
be used in oxygen areas or arbund oxygen
equipment. The solvent is not oxygen com-
patible and will cause explosion and/or fire.

Waterless Wipedown

When water is not available, heavy soils
and operational films may be removed by using
waterless cleaner. Apply .the cleaner by dipping

IQ
a dampened cloth into the creamlike wtaterless
cleaning material and then spreadingthe material
thinly over the area to be cleaned. Scrub the
surface until the soil and cleaner become in-
termixed or emulsified. Allow the material to re-

on the surface approximately 10 minutes;
scrub and wipe off thoroughly with a clean
wiping cloth. Make sure all arils and cleaning
material are removed; be especially careful
around fasteners and unsealed areas. In freezing
weather a dry applicator should 'be used in lieu
of a dinapened one.
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Immersion Cleaning

Immersion cleaning is used to clean in-
dividual parts. Units to be cleaned must be
disassembled, and parts that may be damaged
by the cleaning solution must be removed. Im-
mersion cleaning can be done hot or cold.
In hot cleaning, there must be some type of
heating assembly to maintain cleaning solution
temperature and provide hot water for rinsing.
You may use either of the following solutions
to clean aluminum, magnesium, steel, and brass
parts.

Cleaning Compound P-C-436

This cleaning compound is used to clean
both ferrous and nonferrous metal parts. Pre-
pare the solution by dissolving 10 to 12 ounces
of the Compound per gallon of water in a steel
tank. Immerse parts in the hot solution (200-
212, F.) until the sbil is removed. The im-
mersion time may vary from 5 minutes for
light soils to 30 minutes for asphaltic soils.

Paint and Varnish Remover (MIL-R-7751)

This paint and varnish remover may be
used as a heavy-duty alkaline cleaner for steel,
aluminum, and magnesium. Prepare this so-
lution by mixing 3 to 5 ounces of the remover
per gallon of water. Determine the total volume
of the solution; then dissolve the compound in
one-fifth of the total volume, keeping the solution
temperature at or above 190'F. Allow the mix-
ture to stand overnight; then add the balance
of the water at room temperature.

Immerse the parts to be cleaned in the
hot solution (190' to 212F.), but avoid immersing
dissimilar metals at the same time. Keep all
work below the surface of the solution during
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the cleaning process. This solution should com-
pletely clean and strip paint coatings within
20 minutes.

Parts that have been chemically cleaned must
be thoroughly rinsed. This is best accomplished
by using hot water (140' to 180F.). You, may
rinse by either spraying or immersion in a hot
water tank. When heated water is not avail-
able, use cold rinsing and a longer rinse time.

PAINT REMOVAL

After the surfaces are cleaned, you may
need to remove paint before removing corrosion.
Paint may be removed by mechanical means,
but you will usually use a chemical' agent as
well, depending on the area to be removed.

Before removing paint from any surface,
mask all faying surface, access doors, and
other openings. In addition to masking tape, wax,
and barrier paper, you may use a low-adhesion
rubber sealant. Allow this sealant to cure to
a firm, rubbery state before you begin to re-
move the paint.

Accessible Areas

Apply the paint remover with a nonmetallic
brush or by spraying. Allow the remover to
stay on the surface until all residue is softened.
Agitate the softened paint with a stiff bristle
brush to aid in loosening the paint. The re-
mover may have to bs applied more than once,
depending on the thickness of the paint coat-

After the paint has been loosened, rinse
off the residue with a stream of high-pressure
water or wipe with a rag rinsed frequently in
clean water.

Confined Areas

Paint may be removed with ethyl acetate,
lacquer thinner, or dichloromethane. Since con-
fined areas are hard to ventilate, you must be
cautious of the toxic fumes given off by these
removers. Apply the paint remover with a clean
cloth or a soft-bristle brush, keeping the area
wet by confirmed application. When the paint has
loosened, remove it and the solvent with a clean
damp cloth. Rinse the cloth frequently in clean
water and repeat the previous step, until the

paint and solvent are removed. Then dry the
area with a clean lint-free cloth.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

All cleaning and paint removing opera-
tions present some health hazards. You must
be aware of the hazards caused by a specific
chemical and how you can control them. You
should consult TO 42C-1-9, Toxicity, Flash
Point, and Flammability of Chemicals, for more
specific information about any chemical you may
use.

POTENTIAL HEALTH HAZARDS

You may be exposed to chemical compounds
by breathing fumes or actually handling the com-
pound. Any procedure that may produce a health
hazard must be evaluated and cOntrolled.

Breathing Air Containing Solvent Vapors

Inhaling solvent vapors in high enough con-
centrations can cause injury to the body. The
organ or body system affected depends upon the
solvent involved. Some solvents act as irritants
to nose and throat or eyes; others act as an-
esthetics arid produce varying degreeS of narcosis.
In cases, of narcosis, your manual dexterity and
alertness may be affected. Your ability to ac-
complish tasks efficiently. and without accident
may be decreased. This can be of importance
for all types of maintenance operations that
require a high degree of skill and alertness.

Toxicity

Toxicity data for individual solvents or ,
chemical compounds are difficult to apply to a
mixture. Various additives and miktures can and
do affect toxicity. Sometindustrial solvents used
in the imilitary contain numerous organic com-
pounds.

Absorbing Solvents Through the Skin

Many chemical compounds can be absorbed
through the skin in large enough quantities to
cause poisoning. Skin absorption niust* be con-
sidered a possible method of ingestion for all
solvents.
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Ingestion By 5Avalloifing

Swallowing of toxc chemicals is the least
important means of industrial exposure. However,
swallowing should not be overlooked as a con-
tributing factor in occupational disease. Person-
nel handling toxic chemical compounds must be
careful to avoid contaminating food, hands, or
other objects that might be placed in the mouth,
intentionally or unintentionally.

Dermatitis

Compounds used in cleaning can also cause
irritation to the skin, resulting in dermatitis.
Chemical compounds act in two ways to pro-
duce occupational dermatitisprimary irritants
and skin sensitizers. A skin sensitizer is an
agent which does not necessarily cause notice-
able changes on first contact but which, on sub-
sequent 'or prolonged contact produces dermatitis.

A primary irritant is an agent which causes
dermatitis by direct action where the agent touches
the skin. The dermatitis occurs if the agent is per-
mitted to act long enough in sufficient intensity
or quantity. A primary irritant forms chemical
combinations with or removes essential ingre-
dients from the skin. These combinations result
in total destruction, burn, or inflanunation. The
type and concentration of the chemical and the
period of exposure determine which of the three
types of damage occurs.

Evaluating Potential Health Hazards

In many situations an evaluation of the en-
vironment is necessary to determine where a
health hazard actually exists. In most cases
this evaluation includes determining the solvent
vapor concentrations. ManY techniques are avail-
able for taking and analyzing samples. The
technique used depends upon the solvent being
sampled and the instruments available.

CONTROL OF HEALTH ZARDS

To control health hazards during cleaning
operations, use one or more of the following
Trothods:
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Selection of Chemical

Use the least toxic chemical or chemical
compound that will do the job satisfactorily.
Although the relative toxicity of a compound
is not the only factor influencing the degree of
hazard in using the compound, this is an im-
sortant consideration. Substitute less toxic ma-
terials in cleaning. For example, use aliphatic
hydrocarbons and alkaline cleaners in place of
aromatic solvents.

Whenever it is economically sound, de-
greasing operations should be done by methods
that reduce the exposure of personnel. For ex-
ample, using a properly designed, located, and
operated vapor degreaser for cleaning metal re-
quires less exposure than doing the job by hand-
cleaning methods.

Equipment

Select equipment to prevent the escape of
chemicals into the breathing zone of the worker.
Whenever closed processes are economically and
operationally possible, use them. Once maximum
health hazard control is built into equipment,
operate and maintain it carefully. Inadequately
designed or maintained health hazard controls
are frequently more hazardous than Uncontrolled
processes because of the false sense of security
they create.

Ventilation

Clean air can be supplied to a vork area
to dilute the toxic vapor concentrati n below
the threshold limit values. The uncontaminated
air may be provided by natural. draft, open
doors or windows, or preferably by forced ventila-
tion. This method of control should be used only
when the chemical is of low toxicity or when
small quantities of toxic vapors are escaping
into the air.

Using exhaust ventilation . to capture the
contaminants and remove them from the work-
room air is the most effective method for con-
trolling the concentration of toxic materials. The
exhaust system must produce enough air move-
ment to ensure capture of the contaminant as
close as possible to its course. The exhaust
system must then convey the contaminant through
the system to some adequate discharge point.
A local exhaust system should do this while
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removing only a minimum of workroom air and
still not interfere with the operation of the nor-

' mal ventilation system.

No method used to control exposure to toxic
compoUnds is foolproof. Therefore, you need
to learn certain hygienic fundamentals concerning
the materials you are using, and you must
remember the need to prevent excessive ex-
posure. If you are indifferent or uninformed,
the control devices won't keep you from pro-
ducing the maximum amount of atmospheric
contamination.

Protective Clothing

Use respirator devices only for emergency
or supplementary protection; rarely, if ever,
rely upon them as the primary method of pro-
tection. There are occasional, isolated, or emer-
gency jobs where you must depend on respiratory
protesSive devices for the prevention of injury.
However, the first line of defense should con-
sist of one r more of the control measures
discussed ea lier.

Theryi are a variety of respiratory de-
vices available, each having its specific use and

Jo,

Figure 18. Protective clothing.
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limitation. Be sure that you are using the proper
one for the particular job. Keep respiratory
protective devices clean and in good repair, and
change filters, canisters, or cartiidges as neces-
sary. Respirators can te divided into two main
groups: air supplied respirators and airpurifying
respirators.

Air supplied respirators provide you with
air from a source of supply independent of
your working environment. They are used where
there is a possible oxrgen deficiencyfor exam-
ple, inside tanks or in high' atmospheric con-
centrations of chemical contaminants.

Air purifying respirators provide you with
safe air by removing the toxic components
from the workroom by mechanical or chemical
filtration. Respirators of this group cannot be
used in oxygen deficient atmospheres or in high
atmospheric concentrations of contaminants.

Protective clothing, as shown in figure 18,
protects the skin against toxic, irritant, or cor-
rosive chemicals. Some chemicals can be ab-
sorbed through the skin in harmful quantities;
many are primary irritants, and a few are
sensitizing agents4 When other control measures
fail to protect your skin adequately, get and use
protective clothing.

Such items as rubber and plastic gloves,
aprons, suits, boots, hoods, and face shields are
available. Keep these items clean and in good
repair so they will be effective.

Occupational dermatitis can result from
exposure to any of the compounds used in metal
cleaning. Protecting yourself from the chemicals
by the control methods discussed above will
prevent these irritants from reaching your skin,
thus preventing dermatitis as well as intoxi-
cation.

Next to avolding exposure, persomil clean-
liness is the most important control measure
for preventing dermatitis. Make sure you have
adequate washing facilities, including hot and cold
water and a good industrial skin cleanser. Allow
yourself enough time for a thorough cleansing be-
fore lunch and at the end of the shift. Protective
ointments have some value as a preventive meas-
ure, but their usefulness is frequently overempha-
sized. In some instances, where the use of bare
hands is essential to the operation, or the face
cannot be covered with protective devices, oint-
ments may be the only.., means of protection
available.
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SELF-QUIZ 13

PLEASE NOTE: Many students study ONLY the self-quizzes and pamphlet review quiz, thinking that

this will be enough to pass the End-of-Course Test. THIS IS NOT TRUE. The End-of-Course Test is

based on the objectives of this reading assignment, the text, and the points of knowledge tested in

this self-quiz. To pass the EOCT, you must study all the course material.

I. Surface maintenance includes regular
cleaning and .

2. After the aircraft cleaning operation,
exposed aircraft components require
and .

3. When using chlorinated solvents, you
must be especially careful because of the

4. What type of dry-cleaning solvent has
the HIGHEST flash point?

5. Which naphtha may be used as a clean-
ing solvent, for acrylic surfaces?

6. Safety solvent is good for most general
cleaning, bt.it MUST NOT be used on oxygen
systems or

7. To find information about approved air-
craft cleaning materials, you should refer to
the applicable Maintenance Instructions
Manual, , or

8. What applicator cleaning kit cleans air-
craft exteriors several times faster than
using mops or bristle brushes?

7

9. j Which aircraft small parts cleaning
m thine cleans by sending high-frequency

und waves through a washing compound?

10. Before beginning the aircraft cleaning
operation, you must ensure that the aircraft
is properly

I I. Which cleaning method should you use
to remove corrosion preventive coatings?

12. When using ethyl acetate or lacqUer
thinner to remove paint in a confined area,
you must be cautious of .

13. Through prolonged contact, a skin sen-
sitizer can produce

14. When working with toxic agents, you
should use respiratory devices ONLY for

or protection.'

15. Next to avoiding exposure, the MOST
important cofitrol measure for preventing
dermatitis is/

//



ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ 13

Following are the correct answers and references to the text pages whith cover each question
and correct answer. To be sure you understand the answers to those questions you missed, you
should restudy the referenced portions of the text.

-

1. . touch-up of protective paint coatings 9. Ultrasonic cleaner (Page 30)
(Page 25)

2. lubrication and preservation (Page 26)
10 4 grounded (Page 30)

3. hazards to breathing (Page 26)
11. Solvent-emulsion cleaning (Page 33)

12. toxic fumes (Page 34)
4. Type II (Page 27)

13. dermatitis (Page 35)
5. Aliphatic (Page 27)

6. painted surfaces (Page 27)
14. emergency or supplementary (Page 36)

15. personal cleanliness (Page 36)
7. NAVAIR 01-1A-509, T.O. 1-1-1 (Page
28)

8. Scotch-Brite Conformable and Appli-
cator Cleaning Kit No. 251 (Page 29)
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LIGHT CORROSION REMOVAL AND PRESERVATION

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be able to:

1. Describe the procedures and materials used in the removal of light

corrosion.

2. State the purpose of preservatives.

3. State some common aircraft preservatives and their uses.

The complete removal of all corrOsion pro-
.ducts from the surface of an affected metal is
an important step in the corrosion control pro-
cedure. Which method of removal you select
depends on several factors: (1) the type of metal
affected, (2) whether the corrosion deposits are
in a readily accessible area, (3) the materials
and tools available, and (4) local policies.

After all the corrosion has been removed,
the surface of the reworked area must be con-
verted to a corrosion-resistant surface. This
is done by applying a themical surface treatment
or by electroplating. The selection of the proper
conversion method depends on the type of metal,
size of the area to be treated, and availability
of equipment. Before attempting to remove cor-
rosion products and treat any metal surface,
you should consult TO 1-14, Corrosion Control
and Treatment for Aerosplace Equipment, or the
specified corrosion control manual. If there_ is
any conflict between the, two publications con-
cerning removal or treatment procedures, t*--:
equipment manual governs the entire operation.

MECHANICAL CORROSION REMOVAL

For light corrosion, remove the corrosion
deposits using any suitable nonpowered mech-
anical equipment. After removing all deposits
visible through a four-power or stronger magni-
fying glass,,remove an additional 0.002 inch to
ensure that rio corrosion products remain.

Blend the surface of the reworked area
smoothly with the surrounding area to prevent
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stress concentrations. Make the width of the
cleaned-up area at least 10 times the depth,
as shown in figure 19; make the length of the
cleaned-up area at least 20 times the depth.

Polish the cleaned-up area as smooth as
the .surrounding surface by making a finish cut
to the cleaned-up area with a fine abrasive paper.
First use a coarse grit abrasive paper and then
finish with either 400 or 600 grit.

The mechanical corrosionotemoyal equip-
ment you select 'is governed by the accessibility
of the area, the size of the job, and the type
bf metal. No hard and fast rules can be laid
down; consequently, you must study your parti-
cular removal problem and select the most
suitable equipment.

HAND TOOLS

. You will use certain hand tools to remove
corrosion deposits whether or not the area is
readily accessible.

Wire Brushes

Wire brushes are available with carbon steel ,
stainless steel, or brass bristles. The bristles
vary in size and length, and consequently" in
stiffness,

Usually, carbon steel hand wire brushes
are used to removecorrosion deposits from fer-
rous alloys, and a stainless steel wire brush
is used to remove corrosion from aluminum.

r:(3



The -brisUes of this brush should not exceed
0.010 inch in diameter. After using this brush,
polish the surface first with No. 400 then with
No. 600 grit aluminum oxide abrasive paper. Superfine

Garnet and
Aluminum Oxide

10/0-400

Flint

Extra fine 9/0--300
Abrasives 8/0-2108

7/0-240
There are many different tynes of abrasives. Very fine 4- 6/0-220 4/0

Each type is available in a variety of grit sizes. 5/0-180 3/0
Among the more common types in use are the 4/0--150 2/0
flint , emery, aluminum oxide, and silicon carbide: Fine 3/0--J20

2/0-100 0
1. Flint is used because of its low cost,

but it dulls and wears out quickly.
Medium 0-80

1/2-60
1/2

1

Coarse 1--50 1 1/2
2. Emery makes a good cutting agent, but 1 1/2-40 2

because of its fine mineral face the results Very Coarse 2-36 2 1/2are slow. Emery is used mostly for final 2 1/2S0 3
pol)shing of metals. 3-24

Aluminum oxide is used on metal su
faces because its tough coating cuts faster
and lasts longer than flints.

4. Silicon carbide is produced by fusing
silica and coke. This sharp abrasive is used on
paints and metals for both wet and dry sanding.

WIO`TH OF CLEANED UP AREA
(I0 TIMES DEPTH MIN)

LENGTH OF CLEANED UP AREA
(20 TIMES DEPTH MIN)

DEPTH OF CLEAN UP OF CORROSION

,Figure 16. Acceptable clean-up
of corrosion pits.
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Figure 20. Ahrasive paper grit size.

The abrasives are bonded to paper, 'cloth,
or fiber and are available in sheets and rolls.
Paper-backed abrasives are available in four
popular weights: A is soft and flexible and is
used where flexibility is desired; C and D are
thicker and are used where flexibility is not
necessary; E is heavier and is used mostly
for machine sanding. Cloth-backed abrasives
are available in weight J for hand sanding.

Until recently, manufacturers listed their
abrasive according to grit sizes.' This was a
complicated system, so now they haye started
labeling their abrasive paper as fine, medium,
coarse, etc. Figure 20 shows the corresponding
numbers and grit comparisons.

The selection and use of any abrasive paper
is governed by the type of metal and the de-
gree of corrosion deposits. You can use aluminum

GRADE USE

Very Fine 000 Fir,a1 Smoothing
Fine 0 Most Common 1y Used
Medium 1 G.neral Purpose

2 Rough Work
Coarse 3 R storation Work

Figure 21. Grades of metallic wool.



oxide abrasive paper to remove deposits from all
metals. Do not use flint or silicon carbide abra-
sives on aluminum alloys.

Metalrc Wool

Metallic wool has a variety of uses, and
in many areas it is better than abrasives.
The four Major type4 of metallic wools are
aluminum, copper, stdieless steel, and steel.
Each type ,is used On its corresponding metal
surface. Metallic wools are available in six
grades ranging from No. 3, coarse, to 3/0,
very fine. Figure 21 is a guide to help you
select the correct grade of metallic wool.

Scrapers

Heavy corroSion deposits may be removed
using a locally manufactured carbide-tlpped
scraper like the scrapers shown in figure
22. After you scrape all of the corrosion de-
posits away, polish the surface with the ap-
propriate abrasive.

Files

A file is a precision-made hardened steel
tool with cutting edges across the surfaces.
You will use it for cutting, smoothing, and
removing small amounts of metal.

STEEL
CARBIDE

TIP

318 1-1--1-43/4u a==a

1020 SAE
STEEL
TUBING

METAL

WOOD

Figure 22. Carbide-tipped scraper,

BRAZED
CARBIDE

TIP

TUBING

1/ 2
12 1/2
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. POWER TOOLS

Only qualified personnel should use power
tools to remove corrosion on aircraft and air-
craft components. If an extensive amount of cor-
rosion requires the use of power tools, request
assistance from a structural mechanic.

ELECTROPLATING AND CHEMIGAL
TREATMENT OF METAL SURFACES

After all corrosion deposits are removed,
most metala require some type of surface treat-
ment to prevent further corrosive attacks. These

'surface treatments may be applied by depositing
one metal on the surface of Another metal or
by nhemical treatments. In any case, the treat-
ments are all extremely 'complex and' critical.
If they are not applied correctlyi more damage
can result to the base metal than had originally
occurred. For this ree:on, the treatments should
be applied only by competent, qualified person-
nel. Request the assistance of a qualified struc-
tural ,mechanic for the performance of these 5
surface treatments.

PRESERVATIVES AND PRESERVATION
1\

The susceptibility of an aircraft to coi41
rosion,damage is greatest during thise periods
when the aircraft is dirty, inactive, or being
shipped. Since aircraft spend more time on the
ground than in .the air, even at an active unit,
the need for effective iirotection becomes ap-
parent.

Suitable protection against corrosive attack
is achieved essentially by placing a barrier
between the cleaned surface that ia to be pro-
tected and any possible source of moisture.
Duran; manufacture or overhaul of the aircraft,
protective barriers such as electroplate, paint,
or chemical surface treatment are provided.
Surfaces that cannot be so treated, and in some
instances the treated surfaces themselves, must
be covered with special corrosion-preventive
compounds. The protection these compounds give
is effective only if no moisture, dirt, or active
corrosion is present on the treated surface.
Therefore, the surface must te thorOughly clean
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and dry before a preservative compound is ---"J Rotary switches are most commonly en-
applied. It is also necessary that an unbroken
film of preservatives,be applied in as moisture-
free an atmosphere as practicable.

Under operating conditions, the preservation
of aircraft surfaces means supplementing the
protection already present, or providing tem-
porary protection/ to damaged areas. This pro-
tection is provided by the use of various pro-
tective coatings. and barrier niiaterials. We will
discuss these presetimtion materials in detail
later in this section. Now let's discuss some of
the methods of protecting avionics systems from
corros ion.

PROTECTION OF AVIONICS SYSTE.MS

Sometimes we tend to overlook some of the
obvious means of minimizing the intrusion of
moisture and contaminants into our aircraft, and
hence, into our avionics systems. Sound main-
tenance practices dictate that, unless in actual
use, hatches, canopies, main entrance doors;
equipment component panels, and hellhole doors
should be kept closed at all times, This is
dspecially important at sea where aircraft are
constantly exposed to salt spray, stack gases,
dust, jet exhaust,. and rain. Since moisture
tends to collect, the corrosion prevention task
becomes relatively simple with thorough in-
spection, cleaning, and elimination of moisture
traps. The immediate, performance of minor
repairs precludes future major repairs.

Corrosion of contact arms and mating sur-
faces of relays is often caused by exposure to
a salt-laden atmosphere. If contact points can
be cleared and other relay components are in
working order, the relay Winding can be cleaned
and covered with an appropriate varnish. Then
the relay can be returned to serviee., If the
relay is the, open type, it may be cleaned
with an appropriate solution to rem dirt and
dust, then dried .thoroughly. Contacts may be
burnished with an appropriate 'tool. Relay con-
tacts should not be filed or sanded to pre-
sent a clean "appearance. Filing or sanding the
points removes theprotective hard plating and
exposes the soft base metal.' A relay so treated
will usually perforin only for a relatively short
period of time. If burnishing doe not clean the
contact, consider replacing the relay to provide
dependable operation.
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countered inside control boxes. In some cases,
the switches hay" little or no protection against
dust and moisture, which accumulate in the area
of the switch contacts. With such a concentra-
tion of dust and moisture, fungus and corro-
sion can begin and develop at a rapid rate.
Whenever equipment is removed from an air-
craft for bench .check and/or repair, this is
the logical time to remove all dust covem and
Musings for a corrosion check and, if needed,
appropriate treatment. Little calif be done to
clean toggle-type switches or other semisealed
types. If corroded or otherwise damaged, the
switches usually need to be replaced, Switch
and switch-shaft boots and seals, if wrailable,
should .be used to prevent dirt and moisture in-
trusion.

Corroded/contaminated lamp sockets re-
spond verY well to scrubbing with an appropriate
aerosol-type contapt cleaner, a rubber eraser can
be used -if the lamp does not have a bayonet-type
base.

Multipin-type connectors have caused some of
the most time-consuming repairs in avionics
maintenance. Such connectors should be checked
routinely for the presence of contaminants or
corrosion each time one ,is removed. Fungus
growth between connector pins and on connector
inert material can cause degeneration of in-
sulation (dielectric) material between the pins.

Although multipin connectors are not neces-
sarily described as structural components, the
connectors electrically connect electronic units
housed within structural components. Because of
their configuration, the connectors are difficult
to clean and keep clean. A little corrosion or
fungus on a connector's cdmponents could create
hard-to-locate circuit response problems. Potting
has generally been considered a cure-all treat-
ment for connectors. However, experience has
proven that corrosion can and still does occur
despite this treatment. A corroded, unpotted con-.
nector can be cleaned, whereas a potted con-
nector with similar corrosion usually mustpe
replaced. Recent technology has produced con-
nectors with integral seals, which preclude the
need for potting.

Cable corrosion will occur if cables are
improperly protected. However, with the use
of proper protection techniques, cable corrosion
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can be virtually eliminated. Use of plastic cover-
ings can prevent moisture from contacting cable
insulation. Newer Teflon insulation materials
have virtually elirninated penetration of mois-
ture. However, no cutoff end of the cable should
ever be left exposed; otherwiso, through capillary
action and/or gravity, Moisture can work it-
self well into the cable. Generally, individual',
wires in a bundle can be; cleaned of (noisture
by wiping; hm\ever, wires that are damaged
must be replaced. Entire harnesses may need
replacing in severe cases.

als and. filters Used with electronic as-
..

,sen-iblies retain required operating pressures
ahd prevent direct,water and microscopic debris
intrusion into critical areas. This action pre-
vents high voltage arcing. Systems having an
all-time pressurization capability should remain
pressurized, regardless of aircraft status.

Examples of applications where these seals
are used:

1. Pressure-Seals

a. Soñie high-voltage generating net-
works (chassis/subchassis).

b. Avionic bay pressure bulkheads.
c. Cockpit-enclosed radios.

2. Water Seals

a. Connectors exterior to the air-
frame, such as wing blitts and pods.
Aircraft manufacturers have re-
cently employed sealed aircraft har-
ness connectors between bulkheads.

b. Blade antennas and other exterior-
mounted sensors.

c. Radomes.

Loss of or damage to these accelerates
introduction of contaminants. During maintenance,
the material condition of the seals should be
determined. If seal damage is suspected or visible,
consider replacing the seals immediately.

Avionics devices provide continuity of elec-
trical eneru paths through various networks of
connectors and components. Maintaining the in-
tegrity 'of these electrical energy, paths can be,..quite ja problem. Boxes and housings are eant
to protect Aevionic equipment not on from
mechanical damage but from environmentally
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caused damages as well. Units should always
be sealed, as outlined in the Maintenance In-
st*tion Manuals (MIMs), to prevent the ad-
mittance of dust, dirt, and corrosive atmospheres.

Antenna corrosion can be significantly re-
duced by two means. First, bed and seal the
antenna base and fasteners thoroughly with the
type or Sealer specified in the MIMs. Secondly,
inspect and clean frequently those areas within
the fuselage where the antenna base may be
exposed to liquid contaminants.

Metallic surfaces within the chassis that
s cannot be painted or uniformly coated should

be treated with a corrosion-preventive,com-
pound. (The surfaces include electric contact and
nonelectronic areas alike.) The treatment for
these surfaces should be in accordance with the
applicable MIM manual or the NA 01-1A-509
manual.
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PRESERVATION MATERIALS

Some of themore common materials used'
in aircraft preservation and readily available
through supply are briefly described in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Corrosion-Preventive Compound
(Solvent Cutback)

This material is familiarly knownas "paral-
ketone. It is supplied in three grades (1, 2 and
4) for specific application. All grades of this
compound may be applied by brush, dip, or
spray. The compound may be easily removed
with Stoddard solvent or mineral spirits. These
materials are designed for cold application.
Some preservative cbmpounds must be applied
hot; therefore, when intending to use one of
the grades of this solvent cutback material,
always verify the specification number (MIL-C-
16173).

Grade 1 forms a dark, hard-film,,opaque
cover. Its general use is limited because of
the difficulty in removing aged coatings and
also because of the hiding power of the material
when it is applied over corroded areas. This
material is used only where maximum protec-
tion against salt spray is required. Present in-
tructions generally limit its use to seaplanes

and amphibian surfaces.
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Grade 2 is a soft-film, grease-type material

that can be used on most operating parts, Its
chief disadvantage is the fact., that it may be
;gashed off under direct exposure to salt water
or may be removed by inadvertent wiping. This
material protects under relatively .severe con-
ditions and, giveri adequate maintenance and touch-
up as necessary, can be used for most maximum
protection requirements.

Grade 4 preservative forms thin, semitrans-
parent- films through which identification data
can .usually be read. It also sets up relatively
dry to the touch so that preserved parts can
be easily handled. This grade has proved part-
icularly effective in protecting wheel well areas
and other exposed, surfaceS where film trans-
parency is required and moderate protective
characteristics can be tolerated. The main dis-
advantages oL tbis material are that it is easily
removed by water spray -and requires replace-
ment at 1=rnonth intervals under severe exposure
conditions:

Corrosion-Preventive Petroleum
(MIL-C-11796)

These. preservatives are designed for hot
application and are available in two classes
Class 1 (hard film) and Clats 3 (soft film).
Both consist of corrosion inhibitors in petroleum.
These preservatives are removed with Stoddard
solvent or mineral spirith. Where a hard film
is not necessary, Class 3 should always be used.
This class is easier tcr-ipply and .iemove, yet
readers the same degree of protection. Class
1 is generally used for long-time indoor pro-
tection of highly finished metal surfaces and
aircraft control cables. Class 3 is used to
p:novide protection of metal surfaces such as
antifriction bearings, shock-strut pistons, and
other bright metal surfaces.

Class I must be heated to 170' 'to 200'F.
before being applied by brush or dip. For brush-
ing Class 3 material, it must be between 60'
and 120F. and, for dipping, between 150' and ,

mr F.

Preservative Oil for
Hydraulic Equipment

This oil is used in the preservation of
hydraulic. systems and components and shock
struts. The oil is similar in appearance to,

but is not interchangeable with, operating hy-
draulic fluid. Therefore, before using operating
hydraulic fluid (MIL-H-5606) or this preservative
oil (MIL-H-6083) for anyn purpose, check the
specification number to ascertain that the cor-
rect oil is being used. The preservative oil
contains oxidation and rust inhibitors, viscosity
improver, and antiwear agents. Hydraulic parts
and components being turned in for screening
and repair are flushed and drip drained with
MIL-H=6083 oil before being forwarded.

Designed primarily for hydraulic com-
ponents, this oil may be used -on any bare
critical surface that needs protection. Operating
hydraulic fluid will protect a steel panel im-
mersed in water for only about 48 hours. The
same metal panel coated with MIL-H-6083 in-
hibited hydraulic oil wilLshow 100-percent pro-
tection for a period of 30 days or more.

General-Purpose Lubrication Oil
(Preservative)

There are several different types of lubri-
cating oil, some of which contain preservatives.
To be absolutely sure that the proper oil is
used in a given situation, identify each with its
specification number. The specification number
for the oil diacussed in this section is VV-L-
800.

VV-L-800 oil was compounded, for lubrica-
tion and protection of piano-wire hinges and other
critical surfaces. This o.l 'is also used when-
ever a water-displacing, low-temperature, lubri-
cating oil is required,
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VV-L-800 may be applied, as received, by
brush, spray, or dip methods. It is readily re-
moved with Stoddard solvent or mineral spirits.

General Purpose Lubricating Oil
(Low Temperature)

This general-purpose oil (Specification MIL-
L-7870) is suitable for use anywhere that a
general-purpose lubricating oil with low tempera-
ture, low viscosity, and corrosion-preventive
properties is required.

This oil is suitable for brush, spray, dip,
or general squirt-can application. It does not
need to be removed before reoiling or for
inspection.



Corrosion-Preventive
Compound (M1L-C-81309)

This material is a water-displacing corro-
sion-prevention compound and lubricant. It forms
a thin, clear protective coating when applied by
aerosol, brush, dip, or spray. This compound
offers only short term protection, so it must
be re4p1ied frequently. On exposed surfaces,
protection at its best is 7 days between applica-
tions and up to 30 days on internal surfaces
protected from direct outside environments.
This material is easily removed with dry-cleaning
solvents. It is very effective when used in the
following areas: Piano-wire hinges, removable
fasteners, B-nuts, lirikages, bolts and nuts,
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control surface hinges, electrical connectors,
and microswitches.

Organic Coating Materials

Organic coating systems are commonly
classed as paints, varnishes, enamels, or lac-
quers. To enable metallic surfaces ..to resist
their environments, coat the surfaces, where
possible, with an organic coating system. The
appropriate system is specified in Coast Guard
Aircraft Paint and Marking Details. Except for
very small touch-up on components, application
pf organic coating systems is the responsibility
of the structural mechanic and should not be
attempted by unqualified perkonnel.
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SELF-QUIZ #4

PLEASE NOTE: Many students study ONLY the self-quizzes and pamphlet review quiz, thinking
that this will be enough to pass the End-of-Course Test. THIS IS NOT TRUE. The End-of-Course

Test is based on the objectives of this reading assignment, the text, and the points of knowledge

tested in this self-quiz. To pass the EOCT, you must study all the course material.

Iv To ensure that no corrosion products
remain after removing all visible deposits,
you should remove an additional inch
of material.

2. After removing corrosion with a

coarsé-grit abrasive paper, you should finish
smoothing the surface with

3. What abrasive should you use on paints
and ferrous metals for both wet and dry
sanding?

4. What govekrns the selection and use of
abrasive paper?

5. To remove heavy corrosion deposits,
you may use

6. What are the MAIN disadvantages of
Grade 4 solvent cutback material?

7. What water-displacing corrosion-
prevention compound is very effective when
used on removable fasteners and B-nuts?
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ANSWERS TO SELF-QUIZ #4

Following are the correct answers and references to the text pages which cover each question
and correct answer. To be sure you understand the answers to those questions you missed, you
should restudy the referencecr portions of the text.

1. 0.002 (Page 39)
.

a carbide-tipped scraper (Page 41)

2. 400- or 600- grit abrasive paper (Page 6. This material is easily removed by
59) water spray and requires replacement at 1-

month intervals under severe exposure
.,

3. Silicon carbide (Page 40) conditions. (Page 44)

4. Type of metal and degree of corrosion 7. Corrosion-preventive compound (MIL-
deposits (Page 40) C-81309) (Page 45)

1

48
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PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

PLEASE NOTE: Many students study ONLY the sea-quizzes and pamphlet review quiz, thinking
that this will be enough to pass the End-of-CourseiTest. THIS IS NOT TRUE. The End-of-Course

Test is based on the objectives of this reading assignment, the text, and the points of knowledge
tested in this self-quiz. To pass the EOCT, you must study all the course material.

.1. In a corrosive environment, the signifi-
cant element which causes metal's to corrode

6. What causes galvanic corrosion?
S.

is A. A stressed metal in a corrosive
environment

A. heat B. Improper heat treating
B. Oxygen C. Reactjon of a metal with an acid
C. salt D. Dissimilar metals joined by an
D. fungus electrolyte

2.
'maintaining

Control of corrosion depends upon

A. surfaces free of microscopic debris
B. low temperature and constal4t

humidity
C. a separation between susceptible

alloys and the corrosive environ-
ment

D. contact of metals of different al-
loys

3. Once the electrical couple is made be-
tween metals, the electron flow will continue
until the is destroyed:

A.
B.

C.

positively charged metal (anode)
negatively charged metal (cath-
ode)
least active metal
nonstressed surface

4. Unif orm etch corrosion is FIRST de-
tected on a polished surface by

A.
B.
C.
D.

white or grey powdery deposits
general dulling of the surface
small pits
small blisters

5. Exfoliation is a form of
sion.

Corro-

7." When fastened together, which group of
metals will exhibit the MOST corrosion?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Aluminum and copper
Magnesium and aluminum
Zinc and aluminum
Iron and titanium

8. If uniform etch Corrosion on a metal
surface is allowed to continue, how will the
surface appear?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Blistered
Dull or rough and frosted
Pitted
Powdery

9. What causes a pitting corro- sion reac-
tion?

A. Direct chemical attack on a me-
tal surface

B. Advanced stage of intergranular
corrosion

C. Difference in potential on a metal
surface in the presence of an
electrolyte

D. Attack along the grain boundaries
of a metal

10. What type of corrosion attacks the in-
terior structure-of a metal?

A. aa' anic A. Concentration cell
B. pitting B. Intergranulat'
C. uniform etch C. Fatigue
D. intergranular D. Galvanic

A-1



11. You can identify exfoliation corrosion
by the metal surface.

A.
B.
C.
D.

dull ,

pitted
blotched
lifted

12. What are the visible indications of the
second stage of fatigue coCrosion?

13.
indicated by paint.

17. When inspecting spot-welded metal, you
can detect the results of Corrosive reactior
by

A.
B.
C.
D.

bulging skin
pits in the weld
powdery residue in the weld -

a discolored spot-weld

18. Why do piand hinges remain a corrosion
A. Pits problem?
B. Blisters
C. Cracks A. Inaccessibility
D. Powder y deposits B. Infrequent use

C. Inadequate lubrication
Corrosion on a painted surface is FIRST D. Dissimilar metals

A. discolored
B. blistered
C.. peeling
D. cracked

14. What should you use to measure the
depth of corrosion pits?

A. Dial indicator
B. Micrometer caliper
C. Calibrateci 10-power magnifying

glass
D. ' Borescopt.

15. An external defect is more harmful
than an internal defect when the external
de':ect is

A. constantly exposed to the ele-
ments

B. parallel to the lines of stress
C. on an airfoil
D. on-a stressed part

16. What metal surfaces are especially sus-
ceptible to intergranular corrosion?

A. Magnesium
B.
C.
D.

Corrosion-resistant steel
Aluminum alloys
Titanium

A-2

19. Who 'should perform corrosion treat-
ment on electrical and electronic equipment?

A. Person discovering the corrosion
B. A qualified structural mechanic
C. Personnel familiar with the sys-

tem
D. Any electrical or electronic main-

tenance personnel

20. What constantly causes corrosion of un-
protected surfaces in a battery compart-
ment?

A. Fumes from overheated electro-
lyte

B. Electrolyte spilled during- servi-
cing

C. Electrolyte boiling over front an
overfilled battery

D. Constant removal and replace-
ment of batteries

21. Even though some contaminants are not
corrosive, they can cause corrosion by

A.
B.

C.
D.

acting as an electrolyte ,

joining with other materials to
form a corrosive compound
removing the protective coating
holding moisture



22. Which technical order outlines proce-
lures for cleaning aerospace equipment?

I 7'1

27. -What abrasive is safe for use on most
surfaces because it does NOT contain sharp
or needle-like abrasives?

A. T.O. 1-1-1
B. T.O. 1-1-2 A. Emery cloth

C. T.O. 1-1-5 B. Silicon carbide paper

' D. T.O. 1-1-8 C. Aluminum wool
D. Aluminum oxide paper

23. Besides being a breathing hazard, sol-
vent type cleaners are dangerous because
they v,

A. evaporate rapidly
B. present a fire hazard
C. ineffectively disperse contami-

nants
D. require out-of-doors use

24. Which solvent is used as a general all-
purpose cleaner for metals, painted surfaces,
and fabrics?

A,
B.
C.
D.

Aliphatic naphtha
Safety solvent
Dry-cleaning solvent, Type I
Methyl ethyl ketone

25. Which solvent has a high flashpoint and

is _recommended for general cleaning and

gre'ase 'removal of assembled and disassem-
bled engine components?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Dry-cleaning solvent, Type I
Methyl ethyl ketone
Safety solvent
Aromatic naphtha

26. Which heavy-duty cleaning compound,

if used without caution, will soften paint
coatings rd remove corrosion-preventive
compounds?

A. Alkaline waterbase
B. Waterless
C. Water emulsion
D. Solvent emulsion

1

A-3

28. The actual cleaning action in an ultra-
sonic cleaner results from the

A. short cycles of metal expansion
and contraction

B. bombardment of parts by tiny
bubbles of waShing compound

C. sharp fluctuations in temperature
D. impacts of high-frequency sound

,:aves`

29. If an aircraft is only lightly contami-
nated with loosely adhering soils and water
soluble corrosion products, what method of
cleaning should you use?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Water rinse
Water emulsion
Solvent emulsion
Waterless

30. When immersion clean'ing several metal
parts simultaneously in the same solution,
what precaution should you take?

A. Increase the temperature of the
solution

B. Increase the volume of the solution
C. Avoid .,mmersing dissimilar metals

D. Avoid immersing more than four
parts

31. YOu can increase the effectiveness of
paint-removing chemicals by

A. increasing the time the remover
remains on the part

B. agitating the softened paint with
kstiff-briStle brush

C. agitating the remover with air
pressure

D. mixing the remover with paint
thinner
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32. If an individual is syffering from nar-r_
cosis induced by breathing toxic vapors, one
of his symptoms is

A.
B.
C.
D.

extreme mental depression
keen mental alertness
loss of dexterity
hypertension

33. What is the MOST effective method of
controlling toxic vapors during equipment
cleaning? ,

34.
product removal be considered satisfactory?

37. When you mechanically remove corro-
sion products, the FINAL step is to use fine
abrasive paper to

A. clean out the area until the width
is 20 times the depth

B. polish the cleaned-out area as
smooth as the surrounding area

C. clean out the area until the length
is 10 times the depth

b. blend the cleaned-out area with
the surrounding area

A. Use exhaust yentilation 38. Before you apply a. preservative com-
B. Substitute nontoxic for toxic sol- pound to a metal surface, the surface must

vents be
C. Bring in an extra supply of fresh

air A. clean and dry
D. Adhere .strictly to closed pro-

cesses
B. chemically treated
C. painted

When should the extent of corrosion
D. heated

A. After removing 0.004 inch of
material

B. When the material thickness
reaches its n.inimum tolerance

C. After removing all deposits visi-
ble through a 4-power magnifying
glaSs

D. When the width of the cleaned-
out area is 20 times the depth

39. To eliminate corrosion and fungus from
electrical connectors, potting is being re-
placed by

A., RTV
B. shrinkable tubing
C. integral seals
D. swaging

40. What general-purpose lubricating oil
has low-temperature, low-viscosity, and cor-
rosibn-preventive properties?

35. Wire brushes are available with bristles
made from carbon steel, stainless steel, and A. MIL-H-6083

B. MIL-C-11796

A. t
aluminum

C.
D.

MIL-C-81309
MIL-L-7870

B.
C.

,titanium
magnesium
brass

36. Stainless steel wire brusiles are usually
used to remove corrosion deposits from

A.
B.
C.
D.

alumirim
brass
carbon steel
copper

A-4



PAMPHLET REVIEW QUIZ

ANSWER KEY

Following are the correct answers and references to the text pages which cover
each question and correct apswer. 1-8 be sure you understand the answers to those
questions you missed,, you should restudy the referenced portions of the text.

QUES. ANS. REF. QUES. ANS. REF.

1 B 2 21 D 22

2 C 2 22 a 26

3 A 3 23 B 26

4 B 5 24 C 27

5 D 6 25 C 27

6 D 6 26 D 28

7 A 6 27 D 28

8 B 14 28 B 30

9 C 14 29 .A 30

, 10 B 4 30 C . 33

11 D 4 31 B 34

12 C 16 32 C 34

13 A 1 33 , A 35

14 16 34 C 39

15 D 19 35 D 39

16 C 19 36 A 39

17 A 20 37 B 39

18 D 21 38 A 41

19 C 21. 39 C 42

20 A 2, 40 D 44

B-1 1-
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NOTICE TO STUDENT
A

A

This pamphlet contains lesson quizzeS and a pamphlet review quiz.

Correct answers 'and. teict references are printed in: the right-hand

column of each quiz page. A 3 1/4 X 9-inch Answer Key Mask'is provided

with each course.- Lay the mask over the answers in the right-hand

column. After you answer the questions, remove the mask to Check your

answer with the printed answer. Try to aiazwer the questions in each

quiz before looking bi..ck at the text.



This pamphlet contairis original material developed at the
Coast Guard Institute and also excerpts ftom:

Aircraft Painting and Marking Details

Corrosion Control Specialist

'Aviation Structural Mtechanic S3 & 2

CGTO 42A-1-2

CDC 53550

NAVTRA 10308-C

1

191FORTANT NOTE: In February, 1981, the information
contained in this pamphlet was current according to the latest_updates
of those Directives/Publications listed. This pamphlet was compiled for
triining ONLY. It should NOT be used in lieu of Official Directives or
publications. It is always YOUR responsibility to keep abreast of the
latest professional information avail4bte for your rate. ,

The personnel responsible for the latest x'eview and
update of the material in this component during February 1981 are:

1

AMCM S. R. Carter (Subject Matter Specialist)'

Darla Burns .(Education Specialist)

YN2 P. J. Schnelder \ (Typographer)

YN213. J. Schneider (Typist)

Questions about the text should be addressed to your coqrse Writer.

I SS'
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C6RROSION REMOVAL, ELECTROPLATING', AND PASSIV#TION

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this Section, you will be able to:

1. State the different types of power tooli for use in corrosion re-

- moval.

2. Demonstrate
in corrosion

t .

Desciribe the use of acid corrosion removers.3.

4. Describe the use of alkaline corrosion remoyers.

5. Explain the purposer of electroplating and passivating, metal sur-

faces and describe the passivating process. '

the proper use of the different types of

removal.

power tools

'6.

,

Identify the safety precautions you must observe when using

'hazardous chemicals.
4L

When corrosion is apparent, a specific
and immediate program for corrective treat-
ment is required. A complete treatment in.:

volves removing and cleaning paint froni

all corroded areas, removing corrosion pro-

ducts, restoring protective Surfaces treat -

ment,films, and *plying protective coatings
and finishes. Each type of corrosion has its

own peculiarities and requires special

teeatment.

The eirpes of corrosion and light corro-

sion removal have been discussed in the

basic corrosion control pamphlet. This pam-

phlet .will explain corrosion control on a

largen Scale,- It requires.the use.of power

tooli, special chemicals, And the special

talents of qualified, knowledgeable structu...

ral mechanics. Remember, an unqualified per-

son attempting tzcorredt corrosion damage

can unknowingly effect catastrophic results.

ICMECHAN AL CORROSION REM:NAL

POWER TOOLS

If the area of corrosion removal is

large. and readily accessible, you should

use power tools to save time. However, you

must be careful when using powered equip-

ment. It is easy to use too much pressure,

even when you are using the specified brush,

grinding wheel, or sanding disce.Tbis ex-

cessive preisure will damage the metal.

Before ailing any powered equipkent,

"remove all rings, watches, and other jewelr

ry. Always wear the proper personal safety

equipMent, .(for example, goggles, face

shieldo.wor respirator). Insure .that all

electrichl powered equipment is grounded.

Check all pneumatic _powered equipment air
hoses for breaks or buIles in the coyerings.

4 Sanders And Buffers

1

A
Electric or pneumatic sander-buffers

provide a simple method of sanding or

polishing metal surfaces. There are many

varied types of sanders and buffers. They

are available with. oscillating heads for
sanding and buffing, or with intercOangeable
heads so that grinding wheels or wire brush-

es may also be used. When you use the power

tool' as a sander,.be sure to check the size
and type of the abrasive disc. losure-that
the type of disc ii compatible with the,

metal.

To prevent/eke sander .frmlh. digging

into the metal, start it before you touch

it tD the metal. Upon combletion of the

sanding stroke, 'lift the sander from the

Amtal before releasing the stop switch.

Do not lay the unit down with the motor

running.

YoU
applying

tw

will obtain the best results by.

Moderate pressure while you hold'

el
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the sander against the work. You Should
keep tge sanding disc tilted to approximate-
ly a. 100 angle so that only one side of
the disc is in contact with the metaksur-,
face, as' shown in figure 1. If the entire
disc surface is in contact with the surface,
a "bucking" effect will occur. '

Move the sander over the surface with
parallel and slightly overlapping strokes.
Move it as slowly as possible without burn,
ing the metal. Generally, the cleaning rate,
Should' be about 2 square feet per minute.

TOO FLAT

PPROXIMATELY 300 ANGLE

TOO TILTED

APPROXIMATELY,40° ANGLE

CORRECT

Figure 1. - Sander.

Figure. 2..- Needle descaler.

When using the sander-buffer as a buf-
fer, apply a small amount of jeweleri rouge
or other buffing compound, to the buffing
wheel. Then follow the same procedure as
for sanding.;,

Pneumatic Drill

A portable pnetinatic drill may be used
to turn rotary files, grinding wheels,.sand-

.

ing pads or buffing wheels.,These drills
are available in many shapes and si;es to
satisfy almost any requirement. The maxi-
mum chuck capacity of the portable powered
drill' is usually 1/4 inch; that is, the
chuck of -the drill will hold a tool shank
up to 1/4 i!nch in diameter.

When it is difficult or imposbible
to reach the work area with a' straight
drill, ydu may use flexible Shafts or angle
adapterls. The flexible Shaft permits working
around obstructions W4Alt a minimum of ef-
fort;

#

To prevent the rotary file abrasive
wheel, or sanding disc from digging into
the metal, keep the tool off the metal when
the drill is started.- Upon completion of
the grinding stroke, lift the tool from
the metal before releasing the drill switch.

When using the air drill, insert the
tool shank and securely tighten the,chuck
with the chuck key. Holding the drill motor
with both hands, apply moderate, pressure
as you hold the rotary file; sanding disc,
or abrasive wheel against the work. Exces-,
sive pressure will cause a "chattering"
effect.

Move the tool over the surface with
slightly overlapping strokes. Do not grind,
sand, or' file in one area for any lengi6
of time without stopping and allowing the
metal to cool. Excessive metal heating al-
ters the granular structure, which can re-
sult in seyere corrosion.

Needle Descaler

The needle descaler; shown in figure
2, is a pneumatic hammer having a multiple-

' needle or chisel head. This tool is used
to remove corrosion from metal Surface areas
that are hard to get at, such .as grooves,
corners, and around nuts and bolts. Do not
use the-needle-descaler on thin metal sur-
faces.

2-

The deicaler operates with a recipro-
dating action' delivering 4,600 blows per
minute. Its 19 wear-resistant alloy needles
hammer 'the surface clean. Air exhausting
through the front' Of the tool ,keepsthe
work free of debris.

1LIG .
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DUST COLLE.CTOR

ABAASiVE RECLAIMER

ABRASIVE HOPPER.

BLAST GUN SET

Abrasive Blaster

a

VACUUM PUMP ,

1.Z.3

Oar M1WW44r..11M*101
MM..
ImMANIWOMP

MW

a.

#*aer

Figure 3. - Ab

Pcirtable abrasive blasters are used

to remove cokrosion and paint from metal

surfaces. The abrasive blaster'is operated

by compressed air bombarding the surface

with an abrasive (sand,'grit, shot, or glass

beads) at high velocity. Abrasive blasting

eqViapent is simple to operate, but each

type of equipment has its own peculiari-

ties. Therefore, you have to follow the

operating instructions for a particular type
of equipment,to prevent damage to the equip-

ment or the material being cleaned.

A vacu-bladter, one type of an abrasive

blaster, contains five individual items of

0.

61.

rasive blaster.

equipment assembled into one coMmon portable

unit. These individual units are the abrit-:

sive hopper, abrasive reclabier, ditst col-

lector, vacuum pump, and the blastlun set,

as,thown in figure 3.

The abrasive hopper has a capacity

of 5 pounds and is secured to the bottom

of the abrasive reclaimer. It continuously

receives the abrasive from the reclaimer

to supply the feed wechatism. The feed me-
tering . valve sends a caktrolled volume of
air upward through the hopper, thus causing
the abrasive to flow thrbugh the feed valve
and hose to the blast gun. /

1.'27
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TYPE OF .

CORROSION

Light or heavy
pitting or etch:
ing of aluminum
(clad).

TAME 1

- Comma; RamovAL Psocumais Fos ALumnium

STEP 1
CLEANIliG TO REMOVE

FOREIGN MATTER

Remove foreign matter
with cl Spec
MIL-C-25769.

Light or heavy A. above.
pitting or tch-
ing of aluminum
(nonclad).

late rgranular
or eidoliation
corrosion of
aluminum.

Light or hilavy
corrosion on
small aluminum
parts which can
be removed for
treatment

Staves corroniai
cracking of
alliatuem

,

A. above.

Painted Parts
Clean and strip in
solution of *Lint and
arnish remover.;
Spec MIL--R-7751.

Unpanited Parts.
G4anwith compound.
Spec P-C-436.
5543. or vapor
degrease.

. a

Not Applicable,
Replace or repair de-
fective part as required
in applicable -3 tech-
nical order.

To preient plugging of the.feed hose
'between operations, 'a uct i% installed
between the feed tee housing and the Tacuusr
'chamber. This results in a, revenSe-flow.
of air.through the feed hose, conveying
the-abrasive baq.to the hopper.

The abrasive reclaimer is a cyclone
separator ,which receives all abrasil.les re
tUrned by the vacuum.unit4 The cyclOne ac
tion separates the abrasive Barticles from
the airstriam.They are deposited on a vi
brating screen located between the reclaimer

.and the hopper. Oversized debris is trapped
by the vibrating screen, which must be pe
riodically cleaned. Unusable dust is carried
by the airstream from the abrasiye,reclaimer
to the dust collector unit.

4

STEP 2 .

PAINT STRIPPING
IWHEN APPLIGASILZ

Readily accessible
areas: Strip.with
stripper. Spec
MIL-R-25134.

Confined areas: Strip
with solvent.

A. above

A. above

Not Required
If cleaning was
accomplished with
paint and varnish
remover. Spec.
MIL-R-7751.

,

Seet Step 1.

STEP 3 ,

CORROSION REMOVAL
A

Ititniove Corrosion with
Corrosion Removing
Compound MIL-C-
38334.

Restive corrosion by
mechanical method or
Corrosion Rnmoving
ConWound MIL-C-

-,38334.

Remove corrosion by
mechanical method.

Remove corrosion and
oiciteifilm by immer-
skonfof parts in phos-
phoric-chromic acid
solution.

See Step 1.

The dust collector contains envelope
type cloth filter bags. A manually operated
bag shaking mechanism perinits the dust to
fall, into the dust tray. This dust tray
must .be emptied frequently.*The upper, panel
of .the dust collector is remoyable so that
the dust bags may be periodically removed
for thorough cleaning and inspection.

FUuttioning as a VocUum cleaner, the
air ejedtcr vacuum puTp is mountea on the
dust collectir housing. It produces a.vacuum
of 40inch static pressure to pickup the
abrasives at the gomnozzle and return them
to the abrasive reclaimer.

The blast gun set includes 20foot
lengths of air hose, abrasive hose, and
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TYPi, OF
CORROSION

Ltght pitting
43.? snrface
oxidation. .
Heavy pitting
or tching.

TABIE 2

A

COMMON REMOVAL PlOCEDUEIS FOR MAGNESIUM

STE?
CLEANING PAINT REMOVAL

Remove foreign Readily.accessible
matter with cleaner, areas: MIL-R45134.
MIL-C-25769 or Confined areas:
P-D-680 Typo U. Paint thinner. '

As above .

STEP 2

As above.

'

Into rgianular A. "ibove .
or exfoliation.

Stress.

Light or heivy
corrosion on
small parts
which can
remOved for
treatment.

Not applicable
Repair/Replace as
riquired in, struc-
tural handbook.'

. raleeraion, spray,
or vapor oloanteiit practical.

vacuum ho-e'. The hand4ield gUn is construct-
ed oi aluminum and is approximately 7 1/2
inches long. The lower end of the gun hous-
ing is 'protected by a replaceable rubber
liner. A circular nylon brush is also mount-
ed on the lower end of the gun housing.
This hrush prevents escape of the abrasive
particles until they _are picked up by the
vacuum xystem.,The entire vacuud blast unit
operates on an air supply of 100 cfM at
100 psi.

CHEMICAL CORROSION REMOVAL

The removal of' corrosion by chemical
means is recommended when there is no danger

, of the chemical becoming trapped in Crevices
-and recesses., Acid and alkaline chemical
solUtions are used to' remove oxide forma-
tions, rust, and other .types of torroSion.

ACID CORROSION REMbVERS

The acid corrosion reMovers are adapt-
.

able to either immersion-or brush applica-
,

5
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Not applicable.

Use mechanical or
chemical methods.
Readily accessible
areas: Paint strip-
per, Spec MIL-R-
25134. Confined
areas: Ethyl Ace-
tate, Spec TT-E-751'
or lacquer thinner,
Spec TT-T-266.

STER
CORROSION REMOVAL

Remove corroision with
chromic acid pickle
solution.

ReMove corrosion by
mechanical and
chemical methods.

Remove corrosion by
mechanical method.

Not applicable.

LAW TO. 42C2-1-7.

tions. We shall'now describe thebasic,acid
corrosion removers.

4.

Corrosion Removing Compound,

MIL-C-38334

The compound M1L-C-38334 is used to
chemically remove corrosion lfrom aluminum
and its alloys. It is a phosphoric acid
solution for use only on aluminum alloy
parts and must not be rinsed over magnesium,
,plated steel parts, or operating mechanisms.
The acid must be confined to the area of
corrosion removal by using barrier paper
and masking tape.

Dilute the corrosion removing compound
with an &pal volume of water before use.
Mix 'the compound in a wood, plastic, or
.plaStic-lined container. Apply the compound
to the corroded area with a sprayer, mop,
sponge, or brush. When it is necessary to
apPly the compound to a large area, begin
the application at the lowest surface to
prevent streaking.
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TYPE'OF
CORROSION

Light or heavy rust
on structural parts
or assemblies, such
as"beams, columw,
panels, brackets,
gusse..12, racks.
cases, and housings.

Light or heavy rust
on parts as aboVe
where chemical -
rust.removal is
practical.

'Light th heavy rUst"
on small parts
where vat treatment
is practical.

TABIE

CORRosIoN RisuovAi PRoaDuit23 roa Famous Msrais

STEP I
CLEANING TO REMOVE

FOREIGN MATTER

Remove heavy grease or
foreigd matter with
cleaner, Spec. MIL-C-
25769, or other material.

As above.

Remove grease or
foreign matter.
Cleaning not required
if alkaline corrosion
removal is used.

Allow the -compbund ,to.'remain on the
surface no longer than 12 binutes while
agitating with a stiff bristle nonmetallic
brush. After all corrosion deposits 'are
loosened, .rinse with a strews of water or
wipe the compound off with a cloth rinsed
frequently in clean water. A sumeary of
the procedures to follow when you are remoy-
ing corrosion, from aluminum alloy'parts is
given in table 1.

Pasa-Jell 101 and 102

In areas where liquid oxygen compati-
bility is a requirement, usePasa-Jell 101
on corrosion-resistant steel, and Pasa-Jell
102 'on aluminum, to,remove the corrosion
deposits. Apply the concentrated compound
with a fiber brush. Agitate areas of deep
pitting with an acid-resiatant fiber bruSh
or a non-metallic abrasive mat until, all

corrosion, deposits, are loosened. Wipe off

the residue with a moist cloth rinsed fre-
quently in clean water.

6

STEP 2.
PAINT STRIPPING

WHEN APPLICABLE

Normally not required.

'Asabove.

Not required if
alkaline corrosion
removal method is
used or if cleaning
is accomplished
with paint and
varnish remover,'
Spec MIL-R-7751.

't

Chromic Acid Pickle

STEP'
CORROSION

REMOVAL

Abrasivelgastl
ing, grinding,
wire brushing,
and/or sanding.

4. Remove corro-
sion by wire'
brushing and/or
sanding4pllowed
by 'phosphoric
acid etch with
Spec MID -14,

10578 material.

Acid Method:
Remove corro-
ion by immer-
sion in phos-
ph8ric acid solu-
tion. Alkaline
Method: Remove
corrosion by im-
mersing parts in
alkalina solution.

Use the chromic acid pickle solution
to remove surface Aidation and light corro-
sion deposits from magnesium and magnesium
alloys. This solution is not adequae for
cleaning deep pits or hpavy corrosion de-
posits. Deep pits or heavy corrosion de-
posits require corrosion removal by mechani-
cal methods.'

Prepare t
X'
he chromic acid pickle aolu-

tion by mixing'. .24 oeriCes of chromium tri-

oxide with enougli, water to make 1 gallon
of the solution..Mix the solution in a lead-
lined iteel, corrosion-resistant steel, or
an 1100-aluminum container.

.

Use masking tape and barrier* paper
to protect nearby operating mechanisms, cre-
vicek, plated steel, -or copper parts. Apply
the soluttoh with an.Acid-resistant brush.
Allow the solution to remain on the surface
for, approximately 15 minutes while re-

20
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applying to keep the surface wet and agi-

"tating if necessary. When all corrosion

f deposits are loosened, rinse the surface

thbroughly with clean- water. A summary ok

the procedures you, should follow when re-

moving cOrrosion from magnesium andits
alloys is given in table

Phosphhric Acid Base Rust Remover,

MIL-M-405/8

6 The ilosphoric acii solution is used*

to,.remore corrosion from steel, corrosion-

resistant steel, and copper surfaces. It

is 'also used to cOndition theie surfaces

before painting. If heavy rust deposits,

are presenti. first remove them by mechani-

cal method*.

Dij.ute the concentrated 'remover witk
an equal volume of water. After the solution'

is thoroughly mixed, apPly it to the corr

roded surface with a bruah or swab or im-.

merse the part in the solution. Allow the

remover to _remain on the .4surface from 2

to 10 mj.nutes to loosen tIle deposits.lhen

rinse the jemover .from the surface with

plenty,of wate3, preferably hot.- After rins-

ing, -dry the -part and immediately apply

a protective ;mint or finish. Table.3 lists

a summary of the.procsdures to follow when

you are removing corrosion from ferrous

alloys.

Nitric-Hydrofluoric Acid

Use the.nitric-hydrofluoric acid solu-

tion to remove light corrosion and oxide

films from corrosion-resistant steels and

titanium; _Remove heavy scale or corrosion

deposits by mechanical means, and give the.

metal an acid dip to remove any remaining

deliosits.

Since the °acid content of this solu-

tion can vary from.5 to,50 percent nitric

acid and 0.5 to 5 perCent hydrofludric acid,

determine the correct percentages by using

test panels: Make the test panels, 1 x 4

inches, of the same material as that being

cleaned. Then Process the test panels

through the complete cleaning cycle. Ob-

serye the reaction of the solution; refer-
.

ring to 1r0. 1-1-2, adjust the acid concen-

7-tratioda until you get a suitable remover.

A

193
Never use in acid solutioA to remove

corrosion from high-strength steel parts:

Acid causes hydrogen: embrittlement of,the--7

steel,-,which leads to accelerated corrosion
and,premature failure of the part.,-e--

A

Sulfuric Acid

/

p.

Use ,the sulfuric acid solution to re-

move _corrosion from copper parts that can

be disassembled for.immersion cleaning. Pre-

pare the.tolution by adding the acid to'the
water until you obtaiR a 5-Ito lOpercent

sulfuric acid solution. /

Immerse the copper parts in the acid

solution wHile maintaining a solution temp-

erature between 60° and 120° F. Determine

the required temperature, immersion time,

and acid concentration by test.

If a red .stain appears following the

above, treatment, immerse the parts in a

solution containing sulfuric acid, 4 to

10 Ierceni 'by volume; sogiunedichromate,

4 tc 8 ounces; and enough water to make'

1 gallon .of solution. You also determine

the immersion time and acid concentration

of this solution by test. When you remove

,the parts, rinse them thoroughly and dry

them rapidly to prevent water .staining.

ALKAIDE CORROSION RpMOVER 4.

Use'Lfti alkaline corrosion remyving

comppunds to remove corrosion from ferrous

and copper alloys. The compounds alsci remoVe .

dirt, grease, . and paint from the parts,

a eliminating the precleaning step from the

corrosion removal'procedure.

7

Prepare the alkaline corrosion remov-

ing solution by mixing approximately 5'

..pounds of todiuml, hydroxide to 1 gallon of I'

water. The mixtlit may be done in a steel
mixing, tank...Immerse the parts in the aau-
tion until they are cleaned. Use hightemp-
-eratures, up to 212° F., to speed the clean-.

sing process. When You remove the parts,

rinse sthem thoroughly, preferably in hot "'

water. Dry the parts and immediately apply

a protective finish..

4.
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ELECTROPLATING AND PASSIvATION
OF METAL SURFXCES

After you have reioved all corrosion
deposits, most metals require samel type
of surface treatment to prevent -further
corrosive attacks. These surface treatments
may be applied by depositing One metal on
the surface of another metal or by,treating
with chemicalq. Make sure that the part
or parts arelhoroughly cleaned before at-
tempting aoy type of surface treatment..

PLATING PRO

Plating (electrodeposition) is a method
of oducing a metallic coating by electro=
chemic means. In the plating process,
metal particles are transferred from a sol-
uble anode through the ,plating solution
tO the cathode .(the metal being plated).

Plating is made possible by applying
a DC voltage grtat enough to overcome the
natural resistance of the system and furnish
sufficient energy to transfer the metal
particles to the cathode. The voltage re-
quired for 'the plating process may vary
froM 6 to 28 volts direct current. T4 plat-
ing solutions contain various Chemicals to
,produce the type of deposit wanted. The
concentrations of these chemicals are rigid-
ly controlled to give th, desired condition
of acidity or alkalinity, current density,
anode corrosion,ttc.

,

. The 'plating process causes metal crys-
als to form on the ,surface of the item
being platel. The control of'the concentra-
tion of the chemicals, temperature, current
densit!r, etc., are factors which affect

' the size and brittleness of the crystals.-
Small crystal size is usually desirable
to "reduce labor. cost and the time required
to finish (buff (4 polish) the surface after
plating.

CHEMICAL PROCESS

You can test small aztas of the surface
to be chrohate coated -.for clelnliness by.
performing a water-break telt. Spray ad
atomized mist .of distilled water, on the
surface. If the water gathers into dropleis
within 25 seconds, the surface has failed
the cleanliness .test. If the water forms
a film by,flashing out suddenly, it is evi-
deoce that the surface is contaminated.
If the water droplets gather ifito a contin-
uous film, without sudden flashont, the
surface. is clean and ready to receive the
chromate.coating.

Chroplate ConversiOn Coating;
MIL-C-554

the 'chromate coating is used to form'

the oxide film on aluminum and its alloys.
This film provides an acceptable paint base
for the enamel or lacquer coating systems.
It does not provide a suitable paint base
fon the epoxy coatings as.the bonding power

-.of the epoxy to the ch9mate is greater
, than the chromates bonding power to the

metal. Prepare the chromate solution accord-
ing to the manufacturer's instructions.. Then
allow the solution to stand, 1 hour before
Use.

,

Apply the.solution to the cleaned'alu-
minum surface by spr 'ngi. or immersing,

70r
or by using a fiber bri e brush, sponge,
or cloth. Keep, the sur ace wet until the
coating is formed, which may take from. 1'

e :td 5 minutes. Do net allow the chromate
solution to dry on the metal surface, be-
cause it is difficult to wash off and pro-
vides poor paint adhesion.

.
.

Rinse the treated area with clean wa-
ter, or sponge the area with a clean 'cloth

. rinsed drequently in water-. After the ex-
4

cess Ctromate solution is removed, allow
the suriace to air dry. Do not agitate the
new coating before it is completely dry,

. as it can be remOved by brushpg or rubbing.
. N

,

Use chemical surface treatments to form
oxide films on the surface of 'metals. These
induced films-are more corrosion resistant
than' the, films that ire formed natUrally.
They are "also more wear resistant than
natural films and give the parts greiter

4 service life.

Chromic Acid Brush-On Solution

The ..chrOMic acid brudh-on solution may
be appliAt5to all magnesium parts that

require toUchup. This treatment is less

critical to apply than other brush-on,treat-
ments. It is inexpensive and does not pre-
sent the toxic hazard of the other.brush-on
treatments.

. 21
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Prepare the chromic acid brush-on solu-

.tion-by mixing 1 1/3.ounces of chromic acid,

1 ounce calcium sUifate, and enough Water

to make 1 gallon of sOlution. The solution

should be prepared in a stainless steel,
aluminum, vinyl, or ribber container.

Apply the solutio with a brush, keep-

ing the, surface wet until the desired film

'color is formed. The treatMent time must

not be less than ,30seconds norIonger than

3 minutes. Treatment time up to 1 minute

produces a brassy'film,mbile 2 to 3 minutes

produces a dark brown coating. For hest

paikt adhesion, the- dark brown coatings

are ioreferred. Remove the excess solution

with cold running water, and allow the sur-

face to air dry.

Most metals require the application

of an organic coating for further corrosion

protection. After removing corrosion and

applying chromate coatings, paint the sur-

faces as soon as possible. Refer to the

applicable, aircraft painting and marking

details drawing for the specified type of

coating and OGTO 42A-1-2 for the proper

finishing procedures.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Safety precautions may, seeM like a

little bit of a nuisance to you, but when

you become a supervisor in this field, you

will learn that a preventable . accident

even if it's -only a minor one - is much

more of an aggravation thanthe little trou -

ble it takes to be careful. You will find

then that you are the-one who has to fill

out accident reports, medical,reportS, etc.,

and' that,.ydu, the supervisor, will have

to answer higher up for not making sure

that the men Wrking for you avoid unsafe

practices. When you become. a Aupervisor,

just what are your responsibilities in,the

field of safety? Let's take. a looklt- them.

. Adequate personal protecti4e ecruipment

must be prOvided' to,all pegsonnel engaged

in handling, chemical solutions. HOWever,

this does mdt . guarantee safe Working con -

*ditions. Safe 0-working conditions depend on

adequate ventilation, light, fire and health

precautions, and intelligent conduct on the

part of eich person.

Supervisors are,, directly responsible

for insuring that all'pOssible safety we-
,

9

sures are' employed. If a"work safety prob-

lem exists, the supervisor should seek the

advice of the Safety Officer or the Engine-

ering Officer.

Safe working conditions require that

safetpAnstructions be given each new person

and a continuing reinstruaion program be

given all maintenance personnel..First aid

training thould be taught and Practice ses-

sions permitted.

Ail personnel should practice the fol-

_ lowiqg safety techniques:

1. Wear personal protective equipment
when handling or mixing any chemi-

cal-solution: ,

2. Do NOT allow chemicals to come

. intS contact with open wounds or-

skin abrasions.
3. Do NOT store, handle, or eat foods.

where toxic fwes are present.

4. Wash hands thoroughly after hancL...

z"--- ling any chemical-.

5. ALWAYS add the acid td the water,

not the water to the acid, when

mixing achemical solution.

STORAGE OFHAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

Sulfuric, nitric, hydrochloric, phos-

phoric acids, and other hazardouse-chemicalS

must be properly stored. Quantities in ex-

cess of the immediate use hould not be

kept in the shop arda. Because of the

hazards %involved in thease ofthese mater-

ials, .you must take measures to prevent

their-use by unauthorized personnel. Pro-

per storage -is also essential to protect

and° prolong, the usefulness, and effective-

ness of chemicals.

Toxic Materials

Areas in which toxic materials are

stored and mixed should be completely en-

closed and, locked to prevent the materials

falling 'into the hands of unauthOrized per -

'.sonnell Storage spaces Should be locatea

where' the toxic contents cannot contaiinate

food supplies or create fireohazards. Chro-

mic and nitric acid may ignite when in con-

tact with combustible material or vapors.

Therefore, these acids should bp isolated

from combustible material and from alcohols,

acetone, or turpentine.

293
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Facilities

In addition 'to protriding for the safe
storage of toxic materials, shops must be
"clapped with hoi and cold running water,
soap, 'and shower facilities4to enabie per

, sonhel to quickly remove any spilled chemi
'cals. Locker space must .be provided for
storing, work clothing. Woik .benches are
.needed for minor equipment maintenance.
Scales, volumetriC measuring devices, and
adequate mixing vessels must be provided for
the safe preparation of.chemical solutions. -

,

SOLUTION DISPOSITION

Do not discard highly toxic chemicals
into storm or sanitary sewers unless ap

4.

4
J,

IP

proval .has been'obtained froth the Engineer
ing or Public Works Officer. Until such

, approval -of the method,of dispoial is ob.
.tained, store the solutions in isolattd,
appropriately marked, containers.

10

a

Before you start forgetting:What we
have discussed about the.supervisor's res,,
ponsibilities in the safety area because
you are not a supervisor yet, remember that
these are the responsibilities of your cur
rent OpeiVisor. Now, 'as'k yourself, "Who's

he trying to'protect?"'That's right among
others, you. So why not help him out?

2, b

.

4

4



Directions:

L;SSON QUIZ A

;

Cover the. answers to the quesLons with the enclosed

Answer Key Mask. Carefully answer the questions; then

remove the mask to check with the printed answer.Jf

you' answered any question incorrectly, refer to the text

'material.

.-

Q6ESTIONS

1. To prevent a 'power dander from digging.

into the metal tp ,be sanded,'you should

'2. When ,you are using a power.sander,

generally how much surface area should you
cover per minute?

197

1. start it before touching it to the

metaf. (Page 1.y

2. Two square feet (Page 2.)

3. When you axe sanding or grinding with 3. granular structure (Page-2.)

.
power' toOls,'excessive metal heating alters

the

.4. The five ind* idual units which compose

a vacu -blaster 4re the abrasive hopper,

abrasive recla. , dust collector, blast -

,gun, and

5. In a vacu-blaster, after the abrasive

particles are separated from the-airstream,

' where are they'depbsited? there is no danger of the chemical

6. One of. the MAJOR considerations before
-eomi.zk trapped in crevices and re-

Using chemicals to remove corrosion is that .cevses.

4. vacuum pump (Page 3.)

5: on the vibrating screen (Page 4.

7. 'When using the corrosion removing com-

pound, MIL-C-38334, on an aluminum_kajoy,

you should allow it to remain on theTUrface

a .MAXIMUM of Minutes.

8. The alkaline corrosion remover solution

is a mixture of and water.

9. In the electroplating process, metal

particles are transferred to the metal being

plated froml'a

10. In the
small, areas

7. 12 (Page 6.)

sodium hydroxide (Page 7.)

9. soluble anode (Page 8.)

chemical treatment process, 10. 'wdter-break (Page 8.)

of' the m'etal surface to be

chromate coated
by a

11. Whqn preparing a

how shoUld youpmix acid

are checked for cleanliness
test.

chemical
and water?

solution,

12. Why should chromic and nitric acid

be isolated from' alcohols, acetone,- and

turpentine?

.11

11. Add the acid to the water, not the
water to the acid. (Page 9.)

12. The acids may ignite when they
come in contact with combustible
material,or apqrs. (Page 9.)

2 #
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AIRCRAFT AND COMPONIENT PAINTING AND PAINT

TOUCHUP

OBIECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be able toI

1. State the primary and secondary purposes of paint coatings.

State the authority for Coast Guard aircraft paint color schemes.
I.

Describe the procedure for applying the polyurethane paint system.
7-

Describe the procedure fRr painting radomes.

5. Identify the types of equipient for applying paint coating
,$

6. Explain.the proper use of a paint spray gun.

7. State the safety precautions you-must observe While mixing,

plying, ahd storing paint:
aP-

Surfaces of aircraft equipment are sub-
jected to many natural and man,eade environ-
ments. Protecting surfaces from these en-

vironments is one of the most important

functions .of an aviation structural me-
chanic. Inadequate control of corrosion can

shorten equipment life, hinder mission ac-

complishMent, ,or endanger personnel or

equipment.

To enable metallic surfaces to resist

their, environments, the surfaces may be
A

coated with an organic coating aystem. This
organic coating id a liquid or Semiliquid
material Which is applied -to the surface
by mechanical imeans. ,When dried or cured,
the coating _provides an adherent filatHt
tends to isolate the metal fromits envp-
ronment. Organic ceating systems are cdia-

manly Classed as painis, varnishes, enam-

els, or lacquers.

The p
finish is th

faces against
secondary re

,..sehemes: the
specular coat'

objective of any paint
protection of exposed sur.;

deterioration. There are

ns for particular paint

eduction of glare by non-
s, the (we of White or

light colored high7gloss fimiahes to' reduce

heat absorption,.. camouflage or high visi-

bility requirements, or apecial identifica-

.tion harkings. There is seldom justifies,

tion for repainting for appearance sake

only. A faded or stained, but weil-banded,
paint finish is better than a fresh tench-

up treatment improperly applied over dirt,
corrosion products, or other cOntaminants.

13

The amount of paint touch up at the

unit level will vary widely with he activ-

ity involved, the.availability of facili-
ties, and the area of operations.

Complete refinishing, particularly un-
der field conditions should be restricted

,

to -those areas in which existing paint

finishes have deteriorated, through age avad
exposure, until they fail to perform their
protective function: Renewal of special

finishes and markings should also be re-

'stricted to those situations where the pur-

pose of the speciaN:finish is-net being

served. However, maintenance and repair of
paint finishes at the' unit level is,ex-

tremely important. This\ period cavers'the

evaluation ef initial paint finiAhes at the
time of aircraft receipt through the con-

stant surveillance and maintenaApe of fin-
ishes during a service tour.

. For this 'type of application, it is

often impractical to touch-up small surface
areas when the total of the areas,Would

not justify 'the time consumed'for set-up,

cleaning, sUrface preparation, paint mix-

ing, spraying, ett. It would be more-prac-
ticable' to strip a large section or panel

when the aircraft is in scheduled mainten-

ance. Corrosion removal, surface treatment,

and painting could be accomplished at_that
time.

After retouched areas become dry,

color contrasts for the ame colors in



&Do NOT PAINT NoN-METAITIc AITA,.OF ANY ANT4N3IAS,ANTENNA. MASTS OH
ANTENNA Co.F.N.

LAHAOomE To HE PAINTED'IAw !To:. AT112-68H OILY WIEN NECESSARY WTAOSE
DETEHIOHATED CONDITION

PIDISM 11111.111,11 AMP PAII-NIoN AFT NACELLE PAIRING AND PxyAuCT TRAIL
Mt:SIEVING A. I N . AFT DP 1DE LEADING EDGE oF THE EINST MILLED PANEL
WITHTWO coAvi HLAcK. PHI. to A, MIL-C-SII[I (HEY). PAINT(II AI.
ENGINES.

4.CUNTROL SUNFACES To HE PAINIFD IAW ATN 2-1.1111.
p.

S.PLAP 4ELLS, AILER0N WILLS. AND ASSOCIATED PARTS TO SE PAINTED ,

WHITE POLVUHKTNANE.
D.ELEvATOR WELLS, NUONEH WELL AND ASSoCIATEO pAHTS TO SE PAINTED

WHITE POLYUNETHANE.
00,00e. I.INTERION OF'WING EAy5: MILLFD PANELS TO WE PAINTED WITH TWoIDATO

AMIL-C-27725INEVI AND oNE CoAT 40ITE MIL-C-01(Ii(DEV).
.4k1APPLY WAITE PAYOHETHANE To ALL EDGES SO THAT :I it2-5m1LO THICKNECG

or TOPCOAT iS EPPLIED DY rw. COAT APPLICATION. NoTE THAT Tills
THICKNESS IS GREATEN THAN PHAT SHOWW IN REPEHENCE iN),ENcrosIIRE
(0,-.PARASHAPII 5.c. Voll Al1WHAVT SKIN auorAeg4;.

9.ALL NOSE AND MAIN LANNING GEAR WELLS AND ASIMCIATED PARTS TO OF
PAIdTED WHITE POLIONETRANE,

1(1.00 NOT PAINT STAINLESS DTELL ANEAS SUCH An NAPA:LEE ENGINE AIN
INLET SCOOPS. OIL COoLEH INLET SCOOPS OIL rOoLIT OUTLET DUcTO,
GAS TUNIIINE,Cl/MPHESUOD EXHAWIT.
AcENTEN WING WkINEWAYty..i. :,:oL TO W.S.i2U11) PHIME IAN ATELLLHE
AUVERCOAT WITN THREE COATS NIL-w-50NA, TYPE I WALKWAY COATING.
MID OUTEH WING WALKWAY TO W.S. Iii. HoTH WINGS)
PAINE IN ACCOHNANPE WITH AlA NO. 2-682. OVEHcoAT WITH
losTHREE COATS MIL-W..y044, 'ME I WALKWAY COAIING.
LOITER WING, FUSELAGE, AND HoNIZONTAL-ETABItIZER WALKWAY CoATINO
VINE IN ACCUNOANCE WITH ATN 2-682. OVEAcoAT WITH THREE CuATS

AMASK CND oF ruct DUMP MAST MIMING APPLICATION oF PAINT TO
IL-W-5044, TYPE 1 WALEWAY VDATING. USE coLoR INDICATED.

A AVOID ACCUMULATION OP PAINT ON SCAM.
12100 NOT PAINT PNOVELLEN OOME:;. SEE DETAIL- "II" FoN,PROP.

OLADE TIPS, PAINT IAW ATN ..-6110, II MIL-0111(FI(A0)
ID.ALL EMERGENCY OPENING HANDLES TO NE PAINTED YELLOW. BOTH .

AEXTERION AND INTENIoli.
THE RED AND RIME STHIPES sHoDLIT GIVE _THE. OVERALL APPEARANCE
OF STRAIGHT STRITEX.--AT-AN ANGLE OF 35 TO THE VENTICAL WHEN
VIEWED PROM THE SIDE. No "S" EFFECT CAUSED HY MAINTAINING

A STRAIGHT LINES 011 A COHVE ..ONFACE IS ALLOWED.
411,20AID EDGE OV RED AREA 1oCATED PMD OP THE INTENSECTION

ADP Gm' END 0TA.245 J ANGLE TO R TAKEN Al 111I0 SEAM
1" YELLOW BORDEN AROUND INANE OP ALL EHroorucp EXITS

A (EXTERIOR) SEE NOTE,I6
r,DIRENDVE OLD FABRIC AMP PECIACL WITU taw-PAnuic PATCH PAINTEP

YELLOW.
21.FAIRI-C PATCHES SHALL NI INSTALLED OVER ALL LIGHTING Ho=

OP CONTHOL SURFACES, rhAi. WELLS WHEEL WELLS AHD DOORS.
AND PAINTED TO MATCH SUDDMINOING AREA.

2.?.ALL PAINT AND OTHER COATING SHALL WE IN AceOlioAOCr wiTA ATH 2-1,1111

10 OR REVISIONS THEREOF, EXCEPT AS NOTED NENE,
DO NOT PAINT STATIC DITCHAHDE WICKS
DELETED
ICE DETECTION MANKINU. AI." DIA. MINCE CIRCLE, SYMETHICAL
/MUT THE LEADING EDGE HoOT,'oNTAL CENTER LINE. DOTE WINGS.

A

15

A 1111

III
WC

0

M-.11..

(!)
0.1

ID

IA

2 o

511(1 V NEVI
(OAR 11AL1

26. THE mar PAINTED S PURACE OF THE ACFT

SHALL HATE ONE COAT OF POSY PRIMER
IAW ATN 2-66O. EICEPT TUE WING WALK-
WAY SURFACES wittcm SMALL NATE

TWO COATS EPDXY PRIMER.

2/. EZDEPT TOR UNPAINTED AREAS. WALKWAY
-AREAS AND EXHAUST TRAIL AILS, THE
WHITE FAINT SYSTI21 SNAIL BE APPLIED
IFIRST SO oTnut PAINT WILL BR IrrLIED

Inn IT.

211. WHEW THE SKIN SURFACE ADJACENT TO
TUE SiATIC HOLES IS PAINTED. TUE
PRIMER ONLY SHALL SiTSMD TO THE
RING OF THE HOLES. FINISH COATS
SMALL NOT BE APPLIED WITNIN A

RADIUS OF (.2)(.11) OF THE HOLES. THE

EDGE OF THE FINIEN COAT SHALL BE
CAREFULLY SMOOTHED AND BLENDED

IHTO TUE PRIMER..

0
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STENCIL temp
,I.LETTENS ASO NUMERALS JAW MIL-1-1S4E4(REV) UNLESS 0 NNNNN ISE

SPECIFIED.
2.STCNCILE COLORS ARE SLACK IS 110.110111 om UNITE FS 10,17015
POLYURETWANE ENAMEL UNLESS OTNERVINE SPECIFIED.
3.wirmsEns lw OR ARE ALSO SNOWS ON D NNNNN 0
4.STENcIl LETTERING NEIGNT AND COLON ARF SNOWS Ey (NT.CDLDN)
CyCANTION PAINT IAN (1/2" SLACK) 10.PLACES PONT SIDE,OF ,

LATEST *CPT TO" SUDDEN OILY
6:1"0sCG'140"ISLACK PARALLEL TO AND LOCATED AFT Or 1101. L NNNNN

EDGE SEAN ON NOTTOM or NINO 4WD A' ArT Or SEAN DTOP OF VINO
(DINALIGNAt INSIGNIA, arAN so' 01A. lAm MIL-1-6110(111111) LOCATED

IN LINE VITO THE "USCG"
(!)"OIL MIL-L-23699"(1/2"SLACK) LOCATED ON OIL TANK Plump ACCISS

DOOR, 4PLACES.
9.ALL STATIC 0110010 POINTS PEE T.D. IC-130.8161,T.04.4-4
03.2"111" NED STRIPE SEGINNINO AT FWD CO NNNNN Dr NOSE IMIEELIELL

AND EXTENDING OUTEAND AT OD ANGLE
NED NAND; VERTICALLY ENCIOCLIE0 ENGINE ONE 32" AFT DF FWD

EDGE OF COWLING AND Tilt SECOND 30" AFT OF VINO LEADING EDGE

* 4E)."NANNING STAND CLEAR (3/A" BED) DM INBOARD AND OUTBOARD NNNN
TURYINE PLANE SIDES Or CACI ROOM

8.2" RED NNNNN CALLT NAVD Wryly DP NAINLANDINO ORAB DODSOPORT OOLT

"KEEP (2" RED) L0cATE APT dr NED BAND, TUBBIER EDAM"
PORT SIDE ONLY

FUEL CAPS "FUEL(1/2"11111T1) OS FUEL CEOs, 6 PLACES .

35 Ji...5" VINU, I PLACE CACI EXVENNAL TANK.
ti."FUEL (I/2"ALACK) ON SINGLE POINT REFUELING ACCESS COVES, JP-)
."Itc-iYorr(w" BLACK) AINICRAFT un VITI IMO AMUR C1Pflhl0
I" &ELLIN. LOCATED WIFE TEE AFT L NNNNN AT STA..100D ARD 2"
SEWN TIE NONIZONTAL sEAstmen.

up."PuLL-cwuElos(l" YELLOW) lLAcK &WEI:MOUND. OB OV NNNNNN
STAND CLEAN WIEN OPENING' ADJACENT TO NANDLE(IS EIDE)
.'30 STEP"(1". SLACK) OS TIC ESCAPE NATCNES
."FuLL wwwoml" YELLOW) BLACK ACKOROUBD ON 0 NNNNNN D TO
JETTISON CREW DOOR" ADJACENT TO MAULS (IN SIDE)

ossman (1/2" SLACK) ON CONNECTION EDI COUR MAUR'
RELAY 11 ICS CONNECTION BOX (WIDE)

(E)."EMEAGENCY ElIT (1/2" YELLOW) BLACK BACKDEDUED LOCATED
ON Irmo 'my OP ESCAPUNATCO (INSIDE) MOUND I DITCBING
us': wits"

(ErcAurlom (I" FELLOW/ BLACE SACKOROUND P,S.3110 STAID CLEAN
AWLS SpENING" ADJACENIFTO YELLOW NANDLE

21.5" RED vERTICAL STRIPE MN DECK TO 96" NEIGIT, AT
4.3ARR3AR0 F.S. 401 AND 440. (INSIDE)
°F (2" WRITE) I. PLACES; TWICE IN' EACN STRIPE

0,

25.."SLWARE (2NED ) WRITE BACKGROUND. 6 PLACES (INSIDE) reorELLsw"
AT he. AND 96" HEIGHTS CIF F.S. 390. 120 AND AS0.

----_____smumkNILSIDE ONLY
26.1" YELLOW wiffilysIoE) ow souvorftoorimo AROUND OUTU 100101 Or

ALL EMERGENCY ESCAPE MEMOS.
27.1" FED VERTICAL STRIPE Flow DECK TO 96" MONT AT PORT

FUEILAEE STATI3MS 21.5 AND 317 (INSIDE)
"F (2" 01171) I. PLACES; TWICE IN EACN STRIPE

2'2J

5 " ,
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11,

211."IANAHE (2" RED) MELTE BACKGROUND 3 PLACES AT 105" AND 96"
NEIGIITS OF r.S. 255 AND ONCE AT 72" MEIGIIT AF P.S. 31
PROPELLER"

.

%.*
I" YELLOW CUT OUT N BRINGS VERTICAL LOCATION
TO IIE MITNIN 76- NEIONT ABOVE DECK AND
I. NORIZONTAL L CATIONS TO SE WITNIN FUR. STA.
620-652 AND 660-652 PORT AND STBD SIDES
(INSIDE AND OUTSIDE)

eL"CUT NERE POI (I YELLOW) SLACK DACKGROUND'IN MITER OF cUT
OUT NARKINGS(NOTE)(INSIDE II OUTSIDE)

31.I15I01 ?US. STA. SUNDERE(1/2" PLACE) APE STENCILED EVERY 10"

AT 216' AND 30" SEIGIITS BEGINBINO MITI' P.S. 250 AND TIINU F.S.

IMO. DOTI SIDES. .

32.GANGO LOADISC GO NNNNNN SSTS ARE INDICATED WITH J" SLACK ternes
,AND v'sLAcic ..s. SU NNNNN 8 AND LOCATED 96" ABOVE THE DECK DOTS

SIMS.
63.S4TIONAL4NSIGNIA. STAR SO" DIA TAT NIL-I-61401H2411 CENTERED

IN UNITE AIWA OF VENTICAL STAIDILIZEN SOTO SIDES. ,
UUSCO INBLEN teDIA DECAL (ANSC 7690-851-3m) KolcumITALLI

c NNNNN ED IN NED ATEA, SOTS SIDES Off AM SIDE CUT OUT l'

CHICLE TO SNOW OXYGEN SLOW OUT DISC
RIM DETAIL "A" FOR PROPELLED NANNING SAND,
USCG AIRCRAFT NUMBER (15" SLACK) UNIVERS 7i TYPE NUNERALS
IAN USCG ASSC DUO. 550-5-1 SOTS SIDES.

411STATI01 SANE Or URI? TO 'RECEIVE AIRCRAFT (k" SLACK) LOCATED
I" ORLON AND CENTERED UNDER Tut USCG AIRCRAFT MURDER
SOTS SIDES . .

431."COAST OUARD'(20- BLACE)'UNIVERS 73 TIPE LETTCRJ IAD USCG
ADIC DUG 550-5-1. PARALLEL TO AND r ABOVE TAX ToP OF THE
AFT TROOP DOOR MUM TUE FORDAHD MOST LETTLit AT STATION 617

tp SOU SIDES.
4E1Wrom GROUND AND (i" YELLIN) SLACK BACKGROUND. ADJACENT TO

DITCIIINO ust OILY' ESCAPE HATCHED (INSIDE)
431."WARNING STAND CLEAR (I" RED) PORNARD Or RED DAND UTC TURDINE'

YOKEL' FONT NIDE OILY.
, "WARRING" (I. RED) OS SPOILER 0001. SOTS SIDES

a DAMNING' "MITI MD MENDERS ABOARD TNIS DOOR WILL OE OPEOED
TOON INSIDE ONL1.
aDELETED
DUSTED
"ENIERGENCI RADIO AND (I" VELLOu) LIFE RAFT RELEASE" BLACK
BACKGROUND.

OL"LIFERAFT DELEASE" (I" YELLOW) SLACK BACKGROUND .

Li
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Figure 4. - Typical Painting and Harking Detail's drawing
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masked off areas may be quite noticeable;

therefore if practicable, painting full pan-

els is desired. Adjacent areas should be

masked off to Aiminate overspray.

When painting aircraft or applying

touch-up paint, operating units must comply

with Coast Guard Technical Order 42400-1-2

or supersedure.

00erating units must apply the Coast

Guard color scheme and markings in accor-

dance with the aircraft model 'Tainting

and Marking Detailsu drawings. ANIAC main-

tains current drawings for All-Coast Guard

aircraft models. Applicable copies are fur 7,

nished to operating units initially, upon

revision of a drawing, awfupon request.

Figure 4 illustrates a typical AR&SC draw-

ing- for the C-130 aircraft. A list of

AR&SC drawing numbers for all Coast Guard

aircraft models is given.in table 4:-

CDC) CD

To break the gloss of existing fin-

ishes and to feather (smooth out) the edges

for overlap, scuff sand, using 150-grit

sandpaper. After sanding, use a water rinse

to remove the ''abrasive residues. Next,

wipe all sanded .areas and exposed bare
metal surfaces with a 1 to 1 mixture of

xylene and acetone.

Treat bare metal with cleaner-bright-
ener (MIL-C-5410) mid allow it to set.for

5 to 15 minutes maximun. Then follow it with

a water rinse. Apply MIL-C-5541 chemical
conyersion coating immediately-following the
cleaner-brightener, while the surf7...4.1:4

still wet from the water rinse.

Remove any loosened seam sealants in

the area to be touched-up and replace as

necessary. Also, resecure any loose rubber

seals, using the type adhesive specified

in the applicable Maihtenance Instructions
Manual.

Table 4. .- Aircraft (Painting and Marking Details,' drawings.

AIRCRAFT MODEL
AMC DRAWING NUMBER

C-131'
900-3-1

C-130
300144-a

VC-4A
200-1-1

HU-16E
100-38-2.

HH -52A 475-8-2

HH -3F
700-11

The insigaia and exterior markings on

Coast Guard aircraft must meet the require-

ments given in -table 5. In the intent of

conflict between the _specifications cited

in the table and the:Aircraft model paint

and marking drawingi the latter will take

.precedence. Exceptions to the general paint

systems are ,noted on the drawing. SUitable

silk screen processes for the application of

miscellaneous markings may be used wherever

practicable. .

.SURFACE PREPARATION
4 -

The effectiveness of any paint finish

and its adherence depends ,on the careful

preparation of the damaged surface before

touch-up. The procedures used in paint and

corrosion removal -have been described pre-

viously. The touch-up paint_ should over-

lap, onto the existing good Paint finish..

The touch-up materials will not adhe're

properly to glossy finishes. Also, any ed-

ges of the existing:film will show through

the overlap unless they are smoothed out.

17

The area to be painted is then out-

lined with tape and masking paper. This

protects the adjoining surfaces from over-

spray and unwanted paint buildup.

TOUCH-UP. PROCEDURES

In the past, it was necessary to iden-

tify the specific surface finish (paint

system) applied to an aircraft a% the time

of manufacturer or rework. Eacg surface

finish (nitrocellulose lacquer,e4rylic lac-

quer, and epoxy) required a specific touch

up procedure that was compatible witH the

present finish. Failure to properly identify

the present surface Tinisl& and apply the

specific touch-up procedures usualfy re-

sulted in wasted manhours and material.

To prevent' this problem and more ef-

fectively control, corrosion,- the Coast

Guard uses a standardized paint system for

all maintenance level painting and paint

4

a



Q... 3
touch-up.This.system consists of an improved
eioxy primer, specification- MIL-P-233778,
and a polyurethane coating, specification
MIL-C-81773(AS) or MIL-C-83286 (USAF).

IPDXY-POLYAMIDE PRIMER (MIL-P-23377B)

The epoxy-polyamide primer is supplied
as a two-part kit; each 'part must be
stirrel or shaken thoroughly before mixing.
One part contains the pigment, ground-in-
an epoxy vehicle, and the other part is
composed of a clear polyamide solution
which functions as hardener for thelepoxy

solution. Thia primer is supplied by var-
ious manufacturers. Mix 'only as much primer
as needed, since the storage life of the
primer is 'limited after mixing. CAUTION:
Do not substitute. part 1 or part 2 from
another manufacturer. Established mixing ra-
tions supplied by the manufacturer must be
followed; otherwise, the prtmer will exhibit
unsatisfactory properties, such as poor ad-
hesion, poor chemical resistance, or inade-
quately dried film.

For mixing, pour the specified amount
of part 1 into en empty container; then
slowly pour part 2 into the 'container,
stirring 'constantly. CAUTION: Always add

part 2 to part 1.

Is

To thin, the brimer for spraying, add
1 1/2 paris thinner, Specification MIL-T-
19588, to 2 parts primer. The thinned pri-
mer Should be.stirred thorOUghly, strained;
and Allowed to stand 1 hour before use.
Il 'necessary, the thinning ratio may be -
varied slightly to obtain the proper spray-
ing viscosity. 06 .1-bour standing time
.is necessary to permit the components to
eater into dhemical reaction., shorten -
ing trine, reddce cratering, preclude pa
2 from nsweating outw or migrating,"an
allow any bubblea: (forMed While stirring)'
to escape. .

To Apply the primer, ensure that tlie.

surface to be primed has been dleaned,

.chemicaily treated, and prepared fox spray-
ing as preViously described in this sec-
tion. Apply a, wet coat of epoxy primer
to 1 Mil thickness and-allow to dry from
1 to 2 hours. One hour is sufficient When
temperature and humidity range is ideal.

POLYURETHANE COATING
.

SinCe the original polyurethane coat-
ing specifications were issued some years
ago .and this paint coating was accepted
for Coast tuard-wide use, it has proven

Table 5. - Aircraft Insignia

MARKING

National Ins'gnia
7Coa u Etblem

'Toast Guard!' on side fuselage
ITSCGH on airplane wing and
helo underside
Station name
Alrcraft model designation

Large aircraft serial nuther
Fuselage prop warning stripe
*Jet intake warning chevron
Fuel fill caps (align marker)
Fuel service-points
Oil service points
Walkways and steps,
Instrument static openings
Helo tail rotor warning
Main rotor blade tips -

Melo tail rotor blades
Propeller tips
Turbine wheel plane warning
Emergency exit.release
Escape hatches
Safety markings

and External Marking Requirements.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH

MIL-T-6140 and aircraft drawing
Aircraft Drawing
Univers 73 letters & aircraft drawing

MIL-I -1804 letters & aircraft dwg.
MIL-I-18464 letters & aircraft dwg.
mm-1-18464 letters & numerals and
aircraft drawing

Univers 73 numerals & aircraft dwg.
Aircraft drawing
MIL4I-25047 & aircraft drawing
MIL-M-25047 & aircraft drawing
Aircraft drawing
Aircraft" dtawing
MIL-M-25047 and aircraft drawing
Aircraft drawing
Aircraft drawing
MILM-25047
MIL-M-25047
Aircraft drawing
Aircraft drawing
Aircraft drawing
Aircraft drawing
Aircraft drawing



to be a highly reliable and durable eistem

for the protdction and appearance of our

aircraft. It has also proven, however, to

be .such a health .hazard to those persannel'

who must :apply the,paint and work in: areas

where the paint is being used that.some

other ,acceptable paint system less detri-

mental to the -health of personnel must be

found. For this reason, the polyurethane

coating is being phased out in the Coast

'Guard today; and- several other types of

paint systems are being experimented wjth

on aircraft coming put of, overhaul. The

polyurethane coating is still ta be used

for paint touch-up, however, as long as

the touch-up kitp remain. available. This

touch-up systemx.is also considered -

patible with the newer experimental paint

systems.
During this interim period, the. AM

must know and understand the correct ap-

plication procedUres for the polyurethane

paint system, as well as the accompanying

health hazards and the precautions to. be

taken during the application of this sys-

tem.

Polyurethane Application Procedures

Proper application of the polyurethane

coating is of prime importance. When the

polyurethane coating haseen properly ap-

plied, relatively little touch-up will be

required at a later date. Proper applica-

tion requires the following considerations:

1. . Adequate lighting.
2. Adequate dust contrbl.

3. Proper amount of paint. (Do not

apply an extessive amount.)

4. Proper air pressure. (For the con-
ventiOnal hand pot spray gun, the
air prespure should be 60 -65,psi,
dependent on the-temperature.)

5. Proper paint thinning

Proper thinning of the paint is very

important. If ,the paint is not properly

thinned, eventual chipping will occur, es-

pecially around fastener holes. '

If no thinner- is mixed with the

paint, its aPplication will not be smooth

and will have an orangepeel effect that

will nqt smooth out if a large amountof

paint is applied. This practice is costly

and time-consuming and lip not provide
-the desired paint finish. '111

- 19

CI

Whpn thinner is added, the application

of poryurethanc paint is Much like that

of other paints. When.the paint is applied

to the surface, the paint will quibkly

smooth out=and have a high-gloss finish.

Ili addition, a more even coat of,paint can

be applied.

In all instances, measure the visco-

sity of the material to insure that the

viscosity is correct for the method of v.,

plication being used. When thinning is re-

quired, use only the recommended compatible

thinning agents.

Figure 5. - Zahn cup.

Viscosity Measurements

Viscosity is measured by varibus meth-

ods-and instruments _and is expressed in

various units of measurement. The methods

most frequently cited in, the coating in-
dustry use either the Ford or the Zahn vis-

cometqr. cups. In both methods, viscosity

is expressed in seconds through the cup.

The seconds indicate the length of time

212



aos-
it takes at a given temperature for a known
quantity of the- coating material to flow
through a cgrtairi size orifice in the cup.
For example, at 7° F., viscosities of 16
to 22 seconds through a No. 4 Ford cup or
19 to 27 seconds.through a No. 2 Zahn cup
.are generally' right for spraying enamels.
Lacquers require aboUt 4 seconds less in
either cup. For comparison, the viscosity_
of water and some thinners is 10,seconds
through a No. 4 Ford cup.

The 'Zahn cup is .usually consid ed'r
the standard and most appropriate for field
use: The -Zahn cup is designed to measure
the viscosity of fluids directly from their
containers. It consists of a 44-mil cup
with a hold (orifice) and a wire hawile,

' as shown in figure 5'. The clip is filled
by immersion in the fluid, and the flow
ts timed from withdrawl to first interrup-
tion in the flow. 1.

Five graduated orifice sizes, or cup
nuMbers, 'are available. The No. 2 cup is
most- suitable for equipment painting For
mixing primers, the correct siphon spray
gun viscosities measured in seconds for
the No. 2 Zahn cup are listed as follows:

Wash primer
Zinc chromate
Modified zinc chromate

MilC-8514
MilC-8585
MilP-7962

24 to 31 seconds
9 to 14 seconds

15 to 22 seconds

6 .
The above is not a complete listl.zie

of viscosity measurements. When preparing
any coating system, always refer to COTO
42A-1-2, Aircraft Painting and Marking De-
tails, for the correct viscosity measure-
ment of a specific coating.

Thin polyurethane with MIL4 -81772
thinner to achieve 15 to 18 seconds with a
No. 2 Zahn cup. Allow the paint to stand 1/2
hour before spraying.

Polyurethane overspray is greater than
that for other paints; therefore, extra

masking and papering are usually required.
Masking tape should be of the pressure-sen-
sitive type to prevent paint from ruining
under the tape.

After allowing a drying time of 1 hour
for the primer, spray a wet coaeof poly-
urethane paint about 0.8 mil thick; then
spray another wet coat of the same thick-
ness. For touch-up or averpainting, apply

20

one even light topcoat
it to dry for 15 to 45

'a final full topcoat.

2

The coating will

of paintand Allow
minutes; then apply

be ready for taping
insignia colors in 4 to 6 hours.

You should remove masking tape from,
painted surfaces before the paint ib com-
pletely dry. If the paint becomes dry with
the masking tape in place the paint will
have a sharp edge and will leave a place
for peeling to start. If you remove the
maskieng tape before allowing the paint to
dry, the edge will role or flatten, making
a smooth, even surfacer

If runs occur Ohile painting small .

areas, stop the painting and remove the
paint with rags and thinner. Then resume
paintinc with the finish coat. Small areas
may also be retouched by use,of)a small,
long-bristled camel hair brush.

If runs occur while painting large
areas, continue painting until you are_fin-
ished and "alloi the area to siry. nen re-
move runs with #320 wet or dry sandpaper,
and work down tO a finer grit sandpaper
to remove sanding scratches. If any bare
metal is exposed, you should treat ieas
previously described. Then you should mask,
paper, and paint the complete panel.

Polyurethane thinner
for cleaning.. Instead,

ketone (MEK) TT-M-261.

Polyurethane paint
to air dry a minimum
you subject it to sei4vice

should,not be used
use methyl ethyl

should be allowed
of 48 hours before
use.

When you are working on fiberglass
surfaces, follow approved Coast.Guard pro.;
cedures. Although fiberglass surfaces may
be reconditioned, NEVER use a paint strip-
per to remove the existing paint finish.
Strippers presently available for removing
the paint'will attack the fiberglass resins
and weaken the structure. The approved
Coast Guard method for touch-up of fiber-
glass surfaces is to use lacquer thinner
to thoroughly clean the area to be re-
painted and sand dightly with 320-400 wet
or dry Sandpaper. After sanding, reclean
the area with lacquer thinner and apply
a polyurethane topcoat.



Decals on Polyurethane Coatings
-

Decals may be'used for the applicatica,,

of the national insignia, the Coast Guard'

eMblem, and other markings an the.aircraft.
When decals are used, they must be approved

and -conform to -specification MIL-Dr8634

(MIL-D-38477 for C-130). Decals must be

applied in accordance with MIL-D-23890.,To

increase the 'retention capability of deails

on the smooth surface of cured polyurethane,

coatings, lightly sand or roughen the area

to which the,decal is to be applied and then

seal the edges with Scotchcal Edie Sealer

No. 3940.

IPDXY FINISH ON RADOMES
0

Two epoxy systems are approved as the

paint finish for radomes. They are the CAT-

A-LAC and the BROLVE systems. TheCATI7A-

LAC system is procurable from the Findh

Paint and Chemical Company, Torrance Cal-
ifornia,,And the BROLITE system from Andrew

Brown CoMpany, Laurel, Maryland. Neither

system. may 'be applied -over hay other type

of paint.

APPLICATION OF THE CAf-A-LAC SYSTEM

The CAT-A-LAC system is applied in

the f011owing -manner. Prepare the surface

by removing the old paint. If the old paint

is GACO N-79 neoprene, the best way to re-

move it is by applying a Cloth wetwith

toluene or, methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) to

the painted surface. AA the paint softens,

wipe or scrape off with a plastic or phen-

olic scraper. Fill the'pinholes, scratches,

and Surface pores of the,Eadome with filler

,putty, No. 467-2, and ahly a fuil, wet
coat qof primer, No.4454-1-1. Allow the pri-

mer to dry for 24 hours and sand lightly

before spraying with a full covering top-

coat, No'. 443r1-17. AIlow the topcoat to

dry for 24 hours befoe handling. The total

film thickness should be approximately 3

mils.

If the existing paint is CAT-A-LAC,

you may refinish it by wet or dry sanding

the topcoat of paint dom. to or almost to

the primer coat. Then, after wiping down

with toluene or HEK, apply a topcoat only.

Allow the topcoat to dry for 24 hours.1
Aged CAT-A-LAC surfaces may be touched

up by sanding and wiping down the area to

be painted, applying the topcoat, and al-

lowing to dry for 24 hours.

DOG
APPLICATION OF THE BROLITE SYSTEM

,
-

In ,.contrast to .the CAT-A-LAC system,

the BROLTTE system is applied in this man-

ner. If the existing finish is GACO N-79

neoprene, the old, paint should be removed

in the Same manner, as that given for the

CAT-A-LAC system. After removing the old

paint, fill pits and scratches with Sky

Spar .Epoxy Filler, No. 954. Sand the filler

smooth and allow to dry overnight at room

temperature. Apply.a.fUll, wet coat of pri-

mer, No. P-953, and allow to cure over-

night. Before applying the finish coat,

Ao. 423,, sand lightly to a total thickness

of approxinately 2 mils.

NOTE: The finish coat may be ap-

plied over the primer within-3 or 4

hours by omitting the landing; how-

ever, the finish will not be as smooth

-as when the primer has been sanded.

Th'e finish coat may appear dry in a

few hours; however, full owing may require

as much as 7-days, depending upon,the am-

bient temperature. Do not. subject the

finish to .chemicals or cleaners during the

cure period.'

If the old finish is BROLITE and

topcoat must be completely >removed,

best way to remove it is with toluene.

ter removing the topcoat, lightly sand

primer coat and wipe with MEK before

plying the new topcoat.

the
the

Af-
the

apt-

If the old BROLITE topcoat does not

need to be completely removed, you marre-

finish it by wet or dry sanding the old

topcoat down to, or almost to, the prime

coat. After wiping with MEK,'apply the new

topcoat.

Aged BROLITE surfaces may be touched

up by sanding and wiping down the area to

be painted, applying the topcoat,,and al-

lying to dry for 24 hours.

NOTE: There are' numerous stripping

compounds that will remove paint from

radomes. Howeier, any stripping com-

pound strong enough to remove CAT-A-

LAC or BROX...1TE may damage the fiber-

glass radome.
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RADI-EROSION-RESISTANT COATINGS

Repairs to Corogardu coatings-can be
made without exposing the bare metal, if
nicks,' rips, and .tbin spots do not extend
through the original coatings. Enough mater-
ial is cut awax fron the imperfection to
produce a scarf approximately four,times the
thickness of ,the coating,. The .scarf is

sanded to produce a rough finiah and wiped
ean with acrylic laoquer thinnefi. The

caviti ir7then filled with aluminized Voro-
gardnapplied_irisuccessive_thin layers: After
complet4 diiing, sand ss necessaryto re-
store contour. )

l

Repairs, to neoprene coatings are ip-'
practicable in the field due to their,slow
,Cure. Irthe coating should fail and cor4
rosive attacks develop, the damaged coa ing

Intl.shOuld. be cut .away .U4til good adher ce

is reestablished at .41 e4ges. Treat e

corrosion in accordance with established
procedUres and 'repaint the .exposed surs
faces with an epoX% topcoat.

.
4t,
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PAINT APPLICATION EQUIPMENT
Is

Organic coatings are applied "using
either handpor power equipment. Selectiän 'of
the proper aPplication method-depends. on the
size and accessibility of the area to be

s
coated.

.TYPES OF EQUIPMENT

Sprat_Cans

Some coating materials are '"paCkaged

in self-contained spray cans or aerosols.
Theyh are.i primarily a Convenience package
and are not to be used as a substitute for
4cnventiftal spray methods. Spray cans are
authorized for emergency touch-up painting
where the Area is less than 1/2 squarefoot
or for spriyini areas that'are not acces-
sible to comrentional spray equipment.

When 'using aerosol spray paints, shake
the can ti thoroughly mix the paint and
propellant. Ileia the can approximately 12
inches away from the surface while spray-
ing'. This will prevent the propellant from
becoming trapped within the paint film.

Shake the can repeatedly throughout the-,

spraying process. To clean the spray ori-
fice after painting and keep the spray but-
ton from clogging between spraying opera,
tions, turn the can upside down and depress
the spray button 'until, only propellant

comes out.

AIR\

FLUB)

AIR

INT RNA'. MIX EXTERNAL. MIX

kigure 6. - Spray gun

Conventional Spray Equipment
\

*the conventiOnal spray gun may be of
the suction-feed or pressure-teed type. A
puction,feed spray gun is one in which
pressurized air passes Over the tipof the
fluid tiibey Sncks fluid from it, and sprays
the flUid into the airstream. A suction-feed
gpray gUft'canbe identified by the presence
of an air ventliole in the paint cup cover.
The suction-feed spray gun is ideal for
spraying lacquer, varnish, and other ligh%
materials. It is not good, however, for
spraying 'heavy toat' s, since it wiiikl.not

pullithe heavy materialS up to thenozz.le.*

- "riA Dressure-fillim0ay gun ts made with
.an." airtight cont . Pressurized aindi-,
rectal.. .i.ritothe cOntainer places the flUid*
under pressure, fOrces .it .up the fluid
tube, and sprays it.'!It is cpnsidered one of
the best general-purpose spray guns because.
it, can spray heavy materials when supplied
with a low volume of Air.#

The mechanisms of the pressUre-feed-
and suction-feed guns are the same, and
both types can mix the fluid and air both
internally and externally. Since no siPhon-
ing effect is necessary for pi-essurt-feed
application, it is the tool to use for vol-
ume spraying.

4

Internal-mixing :spray guns mix the
paint and air inside the spray cap, as

shown on, the left of figure 6. Thelinter
nal -mixing cap requires less air pressure
than the external-mixing.cap and IS popular
on small units. The main fault of the in-:
ternal-mbd.ng feature is that fast-drying
materials atomized4pinside the cap tend to
collect inside and around the outlet. Pres-

c sure-feed spray guns are usually of the
internal-mixing type. The external-mixing
spray gun mixes the paint and air outside
of the gun spray cap, as shown on the right
side of figure 6.

Sprey, guns are classed as bleeder and
nonbleeder-types. A bleeder spray gun is

22 .



constructed. in Such' a way that air passes

through it, at all.times. This,feature pre-

vents excessive pressure buildup in the

compressor. If a spray gun is to be con-

nected directly to a small (low-pressure)

compressdr, the gun. should be of the

bleeder, tYPe. The non-bleeder spray guny

as the name implies, does not pass any aif

tuttil" the trigger is pulled. This type of

gun is normally used when controlled air

pressure is supplied.

NOZZLE

CUP

BODY SPRAY WIDTH
ADJUSTMENT

TMGGER

FLUID
ADJUSTMENT

AIR INLET

Figure 7. - Spray gun and cup.

Spray guns can be further Classed as

the attached container type and the sepal.-

ate container type. An attached container

spray gun is usually referred to as a cup,

type, since the paint is held in a cup at7

tached. to the bottom of the gun. This gUn

is illustrated in figure 7. A separate con-

tainer spray gun is one Which does, not have

a paint containeii or cyp attached to the

lower portion of the gun. This gun.receives-

paint materials through a fluid hose from

a separate contaiher called a material

pressure-feed painttink.

The pressure-feed paint tank, shown

in figure 8, is a large metal container

that provides a constant flow of paint ma-

terial at uniform pressure to the spray

gun: ,The sPray gun is connected to the tank

with %two hoses, one for the Air'and the

other for paint material. The capacities

of such tanks range from 2 to 60 gallons.

Basically, the tanks consist of 4 container

with a Clamp cover., an air-cressure regu-

lator, and connections for 'fluid and air.

In operation, air pressure from a com-

pressor or sow other air supply is forced

S
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into -the paint tank. This air pressure

causes the material to-flow out of the tank_

through a fluid hose to the spray gun. When

the paint, reaches the head of the gun, it

comes in contact with the airstream, Which

atomizes and sprays the paint.
1

If you use good Clean equiiient and

material that is thinned for sprayingl us-

ing a spray gun should be no probleM to

you. In the following few paragraphs, let's

,go through a mak&believe job so that you

can imagine yourself actually using a spray*

gun.

Before ,starting to spray paint, check

the adjustment of the spray gun. There are

adjustments for various purpodes; for ex,-

ample, some adjustments control 'the air

pressure and" flow of material and provide

a means of changing the direction of a

spray, pattern. For a lew-pressure spray

,gmn, --the air pressure.should be in the low

and mid psi range; the high-pressure gun
should have between 80 and 100 psi.

The proper air pressure is essential

to a good spray job. Too high an atomita-

tion pressure,, thins, out the center of a

spray pattern. Too' little air pressure

fails to atomize the material safficiently,

causing a coarse, spattered effect that

is .unaccliptable. You can check this adjust-

ment most satisfactorily bir studying the

spray pattern made by the gun. Spqh an ad-

justment may be made with the air-control

screwl located above the handgrip, as shown

in figure 9.

Figure 8. -.Pressure feed tank.

The flow of materials is controlled

by the fluid needle also located above the

handgrip. The speed of operation' at Which

you move the gun across the surface being

painted determines, how you adjust the flow

of material from the gun noztile.Experiment
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a6 ,
HOOK

If

SPRAY WIDTH ADJUSTMENT

NOZZLE OR CAP

FLUID
AJUSTMENT

AIR VALVE

FLUID INLET

a FLUID NEEDLE

PAII4T

III AIR

INTERNAL MIX

TRIGGER

AIR-ADJUSTED TO CONTROL
WIDTH_OF SPRAY PATTERN

Jor

INLET AIR PASSAGE

Figure 9. - Spray gun sectional view.

HOPIZONTAL PATTERN

4
WIDTH OF
PATTTIRN

EXTERNAL MIX

INTERNAL MIX EXTERNAL MIX
VERTICAL PATTERN

Figure 10. - Spray patterns.

4
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Figure 11-. -.Holding spray gun correctlir.
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with various settings, of the adjustments

at 'first to find what settings give you

the most efficient opiration. The adjust-

ment should permit a comfortable, rapid,

stroke that gives sufficient coverage with-
out runs or)sags.

You* may change. the direction of a

spray pattern by rotating the . spray gun

oap or air nozile, as shown in figure 10.

You can produce a' spray' iattern about 6

to' 8 inches wide When you hold the'gun 6
to 10 inthen from the surface.

Hold the spray gun perpendicular to
the surface, as illustrated in figure 11.

Tilting ,the gun up or down gives an un-

even spray pattern.. The distance of the

spray cap or nozzle' from the surace de-

pends upon the air presiure uiad and the

consistency of the paint. Generally, the

distance varies from 6b4o 10 indhes. Hold-

ing the spray gun at La greater distance

causes a dry, spray and excessive spray

dust.

Move the spray gun with straight unit

form strokes, backward 'and forward across

the surface in suCh a way that the spray

4attern overlaps about 50 percent of the

previous stroke. Use a free arm motion and

featherk-cut the end of each strOke. You

do this by pulling the trigger before be-
ginning the stroke and releasing it after

completing the stroke. Be careful not to

arc the gun, since this causes an uneven

deposit of paint and excessive averspray

at the end of each stroke. Figure 12 il-

lustrates a proper spray gun Stroke as well

as an incorrect stroke.

Start with a dry stroke, that is, with
trigger released, a few bathes to the

of the panel, as shown in figure 13.

'the trigger When the gun nozile is

with the left edge of the panel. Aim

gun at, the top edge of the panel as

continue the stroke across it. Release
trigger When the gun nozzle is even

'the right edge,of the panel. Continue

the dry stroke a:few indhes before revers-

ing for thea'secOnd stroke. When the gun

nozzle is, even with the tight edge of the

panel, pull the tirgger, but this timecaim

the nozzle of the gun at the bottom of the

first stroke. In this 'manner, about half

of the second stroke will overlap the first
stroke. This *ives double coverage to the

surface and assures a full wet.coat without

streaks. A half' overlapping stroke is us-

the
left
Pull
even
the
you
the
with

uaily used for All 'work. Continue with

right and left strokes until the,pinel is

completed. °-

Use a ttanding tedhnique in order to

reduce averspray at the right ant left ands

of a panel. This procedure cails for single

vertical, strokes at eadh end of the,pans.

Banding assures complete coverage arid saves ,

the paint Which _is normally wasted as a

result of your. trying to Omy fight up
to 'the vertionl , edge 'with horizontal

strokes. Sioray the -top andzbott66 of the

panel with horizontal st;Okes aimed at

the edges of the pane1.4hede strokts auto-

matically become banding strokes. Then fin-
ish the panel With horizontil strokes.

When the edges, as well as the face

of a panel, are to be sprUyed,.use a modi.1

fied banding technique. A single stroke

along the edges paints the edges'and binds'

the face of the panel at the same time.

Spray Outside corners in the same manner.

In such cases, .aim the gun at the corner

so that the spray coats' both adjoining sur-

faces with one stroke Of .the gun, as shown

in figure'14. .

Inside corners are more difficult to

spray, since -more strokes are required..

When spraying. an inside corner, spray each

face of the corner separately, as shown

in figure 15. First, make a vertical stroke

at the corner from the top down. Then use

horizontal strokes to spray the area next

to the corner.

Paint can Clog the side ports of the

mixing cap and restrict the passage of air

.so that the full air' pressure from the

Clean side port forces the fan pattern in

the direction of the clogged side causing
a Aistorted spray pattern, as shown in fig-

ure 16. Should this happen, dissolve the

dried material with thinner or solvent.

Do not 'use a metal instrument to Olean the

ports, since this may,enlarge 'or mutilate'

them. When .the dried :material is.located,

around or on the outside of the center hole

in the mixing cap, you get a spray pattern

like the bottom one shown in figure 16.
A laose mixing cap may Also cause thisTat-

tern. If dried material iwteblamer/olean
the cup with ihinner qr a cloth,, saturated

with thinner.

When the atomizing pressure is too

high, it cauSes a split'spray pattern that

25
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PULL
TRIGGER HERE

SuRFACE

_

BEGIN STROKE
THEN PULL
TRIGGER

mOVE GuN IN STRAIGHT
LINE

DO NOT ARC
STROKE

RELEASE TRIGGER
BEFORE COMPLETING
STROKE

Figure 12. - Spray gun stroke.

RELOSE TRiGGER HERE-

Figure 1.3 . - Spraying flat surf aces.
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Figure 14. - Spraying an outside corner.

.

rigUre,15. - Spraying an inside tomer.



is heavy on each and. Insufficient atom-

izing pressure produces a pattern that is

heavy in the addle and has an unatomized

salt and pepper effect. Any condition that

allows air to leak into.the fluid passage-
way causes the spray gun to spit. Elamples

of these conditions are: dried out packing

around the needle ialve,/dirt between the

fluid riozzle seat and body, looke fluid

nozzle, and a loose swivel nut on the

siphon 'cup.

FILM THIMEASURING EQUIPMENT.

To ensure adequata organic coating

thicknessi you can measure the thickness of

the film if you haie the necessary small

measuring instruments. The two methods of

measuring are the wet and dry methods.
I

4
Dry Film Gage

The dry gage, shown in figure 17, is

manufactured in two models: one for lacquer

and. enamel with a range of 0 to 46 mils

and one for galvanized coatings with a

measuring range of 0 to 2 mils. All non-

magnetic dry coatings, including galvanized

coatings, can be measured with fhe magnetic

gage, if they are on a steel base. This

highly accurate hand gage operates on the

attraction poWer of a permanent -magnet

through a nonmagnetic coating to the steel

base. \-

/
To use the gage, first turn the dial

to maximum,,e then rest it an the surface

to be gaged, as shown in figure 17. Make

sure that the small pin in the handle is

in the 'UP position. To dhedk the film

thiCkness, slowly rotate the dial downward

(clockwise) until the- magnetic contact

breaks. Now read the dial, Which is grad-

uated in mils. The nuMber in line with the

small index mark' an the face of the dial

indicates the paint',thickness.

Wet Film Gage

The wet gage, as shown in figure 18,

is used to check wet coatings of paint,

lacquer, enamel, or adhesive. Coatings to

be checked must be on a smooth surface.

--------ThisetWXYcome in--two sizes, one with

a range of 1/2 to 20 milsand theother

with a range of 4 to 60 mils. Herets how

to use the gage:

27
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DRIED MATERIAL IN SIDE PORT

;01II" A
SPRAY PATTERN

TRIE021TAIALAROUNDNOLIEnP

114
VArA
iRIII Niii

SPRAY PATTERN

Figure 16. -,Di.storted spray patterns.

tz"

,

Figure 17. - Dry film' gage.

1. Rotate the proper face to posi-

tion. Use the highest number mil face for

heavy coating, and the lowest number mil

,face for lightest coatings.

2. Before applying the gage to the

film skrface, make sure the face of the

tester is clean and dry.

the
out

3. Place
wet film.

allowingit

220

the gage face square on

Then withdraw the gage with-
to move on the wet surface.



QI3
4. Look at the highest step .coated

by the wet film. If all four steps on the
face are coated, then you must turn to the

'next higher gage face and repeat the test.
The true wet film thickness lies between
the highest step coated and the next higher

step.

5. Always wipe
immediately after use
fully with Solvent,
lightly before you put

the gage face clean
. Clean the gage care-
then dry and oil it
it in the case.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

1.

The application of organic coatings,

presents many hazards that must,be rigidly
controlled. The mists and vapors produced
by spraying may be easily ignited. Repeated
exposure to the coating materials may pro -

A,duce dermatitis. Many coating materials also
Ncontain toxic substances which are harmful 4
when inhaled. In the interest of safety, it
is essential that all coatings be applied

. according to accepted safeMy standards.

We cannot overstress the health hazard

to personnel caused by polyurethane paint.
The paint can produce irritation of the

skin, eyes, and respiratory tractduring
mixing and application. Allergic sensitiza-
tion oj personnel exposed to the vapors

and mis
may occ
ing,

s produced during spray application
and cause difficulty in breath-

cough, and shortness of breath.

Indit±ual Susceptibility appears to be a

controlling factork Once sensitized, many

workers cannot tolerate even a minimum sub-

,sequent exposure and must thereafter avoid
work areas .where suCh exposure could occur.

NORDSON, WET FILM GAGE

No. 790010
READ DI*CTLY IN MILS

NOROSON CORP AMHERST, OHIO
7

'Figure 18. 7 Wet film gage.. .

When You are mixing, . painting, or

working with polyurethane paint in con-

fined areas, use adequate ventilation and

apprbpriate face-mask athing protection

to minimize toxicity A/tots. For adequate

protection while painting with an air

spray gun, you must wear a will-fitted,

?8
.0
4

double cartridge organic vapor respirator
with fresh cartridges, solvent-resistant

gauntlet style gloves, and safety goggles.

Painters should be fully clothei with col-
lars buttonei and sleeves taped at the

wrist.'. Personnel. engaged in mixing or ap-

plying .polyureihane paint should have med-
idal surveillance.

HEALITH PROMOTION

Education of Ail personnel is neCes-

Ary if injuries .and' illnesses are to be

kept low. Each person must be fully aware
of the hazards involved in his job and the

protective measures that are prescribed for

his safety. Supervisors must make certain

that all safety regulation's and precautions
are strictly observed.

Ventilation

Forced air ventilation must ie pro-
vided to all spray booths to prevent g0C11....

mulation of dangerous vapors. The air velo-
city across the face of the booth must not
be below 150- feet per minute. Spraying

should always be done with the spray gun

pointed ,toward the spray, booth waterfall.

When forced air ventilation is impractic-
able, such as when doing minor touch-up,
you should wear a suitable respirator.

Fire Hazards.

, All potential sources of ignition

should be removed from the shop area. All
electrical .equipment, and fixtures must be
eiplosion-proof snd grounded. All objects

that cduld produce static electricity must
be grounded before spray painting.- Rags
and other waste materials saturated with
paint must be placed in covered metal cans
and,emptied daily.

Touch-up painting is permissible,.bnt

spray painting of an entire aircraft is

prohibited in operational, maintenance, or
storage'. haAgars. Touch-up spray painting

during regular maintenanceis defined as:

Spray painting
parts.
Stenciling data,
tification marks,
Painting surface
50 square feet. '

of disaasembled

insignia, idea-
etc. 'A -

areas less than



Cleanliness

We must emphasize -keeping ihe shop

area clean. Use caution to prevent unneces-

sary spillage, accumulation, or evaporation

of coating materials. Clean up spills and

other contaminants immediately, and provide
Suitablereceptacles for the disposil.of the
waste products.

Personal Protective Equipment

Iiirozvèr other means of hazard control

fail to provide complete protection4, per-

sonal protective- clothing _and. ,equipment

should be worn. A respirator must,be worn

when the ventilation is not adequate.,When
you are not wearing a respirator, wear Some
form of filtering device to prevent inhala,

tion of paint overspray. While painting,

wear clothing that ,completely covers the

body, as continuous contact with coating

materials may cause detmatitis.

Personal Hygiene

Personal cleanliness is essential when

working with coating materials. Always wash

your hands upon completion of any coating

operation. Clean protective clothing fre.,

quently and, when not in use, keep,it out-
side--the spray room.-Do not hang it,in cam--

fined loCkers that may induce spontaneous

combustion.

If hand creams. are available, apply

them before any coating operation._ This

prevents-dermatitis and permits easy-re-

moval. of the coating products. If desired,
you may also apply hand cream to your face.

One application will give several hours

of protectidn .unless the hands have been.

, wetted with -water. Upon completion of the

coating operation, -you can easily remove

the hand cream with skin cleanser and

water.

STORAGE OF COATING MATERIAIS

These items should be stored, whetiever

' possible, in dry, fire-resistant, well-

drained, and well-ventilated structures,

preferably separated from other buildings,

and under automatic sprinkler protection.

You should not use space heaters,and other

direct-fired heaters to heat storage areas.
Floors should'be concrete and drained to one

point; The drain should run to a sump or

detached cistern and have a deep trap. The

, storage structure should be ventilated with

,

.) q
screened inlet air vents 6 inches above the

floor and screened outlet vents through the
roof. This will allow paint fumes to escape.

You should provlde protection for paint

containers against wetting by rain, snow,

steam leaks, or other sources of water.

Coating ,materials must be stored separately
from greases, atl, rags, iwood, and other

similar combustible materialS.

To avoid direct heat on the materials,

do not store them near Steam li es or other

sources of heat. It -is reco ed that

steam heat be used with heating
the stock, with the coils screened to pre-

vent them from contacting the dontainers.

You should not store paint on:floor below

grade (ground level). In any Cise, you

should lay the, first tier of containers

at. least 2' inches above the floor leiel

to allow suitable ventilation and drainage.

, Paints and paint thinner packaged in

55-gallon steel drums may be stored out-
doors, provided the containers are pro-

tected against rusting. To.protect the con-

tainers, paint the bare metal areas, and

set the drums on scrap luMber so as to pro -

'vide approximately 2 inches clearance above

the ground.

Containers of paint may develop inter-

nal pressure frai high temperatures. This

condition is apparent as ,0411ging Of the
light ,gage utinil crtaineri but is not evi-

dent in the heavier gage steel druus.

Therefore, you must open containers with

care to allow the pressure- to dissipate
§1641y--,--before_the seal is_completely re-

moved. Failure to--observe,this precaution

may result in your being siattereiby the
Material exploding because-of the-Sudden

release; of pressure. If a Container is

sealed With a bung?'oped it by turning out

, the bung slowly until you hear a hissing

sound. When the-hissing ceasei, indicating,<,

equalization Of pressure with the,atmas-
phere, you can completely remove the bung:

'Containers shaad be. readily accessible

at all .times. Do not stack other materials
on ,top of coating materials. Store con,

tainers and issue them:In the order of the
dates of Manufacture shown on the respective
labels. Use material bearing the Oldest date

first. In the event of date of manufacture

is not shown on-the container, use-the date

of receipt as the approximate date of manu-
facture for purposes of storage and issue.

i)
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LO33OOK RECORD ENTRIES FOR AIRCRAFT

PAINTING

A logbook or record entry must be made
anytime an aircraft is completely:painted
or if 15 percent of the aircraft is

painted. An entry is a/so required if a
major subassembly, such as a wing, tail
group, or tail cone is painted. The entry
must include the aircraft tyPe and serial
number, activity doing the painting. lo-
cation of the activity, and the date the
painting was completed./Complete identifying

6

information for all materials used for

painting, such as paints, thinners, active-
tors, and strippers, 'Must be entered'. The

identifying information' must include the

specification number, Manufacturer, batch

number, and brand or trade name of*the
paint material. The above information must
be entered on the aircraft AFRO Form 95.

The painting information must be re-
corded so that there will be a record of
the latest painting information for all

surfaces of the Aircraft. Preiious paintimg'
information Which is no longer applicable
should be removed or made Obsolete.

tws
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'LESSON QUIZ

QUESTIONS

13. The primary objective of any paint

finish ig

14..When painting or touchingup airL6

craft, What directive must you comply with?

15. In _surface preparation 'for painting,

before applying the cleaner43rightener, you

should wipe down ail sanded surfaces and

bare metal with

16. After applying the epoxy primer coat'

ing, you should "allow it tb dry for

hours.

17. If polyurethane paint is not properly
thinned, What will result?

.18. When should you remove masking tape
from a polyurethane painted surface?

19. Mow, can you improve the retention

capability of decals on polyurethane coat

ings ?

20. When using an internalmixing spray

gun, Where are the paint and air mixed?

21. When spray painting,'air pressure that

is too high will cause -

22. When spray- painting, how can you re
duce overspray-at the right and left ends

bf a panel?

23. How should you clean Cloggeli 'side

ports on a paint spray gun miXing cap?

24. lihat are the two methods of'measuring

paint film thickness?

25. Cans containing rags and waste mater

ials saturated with paint must be emptied

0

26. A bulge in a paint can of light gage

"tin" indicates

27. When is a logbook entry required for

painting an aircraft? 1
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ANSW17.!

13. 'The protection of-exposed sur-

faces against deteriot.ition (Page 13)

11u. CGTO 42A-1-2, (Page 15)

15. A 1 to 1 mixture of xylene and

acetone (Page 15)

16. 1 - 2 (Page 16)

17. Chipping will occur, especially
around fastener holes. (Page 17)

18. Before-the-paint is allowed to
dry. (Page 18)

19. LightXy sand or roughen the surface.
(Page 19).

20. Inside the spray cap (Page 20)

21. thin center of the spray pattern
(Page 23)

22. Use a banding 'technique (Page 23)

23. Dissolve'the 4ied material with
thinner or s4z-zint Page 23)

Wet and dry methods (Page 25)

25. daily (age 26)

26.. Internal pressurverom high
temperatutes (Page 27)

27. Anytime an aircraft is completely'
painted or. if 15 percent of the aircraft
is painted (Page 28),



Directions:

PAMPHLET REVIEW wiz
;

Cover the 'answers tn the questions'with
the 'enclosed Answer Key, Mask. Carefully
answer the questions; then remove the mask-
to check with the printed andWer. If you
anSwered any 'question incorrectly, refer
4-to the text material.

*QUESTIONS

1.

a .

B - You Should keep the sanding

disc ,tilted ,ta approximately a 10-

degree angle So that only one Side of

the disc is in contact with the metal

surface.. (Page 2) '

1. To properly use a power sander, you
should keep the sanding disc tilted to an
angle of, degrees against the wotk.

A. _5
B. 10 -
C. 15

D.. 20

2. When you are grinding on &metal sur-
face, .excessive heating can alter the grain
structure and can result in

A.

B.
C.

D.

fatigue cracks
wakpage
work hariening
severe corrosion

3. Whidn part of a vacu-blaster
oversized debris that is picked
vacuum hose?

A.

W.
C.

Dust collector
Dust tray
Abrasive reclaiMer
Vibrating screen

will trap
up by the

4. The entire vacu-blaster unit,operates
on an air supply of

A.

B.
C.

D.

50 cfm at 100 psi
75 cfmat 150 psi
100 cfm at'100 psi
150 Cfm at 150 psi

5. The corrosion removing compound, MIL-
C -38334, is used to chemically remove cor-
rosion from. and its alloys. -

A. aluminum
B. magnesium
C. 'plated steel
D.- titanium
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2. D - When you are grind4-)
excessive metal heating alters the
granular structure, which can result

in severe corroiion. (Page 2)

42t

3. D- Oversized debris is trapped by

- the vibrating screen, which must be
periodically cleaned. (Page 4)

4. C - Zhe entire vacu-blaster unit
operates on an air supply of 100 cfm
at 100 psi. (Page 5)

5. A - The corrosion removing compound,
MIL-C-38334, is used ta chemically re-
move corrosion from aluminum and its
alloys. XPage 5)
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6. . How should you remove heavy-corrosion
on small removable aluminum parts?

A. Use a stainless . steel powered
brush

B. Use afarbide tipped scraper
C. Immerse in an alkaline remover -
D. 'Immerse in a phosphoric-chromic

acid solution

7. What. chemical should you use.to con-
dition a corrosion resistant steer surface
before painting?

A. kitricl.hydroflubric acid
B. Phosphoric acid base rust re-

mover
C. Chromic acid piCkle solution
D. Pasa,Je1l.,101

8. If acid -is used to remove corrosion
from high strength steel, the acid will

cause 4

hydrogen embrittlement
case hardening
intergranular corrosion
incruaions

9. The alkaline corrosion(remover is used
for removing dorrosion from alloys.

A.

B.
C.

D.

aluminum
magnesium
ferrous
titanium

10. The metal plating process is a method
of producing a metallic coating on the sur-
face of a metal by means.

A.

B.

C.

D.

electrochemical
mechanical
magnetic
"dielectric

11. An oxide film
face as the result
is more corrosion
than a natural film.

A. heat
B. fatigue
C. contaminant
D. . wear

formed on'a metal sur-
of a chemical treatment
and resistant
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6. D - Table 1. (Page 4)

7. B - Phosphoric acid base rust
remover is used to condition a;eel,
corrosion resistant steel, and.copPer3
surfaces Bekore painting. (Page 7)

8. A - Never use an acid solution to
remove corrosion from high-strength.
steel parts; acid causdi hydrogen eria
brittlement of the steel. (Page 7ir,

9. C - Use the alkaline corrosion re-
moving compound .t9 remove corrosion
from ferrous and copper alloys. (Page 7) -

e

10. A - Plating is a method of producing
a metdilic coating by eleCttochemical
means. (Page 8)

11. D - Oxide films are more cdtrosion
andmear resistant than naturk films
and give the parts greater service life.
(Page 8)



12. Where should . you store toxic mater-

ials?

A. In the paint loCker
B. In a completely enclosed 'and

locked area
C. In the grelst and oil locker

D. In the battery shop

13. Complete aircraft refinishing under

field conditions should be attempted .ONLY

,if the existing finieh

A. is faded

B. is stained
C. fails'to protect
D. fails to reduce heat absorption

.14. iircraft 'Painting and.Marking De-

tails,' drawings are maintained and fur-
nished to.operating units by

A. Commandant G-tAE

B. the prime unit

C. AREISC

D. the aircraft manufacturer '

15. The standardized Coast-Guard aircraft
paint system .consists of an improved epoxy
primer and a coating.

A. polyurethane
B. lacquer
C. epoxy,
D., enamel

:1.6% After thinning, stirring, mmi strain- f

ing epoxy primer, MIL-P-23377B, you should

allow the prinier to stand for a MINIMUM

of minutes before use.

A. 15

B. 30

C. 45
D. 60

17 . D ep ending on the'temperature, the air

pressure for spraying polyurethane paint

with the conventional hand pot spray gun

is psi.

A. 40-45
B. 50-55

C. 60-65

D. 70-15

sPO
12. ,B - Areas in which toxic materials
are stpred and mixed hould be completely
enclos44.and locked to prevent the
materials falling into the hands of un-
authorized personnel. (Page 9)

13. C - Complete refinishing under
field conditions should be restricted
to those areas wflere existing paint
finishes fail to perform their protec-
tive function. (Page 13)

- 14. C - AR&SC maintains curfent draw-
ings for all Coast Guard aircraft models,
and applicable.copies are finished to
operating units initially, uPon revision
of .adrawing, and upon request.
(Page 15)

15. A - The Coast Guard standardized
paint system consists of an improved
epoxy primer, MIL-P-23377B, and a
polyurethane coating, MIL-C-81773(AS)
or MIL-C-83286 (USAF)t (Page 16)

16. D - The thinned primer should be
stirred thoroughly, strained, and allowed
to stand 1 hour before use. (Page 16),

17. C - For the conventional hand pot
spray gun, the air, pressure should be
60-65 psi, dependent on the temperature
(Page 17)
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18. Wfien sprayed, unthinned polyurethane
paint appears

A. gritty
B. unsmodth
C. dull
D. lustrous

19.. When you measure paint visdosity with
a Zahn cup, the viscosity is 'expressed in

through the cup.

A.

B.

C.

D.

seconds
minutes
liters
ounCes

20. How should you prepare a painted fi-;
berglass surface far repainting?

A. Sand lightly with 320-400 wet or
dry sandpaper

B. Soften the old paint with ace-
tone

C. Remove
remover

the old paint with paint

D. Remove the old paint with a met-
allic scraper

,

21, What type of paint fidish is reqdired
for radomes?

A.

B.
C.

D.

Polyurethane
Lacquer
Epoxy
Enamel

22. A suction-feed Spray gun
tified by the

A.

B.

C.

D.

two hoses attached to
internal-mixing spray
absence of an air
the paint cup cover
presence of an air
the paint cup cover

can be iden-

the gun
cap
vent hole in

vent hole in

23. When yOu are Spray paihting, holding
the spray gun too far from the work causes
a

A.

B.
C.

D.

weak center spray pattern
heavy wet coat
dry spray
cbarse,.spattered effect
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18. B - If no thinner is mixed with .

the paint, its application will not_be
smooth and Will have an orange-peel

effect. (Page'17)

19. 'rA - Viscosity is expressed in
seconds through the cup. (Page 1.7)

20. A file approved Coait Guard'method
for touch-up of fiberglass surfaces_is
to use lacquer thinner to thoroughly_
clean the area to be repainted and sand
lightly with 320-400 wet or_dry sand-
paper. (Page 18)

21. C 7 Two epoxy systems are appkoved
as the 'paint finish for radomes. (Page 19)

22. D - A'suction-feed spray gun can,
be identified by the presence of an air
vent hole in the paint cup cover, (Page 20)

23. C - Generally, the distance'váries
from 6 to 10 inches. Holding the spray
gun at a greater distance causes a dry
spray and excessive spray dust. (Page 23)



24. When you are spray--Painting, a dis-.

torted spray pattern is caused 'by a/an ,

A.

B.
C.

D.

clogged air valve
clogged Aide port
weak trigger spring
improperly adjusted air control

screw

25. Which instrument for measuring paint

thickness operates on the principle of mag-

netism?

26.

ing
vent

A. Depth micrometer
B. Dial indicatbr
C. sWet film gage
D. Dry film gage

While painting, you should wear Cloth-
that completely covers the body to pro-

A.

B.
C.

D.,

psoriasis
chemical burns
dermatitis
hepatitisv

27. Aircraft .painting information

be entered in the aircraft logbook

Form '

A. 44

B. 95

So C. 103

D. 781

should

on AFTO
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aaa
24. B - Paint can clog the side ports

of the mixing cap and restrict the pas-
sage of air so that the full air pressure

from the clean side port foices the fan

pattern, in the direction of'the clogged

side, causing'a distorted spray paittern.

(Page 23)

- The dry film gage Operates on
the-attraction power of a permanent

magnet through a nmmagnetic'eoating
to the steel base. (Page 25)

26. C 7 While painting You ihould wear

clothing that completely covers th

body,gas-4entinuous contact with-. ing

materials maY causeedermatitiA.:

29)

,27. B - Aircrafi-painting.information
must.be.entered on the aircraft AFTO

ForSOlt'. (Page 30)


